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PURPOSE: 

To advise you concerning an interview with L. Ron_ 
Hubbard, President of the above-captioned foundation. 

DETAILS:. 

_L. Ron Hubbard3 President}\_ _ 
I of the Hubbard Dianetic "Research YoTindationf 

Inc.3 were referred to the Internal Security Section by 
Mr. Nichols1 office for interview on March 13 1951. 

b6 
b7C 

Hubbard advised that he had written a book3 
"Dianetics3 The Modern Science of Mental Healthf" which 
was publishedbythe■ Hermitage House Publishing Company, 
June, 1950. He has aL so established the above-mentioned 
foundation with headquarters in Elisabeth, New. Jersey3 and 
branch off ices in New York, Y/ashington,- D-. Cv, Chicago~3 
Los Angeles, and Honolulu.' 
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' Hubbard advised that he felt that Communists within., 
•his •brgdni'sdtvoh were undermining* its 'siriidiutlil ~ 'He advised ’ 
that he had turned- over the names of several suspected 
Communists to the FBI office in Los Angeles. Hubbard could 
onlu 'recall jtfLename of one of these individuals. He stated 

I was one of the individuals he susneeriied of 
being Communistically inclined. Concerning| 
Hubbard stated that he was instrumental in driving Hubbard's 
wife-, Sara Elisabeth Northrup3 to the point of insanity. 
Hubbard, expressed considerable concern, in connection with 
Hollister's influence on his wife. He stated that his- wife?*”**1 
as well as his Army..45 Automatic, had been missing for 
several days. He^also stated that-he expected tdlhavue- 
diffinultv with, his mi. fp. i.n cjmn,ection with 
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of New-Jersei 
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5:25 P.M. to advise that Hubbard's wife had returned to 
the foundation's office in Los Angeles, California. Ho 

/ inton-fti/in-Me appears *« *** 
coRcerninor l< 

in tfte Bureau's files 
and no identifiable subversive 

(information appears in the Bureau's files concerning Sara 
Elisabeth Northrup. 

In further connection with Hubbard's suspicions 
of CQMSBULLSi. activities within his organisation, he advised 
that 

01/ V Vi* V • • lit V \S I r v ^ v v > ^ ^ w ’    

] is now organising the Gaduceus Founda- 
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tion3 which Hubbard alleges will be utilised to take over 
his, Hubbard's, organisation sometime in th^Jfrbure. Hubbard 
advised that he suspicionedI ~] °f 
Hermitage House, the publishirvgfirm whivh published Hubbard s 
book, of being connected with Communists. The Bure&uf_s files 
do not reflect any active investigation regarding____ 

| | However, in connection with the investigation of 
Joseph Milton Bernstein3 wa., Internal Security - R3 it is 
noted that Bernstein was Associate Editor of the Hermitage 
Press. Inc., at the same time that \ \was associated 
with this organisation. Bernstein was at that time in 
contact with Alexander Trachtenberg9 former member of the 
Rational Committee of the CP3 USA, and f^eqd of the Inter¬ 
national Publishers. (100-135569-39.) 

Hubbard stated that he strongly feels that Dianetics 
can be used to combat Communism. However3 he declined to 
elaborate on how this might be done. He stated that the 
Soviets apparently realised the value of Dianetics because 
as early as 1938 an official of Amtorg3 while ai the 
Explorer's Club in Hew York contacted him to suggest that 
he go to Russia and develop Dianetics there'. 

In an apparent attempt to give credence to his 
statements, Hubbard advised that he was recently psychoanalysed 
in Chicago and was found to be quite normal with the exception 
of his recent marital difficulties. Hubbard made available 
the two attached pamphlets concerning "Dianetics and Psycho¬ 
analysis" and "Dianetics; A Brief Discussion" for the Bureau's 
information. 

ACTION: 

None. The above is for your information 
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ultimate aim being to contact and erase all 
incidents present in the “bank”. These data 
in the reactive mind are actually contacted 
with the aid of the auditor, whose assistance 
is required for more reasons than can be ex¬ 
plained here. 

This may be surprising indeed, but the data 
is all there in the reactive mind, recorded and 
waiting to be contacted, erased, placed by the 
auditing in “standard memory”. In the proc¬ 
ess, still more vital energy is released to the 
analytical mind. It is obvious now that, for 
every such release, the analytical mind recov¬ 
ers more and more of its original, endowed 
potential for clear and rational thinking. 

The tenn “clear” is aptly chosen, for, once 
cleared, our former pre-clear is forever after 
able, in a fraction of the time formerly re¬ 
quired, to “make up his mind”, and his deci¬ 
sions will be unbiased by emotion or past 
disruptive experience: in a word, rational. 

Independent Dianetic Groups 

and Centers 

A number of groups and centers have been 
organized for the purpose of pooling knowl¬ 
edge and experience in order to solve the 
problems of the members. The Hubbard 
Dianetic Research Foundation, Inc., is en¬ 
couraging and assisting these independent 
groups and centers whenever possible. For 
this purpose a coordinator of group activities 
has been appointed and may be contacted by 
writing the Coordinator of Group* Activities, 
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Inc., 
2600 S.. Hoover St., Los Angeles 7, California. 

Published by 

The Hubbard Dianetic Research 

Foundation, Inc. 

The Foundation has been chartered in the 
State of New Jersey as a non-profit, scientific 
research, educational and charitable corpora¬ 
tion. Its main object and purpose, as set forth 
in the charter, is “to study and conduct re¬ 
search in the field of the human mind and of 
human^thought in action.” Subordinate pur¬ 
poses include publication and indoctrination 
of members. 

Active Membership 
An active membership in the Foundation 

is granted only on successful completion of the 
Indoctrination Period of the Foundation. An 
Active Member is a Hubbard Dianetic Audi¬ 
tor, and is entitled to one vote at any annual 
or special meeting of the Foundation in addi¬ 
tion to the usual privileges of a Hubbard 
Dianetic Auditor. Arrangements for begin¬ 
ning the Indoctrination Period may be made 
by contacting Foundation Headquarters or 
any Department. 

Associate Membership 
The Auditor’s Bulletin is received only by 

Associate and Active Members. No Indoc¬ 
trination Period is required of Associate 
Members, but they should be familiar with 
the tenets of dianetics as outlined in the 
Handbook, Dianetics, the Modern Science of 
Mental Health and current publications. 

Foundation Services 
The Foundation acts as a coordinating cen¬ 

ter for all dianetic activity. It seeks to ac¬ 
quaint all members and all interested persons 
with the theory and technique of dianetics. 
For those who do not wish to undergo a full 
Indoctrination Period it arranges shorter 
periods of lectures and demonstrations. A 
limited number of persons can be accepted 
for dianetic processing at the Foundation. 
Full cooperation with all agencies or persons 
desiring to test or use the tenets of dianetics 
is the basic desire of the Foundation. 
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For centuries many curious and scientific 
probers into the convolutions of human think¬ 
ing have told us that we are the possessors of 
a complex instrument called the mind, and 
approximately how it functions* That is called 
the analytical mind. 

But dianetics has discovered and proved 
that we are also the possessors of another 
mind, a “reactive” mind, which has far greater 
force and compulsion upon us, which badgers 
and bedevils us throughout our entire life 

span. 

This villainous reactive mind is the human 
evil which dianetics is assailing, and has dedi¬ 
cated itself to eradicate from mankind: it is 
the leech upon our rational behavior, the * 
hypothetical cyst which occludes the proper 
functioning of the analytical mind, the root j: 

of all our psychosomatic ills, the barrier which i 
prevents us from attaining the optimum of ■ 
our abilities and our aspirations. * ; 

What does this reactive mind consist of? 
It is a kind of memory, but only of those 
events which happened while we were un¬ 
conscious. And as such, it differs from our 
previous understanding of memory. 

Memory is a process of recalling at will or 
in response to appropriate stimuli impres¬ 
sions previously made on the senses and re¬ 
corded in the mind. The process of recall is 
essentially one of perceiving these impressions 
and understanding them; it is an analytical 
process. * 

What was not before understood and can ] 
now conclusively be demonstrated is that yet 
another file of impressions exists, one in which 
impressions are recorded, but in a manner J 
and under circumstances which do not permit j 

l 

of voluntary recall by any means known prior 
to the inception of dianetics,as an actual 
science. 

It was from his discovery and study of this 
second file, of data that Mr. L. Ron Hubbard 
evolved the science of dianetics. He discov¬ 
ered that this mind reacted to certain stimuli, 
but in a manner theretofore so incapable of 
rational explanation, so random and erratic, 
that its activity as such had quite understand¬ 
ably escaped the attention of the professions 
specializing in the human mind. This, he 
called the reactive mind. 

The reactive mind records all impressions 
experienced;during pain or unconsciousness. 
Moreover, the recording of the reactive mind 
begins with the original two cells, male sperm 
and female ovum, ultimately to evolve into 
the adult human being, and continues from 
before conception, through birth, and on up, 
to the “present time”, which is to say, the 
current instant in;the life of the adult. 

A peculiar condition, however, attendant 
upon such reactive mind recording, is that it 
can take place only during periods of uncon¬ 
sciousness, or pain sufficient to lower the per¬ 
ceptive, abilities of the analytical mind to a 
point of less than full consciousness. It is a 
further condition that, before any one of these 
data can in any way effectually influence the 
individual, it must be activated, or “keyed in”, 
by an occurrence in the life of the individual, 
similar to the one originally recorded. From 
then on, it is capable of being reactivated, or 
“restimulated”, by every recurrence of a re¬ 
stimulator. 

We have said that the reactive mind records 
with the implication that the data are filed as 
obtained, without regard for system or origi¬ 
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nal context. Analogous results would be ob¬ 
tained were a recorder to be placed in opera¬ 
tion upon a busy street comer: auto horns, 
crashes, whistles, and snatches of conversation 
would all be found on the tape in re-play. No 
selective mechanism, could be devised which 
would do more than play off that which was 
recorded. 

This is the activity of the reactive mind: 
recording, and re-play, in response to restimu¬ 
lation. Therefore, when any recording in the 
reactive mind is caused to re-play, the individ¬ 
ual responds with a literal interpretation of 
the content of thatparticular recording. 

It will be appreciated then, what startling, 
ludicrous—even disastrous results may be ob¬ 
served when this non-analytical, strictly literal 
“mind” is restimulated: a pregnant woman 
trips, falls heavily to the floor; her child is 
momentarily stunned (unconsciousness); in 
•her terror and concern for her baby, she cries 
out, “My baby ! I have harmed him, given 
him a terrible set-back! He will never be like 
other children!”' Even though the child is 
bom without mishaps or disfigurement, yet 
when in childhood someone remarks in a 
manner intended to be complimentary, “He 
is not like other children”, the pre-natal inci¬ 
dent “keys in”, and he, thereafter, uncon¬ 
sciously seeks to be different, sulking in cor-, 
ners, refusing to join in mth other children 
in their play and various normal activities. 

This does happen and can be demonstrated! 

Now, a true science not only recognizes the 
problems in its field, it offers a method for 
their solution: Dianetics is a true science, 
recognizing and solving its peculiar problems. 
The method is known as “dianetic process¬ 
ing”. The mode is “reverie”. The solution is 

| the erasure of those recording’s .which, when 
| restimulated, cause reactive behavior in the 
(human being. The individual whose reactive 

mind bank.no longer contains any unerased 
incident is known in dianetic terminology as 

| a “clear”. 

, The state of reverie is induced by an aston- 
| ishingly simple process. The “pre-clear” is 
| asked to make himself comfortable and close 
l his eyes. He is told that he may for the dura- 
j| tion of the session, disregard noise, or other 
I interruption. He is told that , he may at any 
| time end the session voluntarily. He ist told 

that he will be able to remember everything 
which is said either by himself or his “audi¬ 
tor”. Finally, he is given a “canceller” so that 
no remark or suggestion made by either party 
will be able to affect him after the session 

I ends. He is then asked to return to a past 
| moment of pleasure. 

| The moment of pleasure is recounted. His 
*2 auditor endeavors by adroit questioning to 
| elicit all possible details. This has the effect 
I of acquainting the patient with the practic¬ 

ability and process of “going back” or “retum- 
h It also sharpens his powers of recall, 
j and at the same time allays any doubts or 

misgivings he may experience. 

r He is next asked to go back or return to' 
t the first moment of pain or unconsciousness 

available at the time. Again, adroit, ques- 
{ tioning aids him to recall details. Several 

j recountings of the incident serve to remove 
what may be called the “charge” on this inci¬ 
dent, thus restoring, to the analytical mind 
that vital energy heretofore required to en¬ 
dure or live with the disruptive content 

From here the pre-clear is led by the audi¬ 
tor to continue through further incidents, the 
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When asked about Freud and psychoanaly¬ 
sis, L. Ron Hubbard remarked, “As a youth, 
I was inspired by Commander Thompson, of 
the Medical Corps, U. S. Navy, who died in 
San Francisco in 1939. He had studied under 
Freud in Vienna, and had brought psycho¬ 
analysis to the Navy. From him I imbibed 
the investigatory spirit of Freud, who, al¬ 
though he was not a trained neurologist and 
was opposed by the medical men of his day, 
yet laid a foundation of orderly search into 
the field of the human mind. I have always 
acknowledged Freud’s help in that search. 
Indeed, his thought that full recall equals 
full sanity> is the starting point of the work 
which culminated in dianetic processes.” 

In consideration of this debt to Freud, and 
of the important differences nevertheless ex¬ 
isting between dianetics and psychoanalysis, 
it seems desirable to delineate the major 
points of agreement and "disagreement be¬ 
tween the two systems. An appreciation of 
these issues is vital to a true understanding 
of the tremendous advance which dianetics 
brings to our knowledge of the human mind. 

Traumatic Experience 
It is an important tenet of psychoanalysis 

that the individual’s attitudes and behavior 
are influenced by previous traumatic experi¬ 
ences, the memories of which are not avail¬ 
able to his conscious recall. It is further held 
that the individual tends to relive these ex¬ 
periences. Freud considered that only the 
earlier of these experiences were the original 
experiences and hence important, while Rank 
considered that the first and most important 
was birth. The mechanism of influence of 
traumatic experiences has been treated scant¬ 
ily, with emphasis on symbolic interpretation. 

Dianetics agrees on the importance of early 
traumatic experiences in influencing the at- 
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titudes and behavior of the individual. It also 
agrees that people tend to relive these experi¬ 
ences repetatively and that the earliest of any 
series of experiences is the important one. 
Dianetics finds, however, that birth is far 
from the earliest trauma and that the most 
important early experiences usually lie in 
the prenatal period, particularly in the month 
following conception. Dianetics also finds 
that the important parts of traumatic experi¬ 
ences are the parts containing unconsciousness 
or grief. These have command power over 

•v the individual in a fashion which is not sym¬ 
bolic but literal, deriving from the exact 
words of thle experience. 

The Resolution of Conflict 

Psychoanalysis uses as its aim and tech¬ 
nique in therapy the bringing into conscious¬ 
ness of these hidden memories for the 
purpose of understanding them and their 
influence. It is considered that by this under¬ 
standing, insight will; be obtained and their 
effects will be nullified. It, therefore, includes 
both the penetration and resolution of the 
infantile amnesia, to use Freud’s term, and 
the analysis i of daily interpersonal situations 
involving “parataxic distortion,” or the con¬ 
fusion of real people with similar people from 
the patient’s past. 

Dianetics [makes the same approach but in 
a much more incisive, precise and effective 
fashion. Dianetics finds that it is not the un¬ 
derstanding- of the content of early traumatic 
experiences j at a conscious level which is im¬ 
portant, but rather the analysis of the data 
contained in them by computation at a sub¬ 
monitored level of the mind; that is to say, 
it is subconscious understanding based on 
close contact with and frequent recounting 
of the incident which erases its reactive 
power. This is true both of incidents involv- 
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ing pain and of incidents involving grief.. 
Dianetics further finds that the identification 
of individuals from the current surrounding 
with individuals from the past of the patient 
is either the result of literal commands con¬ 
tained in the traumatic experiences, or the re¬ 
sult of a strong ally character in the original 
individuals with undischarged grief at their 
loss. The discharge of this grief through re¬ 
counting of the loss incident is enough to 
relieve the aberrative force of the situation 
and enable the present individuals to be 
judged on their own character and merit. 

Role of the Analyst 

Psychoanalysis bases its technique in some 
measure, which varies from school to school, 
on the activity of the analyst in discussing 
with the patient, interpreting for the patient, 
and pointing out to the patient the nature 
and meaning of the material recovered from 
early life. It teaches in amounts varying from 
school to school that much of this material, 
particularly that relating to birth or inter- 
uterine life, is fantasy and has no literal value. 

Dianetics, on the other hand, places con¬ 
siderable emphasis on the inability of the 
auditor to evaluate the data of the p re-clear 
and the danger of trying to do so. It holds 
that this data is the literal data of actual 
experiences with rare exceptions involving 
specific fantasy mechanisms which can be 
located and which have their origin in actual 
experiences. 

Personality 

Psychoanalysis divides the human person¬ 
ality into various elements, such as the Id,, 
the Ego, and the Super-Ego. These entities 
are defined grossly and are considered to pos¬ 
sess a certain mystical, unknowable quality 
in their details. Dianetics, on the other hand,. 
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finds a good, responsible and autonomous 
basic personality and finds that aberrative 
forces are nothing but the content of engrams, 
the recordings of experiences during periods 
of unconsciousness. 

Scope and Goals 

Psychoanalysis does not recognize the con¬ 
cept of cure. This is a natural outcome of the 
inability of psychoanalysis to penetrate the 
prenatal period and successfully reduce and 
erase the recordings of traumatic experiences \\ 
in that area. Dianetics, on the other hand, 
does have a concept of cure which is attain¬ 
able. This is the concept of the dianetic clear, 
a person who has had all of his engrams 
erased, and is now free of their aberrative 
force to work in accordance with his basic • 
human nature. s 

tJianeticg, accordingly, is able to under¬ 
stand and explain basic human nature as 
distinguished from the aberrative engrams. f 
It finds that human nature is basically good 
and that the basic drive energies of the hu* , ( 
man being exert themselves over a spectrum * 
ranging from self at the one extreme to the ; 
infinite universe at the other extreme. This \ 
basic drive energy is commonly considered to s 
be channelled into four dynamics, self, sex ' 
and family, group, and race. » 

Finally, dianetics includes in its scope the j 
field of psychosomatic illnesses, which are 
linked but loosely into psychoanalytic theory. 
These illnesses derive from the literal con- | 
tent of engrams and are a manifestation of | 
their aberrative force. | 

In short, dianetics integrates into one J 
basic pattern our whole knowledge of human ji 
personality in its normal and abnormal func- s 
‘iioning. 
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Corppration Records, District of Columbia, revealed that Hubbard 
.Dianetic Research Foundation, Incorporated*, IBs; a New Jersey Corporation 
started1 in April, 1950, and. maintains offices, at. 666 East Bay Head,. New 
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SARA NT^iUBBARD, Post-Office Box. 6^6, .Bay Head, New Jersey. 

6, PARKE^ORGAN, HU3 East Jersey Street, Elizabeth,* New Jersey,. 

A supplemental record dated, August 8, 19^0, reflected ^DWIGHT. D. 
y^TAYLOR, 5295 Partridge Lane, Washington, D.C., is Resident Agent in the 

District of Columbia for the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation. Credit 
Bureau reports reflect! 
firm of COVINGTON, B0RLlN<57 

luuuai u »   -t-~    

I is an. Attorney, who was formerly with the 
“Rubles, acheson, and shorb. 

The files of the Washington- Field Office contain, no- pertinent 
b6 
b7C information concerning 

Credit Bureau reports reflect that the Hubbard Foundation has main 
offices at 275 Morris Avenue* Elizabeth. New Jersey, and a local office at 

-■“fice ftOP«T%e- Street, Northwest. 
_J came to Washipe: 
A? Pf January, 1951, 

i ,of the local officeI 
.0. in, July, 1950, from Elizabeth. New Jersey. 
,s reported' to be employed by 

No record of 

]73oing psychological work. 

was located it le files of the 

Washington Field Office. 

With regard to the officers of the- Hubbard Foundation,, the files' 
of Washington Field Office reflect that|____J*n was i" \ 
AO armlicant for a position'of Bureau Agent. At that time he resided at b6 1: 

' and was practicing law at 11U3 77 

.Toy'flftv Street, in Elizabeth. The files reflected he was ] 



< STANDARD FORM NO. 
* 

* I \ 
* * "4* . ^3 q, ~oefmmm;i ! ®W* 

XXffite ]Mu±J • ONITED| i.: '_//GOVEK.lSrMENT 

sa 
TO DIRECTOR, WFO 

:.Tt jirT.^ri^n cctt/iicd 
k:-vrT\/, : :-cihd 
E- ^«* T*/\' * f»* -y *i-*» 

:w_ * X • 
DATE: March 7, 3$J>1 

ao^K SAC, WFO 
QitESW%'31^ 

£ 

§ 

SUBJECT: ©HUBBARD DIANETIC 'HUBBARD DIANETIC. , ^ 
"HESEARCHTOTJNDATIONt INCORPORATES^?• h wX'< -,i 
Internal securitt - r . T ' 

^vp-%v 

d1t3 05 E’*'11-'1 

Reference WFO letter to Director dated 1/25/51 entitled_ 
va, Perverts in Government Service, Internal Security-Miscellaneous,, 

By letter'dated 7/21/50 entitled Dy ic uocjl ua y v _ i r 
in Government Service-Miscellaneous, WFO advised that Sergeant! 

_.._._. _ . . . -=-» - - w'a * ^ j_•*_a “ x I 

,et al. Perverts 

HI UVVeriJIliCIAU UCrviUC-i'lLOVCJU.awwwugj ~ -'-~'r — — a 

United" States Park Police, Washington,"D.C., advised 'that[ 
. **»- ... n _-i -* "% . J 

uux uou ^— o- / y t ; >5. 1 
was reported to be a contact for' a_ CoTninuiiist~>celX^10-cated injj^Lorida^ and 
tiiat cell meetings in Washington, D ♦ C. ■ were held .in a place called .the 

^f^Dynatic dub.tt According to Sergeant|_| perverts in this cell 

[ 

make contact with perverts in Government ’ employment who are threatened'with 
exposure unless they furnish information. By letter dated 0ctober.-2J—1^50 

the Bureau-was^advised’that pn_Qc±fiber 11,'19?0, 
J about Jj 

r-onrtp: 
ire unj 

_| the Bureau-was'advised that p 
a Government employee advised he had met|_ 

had been going tol _]for psychiatric treatments, and tha 
perverted in his personality and actions. According to[ 

b6 
b7C 

jO, and 
was 
had shown 

UCi VCl JUU 1WLU jyv* wv**«** v,; '-w-w - , g , 

him a lot of obscene_Dhotographs of nude women, stating they were photographs 
Jsaid he recognized jjpe'of the photographs as being 

\ 

t his patients 
employed as [ubbard Dianetic Research Foundation. 

On January 22, 1951> the-Grand! 
District Court at Washington, D.C., char 
psychopath. 

ied its indictment in the 
is being a sexual 

n 
0s 

'On January 19?l,Assistant/United States Attorney] 
advised thatpna of the witnesses Vho testified before the Grand Jury had 
advised that! 

b7C 

id t.Vift nawia 
to 

The files of the Washington Field Office contain numberous references ►4 U 

] however, none of these references appear to pertain , i*f 

371 £>3JL .r/^. 1 

cc; Newark 

•vtwtssin@>J 

CFW:vac ' 
121-1U3U? . * \ > 7 INB.DOTI. 06 

<1$ t 

N 
AM* 97 1W1 

REG8RDEB • SS 

i. . 

) 

y\b 

b6 
^ b7C 
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L'arch 9, 19S1 
RECEDED - 97 - 

- '’Cfir.*' 

Hr. L. Eon Hubbard, President 
Fhe Hubbard Manctic Research Foundation, Inc« 
275 Harris 4vcnuc 
Post Office Boa 502 
Hltzabcthj Hew Jersey 

Hear Hr. Hubbard} 

4 

Reference is made to your letter dated Haroh 3* 
1951, by which you furnished further information concern¬ 
ing the llvbbard Pianette Research Foundations Inc* 

You advise that arrangements are being made, to 
fingerprint ijo^r employees and file these fingerprints 
with this Bureau. I wish to advise you that the FBI 
has no authority to handle fingerprints with the ex¬ 
ception of those received from bona fide law enforcement 
departments and federal and state agencies• 

Tol»on 
La<tt 

* clegg_l 
fflavln 
NiCholiT 
Rosen 
Tracy 

' mrbc> 
IBclJoottt 

'Tel** Rooa_ 

i Ne&se^_ 

..Qaady 

I wish to thanI; you for the information you have 
made available to this Bureau? 

ginoercly yours. 

JWPi-vgb 

h* * >?- 
r 

-? 

' John Id gar Hoover 
Director 



/ ' ^^W.HO.64 ^ A - V * 

Office DAemovandum • united states government 

TO 

FROM 

2fr. Belmon DATE: March 9, 1951 

s ^r. Baumgardne 
j /9; 

»}-?suBjECTJr^fj/BBARD DIANETIG RESEARCH FOUNDATION' INC 
I- INFORMATION CONCERNING 

Tolston^ 
Ladd 
Cle&? 

W,?T1CJ.! 

PURPOSE: 

j\LLV* ’-Soul® 

To advise you cojicerpyng further information which 
orXMJuhhard._President g£. ±h£. 

f&cy 

-Candy 

has been furnished by -ft. Ron 
r>/7ntinn/»d ozLotmisation 

DETAILS: 
/ j; 

Reference is made to my memorandum of March 7, 19513 
which set out the results of an interview which took place' 
on March 73 19513 with L. Ron Hubbard. 

By letter dated March 33 1951} which is attached, 
Hubbard3 President of the Hubbard Dianetic Research •-■ 
Foundation3 Inc.3 furnished a list of Communist Party 
suspects in his organisation_HA n.duicedPhhat all hut 
’Uhfehdj>£_ these, individuals3 

]—zZ&2b6 

b7C 

P 

have prevTousI^~HeejTl;epor:feH~:Uo~WP~ 
Attached to this communication is. a 

70±h*_ 

¥ visiohj which fep6rted\ 

FBI field offices, 
carbon copy of a letter dated March 33 
/??r.7.rnnh Vi. g7d Aivisioh. which rebortea 

po the Chicago Division. Th TTJs TeWUer to 
TKT& "ETF^aHTj Hubbard states that all his employees are 
going to be requested to sign a strong oath of'lcryalty 
and have their fingerprints taken and forwarded to fhis 
Bureau. 

b6 
b7C 

Ru 7 etter deted March 53 19513 
.of $his .foundation3 made available 

aUinPUTohal ThformarPTon concerning the foundation and ad¬ 
vised that fingerprints of employees would be filed -with 
the FBI. 

Enclosure 
JWP:vab RECORDED 

EXED -j& 

P'3 

WlIXR 
Js’lSSl » 



ACTION: 

\ 

The letters of Hubbard are being 
acknowledged separately. The Los Angeles Field Division 
will be furnished xnfnrmftort concerning the three 

j who are the individuals3_ 
individuals Hubbard advises have not as yet been re¬ 
ported to this Bureau as communist suspects» 

b6 
b7C 

- 2 r 
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Office of the President 

, K 

fhe J4uhbard Ibianetic Research foundation, Snc. 

275 MORRIS AVENUE 

P, O, Box 502, Elizabeth, N. J. 

ELIZABETH 3-2951 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. * 
Attn: Mr, Parrish, 

Gentlemen: 

March 3, 1951 

A 

cc TOrU^fef .U. 
REQ PCC’D 

MAY 4 1967 W 

by?;.^..^ 

't * ^ 

«V.-* oC 

. • Xj*1 

■ JSNCL 

11 

M 

The following is a list of Communist Party L. 
members of suspects in our organization, T~ 

_Lln_charge Qhicago office. Known, J— 
9&~ . . . Employee our ChA&ago office. Suspect, 
\Crr/\* j |j it -< n u n u# 

SARA^NORTHRU^HUBBAHD),formerly of 1003,.S, Orange 
Grove Avenue, "Pasadena, Calif, 25 yrs. of age, 

1967 // 5’10", 11^.0 .lbs. Currently missing somewhere 
in California, Suspected only. Had been 

...-/rfTTTfriendly with many Communists, Currently . 
intimate with them but evidently tinder coerdai, 

A w , Drug addiction set in fall 1950, Nothing of 
j y‘s) this known to me until a few weeks ago, 

^<^75 Separation papers being filj^i^®^F^^g^B^^.ied 

rr>y~ I Somewhere in vic^fi^^^of^^SNJ^ngeles * 
^y S^frY Eyidently_ a prime mover but jpely young, A'fc>bu£" y-rsv 

,• '*'/// & *, 180 lbs. Black hair. Sharp chin, broad T ^ 
forehead, rather Slavic, Confessedly a member ; 

y<o> of Jbhe_Young_Cqmmunists, Center of most turbulence 
in our organization, Dissmissed in February when. , 
affiliations discovered. Active and dangerous, I, 0 
Commonly armed. Outspokenly disloyal to the U.SA^C 

I Somewhere in Los Angl&es, Permitted i 
<'—to resign when discovered to be a member of the 
[cl Young Communists, Center of much turbulence ~~ l I 7 in organization, Y/as living at Deane Apts, j | 

on North Carondolet, May still be there. Squat, ! 
„ beefy, about 5,8n, about|Possibly a member of 

the Lincoln Brigade but not very probable, 4 
,_21 ght r>flm<^[ | j - 

> ^_ Mftnm-ftw Young Hnmmnn-S by Stateifient/j 

. I Fr^rffiirT nfl I Snahnotec. 6hl] 
A I _ _J Very 

Jjjk ,' , intina te^ith rTohe‘•biifnomrmmiatfl ^>r> gnapeota. j 

ljj trouble' with governm|nt^ef&&e. Aboutl lyrsL_...... 
yr _Blowd hair, Blue^grev Suspected only, 

' 'U States she is J* 
1-:—rrsTTFnm : «n---J >* a . 

-y-rsTT 

Id 6 ' 
hlC 

^■^Llkw y'oEK-riTY N. Y. • (.OS ANGELES, CAIIF. HONOLULU, 



> - 

nz Nei^ Yrsj 

| Living with 

ejected* 

k office of Foundation* Suspec€T 
somewhere in Los Angeles, 
anetic Foundation even though 

I About I_lvt»s. Small, good looking boy. 
Intimate of I _| probably a dupe* 

-Suanacted only* 
_| The orders of this man are implicitly 
obeyed by these other Los Angeles people. . 
Was once employed by the Foundation. About 
6»ln, black hair, tall and pompous. Advertisdely 
a practicing minister of the gospel at Monte i 
Bello, California. Intimate with these others. 
Cause of much trouble in Foundation. Shows 
considerable leadership- No other data* 

I New York office of Foundation, r- 
~~| A trustee, of the Corp*. 

Only very fainEIy suspected due to small i 
obleetinns to our having loyalty oaths* 
_ _Sunland. California. Intimate 1 
of| IHighly liberal but not ' 
otherwise known to have any Communist connections. * 
Once employed by the government for forming 
cooperatives. 

b6 | 
b7C 

All but |_ 
field offices* 

xave been reported to 

At the last session of the; board of Trustees, Mar* £, 19J?1; 
a motion was made and passed that everyone employed by the 
Hubbard Dianetic Hesearch Foundations everywhere should j 
be requested to sign a strong oath of loyalty to the TJ.S. 
government, a denial of Communism and that their fingerprints 
be taken and forwarded to the F.B.I.* The operation of 
preparing and signing the oaths and fingerprinting T 
aLL employees is now being undertaken and the results 
will be forwarded to the Federal JBureau of Investigation 
in Washington as soon as these are completed. It may take 
some weeks to complete this task but the documents, as 
completed, will be sent in. 

The Foundation has assumed a highly punitive sjaand on 
Communism. I shall shortly be in Washingtoar~tp^g0 ov€r this 
matter with the government. _/ / <c— 

o: bard 
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L v,iL 

W^-1! %'< ^ TO. <;> f 

l®lIj 
awi^'sg 
i,^:: ;s,i;..^4 

2 
tk..WP%8 

r C C 

[l T ^ Vyj 

i^SS3w-3*» 
UfUC'"° Wt 3, I9& 

^ERAL/HIREAU OjP lUVESTIGA'I’Iblf 
.CHIOAGOi ILL. 
Attn* H.^r.misqhs; 

-Gonblomeb; 

j,Ua i Stip^lpmpiitins data already furnished to vati. 
i&d following two *3-i£naoii Arp .oholpsod .top&rt of* thp ii 

1 _ |WhQyj& cfottnton 
XQUngrCDngTtjrtlf3it3«- I 

rpa3onytJp-ipuoj)p.pq 
to: anttTnnfTA. ft^.JT~Qr| 

take s |_fdrders* 
^ ^W^SQ^dAadaUdn 

( otoltobd to ptot; of thp liat< 

®p, intp organlsatlori with 
Highly fecommpttddd hyV'. E'ltt^rifely-d^feOnlbey of tho 

_ I hap./caused noho 
M£Sn.\ !Ehd only 

L_^ lla-thfliy.hbul'g 
Wm ,-t^and 
Jortors^]_[la: employed 
“^daji^n urraoo. Ho' Is 

SM^^*-*^**** 5*5" or nbre, oxaojs hair. Soldomwearo/a coat. 

. . . , ,[ - . J Etaployoo ©fc Chicago* 
a aoccor or philosophy* ed cordine_JtQ_±d0 * 
statement* gtoos ordora framT f 
iPi.7® k*snly rocpmmbhdbd bylr 1 
nothing olso Is. knpwhabput toia*mnnv I" ~ 

pooplp fit Chicago* It Had hotter bo dbhbartrtr* ; ’ A+s —-=-—»« 
hoard 0^^ti*ustooo inGoting lastSaturday! ‘I reeuosfced a: mn-H An 

£ $?.■ off«2t **»* ewiySno la a4d^atlo° 
loyB11* oatb t0 0»vTtSd ttofSq 

fvoiyono employed ho taken .aid - with 
A. oopy of thp oath, ha aflrtftT.to tho ^nwrt' «„ 
was made by | a .trtotoo ^ nS°v$*SM&n 

25? a S^oat uaux oi oojootioa was aado byP* HAW 
Chicago* It is wy bolidf" that m SStbqJ * 

withtoto?fro^tho-n^0^^?^®0 ^ ^ attempt to JJVaaraw. from thp Foundation. Evidently pripj —-*»-#» 

bb a completed projept shortly. - ^7 * - 

b6 
b7C 
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LO J.IVA, M.D.. F.A.C:S., HACKENSACK J LINGER, M.D.. F.A.C.S., CAMDEN 

/BLUER. M.D.. ORANGE 

A. FOR8Y, D.O., WILDWOOD 

ROWLAND. M.D., NEW BRUNSWICK. 

SCHAAF, M.D., F.A.C.S., NEWARK 

|. J. BURKETT, M.D., PITMAN 

WEIGEL, M.D., F.A.C.S., PLAINFIELD 

H. CORRIGAN. M.D., TRENTON 

MARTIN, D.C., JERSEY CITY 

pTESS, D.S.C., PERTH AMBOY 

ALLMAN. M.D., F.A.C.S.. ATLANTIC CITY 

# r 
i .1 

• M.p«.Fta 

DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL BOARDS 

BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS 

28 WEST STATE STREET TRENTON 8. N, J. 

DAVID B. ALLMAN 

PRESIDENT 

ELMER P. WEIGEL, M.D., F.A.j 

TREASURER 

E. S. HALLINGER, M.D., F.A.Cj 

SECRETARY 

J Uj 

March 14, 1951 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. 0, 

Gentlemen* 

The Board has a case against th^Rubbard 
Dianetic Research Foundation, Incorporated, coming""' 
orffor"trial in the' Oril'on" county"District Court in 
Elizabeth on March 27th, for conducting a school 
teaching a branch of medicine and surgery without 
a license. 

Will you kindly let us know whether you 
have any information on file about the Foundation- or 
any of, the following persons listed as trustees in 
the articles of incorporation: 

L. Rorj^ubbard Explorers Club 
10 West 72nd Street 
New York, N. Y, 

John vL^Campbell, Jr* 2065 Hilltop Road f 
f\ Westfield, N. J. 

,4£d 

A 
A, 

'•'y f*, Sara U^fliubbard 

* j jj 

P. 0. Box #666 
Bay Hea'di New Jersey 

* * t 
*1 

TT*- 

Very truly yours 
i_mnn t rv, 

ESH:W 



»V* ^ 

< i 

V 

Ifarcft £2* 2952 

*7^ 
i/eD Jersey State Board MA- Ijp-' ' 1'. - - •■ :• 

of Medical EzaniQers • - ^*«w- 
23 West 5tate Street u^rc 
Trenton Q, Hew Jersey, ><vnl>r-}-P" *■’ - 

AIB MAIL 

frc^BF*r 

Dear 

received* 
Tour letterdated March 24, 1951, has been 

In the?vcry hear futhpe d representative of 
our Hewarjc Office will contact $qu concerning the 
natters mentighed in your 'cd'vmuniRation* 

Sincerely yours, 

V 

:n 

v v ■ *v 

} >j 

sf 

± i fc A 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 

| I I yr ij ^ v V "Y r v»v »» v.«r wa V'M'I.V V^y VI»V ^ co t g 

i files and the fact that a policy established for the 
f Rff.-re>n.n rrr/>nl'lirtoa Pirnni6ki nit -i n Pn-nm n+>t n r, - W»v» 

v~ 

l)p v ^ 
VO:a'Newark., with copy of incoming. AMSD , 6j/ cover memo. 
l 4 .4yffffNTION SAC: It is requested that you advise 

*'l I of the confidential nature of the Bureau's 
> 'Pnr*'k. 4? h rf,~h n rsr\ 7 ■»* mt zv o -A/y K 7 V « /irJ 4- J-* ^ 

Bureau precludes furnishing information. 
gdvi se fti-ci, however, that a person named 

You. should. 
y  -   V V> ' J w £/y # yv/» ftgy i_ 

l~ . J I a. residence in Elisabeth, Dew Jersey, is 
»' a former Special Agent of this Bureau. Be entered on 

duty as. a Special Agent on and continued 
tuntil 1 * 1-1':; 

3ent 
on wh i ca date his se r vines, were. 

You may wish to point out that terminated", vv vu,„ , _ , 
failed to develop as a Special Agent and hi,s resignation 
was requested. 

For your own information, no identifiable information 
was- located in Bufiles concerning the Hubbard Diaheti-c 
Research Foundation, Inc. and no derogatory information. 

,M?i idhn+i ftrrhTg with the other individuals mentioned in 
Communication... In view of the date set 

A ij° 6 
^ b7C V 

wys «r y w v u rf # <* »» w ^ y w y/vg v»w yg o g y 

/or the trial, it is suggested that this matter receive 
immediate attention. _ _ 

ROE: me q 

21 1:31 ' { 

<1! Hll<- V- 

l 

!/ 
fi 



NOTE: 
Special 
on 

zaennL ___._i entered on dui;y as a 
Ohd his services were, terminated 

I'iJ,*. —--1 reason given was unsatisfactory 
f/Tc+encg repaFt submitted by the SAC at Kansas Ciiyt 

„ , ,, 0N+ in was informed of hf$ resignation 
and the reason whi.ch prompted, the, re guest for his 
resignation. In 2943a letter mas received from the 
Bremhter Aeronautical Corporation and data concerning * 
L---_Jemployment was furnished. The reason for hi <* 
re$\cjtiai/1 on 1dcl$ tidh given* * 
n.„ ^ . Nis i?frsorinel file reflects administrative action 
out of °*ChZa2?"?* W-mential assignment 
ZZ+ZZm 7?, ' *VVJ l t waS Poihted out: that he used 
extremely poor judgment and after lack of discretion 
thlqBuflw.the °ms*s of P°-ment and embarrassment tp 

s-.-i /° identifiable information was, located in 
Incl1 concerning Hubbard Pidnetic Research Foundation, 

’One Z. Ron Hubbard, in 1940. furnished in 
M a seZuV**y*mr4 to our New Tqrk QffiPe, Ho bther 
identifiable• inforjjiaf'ion located in 3u files'conrenm'nn 
the other individuals mentioned. ; * Concerning 
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hard Sbianetic Research foundation, Snc. 

* 

/> 

27S MORRIS AVENUE 

P. O. Box 302, Elizabeth, N. J. 

ELIZABETH 3-29SI 

fREQ. -gj' 

.. /J 
MAY-j/ {%-} d 

Ians. - 
BY:../ 

' * 

March 5, 1951 

Xr-l 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C* 

b6 

,b7C 

Dear 

R639aMhapmmrt2“? ?*? forra£! w5loh tt^Stabbard Dianef.ifi 
Kesearch Poundation is requesting its employees'“to~si5n 

Withrusa^d Si?h6?hin| fatn^ey file their^fingerprints 
these foms Federal Bureau of Investigation via 

Foundatinn5S+ f Copy °f the Hubb&rd Dianetic Research f f 
yo^peiSsal/ lidati°n Pamphlet 311(3 associated material for f ' 

readv^to Jt time, the Foundation stands, 
■H ^H^srest of the Federal Bureau of Inves- 
can be of use technique or Imowledge it has that can oe of use to the government -- 

ENCLOSURE ATTACHED 
Sk 

'”DE»-24 fbl:—7 s/j 
• inn' "f A i *9 

RECORDED • 24- 

■JAR141S51 L 

J 
~ NEW y°"< 2H N- ^ •- WASHINGTON. ». C CH.cW.M . --i .. t „ 



< fhe J4ubbard ^bianetic Research foundation, Snc. 

275 MORRIS AVENUE 

P. O. Box 502, Elizabeth, N. J. 

ELIZABETH 3-2951 

I 

March 5, 1951 

The United States is now engaged in a world conflict 
against Communist tyranny* Dianetics is an American~originated 
science. The Foundation is an American organization. We are 
dedicated to the proposition that the science of Dianetics and 
the Foundation shall not through any lack of purpose or vigilance 
be used against our people or our country.' Therefore, we must 
ask all Trustees, all staff members and employees, and all active 
auditor members of the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation to 
sign, in duplicate, one of the two appended oath3 before a 
notary public or equivalent witness, and to affix to each copy 
a signed, notarized card containing their fingerprints. Your 
local law enforcement officials will be glad to assist you in 
this matter. One copy of the completed document will be filed 
-by the Foundation with—the1-Federal Bureau of-.Investigation in . _ 
Washington, D. C. 

Please complete and return to National Headquarters, 
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, 275 Morris Avenue, Elizabeth, 
New Jersey. Completed action is' requested by March 10, 1951* 

JME/gb 

enc . \ 6) 

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. • WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO, ILL. • tOS ANGEIES, CALIF. • HONOLULU, T. H. 
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EDITORIAL MOTE 
h 

a.synt.hIesif ©* Information gathered through oliscrva- 
tion,. discussion, investigation and experience over the last ten years. 

SE2& »',,hh “*tf- *"* & - Soviet ia not ac- 
i 

ofJd?JtnW?^piilcdithls voIume 1 ,did "ct easily discover any method 
?/d,*t,n^K ? Vnc* my own *■«»«« and finances are, as is cus- 
tomanr vnth professors, necessarily limited. Further, the placement 
°5 this volume in anyone* hands constituted to some degree-a consid¬ 
erable risk to myself nntil I realized that there actually were tw> 
wTnWoo" tMrtfriJn ih° *ic d Sf mcntal **jenc« who wcrc entirely above 

*mj° were often mentioned as Soviet tar- 
b^k -*« W^e tncntioned in the actual text of this 

»? antipathetic to this Soviet program. These two groups 
were the Christian Scientists and. the Dianeticists, Christian Science 
’?*5^i“cr(can religion, intensely patriotic. Dianetica-.is th. only en¬ 
tirely American development in tno field of tho human mind. * 

,?** infor™ation sources that Dianetics and Chris- 
their ?“Pj° *>ave, experienced years of mauling and 

hands, I am submitting to these orgahiza- 
Mf/t* <hK 'vor^l i. W1*h to express here my appreciation, for their 
bold resistance to Communism through the years. 

.f1 ak®uJXpV^i mLcon?d?ncc Jn the future of the free, nations 
8\tha,foun<1 ? chl,lk ir>! the armor of 

Th»t ™wV£erJyJ'fg** l,hat Democratic processes can mend it. 
hWfeiJi* » *ndlv|dual himself can protest against assault and ln- 

»!« W’ JOmud T:h the /,acJ thut lh* insane have no righte before Jaw, has permitted in itself this deep ingress into our 
country s security. So long as this legal hole exists, there Is then 
no law against driving anyone insano, even thought this action deals 
as finally with a person as does murder The existence today of 
highly efficient drugs such as LSD, one-milllonth of an ounce of which 
can create insanity, brings this legal loopholo into focus. By enacting 
legislation permitting a friend or next of km to bring charges In case 
of assault'and by quickly placing all treatment of and institutions for 
.he insane in the bands of ministers, takin~ it entirely out of the hands- 
oi.h.uropean Indoctrinated practitioners, the entire effort of psycho- 
politics can be nullified1 at once. < 

If yoa care to check this subject of psychopolitics against current, 
occurrences in the American scene you will discover the* urgency of 
such measures. 

Charles Stickley, 
New York City, 1955 
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AN ADDRESS BY BERIA 
American students at the Lenin, University, I welcome your atten¬ 

dance at these classes on Psychopolitics. 

Psychopolitics is an important if less known division of Geo-politics." 
It is less known because it most.necessarily deal with highly educated * 
personnel, the very .top,strata of “mental healing.” 

t * 

By psychopolitics our' chief goals are effectively carried forward. 
To produce a maximuraSof chaos in the culture of the enemy is our 
first most Jmportant step. Our fruits are grown in chaos, distrust, 
econojaic depression and'scientific turmoil. At least a weary populace 
cairleek peace only invour offered Communist State, at last only Com¬ 
munism can resolve the'problems of the masses. 

A psychopolitician must worlc hard to produce the maximum chaos 
in the fields of “mental healing.” .He must recruit and use all the 
agtncies and facilities of “mental healing." He must labor to increase 
the personnel and facilities of “mental hiding” until at last,the en¬ 
tire field of mental science is entirely dominated by,Communist prin¬ 
ciples and deeires. - * 

To achieve these goals, the psychopolitician must crushvevery * 
“home-grown" variety of mental healing in America. Actual teach¬ 
ings of Freud; James, Eddy and others amongst your misguided peoples 
roust bb'swept away, * They must be discredited, defamed,^arrested,^ 
stamped upon even by their own government until there is ho credit 
in them and only Communist-oriented “healing" remains. You must 
work until every teacher^ of psychology unknowingly or knowingly 
teaches only Communist doctrine under, the guise >of “psychology/* 
You must labor until every doctor and psychiatrist is either a psycho- 
politician or an unwitting assistant to our aims. , 

t 1 ; « 
You muet labor until we have dominion over the" minds and bodies 

of every important person in your nation. You must achieve such dis-' 
repute for, the state of insanity and such authority over' it^ pro¬ 
nouncement that not one statesman so labeled could, again be given 
credence by/his people. You: must work until suicide? arising from 
mental imbalance,is common and calls forth no general*investigation 
or remark. ** t " ' / 

* “ - ^ x * 
With the institutions for the insane you have in, youh-country pris¬ 

ons trhlchcan hold a'million persons and can hold them ^without civil 
rights or any hope of freedom. And upon these people* can be prac¬ 
ticed shock and surgery so that never again wilFthey^draw a sane 
breath. You must make these treatments common and accepted. And 
you must sweep aside any treatment o'r any, group ^of'persons^seeking 
to treat by'effective means. « + 

You must dominate as respected men the fields, of j>sychia try and . 
psychology., You must dominate’the hospitals and universities.? You > 
must carry "forward the myth that only ;afa European doctor is com~f 
petent in the field of insanity and thus excuse amongst you the high 
incidence of foreign birth and training. If and when we seize Vienna 
you shall have then a common ground of meeting and can come* and 
take your instructions as, worshippers of, Freud along with other 
psychiatrists.. * 

Psychopolitics Is a solemn charge. With it you can erase our enemies 
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as insects. You can cripple the efficiency of leaders by striking In¬ 
sanity into their families through the usf^of drugs. You caa vbe 
them away with testimony as to their lh**frity. By our teekaeAegtee 
you can even bring about insanity itself when they seem too rsrietlts. 

You can change their loyalties by psychopolitics. Given a sbert 
time with s psychopolitician you can alter forever the loyalty of a 
soldier in our hands or a statesman or a leader in his own country, er 
wm can destroy his mind. 

However you labor under certain dangers. 'It may happen that 
remedies for our “treatments” may be discovered. It may occur that 
a public hue and cry may arise against “mental healing.” It may 
thus occur that-all mental healing might be placed in the hands of 
ministers and be taken out of the hands of ? our psychologists and 
psychiatrists. But the Capitalistic thirst for control, Capitalistic in¬ 
humanity and a general public terror of insanity can be brought to 
guard against these things. But should they occur, should indepen- 

stint one tiniest bit of available money to campaign against it, dis¬ 
credit it, strike it down and render it void. For hy an effective means 
all our actions and researches could be undone. 

In a Capitalistic state you are aided on all aides by the corruption 
of the philosophy of man and the times. You will discover that every¬ 
thing will aid you in your campaign to seise, control and use aQ 
“mental healihg” to spread our doctrine and rid us of ,our enemies 
within their own borders. 

Use the courts, use the judges, use the Constitution of the country, 
use its medical societies and its laws to further our ends. Do net' $ 
stint in your labor in this, direction. And when; you" have succeeded ? 
you will discover that you can now effect your own legislation atwQ 
and you can, by careful organisation of healing .societies, by constant 
campaign about the terrors of society, by pretense as to your effec¬ 
tiveness make your Capitalist himself, byhUown^ appropriations, 
finance a large portion of the quiet Communist conquest of the nation. 

By psychopolitics create chaos. Leave a nation leaderless. HU out 
enemies. And bring to Earth, through Communism, the greatest1 
peace Man has ever Known. 

Thank you. 
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CHAPTER I * 

THE HISTORY AND DEFINITION OF 
PSYCHOPOLITICS 

Although punishment for its own sake may not be en¬ 
tirely without recompense, it is, nevertheless, true that the 
end and goal of all punishment is the indoctrination of the 
person being punished with an idea, whether that idea be 
one of restraint or obedience. 

In that' any ruler has, from time beyond memory, needed 
the obedience of his subjects in order to accomplish his 
ends;;he has thus resorted to punishment. This is true of 
every-tribe and state in the history of Man. Today, Rus¬ 
sian culture has evolved more certain and definite methods 
of aligning and securing the loyalties of persons and popu¬ 
laces, and of enforcing obedience upon them. This modern 
outgrowth of old practice is called Psychopolitics. 

The stupidity and narrowness of nations not blessed with 
Russian' reasoning has caused them to relyuupon practices 
which are, today, too ancient and out-moded -for the rapid 
and heroic pace of our time. And in view1,of the tremen¬ 
dous advance of Russian Culture in the field j of mental tech¬ 
nologies, begun with the glorious work* of Pavlov and car¬ 
ried forward so ably by later Russians, it would be strange 
that an art and science would not evolve totally devoted 
to the aligning of loyalties and extracting the obedience of 
individuals and multitudes, j 

Thus we see that psychopontical procedures are a natural 
outgrowth of , practices as old as Man, .practices which, are 
current:in every group of men throughout the world. Thus, 
in psychopolitical procedures there is no ethical problem, 
since it is obvious and evident that Man is always coerced 
against his will to the greater good of the State, whether 
by economic gains or indoctrination into the wishes and 
desires of the State. 

Basically, Man is an animal. He is an animal which has 
been given a civilized veneer. Man is a collective animal, 
grouped together for his own protection before the threat 
of, the'environment. Those who so group and control hirn 
must then have in their possession specialized techniques 
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to direct the vagaries, and pnergies^ of the'animal Man to¬ 
ward greater efficiency in the accomplishment of the goals 
of the State, * *"• 

Psychopolitics, in one form of another'have long fwen 
used in Russia, but the subject is all but unknown outaidij 
the borders of our nation, save only where we have carefully 
transplanted our information and where Tt Is used for the 
greater good of the nation. > * 

The definition of Psychopolitics follow# l 
Psychopolitics is the art and' scierice of ^sterling and 

maintaining dominion .over the thoughts, and loyalties pt 
individuals, officers, bureaus, .and massed, and the* effecting' 
of the conquest of enemy nations through “mental healing “ 

The subject of Psychopolitics breaks down.-into several 
categories, each a natural and logical proceeding from the 
last. Jts first subject is the constitution and anatomy of 
Man, hiipself, as a political organism., The. next- is an 
examination of Man as an economic Organism, asthis might 
be controlled by his desires. The next Is .‘classification of 
State goals for the individualuartd maase3~^,fhc next f san:— 
examination of loyalties. The next is the general subject jof 
obedience. The next is the anatomy of the stimulus-re¬ 
sponse mechanisms of Man. The next is the subjects of 
shock and endurance. The next is categories of experience.. 
The next is the catalyzing.and aligning of experience. The 
next is the use of drugs. The next is the nse of implanta¬ 
tion. J The next is. the general application of 'Psychopolitics' 
within Russia. The next .is the organization-and usd of 
counter-Psychopolitics. The nextf is tbe*pse of Psycho¬ 
politics in the conquest of foreign'nations. The next is, 
psychopolitical organizations outside Ru.ssia, their composi¬ 
tion and activity. The. next is, the creation of slave.’philos- 
ophy in an hostile nation. Themext is- countering anti- * 
psychopolitical activities abroad, and the->finat, one, the des¬ 
tiny of psychopolitical rule in, a scientiflci age. To this, 
might be added many subcategories; kuch its the nullifica¬ 
tion of modern weapons by. psychopolitical [activity. 

The strength and power of Psychopolitics cannot fee over¬ 
estimated, particularly when qsed in a; nation decayed by 
pseudo-intellectualismt where exploitation^ of the massesr 
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,; combines readily with psychopolitical actions, and particu¬ 
larly-where the greed'of Capitalistic or Monarchist regimes 
has already brought- about an overwhelming incidence of 
neurosis which can be employed as the groundwork for 
psychopolitical action and a psychopolitical corps. 

It is part of your mission, student, to'prevent psycho- 
political activity to the detriment of the Russian State, 
just-as-it is your mission to carry forward in our nation 
and outside it, if you are so assigned, the missions and goals 

i of Psychopolitics.. No agent of Russia could be even re¬ 
motely effective without a thorough grounding in Psycho¬ 
politics, and so you'C^*ry forward with you a Russian trust 
to use well what you are learning here. 

* 

M' 
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THE CONSTITUTIOKCF. MAN' AS A POLITICAL 
* t ORGANISM 

r * J w 5| 

■Man is already a colonial aggregation ofv cells, and bo 
consider Urn an1 individual would be an error; Colonies of 
cells have gathered together as one.organor another of. the, 
bodyK and then., these organs, have, themselves, gatheredb?- 
gether to form the whole. Thus we see that man, himself, •> 
is already" a. political organism, even if wedo not consider' 
a mass of men. 

Sickness could be considered'to be a disloyalist? the re 
maihing organisms bn the part of one organism. jTbi* die 
loyalty, becoming apparent, brings about a revolt of toot* 
part of the anatomy against the remaining whole,-ahd these 
we have, in effect, an internal revolution! The heart. be* 
coming disaffected, falls away from dose membership and 
service to the remainder of the organism, and.we discover 
the entire body in all of its activities is disrupted becauec 
of the revolutionary activity of the heart1 The heart la in 
revolt because it cannot or will not cooperate with the re- 

| mainder of .the bodyv If we permit the heart thus to revolt 
* the kidneys, taking the example of the heart, may in their 
* turn rebel,and cease to: work for'the good!of the organism. 
This -rebellion, multiplying to other organs and%ie glandu¬ 
lar system, brings about, the death of the "individual.” We 
can see with ease that .the revolt is death, that the revolt of 
any part of the organism results in depth. Thus, we see 
that there can be no compromise with rebellion. 

Like the "individual” man, the State is a collection of 
aggregations. The political entities within the State must, 

4**11 of them, co-operate for the greater good of the State 
^ fest the State itself fall asander and die, for with the; dis¬ 

affection of any single distrust we discover an example set 
for other districts, ancLwe’ discover, at length, the entire 

„ State falling^ This is the ..danger of revolution.. - 
Look atEaraL5 We see here one entire organism; *\The 

organism of Earth is an individual organism.. Earth hsi 
as its organs the'varibus races and nations of men. Where 
one, of .these is permitted toremain disaffected Earth itself 

_gJL- * * • 
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■irthreatened with-death. The threatened rebellion: off one 
* country, no matter how'small, against the total organism 

'<■ ,* ^ of Earth, would find Garth sick, and the cultural'state of f 

' man to suffer in consequence. Thus, the putrescent, illness 
of \Capitalist States, spreading their pus land bacteria into 

, ’ the healthy countries of the. world would 'noi do otherwise 
* than bring about the death of Earth, unless .these ill organ¬ 
isms are brought' into loyalty and obedience and. made to 
‘function for the greater good of the world-wide State. 

The constitution of Man is so composed that the individual 
canhot function efficiently without the alignment' of each 
and every part and organ of his anatomy. As the average 
individual is incapable, in an unformed, and- uncultured 
state;-; as .witness the barbarians of the jungle, so must he 
bqtrainedinto a-co-ordination of his organic; functions bys„ 

* exercise, education^, and work toward specific' goals. We 
particularly .and specifically note that the individual must 
be directed, frorn'Without to, accomplish his exercise, edu- 
cation. and work^ He must be made to realize, this, -for‘only* . 
then -can he be made to?function efficiently in the role,as- 
signed to him. ,* » 

The tenets of‘rugged individualism; personal determin-'8 
ism, self-iwill, imagination,, and personal ^creativeness are 

, alike in the masses antipathetic to the gbod of the Greater 
State. These'willful and unsigned forces are no more than 
illnesses which will bring about!disaffection;, disunity, and 
at length the collapse of the group to which;the individual, 
is attached. 4. V * 

The constitution^)? Man-lends itself easily: and "thoroughly 
to certain and positive regulation from without of all of i|a 
functions, including those.of thinkingness, obedience, and 
loyalty, and these things- must be controlled ‘if a greater 
.State is to ensue. 
• While .it-may seem desirable to the surgeon to amputate 
one or another limb or organ in order to save the remaind- 

“er, it must be pointed out that .this; expediency is not. en-, 
tirely possible of accomplishment where one considers en¬ 
tire nations/ A- body depriyed of organs can be observed 
to be lessened in its effectiveness. The world deprived of 
the workers now enslaved by thq-insane and nonsensical 
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idiocies of the Capitalists and . Monarchs of Earth, would, 
if. removed, create a certain disability in the World-Wide 
State. Justas we see the victor forced to rehabilitate the 
population of a conquered coflntry at the end of a war, 
thus any effort to depopulate a disaffected portion of the 
world might have some consequence. However, let us con¬ 
sider the inroad of virus and bacteria hostile to the organ- / 

ism. and we see that unless we can conquer the germ, the 
organ or organism which it is attacking will, itself, suffer. 

In any State we have certain individuals, who operate in 
the role of the virus and germ, and these, attacking the 
population or; any group within the population, produce, by 
their self-willed greed, a sickness in the organ, which then 
generally spreads to the whole. 

The constitution of Man as an individual ,body, or the 
* * constitution of a State' or a portion of the State as a political 
' organism are analogous. It is the mission of Psychopolitica 

first to align, the obedience and goals of the group, and then 
, maintain their alignment by the eradication of the effective- 

ness of the persons and personalities which miglit swerve 
the group toward disaffection. In our own nation, where 

. things, are better managed and where reason reigns above 
all else, it is not difficult to eradicate the self-willed bacteria 
which might attack one of our political entities. But in the 
field of conquest, in nations less enlightened, where the 
Russian State does-not yet have power, it is mot as feasible 
to remove the entire self-willed individual. j Psychopolitics 
.makes it possible to remove that part of his personality 
which, in itself, is making, havoc with the person’s own 
constitution as well as the group with which the person is 
connected. 

If the .animal man were permitted to continue undis- 
■ turbed by counter-revolutionary propaganda, if he- were 

left to'work under the well-planned management of the 
State, we would discover little sickness amongst Man, and 

^iwe would discover no sickness in the State. But where the 
< {individual is troubled by conflicting propaganda, where he 
as made the effect of revolutionary activities, where'he is 
permitted' to think thoughts critical of the State itself, 

'fcjvvhere he is permitted to question of those in whose natural 
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charg^ He falls, we would discover his constitution to suffer.. 
We would discover, from this- disaffection, jthe additional 
disaffection of his heart'.and of other portions of his an¬ 
atomy. So certain is this principle that when one finds a 
sick individual, could one search deeply enough, he would 
discover a mis-aligned loyalty anil an interrupted obedience 

ito that person’s group unit. 
There are those who foolishly huve embarked upon some 

spiritual Alice-in-Wonderland voyage, into what they call 
the "subconscious” or the “unconscious” mind, and who,, 
under the guise of “psychotherapy” would!: seek to make 
WfcftHhe disaffection of .body organs, but it iis to be noted 
that their results are singularly lacking in success. There 
is.no* strength in such an approach'. When hypnotism was 
first invented in Russia it was observed that all that was, 
necessary was to command the unresisting individual to be 
well in order, many times, to'-accomplish that fact. The 
.limitation of .hypnotism was that many subjects Were not 
susceptible, to its uses, and thus hypnotism:;has had to be 
improved upon in order to increase the suggestibility of 
individuals who .would not otherwise be reached. Thus, any 
nation has. had the, experience of growing well again, as a 
whole organism, when placing sufficient force in play 
against a disaffected group. Just as in hypnotism any 
organ can be commanded into greater loyaltyand obedience, 
so can any political group be commanded, into greater 
loyalty and obedience should sufficient force l>e employed* 
However, force often brings about destruction and it is 
occasionally not feasible to use broad mass force to ac¬ 
complish the ends in view. Thus, it is necessary to align 

the individual against his desire not t*» conform,. 
Just as it is a recognized'truth that Man'must conform 

to his environment, so it is a recognized truth, and, will be¬ 
come more so as the years proceed, that even,the body of 
Man can!be commanded into health. 

The constitution of. Man renders itself peculiarly adapted 
to re-alignment of loyalties. Where these loyalties are in¬ 
digestible to the constitution of the individual itself, such 
as loyalties to the ‘petit bourgeoisie,.’ the Capitalist, to anti- 
Russian ideas, we find the individual ‘body peculiarly sus- 
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trial. This, .more than anythin? else, would discredit them, 
but it is dangerous to practice thik, in the extreme. 

Psychopolitics should avoid murder and violence, unless 
it is done in the safety of the institution, on persons who 
have been'proven to be insane. Where institution deaths 
appear to be unnecessary, or to rise in “unreasonable num¬ 
ber,” political capital might be made of this by city officials 
or legislature. If the psychopolitical operative has, him¬ 
self. or if his group has done a thorough job, defamatory 
data concerning the person, or connections, of the would-be 
attacker should be on hie, should be documented, and should 

-be used in such a' way as to discourage the inquiry. 
After a period of indoctrination, a country1 will expect 

insanity to be met by psychopolitical violence. Psycho- * 
political activities should become the only recognized treat¬ 
ment. for. insanity. Indeed, this can be extended to such a 
length that'it could be made illegal for electric shock and 
brain surgery to be omitted in the treatment of a patient. 

» In order .to defend psychopolitical activities, a great com¬ 
plexity should be jnade of psychiatric, psychoanalytical, 
and psychological technology. Any hearing should be bur¬ 
dened by terminology too difficult to be transcribed easily. 
A great deal should be made out of such terms as schizo¬ 
phrenia, paranoia, and other relatively undefinable states. 

Psychopolitical tests need not necessarily be in agree¬ 
ment, one to anpther, where they are available to the public. 
Various types of insanity should be characterized by diffi¬ 
cult terms. The actual state should be made obscure, but 
by this'verbiagc it can be built into the court or investigat¬ 
ing mind that a scientific approach exists and that it is too 
complex for him to understand. It is not to be imagined 
that a judge or a committee of investigation should inquire 
too deeply into the susbject of insanity, since they, them¬ 
selves, part of the indoctrinate^ masses, are already intimi¬ 
dated if the psychopolitical activity hast caused itself to be 
well-documented in terns of horror in magazines. 

In case of a hearing or trial, the terribleness of insanity 
itself, its threat to the^society, should be exaggerated until 
the court or committee belieyei. thAt the psychopolitical 
operative is vitally necessary in his post and should not be 
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ceptible to sickness, apd thus, we cap clearly, understand 

>the epidemics, illnesses, mass-neuroses, tumults and con- 
, fusions <tf‘thft.Uni^:Stptn;^d;ottiec capitalist countries. 

Here we find the wrker improperly and incorrectly lcyal, 
and thus we fihdithe worker iU:f! To.save him and.establish 
him correctly* and ,'properiy upon Ids goaltoward a greater 

* State, it is an’overpowering? necessity to make it possible 
rfor him,to granVhis loyalties ih a Correct direction. In that 
his loyalties are swerved arid* his obedience cravenlyde- 

Amanded by'persons antipathetic to hi3 general good, and 
J in’that these, persons' arefew, even in a Capitalist nation, 

*the goal and direction of Psychopolitics is clearly-under¬ 
stood. To benefit the worker in such, a plight, it is necessary 

' to eradicate,by general propaganda, by other means, and 
tythis own cooperation, .and iSetf^willedness^Sf^erverted 
leaders.. f It is necessary, • as^well,%to indoctrinate the edu¬ 
cated strata into the tenets and principles of co-operation 
with’the environment, and thus .to insure to the worker less- 
warped leadership, less-cravendoctrine, and more co-opera¬ 
tion with the ideas and , ideals of the Communist State. 

The' technologlea^of Psychopolitics are directed, to this 
end. * ^ 1 
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i - '«CHAPTER III / 

. MAN-AS-AN'ECONOMIC ORGANISM 

* Man is subject toicertain desires and needs which are as 
.natural to his beingness as they* are to that of any other 
animal. Man, howeVer, has the peculiarity of exaggerating 
some of these beyond the bounds of reason. This is obvious 
through the growth of leisure classes, pseudo-intellectual 
groups, the ‘petit bourgeoisie,” 'Capitalism, and other ills. 

It has been said, with truth, that one tenth of a man's 
life concerned with politics and nine-tenths with eco¬ 
nomics. Without food, the individual dies. Without cloth¬ 
ing, he freezes. Without houses and weapons,; he is prey 
to'the starving wolves. The acquisition of sufficient items 
to. answer these necessities of food, clothing, and shelter,, 
in- reason', .is .the natural right of a member, of an enlight¬ 
ened State. An excess of such items brings about unrest 
and disquiet. The presence of luxury items: and materials, 
and the artificial creation and whetting of appetities, as in 
Capitalist advertising, are^ certain to accentuate the less- 
desirable: characteristics of Man; 

The individual is an' economic organism.in that he re-# 
quipetfa certain amount of food, a certain amount of water, . 
and must hold ..within himself a certain amount of heat in 
order to live: When he has more food than he can eat, more 
clothing than he needs to .protect him, he then enters upon’ 
a certain idleness which dulls his wits and awareness, and 
makes him prey to difficulties which; in a less toxic state, 
lie would haye foreseen and avoided. Thus, we have a glut 
being a menace to the individual. 

It is no less different in* a group. Where the group ac¬ 
quires, too much, its awareness of itsifwn fellows and of the 
environment is accordingly reducecf^and the effectiveness 
the group in general is lost.. 

The maintaining,of a balance between gluttony and need 
is the province” of Economics proper, and is the fit subject 
and concern of the Communist State. 

.Desire and want are a state of mind. Individuals can be * 
educated into desiring and wanting more than they can ever 
possibly obtain, and such'individuals are unhappy. Most 
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of- the self-wiUe^jc! . .* l|tij5of the ^Capitalists come 
Entirely fromgr^ed. -^He exjyolts^the worker far beyond 
any necessity on^ii8vown part^as a Capitalist, to needt 

' In a nation where economic ^balances are, not controlled, 
the appetite'of the individual,is unduly whetted by enchant¬ 
ing and fanciful persuasions ,to desire( and a type.of insanity 
ensues, where each individual is persuaded to' possess more 
than he can use, and to "possess it ^veh at the ,expense of 
his fellows. 1 ' 

There is^ in economic-balances, the other side,. Too great 
and too long privation can-bring about unhealthy desires, 
which, in themselves, accumulate if left action, more than 
the individual can use. Poverty, itself, as carefully culti¬ 
vated in Capitalist States, can bring about an imbalance of 
acquisition. Just as a vacuum will pull, inio it masses, in 
a country where enforced- privation upon the masses is 
permitted, and where desire is artificially whetted, need 
turns to,greed, and one easily .discovers in such states ex¬ 
ploitation of. the many for the benefit of the few. 

If one, by the technologies'of Psychopolitics, were to dull 
this, excessive-greed in ,the few who .possess it, the worker 
would be freed to seek-a more-natural balance. 

Here we have two. extremes? Either one of them are an 
insanity. If we wish to create an insanity we need only 
glut or deprive an-individual at long length. beyond the 
ability to withstand and we-havo'a mental imbalance. A 
simple example of this, is, the alternation of too low with too 
high pressures in a chamber, an excellent psychopolitical 
procedure. The rapidly’’varied pressure brings about a 
chaos wherein the individual will icannot act and where 
other wills then, perforce, assume control. 

Essentially, in an entire country, one must remove the 
greedy by whatever means and must then create and con¬ 
tinue a semi-privation in the masses in order to command 
and utterly control the nation. 

■* A continuous hope for prosperity must be indoctrinated 
in to the masses with many dreams and visions of glut of 
commodity and this hope must be counter-played against 
the actuality of privation and the continuous threat of loss 
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of all economic factors incase of-disloyalty to the State in 
ordei^to suppress the individual wills of the masses. 

In a nation under conquest such as ^America, our slow 
and stealthy approach need take advantage only of the, 
cycles of booms and depressions inherent in Capitalistic 
nations in order, to assert of more and more strong. controT” 
over individual wills. A boom is as advantageous as a de¬ 
pression for our ends for during prosperity our propaganda 
lines must only continue to point up the wealth the period 
is delivering to the selected few to divorce their control of 
the. state. During a depression one must only point out 
that it ensued as a^result of the avarice of a few and the 
general political incompetence of the national leaders. 

The handling of economic propaganda is not properly 
the sphere, of psy'ohopolitics but the psychopolitician must 
understand economic measures and Communist goals con¬ 
nected with them; 

The masses must at last come to believe that only exces¬ 
sive taxation of the rich can relieve them of the “burden¬ 
some leisure'class” and can thus be brought'to accept such 
a thing as income tax, a Marxist principle smoothly, slid into 
Capitalistic framework in 1909 in the United States. This 
even though the basic law of the United States forbade 
it and even though "Communism at that time had been active 
only a few years in America. Such success'; as the Income 
Tax law, had it been followed thoroughly could have brought 
the United States and not-Russia into the world scene as the 
first Communist nation. But the virility and good sense of 
the Russian peoples won. It may not be that the United 
States will become entirely Communist until past the middle 
of the century but when it does it will be because of our 
superior understanding of economics.and of psychopolitics. 

The Communist agent skilled in ecbnorpicsihas as his task 
the suborning of tax agencies and their personnel to create 
the maximum disturbance and chaos and the,passing of laws 
adapted to our purposes and, to him we must leave this 
task. The psychopolitical operator plays a. distinctly dif¬ 
ferent-role in this drama. 

The rich, the skilled in finance, the well informed in gov¬ 
ernment are particular and individual targets for-.the 
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psychopolitician. His, is the role of taking off the board 
those individuals who would halt or corrupt Communist 
economic programs. Thus every rich man, every states¬ 
man, every person well informed and capable in govern¬ 

ment must have brought to his side as a trusted confidant 
a psychopolitical operator. 

The families of these persons are often deranged from 
idleness and glut and this fact must be played upon, even 
created. The normal health and wildness of a rich man's 
son must be twisted and perverted and explained into 
neurosis and then, assisted by a timely administration of 
drugs or violence, turned into criminality or insanity. This 
brings at once some one in “mental healing” into confidential 
contact with the family and from this point on the* Very 
most must then be made of that contact. 

Communism could best succeed if; at the side of every 
rich or influential man there coulc^be placed a psycho* 
political operator, an undoubted 2uthority;>in the field of 
“mental healing” who could then by his advice or through 
the medium of a wife or daughter by his guided opinions 
direct the optimurmpolicy to embroil or upset the economic 
policies of the country and, when the time; comes to do 
away .forever with the rich or influential man, to administer 
the proper drug or treatment to bring about his complete 
demise in an institution as a patient or dead as a suicide: 

Planted beside a country’s powerful, persons the psycho- 
political operator can also guide other policies to. the better-,/’ 
ment.pf our battle. - 

* The Capitalist does not know the definition of war. He 
thinks of war as attack with force performed by soldiers 
and machines. He does'not know'thata; more effective if 
somewhat longer war can be <fought with jbread or, in our 

"case, with drugs and the wisdom of our art The Capitalist 
has never won a war in truth. The psychopolitician, is.hav-? 
ing little trouble winning this one;- , , * 



, CHAPTERIV .* 

STATE GOALS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL AND MASSES 
f -v 

Just as we would discover an: individual to beJU, whose 
organs, each one, had a different goal from the rest,, so we 
discover the individuals and-the State .t^be ill where goals 
are not rigorously codified and enforced. 

There are those who, in less enlightened times, gave Man 
to believe that goals should be personally sought and held, 
and that, indeed, Man's entire impulse toward higher things 
stemmed from Freedom. We must remember that the same 
peoples who embraced this philosophy also continued in 
Man the myth of spiritual existence. *"• * 

All goals proceed'from duress. Life, is a continuous 
escape. JVithout force, and threat there can be no striving. 

^Without pain there can, be no desire to escape from pain. 
Without the,threat.of punishment there can be no gain. 
Without duress,and? command there *cari. be-po alignment 
of bodily functions. Without, rigorous and forthright con¬ 
trol, there can be no accomplished goals for the State. 

Goals of the State should be formulated by tho-State.foi* 
the obediencA and Jconcurrence of the individuals -^vithin" 
that State. A State without goals so^formulated is a sickT" 
State. A, State/without the -power -and* forthright wish to 
enforce its.^ata^a si^k Stated 

When ap prefer is issued by the Conimdnist State, and is 
■not obeyed; a.fdri^^>'^^.-'di8Mvei2ed''tq^eh8ue." -Where 
obedience^ai.ls,< the masses suffer. * 

State.gohls dep^d'u^n loyalty and. oWdierice for their 
accomplishironfcc'W^ State.goarto be in? 
Wpreted, one! discovers Inevitably ttet there has been an 
interposition^! self-willedness, of greedy of .idleness, or of 
rugged Indifiddalism and self<entered initiative: The in- 
terrupUon^f a ^tate^goal will be discovered, as having been 
interruptedly;^person whose, disloyalty^^d disobedience 
is the direct result, of,his own mis-alignmeK$t?ith life. 

It Isritot always; necessary'to remove the individual. It 
.is p<^ible .tp^moye:his^!f^yiiied4^dfncies to the im- 

*provemeht>df^tne;goals, and gains of*th^wholk The tech- 
nolo^es ; .FsychppoliUc4‘ are, graduated upon the hcale 
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which starts somewhat above the removal of the individual 
himself, upward toward the removal only of those ten¬ 
dencies which bring about his lack of co-operation. 

It is not enough for the State to have goals. These goals* 
once put iorward, depend for their completion upon the 
loyalty and.obedience of the workers. These, engaged, for 
the most part, in hard labors, have little time foridle specu¬ 
lation, which is good. But, above them, unfortunately, 
there must be foremen of one or another position, any one 
of whom might have sufficient idleness and lack of, physical 
occupation to cause sorae'disaffecting independency in his 
conduct and behaviour. ' , * 

Psychopolitics, remedies'this tendency toward disaffec¬ 
tion when it exceeds the comraoh persuasions of the im¬ 
mediate superiors of the person-in. question, v * 

'**''*+* ■ V 
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CHAPTER V 

AN EXAMINATION OF .LOYALTIES 
‘i 

If loyalty is so important in the economic and social struc¬ 
ture, it is necessary to examine it further as itself, 

j; In'the field of Psychopolitics, loyalty means simply ‘align¬ 
ment.’ It means,’more fully, alignment with the goals of 
the Communist State., Disloyalty means entirely mis-align- 
ment, and more BrOadly, mis-alignment with the goals of 
the Communist State. 

When we consider that the goals of the Communist State 
are to the best possible, benefit of the masses, we can see 
that disloyalty, as a -term, can embrace Democratic align¬ 
ment. Loyalty to persons not communistically indoctrinated 
would be quite plainly a mis-alignment. 
i The cureof1 disloyalty-is entirely contained in the prin¬ 

ciples of alignment. All that it is necessary to jdo, where 
disloyalty *is encountered, is to' align the purposes of the 
individual toward the goals of Communism, and it will be 
discovered that a great many circumstances hitherto dis¬ 
tasteful in his existence will cease to exist. 

A heart, or a kidney in rebellion against the remainder 
of the organism is. being disloyal to the remainder of the 
organism. To cure that heart or kidney it .is actually only 
necessary to bring its activities into alignment with the re¬ 
mainder of the body. 

The technologies of. Psychopolitics adequately demon¬ 
strate the Workability of this. Mild shock of the electric, 
variety can, and does, produce the re-cooperation of a re¬ 
bellious body organ. It is the shock and punishment of 
surgery which, in the main, accomplishes the re-alignment 
of a disaffected portion of the body, rather than the surgery 
itself. It is the bombardment of X-Rays, rather than the 
therapeutic value of X-Rays which .causes some disaffected 
organ to once again turn its attention to the support of the 
general organism. 

While .it is not borne out that electric shock has any 
therapeutic'value, so far as making the individual more 
sane, it is adequately brought out that its punishment value 
will create in the patient-a greater co-operative attitude. 
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Brain surgery has no statistical data to'recommend it be* 
yond its removal of the indftklual personality from amongst 
the paths of organs which wer8 not permitted to co-operate. 
These two Russian developments have never pretended to 
alter the state of sanity. They are only effective and work¬ 
able in Introducing an adequate punishment mechanism 
to the personality to make*it cease and desist from its 
courses and egotistical direction of'the anatomy itself. It 
is the violence of the electric shock'1 and the surgery which 
is useful in subduing the recalcitrant personality, which is 
all that stands in the road of the masses or the State. It is 
occasionally to be discovered that the removal of the pre¬ 
venting personality by shock and surgery then permits,the 
regrowth‘and re-establishment of organs'which have been 
rebelled against by that personality. In that a well-regu¬ 
lated state, is composed of organisms, not personalities, the, 
use of electric shock and brain surgery in Psychopolitics' 
is clearly demonstrated. 

The changing; of loyalty consists, in its primary step, of 
the eradication of existing loyalties.. This can be done in 
one of two ways. First, by demonstrating that previously 
existing loyalties have .brought about perilous physical cir¬ 
cumstances, such as imprisonment,, lack, of recognition, 
duress, or privation, and second, by eradicating the per¬ 
sonality itself. 

The first is accomplished by a steady and continuous in¬ 
doctrination of the individual in the belief that his previous 

Royalties have been granted to an unworthy source. One of 
the primary instances in this is creating circumstances 
which apparently derive from the target of his loyalties, 
so as to rebuff the individual. As part of thfs there is the 
creation of a state of mind in the individual, by actually 
placing him under duress, and then furnishing him with 
false evidence to demonstrate that the target of his previous 
loyalties is, itself, the course of the duress. Another por¬ 
tion of this same method consists of defaming or degrad? 
ing the'individual whose loyalties are to be changed to the 
target of his loyalties, i.e., superiors or government, to such 
a degree that this target, at length, actually does bold the 
individual in disrepute, and so does rebuff him and serve to 



convince him that his loyalties have been misplaced. These 
are the milder methods, but have proven extremely effec¬ 
tive. The greatest drawback in their practice is that they 
require time and concentration, the manufacture of false 
evidence, and a psychopolitical operator’s time.. 

In moments of expediency, of which there are many, the 
personality itself can be rearranged by shock, surgery, 
duress, privation, and in particular, that .best- of psycho¬ 
political techniques, implantation, with the technologies of 
neo-hypnotism. Such duress must have in its first part a 
defamation of the loyalties, and in its second, the implan¬ 
tation of new loyalties. A good and experienced psycho¬ 
political operator, working under the most favorable cir¬ 
cumstances, can, by the use of psychopolitical technologies, 
alter the loyalties of an individual" so deftly that his own 
companions will not suspect that they have changed. This, 
however, requires considerably more ftnfesse than is usually 
necessary to the situation. Mass neo-hypnotism can ac¬ 
complish more or le&s the same results when guided by an 
experienced psychopolitical operator. An end goal in such 
a'procedure would be. the alteration of* the loyalties of an 
entire nation in a short period of time by mass neo-hypno¬ 
tism, a thing which has been effectively accomplished among 
the less-usable states of Russia. * v 

It is adequatly demonstrated that loyalty is entirely lack¬ 
ing in that mythical commodity known aspspintual quality.’ 
Loyalty is entirely a thing of- dependence*j^onomic or 
mental, and can be changed by the crudest implementations. 
Observation of workers in their ^factories, or fields demon¬ 
strates that they easily grant loyalty}'to ,-:a foreman or a 
woman, and then as easily abandon it and substitute another 
individual* revulsing, at the same time, toward the person 
to whom loyalty was primarily granted. The queasy inse¬ 
curity of the masses in Capitalistic nations finds this more 
common than in an enlightened’ State 'such as Russia. In 
Capitalistic states, dependencies are so craven, wants and 
privations are so exaggerated, that loyalty is entirely with¬ 
out ethical*foundation and exists only in .the reaim of de¬ 
pendency, duress, or demand. 

It is fortunate that Communism so truly approaches an 
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' state. of mind> for this brings a certain easiness into 
chan«i“tTof loyalties, since all other ptillosophies extant 

:W#.%/?®nd Practiced on Earth today are degraded and debased, 
compared to Communism. It is then with a certain security 

** that a Psychopolitical operator functions, for he knows that 
I he change the loyalty of an individual to a more ideal 

level by reason alone, and oply expediency makes it neces¬ 
sary to employ the various ^hifts of psychopolitical tech¬ 
nology. Any man who cannot be persuaded into Commu¬ 
nist rationale is, of course, to be regarded as somewhat less 
than sane; and it is, therefore completely; justified to use 
the techniques of insanity upon the non-Communist. 

In order to change loyalty it is'necessary to establish first 
the existing loyalties.of the Individual. The/task is made 
very simple in view of thitfact that Capitalistic; and Fas¬ 
cia ticnations have no. greatisecurity. in the loyalty of their 
subjects. And it may be found that the loyalties of the sul>- 
jects, as we call any person against whom-psychopolitical 
technology is to be exerted, are already too; faint to require 
eradication. It is generally only necessary to persuade with 
the rationale and. overwhelming, reasonability of Commu¬ 
nism to have the person .grant his loyalty’'to the Russian 
State. However, regulated only by the importance of the 
subject, no great amount of time should be expended upon 
the individual, but emotional duress, or electric ^shock; or 
brain surgery should be resorted to, should Communist 
propaganda j>ersuasion fail. In a case of a .’very important 
person, it majK.be necessary to utilize the more delicate, 
technologies of Psychopolitics so as to place the person 
himself, and his associates, in ignorance of the operation. 
In this case a simple implantation £s used, with a maximum 
duress arid command value. Only the most skilled psycho¬ 
political operator should be employed on such a project, as 
in this case of the very* important person, for a bungling 

■ might disclose the tampering with his mental processes. It 
is much more highly recommended, if there is any doubt 
whatever about the success of an operation against an im¬ 
portant person, to select out as a psychopolitical target 
persons in his vicinity.in whom he'is emotionally involved. " 
His wife or children normally furnish the best targets, and 



these can be operated ag&inst without restraint. In secur¬ 
ing the loyalty .of a very important person one must place* 
at his side a constant pleader who enters a sexual or familial **' s 
chord into.the situation on the side ofCommunism. It may 
not be necessary to make a Communist out of the wife, or 
the children, or one of the children, butut might prove 
efficacious to do so. In most instances, however, this is not 
possible. By the use of various drugs, it is, in this modern 
age, and well within the realm of psychopolitical reality, 
entirely too easy to bring about a state of severe .neurosis * 
or insanity in the wife or children, and thus pass them,,with ^ 
full consent of the important person, and the government in 
♦which he exists, or &e bureau in which he is operating, into ”\ 
the hands of a psychopolitical operator, who then in his owp^ ^, 
laboratory, without restraint or fear of investigation or 
censor, can, with electric shock, surgery, sexual, attack, V- 
drugs, or other useful means, degrade or entirely alter the , * 
personality of a family member) and create in that person a , i 
psychopolitical slave subject who, then, on command or v 
signal, will perform outrageous actions, thus discrediting^ 
the important person, or will demand, on , a more ^delicate :7' 
level, that certain measures.be taken hy the important per¬ 
son, which measures are, of course, dictated by the psycho* 
political operator. '■ 

Usually yrtieri the.party has ho real interest in the activi¬ 
ties or decisions of the important person, but merely wishes 
to remove him from> effective action, the,;attention of the 
psychopolitical operator need not be so intense, and the4" ' 
person need only be passed into the hands of some unwit¬ 
ting mental practitioner, who taught as he is by psycho- * ; 
political operators, will bring about .'sufficient emba'rrasa- ,, 
ment. ‘ . ’ I 

When the loyalty of ah individual cannot «be18wervedt 
and where the opinion, weight, or effectiveness of the indi-i- 

'~yidual stands finnly in the road b£ Communist goals, it & 
^usually, best-to occasion a ipiUd neurosis in the.person by, 
any available means, and therf; having carefully given him 
a history of mental imbalance, to see'to it that he disposes * 
of himAelf by suicideV or by bringing about his demise in^ vi 
such a way as to resemble, suicide. Psychophlitical opera-i**- * 

» * 
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n tors have handled suclx situations skillfully tens of thoo- 
•ands of times within and without Russia. 

It is a firm principle of Psychopoliticrf that the person to 
be destroyed must be involved at first or second hand in the 
stigma of,insanity, and must have been placed in contact 
with psychopolitical operators or persons trained by them, 
with a maximum amount* of tumult and publicity. The 
stigma of' insanity is properly placed at-the .door of such 
persons' reputations and is held there firmly by* bringing 

- about irrational acts, either‘on his own part or in his vicin¬ 
ity. Such an activity can be classified as a partial, destruc¬ 
tion of alignment, and if this destruction is carried forward 

* Ho its furthest extent the mis-alignment on the subjfect of 
iall loyalties can be considered to be complete, and alignment 
on new loyalties can be embarked upon safely.' JBy bringing 
about insanity suicide on the part ofthe wife of an ira- 

, portant political personage, a sufficient mis-alignment has 
♦been instigated to change his attitude. And this, carried 

forward firmly, or assisted by psychopolitical Implantation 
cafibegin the rebuilding of his loyalties, but how slanted in 

S>mo«properandfittin*direction. . - K 

£ Another reason for the alignment of psychopoMtical’ac- 
^tmties with the ink-alignment of insanity is that insan¬ 

ity itself, is a despised and disgraced state, mid anything ' 
connected with it is lightly viewed. Thus, a psychopolitical 
operator, working in the vicinity of an insane person, can 
refute and disprove any accusations made against* him by 
demonstrating that the family itself is tainted with mental 
imbalance. This is surprisingly effective in Capitalistic 
countries where insanity is so thoroughly feared that no one 
would dream of investigating any circumstances in its vi¬ 
cinity. Psychopolitical propaganda works constantly and 
must work constantly to increase and build up this aura of 
mystery surrounding insanity, and must emphasize the 
horribleness and hopelessness of insanity in order to excuse 
non-therapeutic, actions taken against the insane. Particu¬ 
larly in Capitalistic countries, an insane person has no 
rights under law. No person who is insane may hold prop¬ 
erty. No person who is insane may testify. Thus, we have 
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, .V ' aft excellent road along1 which ^-e can travel toward our cer- 
■ '-]£* tain goal and destiny. “-r ' 

m ^Entirely by bringing about publfc cdnviction that the 
sanity of a person is in" question, it. is possible to discount 

',■■■ ."and* eradicate all of the goalsi and activities of that-person. 
* *" By demonstrating the insanity ofaq^oup, or'even a gov- 

• *» * merriment, it is possible, theh,'tq,cause;its people to disavow 
‘i *> it; -By"magnifying the genera! human reaction to insanity, 

;I v i through keeping the subject of insanity, itself, forever be- 
' ‘‘.fore the, public eye, and then, by utilizingithis reaction by 

►fc. ;causing a revision on th^'jjorf of a populace against its 
i V * r'.?'leader or leaders, it is possiul^'.to.stop any government or 

«■> movement * 
^ * *, It is important to know thatthe entire subject of*loyalty 
| ' ^is thus as easily handled as it Is*. One of the first and fore- 
1 - X^f^-^iMVomiaBlons of the psychopolitician jTs to make an attack 

* ' A'" upon Communism and insanity synonymous. It should be- 
\ * * 'come the definition of insanity, of the paranoid variety, that 
i ■* . A *v“A paranoid believes he is bring attacked by Communists.’' 

v #hus, at once the support- of; the, individual so attacking 
f f * Communism will fall away-and wither. 
:* .^j^iJn^tead of executing national leaders, suicide for them 

? \, *fc.shoui^- be arranged undeptcircumstances which question 
.feth^r demise. I® this way we* can select out all opposition 

£ * ^/*.to the' Communist extensionfinto the social orders of the 
, , world, and render populaces who would oppose us leader- 

, less, and bring about a state of chaos ormis-alignment into 
which we can thrust, with‘great simplicity, the clear and 
forceful doctrines of Communism. 

The cleverness of our attack in this field of Psychopolitics 
, . is adequate to avoid the understanding of the layman and 

the usual stupid official, and by operating entirely under 
tHe banner of authority, with the oft-repeated statement 
that the principles of psychotherapy are too devious for 
common understanding, an entire revolution can be effected 
without the suspicion of a populace until it is an accom¬ 
plished fact. 

As insanity is the maximum mis-alignment, it can be 
grasped to be the maximum weapon in severance of loyalties 
to leaders and old social orders., Thus, it:is of the utmost 
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Importance that psychopolitical operatives infiltrate the ^ 
healing arts pt. a nation marked for conquest,' and brings"" 
from that quarter continuous pressure against the. popula¬ 
tion and the government until at last 'tKe'pohqueat ^s af: 
felted. This is the subject arid goal of Psychppolitics, itself. 

In rearranging -loyalties .we inust have a command of 
their values, in the animal the firstloyaity is to himself.v 
This is destroyed by demonstrating errors; to him,-showing 
him that-he does not remember, cannot act or does not trust 

ihimselT The second-loyalty is to Iris iamfly unit* bis par-, 
ents arid -brothers and sisters. This, is'destroyed by making 
a family .-unit economically non-dependCnt^by. lessening the 
value of marriage, by making an easiness of'divorce and-by ‘ * 

raising the; children wherever possible by‘the; State. .The? 
next loyalty Is to his friends'and local environment. This 
is destroyed- by. Joyering "his trust and ^bringing about, re* 
portings "upon him allegedly by his fellowa or the town or 
village authorities. The next is totke State and’this, for 
the purposes or Communism, is the*pnly loyalty which 
should exist once the state is founded as &(Jdmmipiist State. 
To destroy loyalty to the State, all mannierrbf forbiddings 
for youth must' be., put intq.effect so disenfranchise 
theri5*ns .members of. the Capitalist and.by* promises 
of a beltgc lot under Communisra/id ^airi. tTheir jollity to 
a Commuriistmovement. •’'-&* ’ ' -X" 

Denying a Capitalist countjrjj edsy access to courts, bring¬ 
ing about and supporting propaganda to destroy the home, 
creating and continuous juvepil^o^nquency^Iorcing upon 
the state all manner-of practices to divorce child from 
it will in the end create the chace necessary to Communistp. 

Underthe saccharine guise of Assistance to them, rigorous 
child labor laws are. the best*means to deny the child any* 
right in, the society. By refusing tq let him earn, by forcing 
Jiim into unwanted dependence upon a grudging parent, by 
making certain in other channels that the parent is never 
in other than economic stress, the child can be driven in-his 
teens into revolt. Delinquency will ensue. 

By making readily available drugs of various kinds, by 
giving the teen-ager alcohol, by praising his wildness, by 
stimulating him with sex literature and advertising to him 
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or her practices as taught at the Sexpoh -the'fcsychopolilical 
Operator can create the rtqcesj&ry attitude of'chaos, idleness 
and»worthless^e$s into' which can then be cast the solution 
■wHich will give^the teen-ager, complete ireedora everywhere/ 

Qdfnmuniam.* * * ’ *• -4 
* Should it be possible to ^continue. conscription beypiid' 
.any reasonable time by promoting unpopular wars and* 
other "mpans the draft can alwayi^tand as a further barrier 
to the progress of yoiith'fn lif«^destrbying any immediate 
hope to participate in his nation's.ciril life'. 

'Ey these means the patriotism oi-yot»th for their CapitaV 
isif&fjag can be dulled to a" pojnti where they 'are no longer' 
dangerbus ixs soldiers;. While this might require many de- 
.cades to effect, Capitalism's short term view will never 
epvislori the lengths across which we can plan. 
^If we*could effectively kill, tho national ^ride and patrio¬ 

tism of just one generation we wiir^ave won that country, 
Therefore there must be continual propaganda abroad to 
Undermine the loyalty of the'citizens in. general and the 
teen.ager in particular. 

The role pf the psychopolitical ^operator in this is very 
starong. He cad; from' his position as an authority on the 
mind, advise all manner of destructive measures. He can 

‘ teach the lack of control of this ciiild at home., He can in- 
struct^ in an optimum situation, the entire'nation in.hOw to 
handle Children—and instruct them so that the children, 
•given no control, given no real home, pan.yun wiidly about 
yyith no responsibility for their nation or Jhemselves* * \^, 

The mis-alignment of the loyalty ofybuth,to a Capitalistic? 
nation sets the proper stage ^for a* realignment of their v 
loyalties with Communism. Creating'a greed*for drugs,r 
'sexual misbehavior and uncontrolled freedom and present- 
ing'this to them as a benefit of Communism will with-ease- 
bring about our alignment v * * *, 

in the cas'e of strong leaders amongst-Mouthful groups, 
a psychopolitical operator can work in mahjr jvays to use 
or discard that leadership. If it is to be' used,, the character 
of the girl or t>oy must be altered carefully' Into, crunihal» 
channels and*a control by “blackmail, or oth$r rheahs must be 
maintained. But where the leadership is not susceptible, 
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where it resists all persuasions and mighty become danger¬ 
ous to our Cause, no pains, must-be spared;to direct the at¬ 
tention of the authorities to thaT person' and t^ harrass him 
in one way or another until,he can come'int6;il»‘ hands of 
juvenile authorities. When this hM,beeh;4i?ec^d it,can be 
hoped that a psychopolitical operator, by ireason of-child 
advisor status, can; in the .security of the jail' and cloaked 
by processes of law, destroyithe sanity of'that'fcerBon, Par¬ 
ticularly, brilliant scholars,-athletes and/youttf^uj^fea& 
ere must be .'handled, in either one of these-two' ways. 

In the matter; of, guiding the,activities of-juvenile courts; 
the psychopolitical operator entertains here one of his easier 
tasks. A Capitalistic nation is so filled 'with injustice in 
general that a little more passes without comment. \ In 
juvenile courts there are always persons with strange 
appetites whether these be judges or policemen’ or women: 
If such’domot exist they can be created. By making avail¬ 
able to'them young girls or boys in the "security” of the 

■jail or the detention home: and by appearing with flash 
cameras or witnesses one becomes equiptwitha.whip ade¬ 
quate to direct all the future decisions of-that,person when 
these are needed. . ... o* . . 

The handling of youth cases by courts should be. led 
further and further away from law and further and further 
into “mental problems” until the. entire nation, thinks of 
“mental problems” instead of criminals. This places va- 

_ cancies everywhere in the courts, in the offices of district 
attorneys, on police staffs which could then be 'filled with 
psychopolitical operators and these become then the judges 
of the land by their influence and into their hands comes 
the total control of the criminal, without whose help a 
revolution cannot ever be accomplished. 

By stressing this authority over the problems of youth 
and adults in courts one day the demand forpsychopolitical 
operators could become such that even the armed services 
will use "authorities on the mind”-to work their various 
justices and when this occurs the armed-forces of the nation 
then enter into our hands as solidly as if we commanded 
them ourselves. With the slight bonus of having thus a 
skilled interrogator near every technician’or handler of se¬ 
cret war apparatus, the country, in event of revolution, as 
did Germany in 1918 and 1919 will find itself immobilized 
by its own Army and Navy fully and entirely ui Commu- 

n* Thu^the subject of' loyalties and their re-alignment is 
in fact the subject of non-armed conquest of an enemy.. 
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CHAPTER VI 
it- *• y 

THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF OBEDIENCE 

Obedience is the result of force. i * ;► 
■Everywhere we look in the history of- Earth we discover 

that'/obedience to new rulers has come^about entirely 
through the demonstration on the part of ;thoeeu rulers of 
greaterforce than was to be discovered in the, old ruler. A 
population overriden, conquered by war, is ohedient<to its 
conqueror. It is obedient to its conqueror because its^coh: 
queror has exhibited more force: , ’*• ^ 

Concurrent with force is brutality, for.-there arehumah.Cr 
considerations involved, \yhieh also represent force. The*’ 
most barbaric, unrestrained, brutal "use, ofc force, if .carried 
far-enough, invokes obedience? Savage.^force, .sufficiently 
long displayed toward any individual, wilhbring about his 
concurrence with any principle ,ortorder. 2 ~4 ; * 

Force is 'the- antithesis of humanizing'-actions. *It is* so 
synonymous' in the^humaajnind with' sayageness, lawless¬ 
ness, brutality, aridbarbarism, that it isorily necessary to 
display fan inhuman attitude toward pe6pte,\io. be/granted ^ 
by thise people„ the possession of force. 1 ^ ^ 

Any organization which has the spirit ajidj' courage)to' 
display inhumanity, savageness, brutalilyj and an uncom-,„ * 
promising lack of humanity, will be obeyed.1^ Such a,Pse of 
force is; itself, the essential ingredient o|' greatness^ ’We , 
have to. hand no less an example than our great Communist 
Leaders^ who. is moments of duress and;;trial, when ’faced' 
by Czarist rule, continued over the heads . <jf an .enslaved, 
populace', yet displayed sufficient courage never to stay.thei^ 
hands Inlthe execution of the conversion of-ithe Russian 
State to Communist rule. « 

>Jf you would have obedience you must haveyno compro- 
mise^with .humanity. If you would have obedience -you 
must-make it clearly understood that you have no mercy. 

‘Mari Is; an . animal. He understands, in the 'final, analysis, 
orilv those.things which a brute understands. 

As anexample of this, we find tin individual-refusing to 
obey and‘being struck^ His refusal to obey' is now less 
vociferous.. He is struck again, arid his resistance.^ less- 



a p 
• ened. once. more. He is hammered:arid pounded again and , 

again, until, at length, his ,pnly thought is direct and iiro;| 
plicit obedience to that person from 'jtvhora the force Has 
emanated. This-isaproven principle. It is proven because 
it is theoiiam principle Man, the animal/has used since his 
earliest beginnings. It is the only principle 'which has been 

** effective, the only principle which hpa brought about a wide 
and continued' beliefs For it is to purbenefit that, an indi¬ 
vidual who is 'struck again, and again,, and again from • 
certain source, will, at length, hypnotically believe any- 

le is. told by the source of the blows. 

v 

* 

i 

t 

The stupidity of Western civilizations is best deraon- 
etrated. by the fact that they believe hypnotism is. a thing * 
of'the mind, of attention, and a desire for unconsciousness. 
This is not true'. Only when a person ihas been beaten, 
punished, -and mercilessly hammered; can hypnotism upon 
him be guaranteed in its effectiveness. It is stated by West¬ 
ern authorities on hypnosis that only sonie twenty percent 
of the people are susceptible tvh/pnotism. Tip? statement 
is Very untrue. Given .enough punishment; all of1 the people 
in any time and place are susreptibleto Hypnotism. In other 
Words, by adding force, hypnotism is made uriifoi?nly effect 
tive.- Where unconsciousness could not be induced bypintple 
concentration upon the hypnotist, unconsciousness-can be 
induced by drugs, by blows, by'electric shock, andbjr othef 
-means. And where unconsciousness catjnot be’ induced -so 
as to make:an implantation or an Hypnotic command effec¬ 
tive, it is only necessary to.amputate/the functioning por¬ 
tions of the animal man’s brain to render him null and void. 

^ and no longer a menace., Thus, ye find that hypnotism is, 
% entirely effective. 

*Thc mechanisms of hypnotism demonstrate clearly that4 
people can be made to believe- in certain conditions, and 
even in their environment or in politics, bwthe administra¬ 
tion of force. Thus, it is necessary" for-a^psychopolitjcian 
to be an expert in the administration of- forces. Thus", he 
can bring about implicit obedience, not only on the part of 
individuaLmembers of the populace, but on the entire popu¬ 
lace itself and its government. He need only take unto him- 
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sella sufficiently savage role, a sufficiently uncompromising 
inhuman attitude, and he will be obeyed and believed. 

Tjie subject of hypnotism is a subject of belief. What 
can people be made to believe? They can be made, to be¬ 
lieve anything which is administered to them with sufficient 
brutality and force. The obedience of a,populace is as good 
as they will believe. t 

Despicable religions, such as Christianity, knew this. 
. They knew that if enough faith could- be brought into being 
^a'populace could be enslaved by the Christian mockeries of 

' ^humanity anti mercy, and thus could be disarmed. But one 
need not count upon this act of faith to bring about a broad 
belief.. One must only! exhibit: enough *force, enbugh inhu¬ 
manity, enough Brutality and savageness to* create implicit 
belief and therefore and .thereby implicit obedience. As 

^Communism is a. matter of belief, its study is a study of 
J forces 

The earliestHussianpsychiatrists, pioneering this science 
of* psychiatry, understood thoroughly that-hypnosis is in¬ 
duced by acute fear. They discovered it could also be in¬ 

duced by shocS of an emotional nature, and also by^extreme 
-privation, as well as by blows and drugs. 

In order*to induce, s high state of hypnogogy in an in¬ 
dividual,'a group, 'or, a population, an. element of terror 
Tnust always be‘present on*- the part* of those? who would 

./govern. 'Hie'psychiatrist is aptly ■suited fortius role, for 
A -$3 brutalities are committed in tfie.name-of science and 
r are inexplicably complex, and entirely out’.of view of the 

, "human understanding. A sufficient popular terror of the 
1 psychiatristwill,, in itself, bring about insanity on the part 

of many individuals. A psychopolitical operative, then, can, 
entirely cloaked with authority, commence and continue a 
campaign of propaganda, describing various "treatments” 
which-are administered to the insane. A psychopolitical 
operative should at all Jaimes insist that these treatments are 
therapeutic and,necessary. He can, in all of his literature 

v and his* books, jjst‘large numbers of pretended cures by 
these means. But these "cures” need not actually produce 
any recovery from a state, of disturbance. As long as the 
psychopolitical operative or his dupes are the only author!- 
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ties as to the difference^hetween sanity and insanity, their 
word as to the therapeutic value of such treatment will be 
the final word. No layman would dare adventure to place 
judgment upon the state of sanity of an individual whom* 
the psychiatrist has already declared insane. The individ¬ 
ual, himself, is unable to complain, and his family, as will be 
covered later, is already discredited by the occurrence of in¬ 
sanity in their midst, There must be no other adjudicators 
of insanity, otherwise Ifccbuld'be disclosed, that the brutali¬ 
ties practiced in the name of treatment are not therapeutic.- 

A psychopolitical operative has no interest in “therapeutic 
means" or “cures."' The.greater number of insane.in.the 
country where he is operating, *the largefmumber of the 
populace will come urideT his; view, and the greater tv ill be-; * 
come his facilities^ Because the problem is apparently J 
mounting into uncontrollable heights, he can more and more 
operate in an atmosphere ‘of ^emergency, which again ex¬ 
cuses his use of such treatments as electric'shock, the prc-' 
frontal lobotomy, tran£orbital leucotomy, and other opera- 

, tions long-since practiced fn Russia on political prisoners. 4: 
It is to the interest' of^th'e psychopolitical operative that 

the possibility of curing trfe insane be outlawed*, arid rul^ 
out at all times! 'For the sake of obedience'bn the part.ofJ * 
the population and their general reaction, a level oabrutai^ v 
jty must, atalLcostsV.be maintained. Only in this’'way can^ j* 
the absolute judgment’of the psychopolitical operative as to- 
the sanity or msanity .of public figures be raafnt^mGd in;; ,, 

^ complete bellef^'Usipg! sufficient brutality upon.l'tiieii^p^ ^ 
tierits, the public at large \yill come to believe utterly kny* .. . 
thing they say about their-patients. Furthermore, arid, 
much moi^ important; theJield of the mindmau$t be*suf-s 
ficiently dominatedlbj^ilie.psychopolitical opewriiye^ao&att" ‘ 
wherever tenets' of tho mind are taught they wilTbe, hyp¬ 
notically believed. The 'psychopolitical operative, having 
under. His control all psychology classes in an arba, can thus 
bring abopt a complete* reformation of the future leaders' 
of a country in their Educational processes, and so. prepare' 
them for Communism: v• 

. Tqf be obeyed, bhe^must be believed.. If one is spffident-. * 
Iy. helieved, drib will uriquestioningly be obeyed. ^ * 

% ' . * 
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^When he is fortunate enough to obtain into' his hands 
anyone -near to a political or important figure,;this factor 
of obedience becomes very important. A certain amount of \ 
fear or terror must be engendered in the person under treats * 
ment so that this person-will then take immediate orders, * 
completely and unquestioningly, from the psychopolitical 
operative, and so be able to influence the actions of that, 
persoh who is to be Reached. , 

Bringingabout this state of mind on the part of a jpopji— % 
lace andits leaders—that a psychopolitical operative'‘must,* 
at all times, be believed—could eventually be attended by 
very good-fortune. It fs noftod much to hope that psycho-^ „ 
political operatives'frould then, in a country^uch as theV 
United States, become the most intimate advisors to politi¬ 
cal figures, even to the-point of advising the entirety of a 
political party as to its acfclonsin an election. 

The long view is*the4 important view. Belief is engen- . 
dered by a certain amount of fear and terror from an - 
authoritative level, and tills will be followed by obediencev 9 

The general propaganda which would best seryeP’sycho? 
jpolitJcS vould oe a continue! insistence that certalriaufepri-,'1 
fative levels of/healing, deemed this or that the-porrdpfc/ **•■ 
treatment of insanity. . These treatments, must* llvyays iti% V* 
elude ft pertain amount, of brutality. Propaganda should 
continue Md stress the rising incidence of insanity' 
country. The entire field of human behaviour, fPrthebene^ 
fit of the country, can, at length, be broadened into .abnormal; 
behaviour. ^Thjis^ undone indulging in any eccentricity^ - 
-particularly 7th'e eccentricity' of combatting ps^chopoliiics, . 
could be- silenced by the authoritative opinion ba the part;bf 7 
a ’psychopolitical operative that he was.-actmg.4n an ab- ' 
normal fashion; This, jyitii some good fortune, could bring < 
the person Jnte the hands of the p^chojpolitical operative sp , * 
as to forever ^ore disable him!, o* to 'swerve h5« joyaltteh by .. 
jiain^druy lbypnoUsm. ^ f * . \ ’ i ’ » . 

On the subject of obedience itself, the most optimuni ■ ' 
obedience is unthinking bbpdienfee. * The command- given-, . 
must be obeyed without any1 rationalizing on the part of the * - 
subject. The command- must, therefore, be implanted belcw . 
the thinking processes of the subject to be influenced,-and 
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must react upon him in such a way as to bring' no mental 
.alertness on his part. - \ 

It is in the interest of Psychopolitics that a population 
be told that an Hypnotized person .will not do anything 

f against: his actual Will, will not commit immoral acts, and 
-will not act so. as to endanger himself. While this may be 
lr.ue of light, parlour hypnotism, it certainly is not true of 
commands implanted with the use of electric shock; drugs;, 
or heavy punishment. It is counted upon completely that 
this will joe discredited to the general public by psycho- 

•/.political operatives, for if it were to he generally known 
that individuals would obey commands harmful to them- 

f selves, and would commit immobal acts while under the in- 
,- fiuence of deep hypnotic commands, the actions of many 

people, Working' unknowingly -in favor of Communism,* 
would be too-well understood.. People acting, under deep 
hypnotic commands .should be acting apparently of their 
own volition and out of their own convictions. 

The entire subject of psychopolitical hypnosis; Psycho- 
* politics in general, depends for its defense upon continu¬ 

ous protestTrom authoritative'sources that such things are 
-• not pos^ible., And, should anyone unmask- a psychopolitical 

operative, he should at once declare-the whole thing a physi¬ 
cal impossibility,, and use .bis authoritative position to dis- 

* court t any accusation. Should any writings of Psychopoli¬ 
tics .cofrie to View, it is'only-necessary to brand them a noax 
apd laugh them put of countenance; Thus, psychopolitical 

4 activitiea.are easy, to defend. - . 
~<*\Wken psychopolitical activities have .reached a certain 
peak; from .there on it is almost impassible to undo .them, 
for the, population is already under the duress of obedience 

r"~ to the*P8ychopolitical operatives and their dupes. The in- 
” gredient of obedience is Important, for the complete belief 

ill the psychopoliticaf operative renders his statement canr 
v< v celling any challenge about psychopolitical operations irre¬ 

futable. The optimum circumstances would be to occupy 
every position which would be consulted by officials oh any 

"question or suspicion arising on the subject of Psycho- 
> politick. Thus, a psychiatric advisor should be placed near ‘ 

to hand- in every government operation. As all suspicions 
would theh be referred to him, no action would ever be 
taken, and the goal of Communism could be realized in that 
nation. 

PayehopoliCics depends, from the viewpoint of the layman, 
upon, its fantastic aspects. These-are its Best defense, but 
above all these defenses is implicit obedience oa the part of 
officials and the general public, because of the character of 
the psychopolitical operative in the field of healing. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ANATOMY OF STIMULUS-RESPONSE MECHANISMS 
OF MAN * 

Man is a stimulus-response animal. His entire reasoning 
capabilities, even his ethics and morals, depend upon stimu- 

'^lusrresponse machinery. This has long been demonstrated , 
by such Russians as Pavlov, and the principles Have long 
been used in handling the* recalcitrant, in training children, 
'and in bringing ^bout a. state of optimum behaviour on the 
part of . a population. . 

•'.Having no independent will of ,hl3: owiy'JWan is easily 
^handled by stimulus-response mechanisms.. It is only, neces¬ 
sary to.'install a stimulus-into the Inyntal anatomy-of Man 
to have that stimulus reactivate and respond any time an 
exterior command source calls it into being. t 

The mechanisms, of* stimulus-response are easily under¬ 
stood. The body takes pictures of every action in the en¬ 
vironment around airindividual. When the environment in¬ 
cludes brutality, terror, shock, and other such -activities, 
the mental image picture’ gained contains ip. itself all the 
ingredients of the environment. If the individual, himself, 
was Injured during‘that moment, the injury, itself, will re- 
manifest when called upon*to respond by an exterior com¬ 
mand source. * 

As an example of tfcis, if an individual is beaten.and is 
told during the entirety of the beating that he must obey 
certain officials, he will, in the future,, feel the beginnings 
of the -pain the moment lie begins to disobey.. The Installed 
pain, itself, reacts as a policeman, for. the experience of the 
individual demonstrates to him that he connot combat^ and 
will receive pain from, certain officials. 

The mind can become very complex in its stimulus re¬ 
sponses. As easily demonstrated in hypnotism, an entire 
chain of commands, having to do with a great manyjcomplex 
'actions, can‘be beaten, shocked, or terrorized into a., mind,- 
and will there lie dormant’ until called into vi<3w by some 

-similarity in the circumstances of the environment to the 
incident of punishment. 

The stimulus we call the “Incident of punishment" where 
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"the.response mechanism need only contain some small part 
of the stimulus to call into view the mental image picture, 
and' cause it to exert against the body; the pain sequence. 
So long as .the individual obeys the picture', or follows the 
commands'of the stimulus implantation fie is free frompain. 

The behaviour of children is regulated‘in this fashion in 
every civilized country.. The father, finding himself unable 
to bring about immediate obedience and training; on the 
parf. of his child, resorts to physical violence, and after ad¬ 
ministering punishment ol a physical , nature to the child 
on several occasions, is gratified to experience complete 
obedience on the part of the child each time the father 
speaks. In.that parents are wont to-be lenient with their 
children, they seldom administer sufficient punishment to 
bring about entirely optimum obedience. The ability of 
the organism to withstand punishment is very great. Com¬ 
plete and implicit response can be gained only by stimuli 
sufficiently brutal to actually injure the organism. The 
Kossack method of breaking wild horsesis a useful example. 
The horse will not restrain itself or take “any of its.rider's 
commands. The rider, wishing to break it, mounts, and 
takes a''flask of strong Vodka, and smashes it between the 
horses's cars. The horse, struck to its knees, its eyes filled 
with alcohol, mistaking the dampness for blood, instantly 
and thereafter-gives its attention to the rider»and never 
needs, further breaking. Difficulty, in breaking. horses Is 
only occasioned when light punishments are 'administered. 
Then; is some mawkish sentimentality about "breaking 
the spirit.” but what 'is .desired here is, an obedient horse, 
and sufficient brutality brings about an1 obedient horse. 

The stimulus-response mechanisms of the body are such 
that the pain and the command subdivide so as to counter 
each, other. The mental image picturetof the punishment 
will not- become effective upon the individual unless the 
command content' is disobeyed. It is pointed out in many 
early Russian writings that this is a survival mechanism. 
It has already been well an’d thoroughly used in the survival 
of- Communism. * 

It>is only necessary to deliver into the organism a suffi¬ 
cient stimulus to gain an adequate response. 
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So Ion; as the organism obeys the stimulus whenever it 
is- restimulated in the future, it docs not suffer from the 
pain of the stimulus. But should it disobey the command 
content of the stimulus, the stimulus reacts to punish the 
individual. Thus, we have' an optimum circumstance, and 
one of the basic principles of Psychopolitics.> A sufficiently* 
installed stimulus will thereafter remain as a police mechan¬ 
ism within the individual to cause him to follow the com¬ 
mands and directions given to him. Should he fail to follow 
these commands and directions, the stimulus mechanism 
will go into action. As the commands are there with the 
moment of duress, the commands themselves need never be 
repeated, and if the individual were to depart thousands of 
miles away from the psychopolitical operative, he will still 
obey the psychopoliticai operative, or, himself, become ex¬ 
tremely ill and in agony. These principles, built from the 
earliest days of Pavlov, by constant and continuous Russian 
development, have, at last, become of enormous use to us in 
our conquest. For less modem and well-informed coun¬ 
tries of Earth, lacking this mechanism, failing to under¬ 
stand it, and coaxed into somholence by our own psycho¬ 
political operatives, who discount and * disclaim it, cannot 
avoid succumbing to it. 

/The body is less able to resist a stimulus if it has insuf¬ 
ficient food and is weary. Therefore, it is necessary to ad¬ 
minister all such stimuli to individuals when their ability 
to resist has been reduced by privation and exhaustion. Re¬ 
fusal to let them sleep over many days, denying them ade¬ 
quate food, then brings about an optimum state for the 
receipt of a stimulus. If the person is then given an elec¬ 
trical shock, and is told while the shock is in action that he 
must obey" arid do pertain things, he has no choice but to do 
them, or to re-experience, because of his mental image pic¬ 
ture of it, the electric shock. This highly scientific and in¬ 
tensely workable mechanism cannot be 'over-estimated in the 
practice of psychopolitics. 

Drugging the individual produces an artificial exhaustion, 
and if he is drugged, or shocked and beaten, and given a \ 
string„6f commands, his loyalties, 'themselves, < cah be deft- *> 
nitely rearranged. This is P.D;H., or Pain-Dru#|Hypnosis^>* 
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The psychopolitical opernfivh in training should be 
thoroughly studied in the subject of hypnotism and posk 
hypnotic suggestion.- He should pay particular attention to 
the ‘Torgetter mechanism" aspect of hypnotism, which is 
to Say,, implantation in the uhconscious mind. He should 
note particularly that a person givena command in an 
hypnotic state, and then told when istill in that condition 
to, forget it, wiir execute it on a'-’s'tjmulus-response signal 
in the environmentrVft^r he has "awakened" from kip'hyp¬ 
notic trance. ' . v 

Ha vin&mastered these.<ietai|^fully, he should, by prac-- 
dicing'upon^criminala and.^isoneVs, or inmates available 
to him, produce, the hypnotic trance by durgs, and .drive 
home post-hyppotic suggestions by pain administered to the 
4rugged-person; He should then study the reactions of the; 
personwhen ,,awakened." and shoiild give h i nr the'stimulus*. 
.responsevsignaf._j,which virbjild throw *jnto aqtio^ thd c'oiri-/ 
mands given .while in a drugged state of duress.^By ipuch ’’ 
practice he can,, then learn the. threshold dosages; of varigus* A 
drugs,.and the-amount of'dtfresSin terms bf.electric«shoclc . 
br-a.dditlohaj drug shock-necessary to produce the optimum, 

♦ obedience to the commands, He should also satisfy himself , 
^ that theye is’ho possible method known to Man^theremuat- 

be'no^ssible method known* to Man—of bringing',the-pa¬ 
tient ^hto awareness-of Avhat has happened to him, keeping 

^hiiji.in estate of obedience and response while ignorant, of 
its cause.^ , - * * ‘ ~ *, - ’•*- Y*' t , 

/ l/sihg criminals and prisoners, the psychopoliticar oper- 
atjyj&'in* |i*hining*’shopld then^xperinient.i-with duress In. the 

* absefled^oit privation.- administering electric shocks, beat- • 
"* irijgS^ aprf;terror-indiu:fng, tactic^,AaccbmpjanIed:b^ wtbe tome 

.ipbchanlsms. "a£ those employed in hypnotisnv’ancl watch 
Yth^ cbhducif bf-the peV^on wheh bo longer undpr durgss. 

' The operative. in training should carefully remark those 
,yyho; shbty a.tendency- lo.prote$tf So that he may Recognize i 
possible recovery of nieihbry of Jthe cdmman'ds implanted. 

%«4 

A. 
reSponSjy^prisoner.. 

Theholdness of the psychopolitical operative ederbe in- 

•• A*' --88— '4? 
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creased markedly by. permitting persons who have been 
given pain-drug hypnosis and "who have demonstrated symp¬ 
toms of rebelling or recalling into the society tynbserve how 
the label of “insanity” discredits and discounts'the state¬ 
ments of thd person, 

Exercises in fringing about insanity Seizures at will, 
simply by demonstrating 4. signal to pqjppns upon whom 
•pain-drug hypnosis lias been used, and’exercises in making 
.the-seizures come about .through talking to certain persons ’ 
'in certain places, and times should also .be used*. , • , * 

Brain surgery, as developed in Russia*;, phould al3o, i>e 
practiced by the psychopolitical operalive^in trailiing^ to * 
give hlm full confidence m 1) "the crudeness -ivith^whlch it r 
can be done, 2) -the certainty' of erasure ..of flip stimulus^-*. j 

Response mechanism itself, 3) the production olimbecility," v 
t’ldlpcy. ahd dis-cprdinatioiy dn the, 'the; patient, iiid* '* 
4y thfc Small amounted- cqpitfierit which* casualties inbrhin 

*iur^ry occasion^ * ‘ • 7* 1 . • . 
Exercises in sexual attack on patients shbuld bepract(ced . ^ 

,by-the psychopolitcal operatiye to demonstrate the Inability. 
V the patient under pain-drug hypnesia to recall the attack; ^ 
While; indoctrinating a lusf for further sextial activity on 
the part/of the. patient. Sex, in all animals, Isf a* powerful 

- motivator, and is.ad less so in the anima£ iian/and the be- >. 
casioning of sexualjiaiabn between jfehiales of a targetfara- ' , 
‘fly and. indicatbd'.males,^under the coptrol-of the psycho^ 
political .operative,, must, be. demonstrated to he possible 
with complete security for the psycftopolitical operative;, 
thus giving Into hfs hands* ar\'.excellent weapon for the' v' 
breaking dowji Jof familial relations and consequent 'public - 
disgraces fbrthqpsychopolitical target 

Jusfras’a -dog can be trained, so can-a niai£. be- trhihjCd., 
Just aS a horse can be; trained, so-can. a. man be trained,, . 
Sexual lust, masochism, and any other'desirable perversion \ 
can be induced by pain-drug'hypnosis;, and the beneHt o£ 
PaychopolitiCs. ‘ . %■ * , * v.’ ^ '.''y’* 

The changes of loyalties allegiances,, and sources 'bf Jcom- ,7 
hland can be occasioned easily by psychopolitical teclmolo^^ 
gies, and these should be practiced and understood by the 
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; ,- ^ f ' ‘PfcH/jpoIIitcal operative before he'fi^ns to temper'with’. 
>;» . ; 4j -- ^’Cliopoliticahia^te o( maRfjUude.>|r '* , 

V* / -" .,T^:artuiU simplicity,of the sul»j«jct}of pain-drug; hypno-/ f J 
V_;. * ;'■ V- -ys'Jhe use of eieclrjc Jihock, drops, insanity-producing iri-,o ^ 

.... -Jecjiona* and other maferials^hould bo masked entirely by? 
* * ■' :tpihmca(. nomenclatu^v 'Hie protest of benefit -to. the pit 

: : -*iKtypnoiogy classes, 
^ die 'mu.it be UH.roMphly enioii.ed to U/iiit hisdnformatioir in 

.^V Psychoiopy claves to the transmittakdi the tenets of Com- 
4 "?‘^r ^‘^^iso' Qf psychology; abd- must Jfmit his 

.hetmtjes irc brinpia^abbut a state of mind on the. part' of 
' ^e^tu'Jflltf .wberc.they \yill accept Communist tenets as 

■« 

/ 
. 

v pv*' v#" «vv*pv ^wymuiusi tenets as* 
f_those of their owiiactioii and as mode A scientific principles; * 

r_ne psycholoiricnl oneriifiv* milftf nnf r»f _-.1.’ .1.. 

> i * 

•*r mu v tv /.■"=:*-;-v,t‘'J ^ ««vuwiji»vu:uwnc principles. 
The psyc^olomcal operative must not, at arty time, educate 
students fully in Stimulu^responstj mechanisms? and must 
not imnart to them. ■ SJIVii fhnen ttrlvv H.ill V.___._ i* J. 

•?.jr 

Ifr .1 

, ’ - > ---^ ...S-VlHWiWiUO, UIIU JIIUSC’ 

* not impart to them, save those who will become his fellow- 
* Workers’ the exact principles; of * Psychopolitics. It is not 

■» necessary-to do so, and it is dangerous.- 
, - < -■<? ,. ■ .* • -* 
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^ CHAPTER VIII .t , 

DEGRADATION,; SHOCK! AND ,ENDURANCE 

* Degradation and conquest1 are companions. » 
•In-order’to be conquered, a nation must be degraded, 

•v either by* acts of war, >by being overrun, by, being forced 
, .jnto humiliating treaties, of pence; nr by the treatment of her 
,, .populace ,under the ’armies of the.-conqueror. However,- 

,JS;degradatio^i ^atif bdj'-accqmplishtd much more insidiously 
V and much more effectively by consistent and. continual de¬ 

famation.* f ’ " 
Defamation/ & the .best arid foremost weapon of Psycho- 

politics onUhebroad' field. Continual.and constant degra- 
- * dation of ^national leaders, national institutions, national 

.•practiced, and: national heroes must be systematically car- 
* ried out, but this is the chief function of Communist Party 

Members, in general; not the psychopolitician. 
’ * The realm of defamation arid degradation, of the psycho¬ 

politician, is'Man-himself. By attacking the character and 
moyals of, Mari himself rand by bringing about, through con¬ 
tamination of youth, a general-degraded feeling, command 
of the populace Is facilitated to. a very marked degree. 

There is a- curve of degradation which leads downward 
to a .pojnt where the endurance of an individual is almost 
at.enq^and'any sudden action toward him will place him in 
estate of, shqsk. Similarly, a soldier held prisoner can be 

f - abused, denied,', defamed, and degraded Until the slightest 
motion on the part of his captors will cause him to flinch. 
Similarly, the slightest word on the part of his captors will 
cause hint tovpbey,. or vary his loyalties and beliefs. Given 
'sufl)cicnt«degr&dation, a prisoner can be caused to murder 
his fellow countrymen irf the .same stockade.. Experiments 
on German .prisqneraHave lately demonstrated that only 
after seventy days of filthy food, little sleep, arid nearly un- 

• tenable quarters, that .the least motion toward the prisoner 
would bring about a state of shock beyond his endurance 
.threshold, and would cause him to hypnotically receive any- 

* thing saidto him. Thus, it is possible, uran entire stockade 
of prisoners, to the number of thousands, to, being about.a 
state of complete servile obedience, and without the labor of 
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personally addreaslnir each*one, to pervert thelt loyalties 
>• ®n9 "«nplant, ,,in them ^adequate commands to Jnsure*their 

fuUire conddctreveii when-released to' their own'peopler 
Py lowering the .endurance, of a person, & group, or a 

nation, and’by constantsdegradation/and.defamation, it is 
possible to induce, .thiis, a-state ot shock'which will receive 
adequately any command giyen. 

The first thing to be degraded in*any nation is the state of 
Man. himself. Nations whielwhave. high ethical tone are 
dilhcult to conquer.. Their .loyalties are hard to shake, their 

‘allegiance to their leaders is fanatical, and what they- 
usually? call their'spiritual integrity cannot be violated ,by 
duress. It is not efficient to attack a nation in such a frame 
of mind. It is the basic purpose of Psychopolitics to reduce 
that state of mind to a point where it can be ordered and en¬ 
slaved. Thus, the first target is'Man, himself. He must 
be^degraded from a spiritual being to an animalistic re¬ 
action pattern. He must think of himself as an animal 
capable only of‘ animalistic reactions. He must no longer 
think of himself, or of his .fellows, as capable of “spiritual 
endurance,” or nobility. • 

. Tbe bcst approach toward degradation in its first stages 
is the. propaganda of ‘/‘scientific approach” to Man. Man 
must be consistently demonstrated to.be a mechanism with¬ 
out individuality, and it must be educated into, a populace 
under attack that Man’s Individualistic reactions are the 
product of mental derangement. The populace must be 
brought into the belief that every individual within it who 
rebels in any way, shape, or form against efforts and activi¬ 
ties to enslave the whole, must be Considered to be a de¬ 
ranged person whose eccentricities are neurotic or insane, 
and who must have at once the treatment of a psychopoli¬ 
tician. 

An optimum condition in such a program of degradation 
would address itself to the military forces of the nation, 
and bring them, rapidly away from any other belief than 
that the disobedient one must be subjected to "mental 
treatment.” An enslavement of a population can fail only 
if these rebellious individuals are left to exert their indi¬ 
vidual influences upon their fellow citizens, sparking them 
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into rebellion, calling inio'a'ccounf their nobilities and free¬ 
doms. Unless these restless individuals are stamped out 
and given into the hands of psychopolitical operatives early 
in the conquest, there will he nothing but? trouble as the 
conquest continues. 

The officials of the government,’ students, readers, par- 
.takers of entertainment, must all he indoctrinated; by what¬ 
ever means, into the complete belief that the;restless, the 
ambitions, the natural leaders, are suffering* from environ- 

* mental maladjustments, which can only be healed by re¬ 
course to psycHopoliticof operatives’jh .th$/guise’ of mental 
healers. 1 

* <•» 

By thifr- degrading the general belief in the status of Man 
it is relatively simple, with co-operation from-.the economic 
salients being driven into, the’-countryi; to drive citizens 
apart, one from another, to uring about a'question of the 
wisdom of their own government, and. to cause them to ac¬ 
tively beg for enslavement.;’ ’ <r 

The educational programs of Psychopolitics must, at every 
hand, seek out the levels of youth who will become the lead¬ 
ers in the country’* future, and educate them into the belief 
of the animalistic nature of Man. This must'be made fash¬ 
ionable. They must be taught to .frown upon ideas, upon 
individual endeavor. They must be taught, above all things, 
that the salvation(of Man is to be found only by his adjusting 
thoroughly to this environment. 

This educational program in the field of Psychopolitics 
can best b* followed by bringing about a compulsory train¬ 
ing in some subject such as psychology or other mental prac¬ 
tice, and ascertaining that each broad program of psycho¬ 
political training be supervised by a psychiatrist who is a 
trained psychopolitical operative 

As it seems in foreign nations that the church is the most 
ennobling influence, each and every branch and activity of 
each and every church, must, one way or another, be dis¬ 
credited. Religion must- become unfashionable by demon¬ 
strating broadly, through psychopolitical indoctrination, 
that the soul is rg)h-existent. and that Man is an animal. 
The lying mechanisms of Christianity lead men to foolishly 
brave deeds. By teaching them that there is a life here- 
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.after, the liability of courageous acts, while living, is' thus 
lessened. The liability of any act must be markedly in¬ 
creased if a populace is to be obedient. Thus, there must 
be no standing belief in the church, and the power of the 
church must be denied at every hand. 

The psychopolitical operative, in his program of degra¬ 
dation, should at all times bring into question any family 
whic^is-deeply religious, and, should any neurosis or in¬ 
sanity be occasioned in that family, to blame and hold re¬ 

sponsible theif religious connections for the neurotic or 
psychotic condition. Religion must be made synonymous 

[‘* ' with neurosis and psychosis. People who are deeply re¬ 
ligious would be less and less held responsible for their own 
sanity, and should more and more be relegated to the min- 

' istrations of psychopolitical operatives. 
' T * By pervetting the institutions of a nation and bringing 

about a general degradation, by interfering with the eco- 
! nomics of a nation to the degree that privation and depres¬ 

sion come about, only minor shocks will be necessary to 
„ produce, on the populace as a whole, an obedient reaction 

or an hysteria. Thus, the mere threat of war, the mere 
■ threat of aviation bombings, could cause the population to 

sue instantly for peace. It is a long and arduous road for 
the psychopolitical operative to achieve this state of mind 
on the part of a whole nation, but no more than twenty or 

* thirty years should be necessary in the entire program. 
$ Haying to jhand, as we do, weapons with which to accomplish 

the goal. 
' i t 

t ‘ 

* 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE ORGANIZATION OF MENTAL HEALTH 
CAMPAIGNS 

Psychopolitical operatives should at all times be alert to 
the opportunity to organize “for the betterment of the com¬ 
munity” mental health clubs or groups. By thus inviting 
the co-operation of the population as a whole in mental 
health programs, the terrors of mental aberration can be 
disseminated throughout the populace. Furthermore, each 
one of these mental health groups, properly ‘guided, can 
bring, at last, legislative pressure against the government 
to secure adequately the position of the psychopolitical oper¬ 
ative, and to obtain for him government grants and facili¬ 
ties, thus bringing a government to finance its own, down¬ 
fall. 

Mental health organizations must carefully delete from 
their ranks anyone actually proficient in the handling or 
treatment of mental Health. Thus must be excluded priests, 
ministers, actually trained psychoanalysts, good hypnotists, 
or trained Dianeticists. These, with some cognizance on the 
subject of mental aberration and its treatment, and with 
some experience in observing the mentally deranged, if 
allowed frequency within,institutions, and if permitted to 
receive literature, would, sooner or later, become suspicious 
of the activities engaged upon by the psychopolitical opera¬ 
tive. These must be defamed and excluded as “untrained,” 
“unskillful,” “quacks,” or “perpetrators of,hoaxes.” 

No mental health movement with actual goals of mental 
therapy should. be continued' in existence in'any nation. 
For instance, the use of Chinese acupuncture in the treat¬ 
ment of mental and physical derangement must, in China, 
be stamped out and discredited thoroughly, asiit has some 
efficacy, and; more importantly, its practitioners under¬ 
stand, through-long conversation with it, many, of the prin¬ 
ciples of actual mental health and aberration. 

In the field of mental health, the psychopolitician must 
occupy, and continue d occupy, through various arguments, 
the authoritative position- on the subject. There is always 
the danger that problems of mental health may be resolved 



by some individual, or group, which might, then .derange’ !t 
the program of the psychopolitical operative, in his mental 
health clubs. 

City officials, socialites, and other unknowing individuals, 
on the subject of mental health, should be invited to full 

' co-operation in the activity of mental health groups. Bub 
the entirety pf'this actiyity should be to finance better fa¬ 
cilities for the psychopolitical practitioner. To these groupa 
it must be ^continually stressed that ithe entire,subject of 
mental illness is so complex that none of them, certainly, 
gould understand any part of‘it, Thus, the. club should be 
ke'pton a social and financial level. f 
'•T Where groups interested in the health'>;of. the.community 
have already been formed, they ..should be infiltrated and^ 
taken over, and if this, is not possible,- they ’should bedis^f 
credited" and debarred;? and; the officialdom of .the^area; * 
should be’invited to stamp'’them out’^s.dangerous'^^- 

v 'When an hostile group dedicated.to.mental'heajthijfs .dtov 
' covered, the psychopolitf^^lB^puid^Kaye recoursej U> the ^ 
. -mechanisms of peyote,. meak^ime,.>and later- drugs} which 

cause temporary inranity; ;He should send persons, prefer¬ 
ably. those well under'his control, irito fhe merttal health' 

jgroup. ahd invite the group, whether Chiistlan Science or. ' 
"Dianetics orpther practice, to demonstrate iis abilities,upon '1 
this new. person. These,, in demonstrating their 'abilities,* 

»,ivill usually”act with enthusiasm., Midway in the, course of 
^ their treatment, a quiet .injection of peyotei .mescaiine^dr 

oth^r drug1, or ah electric shock, yrill produce the symptoms . 
* of.insanity in ihe patient which has been sent to the .target 

, group. The patient thus.demonstrating m6raentary insanity 
* should immediately be reported to the police and taken away' 

to some area of incarceration managed by psychopoiitical 
operatives, and so placed out of sight. Officialdom will thus % 
come into a belief that this group drives' individuals insane 
by their practices, and the practices of the group will-then , 
be despised and prohibited by law. * 
, The values of a widespread mental health organization, 
are manifest when one realizes (hat any government can be 
forced to provide facilities for. psychoppHtical.operatives in.” 
the form of psychiatric wards in all hospitals, in'national 
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institutions totally in the hands of psychopolitical opera¬ 
tives; and in the establishment of clinics where youth cart bd 
contacted and arranged more seemingly to the purposes of 
Psychopolitics. 

Such groups form a political force, which can then legal¬ 
ize any law or authority desired for the psychopolttical 
operative. 

The securing of authority over such mental health organi¬ 
zations is done mainly by appeal to education. A psycho- 
political operative should make sure that those psychia¬ 
trists .he controls, those psychologists whom he has under 
his orders, have b4en trained for an excessively long period 
of time. The longer the training period which can be re¬ 
quired, the safer the psychopolitical program, since no new 
.group of practitioners can arise to disclose'and dismay 
^psychopolitical programs. Furthermore,* the groups them- 

^ selves cannot hope to obtain any full knowledge ot the sub¬ 
ject,. notfhhying behind them; many,-’ many years of inten- 

■ sivetrafning, v , 

ns the home of 
Fsyc^polit{<»i,.'8ihMSit’yrasir the^home of Psychoanalysis. 
Although our activities have long -since dispersed any of 
.the gains:,made (by Freudian- groups, and Jiave taken over 
thesev'groups, the* proximity o£ Vienna’to Ruisia, where 

' PHychopolitics. is operating abroad, and, the necessity “for 
further.1 study” bys.psychcipolitical operatives in the'birth¬ 
place of Psychoanalysis, makes periodic contacts with head¬ 
quarters-possible. Thus, the word “psychoanalysis” must- 
be. stressed-at. all times, and mugt be pretend^fo^be' a 
thorough part of the psychiatrist’s training. Vy 

Psychoanalysis has the very valuable possession ^of, a 
vocabulary,.and a.workability which is sufficiently poor to 

' avoid'recovery of psychopolitical implantations. It can-be' 
*: made, fashionable throughout mental health ^organizations; 

" and hy learning its patter, andT.by believing they* see ;Borae ' 
‘ of its phenomena, the members-of mental health’groups can 

believe themselves conversant with mental health; ^Because , 
** its stress Is sex, it is, itself,'an adequate defamation of char-4 
^ acter, and serves the purposes of degradation Veil. Thus, 
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■in organizing mental health groups,1 the literature furnished 
auch groups should rbe psychoanalytical, in nature. 

If a group of persons interested in suppressing juvenile 
delinquency, in caring for the insane* and the promotion of 
psychopolitical operatives and their actions can be formed in 

_ f ev^ry major city of a countryumder. conquest, the success of 
1 a'psychopolitical program is assured, since these groups 

seem to represent a large'segment of the population. By 
releasing continued propaganda on the subject of dope ad¬ 
diction, homosexuality, and depraved conduct on the part 
of the young, even the judges of a coiintry can become su¬ 

borned into reacting violently against the youth of the coun¬ 
try, thus mis-aligning and aligning the support of youth. 

The communication lines'of psychopolitics, if such mental 
•health; organizations can be: well established, Can thus run 

^ from” its'’most prominent dozens to ite government. It is 
j* not too. much to hope that the influence of such groups could 

-bring about a psvehiatric 'yard in' every hospital in the land, 
and psychiatrists, in every company and regiment of the 
nation's army, and whole government institutes manned en¬ 
tirely by psychopoiitical operatives, into which,ailing gov¬ 
ernment- officials could be placed, to the advantage of the 
psychopolitician. * ^ 

If a psychiatric ward could be established in every hos¬ 
pital in every city in a.nation, it is certain that, at one time 
or another, every prominent* citizen of that nation could, 
come' under the ministrations of psychopoiitical operatives 
or their dupes. 

The validation of psychiatric position in the armed forces 
and security-minded institutions of the nation under con¬ 
quest could bring about a flow and fund of information un¬ 
like any other program which could be conceived. If every 
pilot who flies a new plane could come under the question¬ 
ing of a psychopoiitical operative, if the compiler of every 
plan of military action could thus came under the review 
of psychopoiitical operatives, the simplicity with which in¬ 
formation can be extracted by the use of certain drugs, with¬ 
out the after-knowledge of the soldier, would entirely cripple 
any overt action toward Communism. If the nation could 

■ be educated into turning over to psychopoiitical operatives. 
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every recalcitrant or rebellious soldier, it would lose its best 
fighters. Thus, the advantage of mental health organiza¬ 
tions can be seen, for these, by exerting an apparent public 

.pressure against the government, can achieve these ends 
'and goals. * 

The financing of a psychopolitical operation is diffcult 
unless it is done by the citizens and government. Although 
vast sums of money can be obtained from private patients, 
and from relatives who wish persons put away, it is, never¬ 
theless, difficult to obtain millions, unless the, government 
.itself- ia^co-operating. The co-operation of the government 
to dbtain these vast sums of money is best obtained by the 
organization of mental health groups composed of leading 
citizens, and who bring their- lobbying abilities to bear 
against the nation’s' government.. Thus can be financed 
manyf programs, which might otherwise have to be'Jaid 
aside:by,the psychopoliticiari. *'* * * ‘ , ’ •» 

The 'psychopolitical operative'should, bend .consistent smd 
continual effort toward forming and. continuing in action „ 
innumerable.mental health groups,!. ^ “ 

The psychopolitical operative -should also- spare'no\ex? 
.pense in smashing out of ^existence, by whatever means, 
any actual healing group,/such.&s that of acupuncture, In 
China; such as Christian Science\and Dianetics, in the 
United States; such as ^tholfcUm; in Italy; and, Spain; 
'and the practical paychology^groups of England. 

* , . ” t, >*! 
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„ CHAPTER X 

, * CONDUCT UNDER FIRE - 

The psychopolitician may well find hitnself under attack 
as an individual or a member of a group. He may be at¬ 
tacked as a Communist, through some leak in the organi-< 's« 
ration. he may la* attacked for malpractice. He may be at¬ 
tacked by the families of people whom he has injured. In 
all cases his conduct of the situation ^should*be calm and 
aloof lie should: have'behind him the authority of many 
years of training, and he should havefparticipated fully in 
the'building of defenses in the field of insanity which give 
him the-only statement as io the conditions of the mind. 

if he has not done his/work well,,hostile feeling groups 
•may expose an individual psychopolitician. These may call , 
into question the efficacy of psychiatric, treatment such as " 
shock, drugs, and brain surgery. Therefore, the psycho- 
political operative must have to hand innumerable'docu- ; 
ments which assert enormously encouraging figures on the 
subject of recovery by reason of shock, brain surgery*, drugs, 
and general treatment. Not one of these rases cited heed be 
real, but they should be documented and printed in such a 
fashion as to form excellent court evidence. 

When his allegiance is attacked, the psychopolitiral .oper¬ 
ative should explain his connection With Vienna oh the 
grounds that Vienna is the place of study for all important 
matters.of the mind. 

More importantly, he should rule into scorn, by reason 
of his authority.- the sanity of the person attacking him, and 
if the psychopolitiral archives of the country are adequate 
many defamatory data ran be unearthed and presented .as ^ 
a rebuttal. 

Should anyone attempt to expose psychotherapy as a 
psvchopolitical activity, the best defense is calling into 
question the Vanity of the attacker. The next best defense 
is authority. The next best defense is a validation of' 
psychiatric practices in iejrns of long and impressive fig¬ 
ures. The next best defense* is the actual. removal of the 
attacker by. giving him, or them, treatment sufficient to 
bring about a period of jnsanity for the duration of the 
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the Hubbard 
years of ago and. m$ an 

inttmte o/|_ Iuho resided in Los fihgcies*. 
Hubbard advised Mat ft** nrJT nreviouely reported htk 
suspicions _|£a your office* 

Bo identifiable informties, could be located 
ftgV in the Bureau*a files concerning J Hubbard 

advised that this individual,had been employed by hip 
foundation in Bos Angeled and had advertised ni&splf 
as a practicing ninister of it)is gospel at Bents BellpA 
mtifoMa, 

t?si • MfOf m m i95i ^ fc \ f . 
Fhe names of these persons should be checked 

through your office: indices and in the event information 
ik disclosed indicating that they have been engaged Sri 
Covaunist Party activities, inquiry should be mdp to 
ascertain their present, attfoities'i. 

JVP: vab fy 

is a®*. 

tapfi6 mi 
- Hr J i 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, Los Angeles 

t f% ^ 

ttm Tj%$ED '^ii^O^J^NMENT 
\ ^ - 

- - DATE: April 11,r 19£l - 

THE JCCBBARD DIAHETIC RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION^! NC R “ 
iiIporhatioh CONCERNING 

Re Bureau letter,dated March l9£l, requesting that 
| persons furnished by L. ROlififOSBAHD be checked through 

office indices for Communist Tarty activities. 

The files of the Tins_Ano-A.^g nM* f»o ^"^taln no informa- 
Rtetbn identifiable with. 

Jj’Cpmunist Tarty activity:—7 

- ' - 1 ^ 

indicating 

jj-V*L Concerningl _ L no information is contained 
•" '“•U'jf'h®-' files Ox this office subsequent to that referred to in 

b6 

b7C 

~~~ via l/IJ UXici If f'fcJJL J 

nenced Bureau letter which dates back to 1*9^2. 
_ — - 

-Ippf ^'n Pi©w of the above,, no further action is being taken 
/^n.jjthis matter* 

REFERRED UPON COMPLETION TC THE OFFICE OF ORIGIN 

1-34566 

IRDEXtr'* 

fcA 

| £ _ ‘t V--' * 

r- I6i 4 

■7 
3j 

; v 

J 

* 
•k* 

A 



Letter to Director, FBI 

.attended OF meetings or paid dues since coming to Chicago,. 
He stated however that he. Believed in Communism despite 
his inactivity at the present time and would therefore 
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STANCfcftO FORM NO. 64 

Office Mem __ km • united Government 

TO : DIRECTOR* FBI 

^fr°m : SAC, CHICAGO 

^SUBJECT: AlBBARD DIANETIC^ 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION _ 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

DATE: April 20, 19^1 

v a a 

I were lntepviewoa'ag eompiamahts con¬ 
cerning the possible use of captioned organization 
and individuals connected with it, for influencing 
patients to join the CP*. 

|adyised that the captioned 
organization has headquarters in£telizabeth,. New Jersey 
arid was founded by LAFAYETTE ROmf-HUBBARD about two 
years ago* It has branches ih Chicago and Los Angeles*! 
They explained that the foundation*s function id to 
treat by means of "psyco-therapy" and added that the 
treatment has been extremely successful., The treatment 
is administered by "auditors”, trained by the Hubbard 
Foundation, who have audiences with the patients over 
a period of time* These audiences continue for from 
two to six hours* Complainants were of the opinion 
that the "auditors" become influential with the patients 
especially when the treatment is successful and opinioned 
that if the "auditors" are communists they could 
conceivably influence the patients along communist lines* 

ThS Chicago Foundation is I |who 
came to Chicago I _ I In August , 
1950* On March 22, 1951, the Chicago Foundati on 
personnel had a meeting called fpr the purpose of 
deciding on whether or not the personnel should sign 
loyalty oaths as required by the National Office* In 
the presence of 12 people.I I said that he is a 
Communist but is hot active at present, that he has not 

2cc:- Newark 1 . _ 
2cc: Los Angeles • 
2cc: New York _ \ / 
cc: 100-22245 , \ 
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WAccuses-” 
'Mental’ Expert, 

9 7 
li^4 (up); \ LOS ANGELES, April^4 (UP); 

| The wife of b. Rog^Sijbbard: 
! dianetics* founder, charged in la 
\ divorce suit yesterday that he sub- 
| jected her to ^scientific torture 

experiments’* and is suffering 
from a mental ailment. 

Mrs. Sara Nor thrupVgubbard, 
25, charged^fn*1ief**:S^rcr"sult 
that Hubbard subjected' her to I‘"systematic torture” through1 de¬ 
nial of sleep, beatings,. strangula: 
tions, and suggestions that she 
kill herself, “as a divorce would 
hurt his reputation.” 

Hubbard Called Insane 

As a consequence, she and her 
medical advisers concluded that 
Hubbard,’ 40, is "hopelessly in¬ 
sane,” her petition stated/' 

"Competent, medical advisers 
^ recommended^ that Hubbard ’be 

committed to a private sanitarium 
!- for psychiatric ^observation and 

treatment of a Rental -ailment 
1 known as paranoid schizophrenia,” 

it said. ** 
The complaint said the Hubbard 

Dianetics Research Foundation; 
whjch deals with the ""modern 
science of niental health,” did 
more than $1,000,000 business In 
1950. . - , 

, .Mrs. Hubbard said she married 
Hubbard,Aug. 10, 1946, .t Ches- 
tertown, Md„ on his representa¬ 
tion he was unmarried. But she 
claimed it was not until Decem¬ 
ber, 1947, that he obtained*a di¬ 
vorce at‘Port Orchard, Wash., 
from Margaret Grubb Hubbard. 

' $500,000 Demanded 

Should the court find she is 
not legally Hubbard's wife as a 
result, Mrs. Hubbard demanded 
$500,000 damages "to compensate 
her for the golden years of a 
woman's life. 

,Mrs. Hubbard asked a court to 
; r&train ^Hubbard .from,: harassing 

her and to compel’ him to submit 
to psychiatric examination. 

She also asked sole custody’ of 
their child, Alexis, .13, months; 
after charging in a^habeas-corpus 
action earlier this month that 

w Hubbard abducted the^child 
* -—\ 

CC TO:, . 
REQ. REC’D..^T~.^.3; 

MAY 4 1967 

;§E-30 -| 
\ mr reoordU” 
^4 AUG 211811 
V 
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■ dw* FORM NO. 64 

UNITED 
■AS' V*. 

* Director, FBI 

Kansas City 

subject^ubbARD^DIANETIC! 

GOVERNMENT 

date: May 15, 1951 

HUBBARIftDIANETICS RESEARCH FOUNDATION j 
L. RON^ROBBARD - Founder 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 

T 0} TO: 
*REQ. REC’D. .£ r-tt?.. 

MAY 4 1S67 

it.dM 

There is enclosed herewith a copy of an article 
appearing in the Wichita, Kansas Beacon, May 4, 1951, concerning 
the above captioned subject, which might be of interest to, the 
Bureau and auxiliary offices. 

Q 
+.,,LU- 

— HUBBARD, with his associates, recently established 
h \ national headquarters for the Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation 

at 211 West Douglas, Wichita, Kansas. 

Geheral gossip at Wichita has it that the Los Angeles 
j ^branch of the Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation went broke 
i fr\ and the cost of operation in New Jersey necessitated establishing 
(A Headquarters of'the organization in'the Central United-States. A 
’r\ recent article appeared in the Wichita newspaper, indicating that' 
- , the Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation had filed ‘papers of 

incorporation with the Secretary of State, Topeka, Kansas, naming 
y*| | I fl Tflfth-i-hA hii-ndintr contractor and independent hotel t)6 
^ operator. I lis a life-long resident of Wichita#^—b7C 
J Kansas, and developed ah interest in dianetics approximately two 
' years ago. | 1 has considerable wealth and, in all probability, 

is financing the Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation at Wichita. 

On May 4, 1951 an anonymous letter was received in 
the^ Wichita resident agency of the. Kansas, City Office, addressed 
to the FBI, Wichita,^Kansas, stating as followsv 

Gentlement 

RECORDED-39 PH £2 -faasa 

39 pr. is 1951 
Investigate No. 211 Wes]| §DUglas, under the 'Hubbard 

(^Dianetics Research Foundation*, they are conducting a vicious 
^ sexual racket. There are four women and a larger number of 

men. If they have moved go after them. They are bad, I 
know, because I am one of the victims. I am reporting them 
to the PO inspectors for*they are using the mails. 

.COPIES DESTROYED 

ERFshs NOV 27 1964 
62-0 
Enel* 
cc: Los Angeles.(Enel.) 

h *r * 
* -jNevrark (Enc.l.) 

/ S rJO! ' 



KC 62-0 5/15/51 

This letter was unsignedj however, it bore the 
postmark of Holbrook, Arizona. 

From; the information available in this field division,- 
it does not appear that L. RON HUBBARD or the Hubbard Dianetics 
•Research Foundation are violating .any Federal law overv which the FBI 
has investigative jurisdiction. However, it is; felt tftat numerous 
inquiries will be received both at the Seat of Government and the. 
Kansas City Office. Therefore,, it is deemed desirable to record the 
above information. Additional developments will be called to the 
attention of the Bureau. 

_ Cf- . ^ . **-■*■*- ; .. ,-ss r T *** -' 
-- --- - tar-tifnar — s c -sr-- 

ERFihs 
62—0- 





by liis wife, Sara and accused of 
conspiring to Hide her baby from 
her. 

Mrs. Hubbard recently filed a 
nine-page petition with a Los An¬ 
geles, Calif., court, stating that she 

I L. RON HUBBARD 

ad not seen the child, Alexis 
ralorie, 13 months old, since the 
hild was taken from heir nursery 
n February 23. 
The 25-vear-old Mrs. Jfuhbard 

tated in 'the petition that Frank 
3. Dossier, 39, an executive of the 
Los Angeles branch of the Hubbard 
Dianetics Foundation; Richard B. 
d* Mille, Identified as the 29-vear- 
told son of Film Director Cecil B. 
\&e Mille, and bet Ivusbamd bad con- 
upas*! m *■■■> 

f AUet tM/ng the baby, the three 
iikeii returned and ordered her Into 
an antoriioblle while she was clad 
>nly In a nightgown, according to 
Urs. Hubbard. She stated that He 
lille drove the car and her hns- 
and subdued her with a “hammer* 

-ock, causing strangulation and pre¬ 
venting an outcry.” The two men 
drove her to Yuma, Arfz., she said. 

Mrs. Hubbard claimed in the 
petition that her husband told her 
she would never see her baby 
again and that “if vou really loved 
me, you would kill yourself and 
thus save me further bother with 
you." 

. Hubbard _ then went east by 
plane and Mrs. Hubbard drove the 
automobile back to Los Angeles. 

Hubbard, whose book, “Dia¬ 
netics,” was a best-seller last year 
and created a nationwide following 
for the new science, told reporters 
here recently that he intended to 
make Wichita his home and con¬ 
centrate his foundation’s activities 
here. 

In the divorce action, Mrs. Hub¬ 
bard asked a substantial cash settle¬ 
ment as payment for having given 
Hubbard “the golden years of a 
woman’s life.” 

Charles Leonard^ director of pub¬ 
lic relationFIoFlfie dianetics foun¬ 
dation, said: 

“This entire thing is a plot rigged: 
up by the enemies of dianetics to 
either destroy it or control it, 

He said Friday morning that the 
charges of kidnaping had been, 
thrown out of court by a Los An¬ 
geles judge. 

“Mr. Hubbard has no desire to 
make any statement in his own 
defense until the divorce case en¬ 
ters the courts,” Leonard said, “At 
that time he will have a full and 
complete answer to every point set 
•forth in the petition,” Leonard said. 

DEATH COMES 
TAT It? r - 
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FED, BU, Og_XNV> 

DEPARTMENT <* JP b 
pflA Y i*~ 1951 

DIVISION Of *r 

W_BU, QF Uv?{ 

<5>* 

V 

yO^ 

s. /* 

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Sir: 

you will find thsfc I have reported aome ot 
these matters to the FBI in Los ^1®=. Chicago1 • . 
and Washington, D.C. before but this is Setting to 
a point where the mere delivery of facts into files 

is pointless. 

It is more than a belief on my part that the 
uommunist Party or members of the Communist Par ty 
have in the past year wiped out a half a million A 
dollar operation for me, have cpst me my health PtWRSt S1t)£ TOR 
idtoflonsiderably .retarded mterlal m . 
to the United States Government. Awy. Nib 

I am, basically, a scientist in ^he.^el^a^ 
atomic and molecular phenomena* At least, thd? was 

of hman%hou^6identiffed an%nergy and Produced throu^i 
twenty years of research, a science of thought known 
popularly as dianetics# 

Although this story starts earlier, when I left 
the Navy* in which I served as aa officer, during the war, 
I foundPmyself associated with a woman known as Sara 
iiizabetl^NorthruP. I met her in Pasadena m late 1945. 
l^^vinc^gnsT^erable interest in my scientific researches. 

194-91 in Elizabeth, New Jersey, I formed an. 
organizatipn known as the American Institute ^ Advanced 
Therapy. Miss Northrup, whom' T believed to be my wife, 
having married her and then,, after some mix-up sb out 
a divorce, believed to be my wife in comman law, was 
instrumental in breaking up this organization. *n ^5 
I wrote a book called DIA.NET/CS and formed the HUBBARD 
DIANETIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION in New, Jersey. 

1 1 From the first this organization, quite unlike my 
¥ naval commands, was a source of gred; turbulence to me. 

Strange things were done for which I had no accounting. 
IS were Srety carried «t. HeaeaCch-waS-Keld, to zero. 
^ds wsre^spent ^l^produotxve^^.^ ?//<f / & - /O 

„ believe my .. 
,r I was\ afraid of 
October^) things 

* ’ WASHINGTON, D. 

S9*" 

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. CHICAGO, III. • IOS ANGEIES, CAIIF. » HONOIUIU, T. H. 
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She Jdubbard Ibianetic Research foundation. Si nc. 

275 MORRIS AVENUE 

P. O. Box 502, Elizabeth, N. J. 

ELIZABETH 3-29S1 

had p.QTTift to RiKih a pass in terms of organizational enturbulence 
that| I a member of the Foundation board of 
trustees told'mfShe believed subversion was taking pla&e. 
He asked the FBI to make an investigation. I know nothing 
further of this investigation. ' However, investigating „on 
my own, I found that the publisher of the book,[ 
,Hermitage House, was failing to distribute the book and Was 
actually upsetting the organization by invalidating me and 
the science. I challenged I | with this and forced him 
to resign from the board of trustees of the Foundation. 
At this time I learned aldo that ~ | was “formerly" 
a member of the Communist Bar ty. Resigning with I —J and 
hand in glove with him, evidently, was[ _ 
medical director of the Foundation. I discovered then 

b6 
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that |_| was a psvcho-ndurotic discharged officer of tie 
US Army Medical Corps and thatl seemed to'have Commui 
connections. ^1 was riot, alert, stilly to any belief that this 
strange upset in the organization wts Communist inspired; 

In early October my alleged wife, who a few months 
later would be claiming we were not married, caused me to 

of make out a will to her via attorney! _ 
Los Angeles, leaving her shares in the copyrights and 
Foundations. I returned to Rahway New Jersey and in late 
October, while aileep in my home, was slugged. I had no 
proof of this and so I wisely or unwisely sheered away from 
publicity for something for which I had no witnesses 
and tried to carry on. However I was thereafter in podr 
health. 

I returned to Los Angeles. On my first day in town 
SaraxNofthrup left our baby in a cat? and I was arrested 
for /rbI. I could never understand why the. police irslsted 
it was I, but it is a matter of court record that 
the act was done by Sara. 

On December the 5th, while asleep in my apartment 
on North Rossmore in Los Angeles I was again attacked 
and knocked out. When I woke I debated considerably 
going to the police but was again afraid of publicity for 
again I did not know who might have done this. It never 
occured to me to suspect that my wife had any part in 
this. 

I had become so ill by January 1st and was so long 
overdue in writing my second book that I went to Palm 
Springs. I returned from Palm Springs in late February 
to find my wife apparently ill, in bad mental condition, 
and my baby more or less forgotten in a back room of the 
Los Angeles Foundation. I instantly took steps, what steps I 
could, to give my wife help.^he seemed to recover. 

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. • WASHINGTON, D. C. • CHICAGO, III. • v IOS ANGEIES, CAIIF. • HONOLULU, T. H. 
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275 MORRIS AVENUE 

P. O. Box 502, Elizabeth, N. J. 

ELIZABETH 3-29SI 

I was in my apartment on February 23rd, £b out 
two or three o’clock in the morning when the apartment was 
entered, X was knocked put, had a needle thrust into my heart 
to give it a jet of air to produce”coronary thrombosis" 
and was given an electric shock with a 110 volt current. 
This is all very blurred to me. I had no witnesses. But only 
one person had another key to that a^rtment and that was Sara. 

Further, earlier in the yaaV. t hod 
a "love nest" she had had \*ith a 

fVmnr? (etters in 
an employee 

— - . heir 
love language, also enormous anounts of data on the Foundation 
and my activities. Further there_Liaa__a-_tfilegram which came fro 

I [containing the phrase, | |should live sjdv long" 
Joeing a name she sometimes caned mi 

- _.I_.had been, conyinc edL.by. thes.e ,le tjfeqrg,sh| had, been 
unfaithful but I was too ill’to" do anything active. I 
forgave her and tried to get her into better shape. But 
on Saturday Feb. 25 she flew to San Francisco >and 
my| I * in New Jersey-,\received a phone 

1^ 

c 

OP 11 *>at> unH 

in San 
and a psychiatrist named 

Francisco that I had gone insane tand that 

b6 
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they heeded money to incarcerate me quickly. 

I learned of this quickly by phone from New Jersey and 
my orders from ray eastern Foundation were to get out. I went 
back to the aptetment that night however and found my"wife"' 
had returned but seemed drugged. I found two strange_men _ 
watching the apartment. I. got her nut, she consenting, and 
took her to Palm Springs. instantly had warrants 
issued for .my arrest for"abducting" my wife and.gave the Beverly 
Hills police a false address for himself.- Further, 1 had' 
put my baby safely in a nursing home and Hollister issued sxSsxs. 
a compalint against me in Los Angeles for k-idnapping my r 
own baby. I tried to get Sara out of California, knowing her 
to be under terrific duress of some kind. She however would 
not further accompany me than the Arizona border. I have her 
signed statement, Requested of her by me before the border guards, 
that she was under her ox*rn power and was with me by full consent. 
At the moment she demanded to go back I could not deter her 
naturally without using force and so I let her go. 

I went east. My baby was delivered to me there. 
The child was ill and I took her south to get her some sunshine. 
I wrote my second book in Havaaa. I returned here to Wichita. 

Meanwhile I was able to integrate this matter and 
obtained more data from frieftds._There are many witnesses t 

u 

these things. 3 
b6 
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and others. 

Sara was associating excl 
to support a group consisting^af. 
fan alias, his rekl name being_ 

using her position 

r In the ea>*t she was closely and _ 
ere Ins We Tv associated wit hi ___ 

Using a Fouriclsttion position as 
Executive vice-president, she provided this group with funds. 
Handling my own accounts-she neglected .tn, nav many debts.- 
She was closely connected as' well with I _ 
in Monrovia or some such town in CalifornlaV* —Also she 
was associated, as a cart of this group. with| 
the acta? , and viaH [the orchestra. 1 & a de r 
scams also associated with this'Vtf^up and also .with .a-_ 

I w Iso connected here is[--__J0^ 
Universal Pictures but in whet way- -I. ai- not..certain. 

_|confessed to our general 
manager-"that they had been members of the Young Communists. 
_ I are alleged to have been 
connected with Communism. |~ | very active in 
this group, is supposed to have*'been (admitted in the House 
to have been) a member of the Coimiunist Party. I 
stated to me thefc he had been avmember of the Young Communists, 
and is associated with||Bard College. 

b6 
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b6 
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Dr. Rowland WaL ker died suddenly, in|_I House, of 
"coronary thrombosis1?, after a siege of terrible nerves. 
In l&te January or early February, an instructor of the 
Los Angeles Foundation, on the verge of important research 
data, was shot to death bv his wife who then Committed 
suicide - out of whichf^ |seemed to have 
attempted to make snti-dianetic publicity. Earlier, in_ 
New York, a young patient, after aa interview with | 
committed suicide and an effort had been made to publicize this. 

The group above named has produced remarkable turbulence 
in our organization so that the organization has collapsed and ^ 
another has had to be set up to replace it. Their removal . 
from dianetics has been attended by a most remarkable smear ? 
campaign in California. 

In February in Chicago I took tests at the 
Chicago Psychological Institute to guarantee the fact that 
I am sane. This talk of insanity and other matters in the 
press have behind them a remarkable clause in the "divorce" 

^petition leveled by Sara$3ubbard" - a receivership for the 

foundation and turning ik\.llr over to her. She was aware ofi 

V v,..v WASHINGTON, D. C, • CHICAGO, III. • LOS ANGELES, CAUF. • HONOLULU, T./ 
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that my will had been charged. 

Maiy offers of peace were extended to her before 
this strange attack was launched. I have been called 
a "dope fiend" by her. I have been called "insane". 
Every effort is being made to get di.anetics. 

»\5 
This is data: in August #T fnnnrl nut, a method the 

Russians use on such people as|_| and others 
to obtain confessions. I could undo that method. My 
second book was to have shown how the Communists used narco- 
syntehsis and physical torture and why it worked as it did. 
Further, I was working on a technology of psychological warffire 
to present it to the Defense Department. All that work b6 
was interrupted. Each time I tried to write; a new attack ^7q 
was launched. 

As a one-time officer of OKI I .try not tq4ee 
Indians behind every bush. I have; not the use of your files, 
I find out, suddenly, that a| _| in charge of our 
office is a Cfimmuhist arid so discharge him and close that office. 
But I could not discover these things until damage has been 
done • 

l 
I enclose a validation pamphlet of dianetics. It 

is not a psychotherapy but a study of the energy of thought. 
It is important technology. The ppoof of it in the field of 
psychotherapy is indicated in this pamphlet. 

These ex-Communists or current Comnunists"helped 
me". They stayed close to me. They shut me off from 
Communication. 1 did not realize that my wife was one until 
this spring. Only then could I separate myself. 

While my proof mqy be slight, it is. strange that 
turbulence in the new Foundation ceased the moment I 
began to use only personnel screened by a "lie- detector". 
This present organization is secure as well as I can make it. 
But the old Foundations have been thrust into oblivion.- 

Dianetics is important politically. It indicates ways 
of controling people or depcontroling them and of handling 
<rr»mir>a which is good technology. It is an American science. 
_| sat on the press side of dianetics ijjand we have 
received since the publication of the book a most rabid antlr- 
dianetic press. 

k>6 
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The field of Group Dianetics could become an ideology 
if anyone let it. Who controls dianetics, its techniques 

and researches can be a menace/to the security of this country,/' 

b ‘ 
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It may be thgt this is wildcat pargy so tivity. 
It msy bft that these' members are—qimnlv wr Communists. 
But an | | stated by|_to be 
a Communist, WiSd long and har d from New York to get our 
mailing list. 

I only know these things - while I let them, 
unsuspected, cluster around me, these people stopped dianetics 
in its tracks. With them gone we can run an organization. 
But once ejected they began, evidehtly, through Sara, these 
remarkable attacks. I believe this woman to be under heavy 
duress. She was bom into a criminal atmosphere, her father 
having a criminal record. Her half sister was an inmate of 
an insane asylum. She was piffrt nf a free Iqve colony in Pasadena. 
She had attached herself to 

b6 
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during t 
through |_ 

he war and when she 
1 

f 
the rocket expert, 

left hirfc he Was a wreck. Further, 
she: was^strangely intimate. with.,many scientists 

of Los Alamo Gordos* I did not know or realize these "things' 
until I myself investigated the matter. She may have a record. 

My plea b simply this: "security in which science can. 
work. Why do these people remain at large, free of our presses, 
destructive of our efforts? I have been developing, 
in spite of these enturbulences, data of some value as this 
rudimentary pamphlet proves. Dianetics and the Foundation, 
potent forces, almost fell into complete. Communist control 
or the control of ex-Communists whichever it* is. I cannot 
fight the battle of Communist*vs the world as the only 
opponent or threat. Certainly some ore else must be at least 
faintly interested. My life has been in danger, my work 
has suffered, my life is still in danger. My reputation is 
almost ruined so these vermin Communists or ex-communists 
whatever they are can take over a piece of .society and a 
technology, . *- 

If Russia possessed the notes I have on psychological 
warfare, she would be that much more potent. 

Further, I do not belSieve these people meant to destroy 
dianetics but to drive it undergrouhd. They ’’helped" me 
with radio programs which did not get played, .by pamphlets ^ 
which did not give the whole story (like this validation pamphlettj 
and by "advice” which attempted to knock every loyal 
American out of dianetics. 

What can one do in the face of this? When, when, when 
will we have a round-up? 

Please compare these notes with your central files. 
I am certain you will gind these names repeated there connected 

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. g • WASHINGTON, D. C. • CHICAGO, ILL. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF. • HONOLULU, T. 
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with Communist activities. Perhaps in your criminal , 
files or on the police blotter of Pasadena yo# will 
find Sara Elizabeth Northrup, age & out 26, born April 8, 192ij.(?), 
about 5,9n, blonde-brown hair, slender. My own investigation 
seems to indicate that possibility. Her residence from 
*42 to 45 was 1003 South Orange Grove, Pasadena, CaL if. 
I have no revenge motive nor am I trying to angle this 
broader than it is, I believe she is under duress, that 
they have something on her and I believe that under 
a grilling she would talk and turn state Is evidences 

« 

I an unsure of| |as 
connected but merely mention them as associated vaguely with 
this group, I an very sure of-tie_nnli-fcLaa qjo. A-x--nrn j t-.-i cs 
df other members of the group. |_| 
_ _ Tand is employed at Douglas Aircraft 
in CaliforniaT He-may be~a dune but-- he vhas -ta'kenva-~ ~. - _-b7C 
solid role in this group. I is probably a dupe.. 

js not known to be a Communist but associates 
solidly with Communists. I 1 was definitely 
aiding Sara in Jahuary^in her efforts to stop the second book. 

All these matters are, of course, confidential, 
I do not wish them to be published in any way. I am not trying 
to regain a reputation by blaming Communism. But I am trying 
hard to understand how it is that these persons, all 
so solidly ex-affiliated or currently affiliated, as a group., 
work in sucE~*close partnership against a technology they 
know would hurt Communism and yet remain at liberty. 

8 I ai applying to the Department ofl Defense for permission 
to deliver to them my work on psychological, warfifire. 
I hope this new Foundation can operate. Frankly, from what 
has happened, I am not certain I will live through this. If 
I do not, know that I have only these enemies in the entire 
world. 

Msy I respectfully request, sir, your assistance 
in rendering America a trifle safer fair new sciences. 
I wish I could ask you to extend that clause in the 
charter of the FBI about persons in distress. In¬ 

sincerely, 

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. WASHINGTON, D. C. 

L. Ron Hubbard 
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UNI'aSD STATES GOVERNMENT 

DATE: March 21, 1951 TOj : DIRECTOR.,-f’B I 

FROM :00A,C} NEWARK 

• '<•/- * 
SUBJECT: MOBBARD DIANETIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION,^INCORPORATED 

1 INTERNAL SECURITY - R 

Reference is made to Washington Field letter to the Bureau J/J 
under above caption dated March 7> 1951* 

A review- of the files of this office reflect the following 
information concerning captioned organization* 

,_On HnvPmhftr ^ 1Q<n, t.h-ifi nff-i p.p -rpfift-i vprt a letter from 
|_ _ |o.£Jbhe_ Hubbard Dianetiff— 
Research ‘Foundation. Incorporated. 275 Morris Avenue. Elizabeth, New 
Jersey, ’requesting an interview with a Special Agent for the purpose ^ —3 b6 
of giving some information on Communist activities designed to obtain 
the national mailing list of the foundation. In this letterJ _ ’ 
advised that he was a former Special Agent of the Bureau. P 
was subsequently interviewed and furnished the following information: 

p —b7C 
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The Foundation was set up about May, 1950, to further the 
work of L. RON HUBBARD, author, whose book entitled "Dianetics11 had 
been published about two years previously and had been very well re¬ 
ceived by the public. Many branch offices of the Foundation had also been 
established to assist the many clubs and study groups which had been 
formed to reach a better -understanding of "Dianetics"• 

According to _ "Dianetics" is a new approach to the 
treatment of many physical and mental illnesses without the use of 
drugs or medicine* 

] 

It 
i*j| 

had in his possession, a mailing list containing about sixteen thousand 
names of persons who are interested in "Dianetics" and who have 
previously subscribed to material from the Foundation* In his opinion^ ✓ 
this list would be quite valuable to anyone interestexLdn circul^izingj^^ 
Communist Party literature. 

-[ 
Company, New York City, New York and 
of the Foundation, had tried to obtain this mailing list from the 
Foundation. I stated he had received information that| 
sympathy yith the Communist Partyj however, he was unable to elaborate 
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on this rt 
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allegedly resigned from the Foundation bee 
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Letter to the Director March 21, 1951 

NK 105-636 

Dianetic Associa 
also stated that J New York 

bion» Ii3 East 83ra Street, ‘New York City. ~New~~York;— 
which organization is in no way associated wi-^h the Foundation, 
is alleged to be a Communist sympathizer, but 
on this. 

could not elaborate 

I_(allegedly tiled to. organize a National Convention of 
Dianetic Associations for the purpose of having himself elected as the 
National President and thereby gain information concerning the 
organizations already set up- throughout the United States and- its 
possessions. According to| | many clubs have been formed, and 
he believes they would be a futile source for Communist infiltration 
on a national scale, inasmuch as they have already been set up on an 
organizational plan. 

I Istated that the Foundation is anti-Communist in.its 
work and had been critized in Communist Party publicatibris1. 

The above information was furnished to the New York Office. 

of" also advised that 
Rgsearch...and^Assistant Treasurer of the Foundation, is also a former 
Special Agent of tKs'Bureau. ' “ “g-f /c S 

It is further, noted that information from, the Atlanta Office. 
captioned 

assjpcxajpeQ witn the Foundation. 
was. SECURITY MATTER - C, who Is 

—lias, been furnished to the Bureau. 
—n ii c ^ - 

Enclosed is a copy of the '•Look" magazine, published 
December 5, 1956, containing an article*on page 79 entitled^iiDianetics, 
Science or Hoax.11 This article refers to the book written^by lT RON^ 
HUBBARD ana the work of the Foundation, and it is believed this article 
may be of interest to the Bureau. 
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Cobb held Terry 1 
Kane. For Cobb j 
noted (photo 3) /^r {Jr"! o 
that Armstrong s> JL/S 
used a left-handed " 
club. This proved 
Terry was lying. A 
left-handed golfer 
couldn't possibly 
have driven the 
ball down the fair- 
way from the po- 
sltlon in which It 
was teed. 

Confronted with this oversight. 
Terry confessed. He had been steal¬ 
ing funds from the business; his part¬ 
ner suspected something and that 
morning had said he was going to 
have the books checked. Enraged. 
Terry whipped out a gun and shot 
him. Then he arranged the death 
scene and made up the story about 
the speeding car. However, he placed 
Armstrongs body on the wrong side 
of the teed ball. In the position in 
which a right-handed golfer would 
fall If he had been going to drive In 
the direction 'indicated by the tee 
marker. Kane serves a life sentence. 

*----- 

IfcBTNGROWN HAIL 
Hortfng You ? 

AAjn Immodlate 

A fow 4nt* «r OUTCROP Mm Um*d MW tom. 
tontmciM ftta cf lUW mU. OUTOXO M*rt< 
«u tb* ikla «Mle««eua tM aalt. sh«n tae MOU 
Untud this arercau fartWr »ua tad fflsy- 
f«rU OlfTCRO U avtlliMs at tn dfif eomttw. 

researches of the last fifty years. 
They object to the extreme 
claims of dianetics. to Hubc, 

constant repetition othi^, 
Jgipertion that 
f#&ysZ\ ,4invnriahlv/!'^mtf^^^ 
£&*£’ and “without 
?trures the most ami£h*fc£J§tfwi 

mental and psychosomatic ills. 

M.D.s Reject "Science" 
They are outraged and in¬ 

dignant at Hubbard’s insistence 
that he has developed a “sci¬ 
ence.” They charge that his 
“evidence” is merely the end¬ 
lessly repeated assertion that 
cures have been achieved in 
“270 cases” — unsupported by 
documentation that these indi¬ 
viduals were ever really sick in 
the first place or ever achieved 
cure under dianetic processing. 

Although these faults ap¬ 
pear overwhelming to men who 
have spent their lives in the 
scientific disciplines, they carry 
little weight with Hubbard’s 
growing legions. For dianetics 
apparently brings them some¬ 
thing that conventional psy¬ 
chiatry has failed to offer them. 

Condemn it as obscure, ver¬ 
bose, unscientific; the fact re¬ 
mains that some individuals 
find in dianetics a way to bring 
onto a conscious level some of 
the troubles and fears and idio- 
syncracies most of us hold deep¬ 
ly buried within ourselves. 
Some persons, whether they are 
cured of anything at all or not, 
find satisfaction and a feeling of 
better adjustment to the world 
through this confessional proc¬ 
ess. 

Also, though dianetics is cer¬ 
tainly far from the conventional 
psychiatry, it has great com¬ 
mercial advantages over the 
real thing. 

In place of the psychiatrist, 
with his many years of training 

and his medical degree, Hub¬ 
bard offers a professional audi¬ 
tor* superchaqggjjjor processing 

^fiAfsfies' The BooV?in;&e,6tb^f§£ 
In place of scores,* and some¬ 

times hundreds, of sessions on 
the psychiatric couch, Hubbard 
offers a few intensive hours — 
but still the comfort of a couch. 

In place of a whole host of 
complex Freudian causes for 
neuroses — Oedipus complexes, 
father images and what not — 
Hubbard offers a neat package 
of engrams. When he gets down 
to explaining them in detail, 
they turn out to smack rather 
strangely of Freud. But dressed 
up in English words (instead of 
Greek or Latin), they seem 
easier to understand. 

_ Dianetics Reaches All 
1 Hubbard’s greatest attraction 

to the troubled is that his ersatz 
psychiatry is available to all. 
It’s cheap. It’s accessible. It’s a 
public festival to be played at 
clubs and parties. 

In a country with only 6,000 
professional psychiatrists, whose 
usual consultation fees start at , 
$15 an hour, Hubbard has intro¬ 
duced mass-production meth¬ 
ods. Whether such methods can 
actually help you if you’re sick 
is a moot point. 

But moot or not, half a million 
people are having a lot of mor¬ 
bid fun, getting a lot of excite¬ 
ment and going through a whirl 
of mental gymnastics while red¬ 
headed Ron builds his chain- 
store Foundation. ' v 

To Father Divine's “Peace, it’s;^* 
wonderful,” the dianeticlan^;/” 
might add, “Become a ,‘clearNUi 
it’s basic-basic, wohderful-#r; 

^wonderful." . ~ 
-END', 
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DIANETIC5 continued 

Dianetics centers draw many 
serious, sincere people 

cw Model Bottom'Dump 
Truck looks and works just like 
the giant earthJiauIing Euclids you 
see on big construction jobs. Like 
other Model Toys this authorized 
reproduction is all-steel, equipped 

with famous-make heavy rubber 
tires. It’s sturdy enough to ride on 1 
Detachable tractor can be used to 
tow other toys. Great fun — in 
sandbox or year-round playroom! 

NOTE TO ST. NICK: Junior's eyes will outshine 
* the Christmas Star when he finds a Model Toy 
under the tree! 

■ - * 

y^ rMost important, of all is the 
engram that,, Hubbard calls 

’ 4<basic-basic”Lthe one impinged 
upon your protoplasmic cells 
almost as soon as you were con¬ 
ceived. All too often, according 
to Hubbard, these prenatal en¬ 
grams stem particularly from 
abortion attempts on the part of 
the mother. 

Abortion Attacked 
Unlike many religious groups, 

the proponents of dianetics 
have nothing against birth con¬ 
trol. But the greatest of all 
crimes and the root of most 
evils, as they see it, is the at- 
tempt—or even just the verbal 
wish-to cause the abortion of 
a child already conceived. They 
object here, not so much on 
moral grounds, as because such 
attempts —or such wishes and 
thoughts-1 oad down the time 
track with the basic-basic de¬ 
mon engram. 

But all is not lost. Dianetics 
can transform you Into a “clear” 
-a person whose every engram 
has been resolved. Then, and 
then only, according to Hub¬ 
bard, will you be free of your 
ills and experience a tremen- 

room building, -where swarms 
of student auditors raptly at¬ 
tend Hubbard’s lectures and 
practice processing one another. 

Still more recently, there have 
been instituted a series of week¬ 
end sessions at the swank Coun¬ 
try Club Hotel in Hollywood. 
Here, taking over 20 or 30 
rooms, a band of student audi¬ 
tors and pre-clears meet under 
the guidance of professional 
auditors for “intensive auditing 
with chemical assist.” 

Hubbard and his associates 
insist that this use of drugs has 
nothing to do with narcosyn¬ 
thesis. They claim that “chemi¬ 
cal assistants,” purchasable in 
California at any drugstore, aid 
in helping resistant pre-clears 
to achieve dianetic reverie and 
to dredge up their basic-basic 
engrams. 

Medical Men Protest 

- This treatment by laymen of 
deep-seated psychological and 
psychiatric problems is one of 
the chief causes of the violent 

*.criticism from medical men — 
and particularly psychologists 
and psychiatrists. 

Under thelaws of almost every?;i 
irac*' 

ministered licensing, examiner1 ’ 

CultisH Have a Try . . 

Some are the usual lunaUc>v.^jnetics \ariiVnot4wonrled^abo"ut ^ ^ : 1 
fringe types-frustrated maiden ‘Vv ,these> restrictions/, despite ’ th'eV' ^ 

she was making just enough rice for 

two. Instead, it was enough for more v, 

like twenty-two. 

A little rice gives a lot in quantity and ^ 

nutrition. And each‘full weight package 

of River Brand and Carolina Brand Rice 

provides many healthful servings of delicious, 

easy‘to-preparejow*cost food. 

1 cup RIVER BRAND or CAROUNA BRAND 
RICE, 1 up. mIi. l*f cup* e*M w»«cr. W«h 
thoroughly and pUcc in 3 qt. pol with light 
fitting cover. Place over moderate heat and 
bring to vigoroui boil. When ateam and foam ^ 
begin to escape, turn heat low aa powiUe and 
cook rice until tender—about 20 minute*. 
All water should be absorbed. Keep in warm 
place until ready to serve. Serves S to 6. 

This tested recipe and 6 others on every 
package of Riter Brand and 

Carolina Brand Rice... products of 

RIVER BRAND RICE MILLS, INC. 
Hew Yert. H.V. • HewHwv Teaei • Me**oWf,Tem. 

U Coe*e>T**ei • tveke, l*. • hxwthoro. Art. 

ladies who have already worked* '',l 1 
their way through all the avail¬ 
able cults, young men whose 
homosexual engrams are all too 
obvious. But most are "serious 
people, deeply believing and 
sincerely wanting to believe. 

A defender of dianetics is 
Frederick L. Schuman, Wood- 
row Wilson Professor of Gov¬ 
ernment at Williams College. 
He is but one of those men of 
high achievement in their chosen 
professions, so convinced of the 
importance of dianetics that 
they willingly write long letters 
protesting antagonistic com¬ 
ments, and enthusiastic articles 
singing the praises of the new 
“science.” 

National headquarters of the 
Dianetic Research Foundation 
is an unprepossessing, back- 
street office building in Eliza¬ 
beth, N. J. There are five other 
centers of dianetic teaching and 
instruction, in Washington, New 
York, Chicago, Los Angeles and 
Honolulu. 

Of all the dianetic centers, 
Los Angeles is the most exuber¬ 
antly expansive and enthusias¬ 
tic. There the Hubbard Founda¬ 
tion moved into a suite of 
modest offices late last July. In 
August, it took over a two-story 
building housing a lecture the¬ 
ater and 20 “processing” rooms. 
A few weeks later, it had to ex¬ 
pand again-this time into a 110- 

fact that most of fthe/ prof es-\* 
sional auditors, trained in'bher*;Bi 
month courses^ vco\xld neyer^</ iS 
qualify for the practice of med- * 
icine or any of the related heal¬ 
ing arts. 

“Pre-clears” Hubbard ex¬ 
plains, “get dianetic processing 
...neither therapy nor medi¬ 
cine.” Then he adds, with a dis¬ 
arming grin, “It just happens 
that what we release is the 
cause of their psychosomatic 
illnesses.” 

Temporary Aid Likely 
Leading psychiatrists, how¬ 

ever, are not so sanguine about 
either the effectiveness or the 
innocuousness of Hubbard’s 
poor man’s psychiatry. Dr. Jack 
A. Dunagin, of the Menninger 
Foundation, for example, con¬ 
cedes that some sufferers from 
mental malaise may find tem¬ 
porary relief under dianetic 
hocus-pocus, just as they some¬ 
times do under hypnotism, 
Cou6ism or voodoo. 

“But,” he declares, “the great¬ 
est harm to a person would 
come, not because of the vicious 
nature of dianetic therapy, but 
because...it will lead them 
away from treatment which 
they may badly need.” 

Other psychiatrists point out 
that Hubbardv has borrowed 
from <and in the process, dis¬ 
torted) most of the psychiatric 

(Continued on next page) 
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scientists: say dianetics can 

harm 

ordinate and ycry exaj^eratedJ: Naval Reserve lieutenant, Hub- 
claims in His results^* bal'd served on escort vessels 

‘ ' - V Dr.Frcdcrick J.Hacker, aLosV until he was sent to the Oak 
; Angeles'psychiatmt,.adds^Knoll Naval Hospital near Oak- 
*jt were notfor sympathy*f6r,^: land, Calif., where he stayed for 

. ^mental suffering < of * disturbed ^ the best part of a year, suffering, 
-^people, th e"s6.-ca 1 lcdjscienceof J# he now recalls, from “ulcers, 
j \Jdianetics could bedismissed forconjunctivitis, deteriorating 

^what it is . . , a cleyer scheme to; f ' eyesight, bursitis and something 
fdip into the pockets of tHe• gul- ^ wrong with my feet.” 

o^lible^with!impunityK*nievdia-?=% But his sufferings were not 
* ~netier auditor^ is 1 but )ahoUier; t entirely in vain. For*the hospi- 
** ?name for the witch doctor/ex^ tal had, anu excellent medical 
' oVa'iI niMvl u/!(h w' 1!ViMrv4 ianHv UnKKnr/l with 

FOR FAST RELIEF OF 

im. 

-ss 

this freraywai bora bn> ■ 
eryfMarch.morning!In'1911'»i 4Jibrary,; unfortunately,,» 

/X'-s.raVnAt for nation!* hutrathrr. 

£\proccedmgs.-ButwitH th^ aidof ®£)usi hadafriend in theMarlnes ^ > 
(**«his myr science^ hit has recently^Vrefer tq:me;a$jDoctorA?°^dly, j { 
^sr^^^J'aU"th4det^|ofi*his ^Xi^vcr^itweSb!rWitblnca^ot,of^ ■ £ 
h own,birth'and seh^them to hii'^lhe?^ * *, 
* ^ atu^Twh^he iay^.agrees ihab>f"ftterunof , ^ , 
fXttH^fcheck most^^accuraiel^vgj>,i \ 

Hg&to hlsyputh Hubbardtraipsedv' i Jrom xthe; Navy/ and* franted a ; A 
|r-:aroundk,*the^wbrld .withghisVy^ disability pcnslon.bad pret- «- i 
- father,'a lieutenant commander^ dNv ^ny*tcnt^' 1A 

i^* Y‘i! fili^ "t< 
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maUciahand thtoretical pWlM« .;t, >l»i PreWom;. wm| J«o]ved^ 
*i^er^ubbara3binis*ll'find«5';4n.>May«19iOjN^«n},‘John.iWi 

’*■ bc&us#''a?-he Js• quidt.tKttUW:bardfUiat ‘.Aitounding'iScience;, 
''bS^ewem,'“Ifn«ver took-my A^iet^which'CampbeUibdiU; 
SSS’’ “■ T--* ^fr*3>-!'w^the^deal^iium*X'mbnthi 

■ .... *.*^#45 ^ CSttei!that;the,definiUyeissue of. ‘ 
■ -.'Exploring,the;Pu|ps]*;fX^ j.;i)1Vneticr?!.U5?Kpa'ges|for,fbur 
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Hubbard now recalls'thedeUil^ | m^iWappcndlxon The Phil-;: 
he led the CaribbeanfMoUoo/4 f;o*ophi4iMethod by Will Durant 
Picture Expedition. condurting / (reprinted/from The Story of 
a group of college students from v. philosophy, 1926), and two other 
island to island. “It was a>w^ ;;.appcndixes :by Campbell and . 
bit expedition 
bust,” he iyjugithofa Bast Sailer 
ship at Puerto Rjco m‘lfw-t i , . _ , 

Hubbard really got ? going fy Kfi Since then, history has been in 
few years later, howevcrj7wh«;: "jlkgmaking. Although virtually 
he took to writing fori the pulp unadvertised; the volume has 
magazines. He moved fintoUbr jbeenldisappearing from book- 
science-fiction field under suc^flstoire^ shelves at an astounding 
six-shooter pseuddnyiWwWin^^lw^ ^Virtually boycotted by 
Chester Remington Colt^Ady-;: jbook^reviewers for many 
namic (thoughnot3retdjandkN{ 1 months,: and later panned by 
writer he says he;used*to^bat itheinf,| It ^nonetheless climbed 
out as many as ,120,000-^wor^f .onto the best-seller lists and has 
between Friday and Monday ittn&ned at the top. 

But after a time, despite>uAf Hubbard Dianetic Re¬ 
success, he just couldn't putted ’^earchjFoundation shortly was 
heart to science fiction!any isctug aianonprofit New Jersey 
For he had begun to fathomjhej ^gorporaUon; with Hubbard as 
innermost regions of^the;m»fe^] preside??^Arthur R. Ceppos (of 
and life took onVnewmeaning; tHcrmitage House) as executive 
and purpose. " ^president, John W. Camp- 

The war interrupted^ det^lbeU. Jri (of Astounding Science 
velopment of ?dlanfetfc^jA^^U^tdfenJ^Rs^reasurer and Mrs. 

sTv5t$$£* ■; °»next ™*> 
- s S • *• *7rfi'f ■ 
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any ordinary psychiatrist. 
... Even larger and faster-growing tribes 

who pay $200*,each for the 15-lecture short 
course-or $25 an hour to have their ‘'cases 
opened” by $500 professional auditors. 

•.. And a small army of associate mem¬ 
bers, at a mere 15 smackers each,.who grate¬ 
fully keep up with the whirlwind develop¬ 
ments of Hubbard’s new “science” of dianetics 
through the Dianetics Auditors Bulletin. * 

Dianetics and the Discovery of Fire 

Hubbard, you might gather from the fore¬ 
going, has discovered the key to success and 
demonstrated once again that Bamum under¬ 
estimated the sucker birth rate. 

But that, by Hubbard's own admission, is 
probably the, least of his discoveries. 

Unencumbered by the modesty that hog- 
ties ordinary mortals, Hubbard starts his book 
-THE BOOK, his followers „ call it-with the 
calm assertion that “the creation of dianetics' 
is a milestone for Man comparable to his dis¬ 
covery of fire and superior to his inventions 
of the wheel and the arch,” 

A few lines beyond, one learns that, with 
dianetics, “the intelligent layman can success¬ 
ful/ and invariably treat all psychosomatic 
ills and inorganic aberrations.” 

Farther on, one discovers that these psy¬ 
chosomatic-ills, “uniformly cured by dianetic 
therapy,” include such varied maladies as eye 

trouble, bursitis, ulcers, some heart difficult 
'ties, migraine headaches and the common cold. 

But you ain’t heard nothing yet. For Hub¬ 
bard's auditors (anyone with four dollars to 
buy The Book and the stamina to read through 
it can “audit” without further license) achieve 
these miracles by the simple process of re- 

(Continued on page 81) 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
f "TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTI 

CC-1BO 

To: COMMUNICATIONS SECTION. 

Transmit the following message to: 

^jRDED - 37 

Aprtl 27, 1951 

LEGAL ATTACHE 
HAVANA, CUBA 

& £ - ^>7^ J (J 

t* 
ALL HUBE 

AJR9RAM 
LAFAYETTE BONA HUBBARD, FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS. RE TOUR AIR GRAM 

APRIL SEVENTEEN, LAST. BUREAU RECORDS REFLECT THAT HUBBARD, 

PRESIDENT OF THl 

Tolson_ 

LIANETIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC., 4JKD 

AUTHOR OF QUOTEgltNSTICS, THE MODERN SCIENCE OF MENTAL HEALTH 

UNQUOTE, PUBLlSfikD-IN JUNE, FIFTY, CAME TO THE BUREAU ON MARCH 

SEVEN, FIFTY ONtf TO ADVISE THAT COMMUNISTS WITHIN HIS ORGANISATION 

WERE UNDERMINING INS STRUCTURE. DURING THE INTERVIEW HE LIKEWISE 
T* Z 

STATED THAT HE &TR&NGLY FELT THAT DIANETICS CAN BE USED TO COMBAT 

COMMUNISM. AGENT CONDUCTING INTERVIEW CONSIDERED HUBBARD TO BE 

MENTAL CASE. iBUgEAU RECORDS LIKEWISE REFLECT THAT DURING FEBRUARY 

OR MARCH, Filler ONE, SUBJECT'S WIFE FILED KIDNAPPING COMPLAINT \* 

t ■ v' 
AGAINST SUBJECT $ITH LOS ANGELES POLICE AS RESULT OF WhICH HUBBARD jj^ 

WAS ARRESTED IM CHICAGO. FEDERAL PROSECUTION DECLINED IN FAVOR OF ■ 
-Z" o 

STATE PROSECUTION^ ON BASIS MATTER A FAMILY AFFAIR, AND Il\ 
m & * 

S ACCORDING TO BUREAU RECORDS £ D2AWE 

-ILLNESSES nITHOUT THl USE OF DRUGS OR MEDICINE• IN T&W 

w CATION CONDUCTED BY BUREAU, 
Clegg 

a*"*—IS-ALLEGEDLY NEW APPROACH TO TREATMENT OF MANY PHY. 
NlCUOlB 

Rosen_ 

Tracy_ 

Harbo__ 

ZT IS NOTED THAT UNDER DATE OF //- RC> FOURTEEN* FIFTY Qm. 
Tele. Room_ 

'»"•—OF-LAW AND PUBLIC SAFETY, BOARD u ./ / hi CAL EXAMINERS, STATE OF NEW 
, Gandy_ ■ ~ 

-JERSEY, AB/IGLD THAT IT HAS A CASE AGAINST THE HUBBARD DIANITIC 

' 1 idfjhASCE FOUNDATION, IRC., AND THAT THL CASE HAS DUE FOR TRIAL INJ / ' 

U&fe'v - uZhzSLL-Per 

C
>

7
.2

f 
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federal bureau of investigation 
UT'TED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIf 

To: COMMUNICATIONS SECTION. 
PAGE TWO 

Transmit the following message to: 

UVION COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, ELIZA SETH, NEW JERSEY, UARCH TWENTY 

SEVEN, FIFTY ONE, BECAUSE THE FOUNDATION CONDUCTED A SCHOOL TEACHING 

A BRANCH OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY WITHOUT POSSESSING A LICENSE. 
Mf. 
'/XLFtdm 

CC - Foreign Service Deals (detached) 

Tolean_ 

Ladd 

dam 

Glavln__ 

Nichols, 

Rosen 

Tracy 

Barbo_ 

Mohr_ 

Tele. Room 

Mease 

Oandy_ 

SENT VIA. 
7 A 

ufL. M Per_z^s£. 



* 
DECXJLSSIFICATION jyjTHO'ailY BIM'0 FROM: 

FBI MJTOMKIC DECIASSIFICATIOH SUIDS 

EMI 10-13-2:012 
Q 

A5*> 

y- 
Mr. Clegg............ 

Mr. Glavin._....... 

Mr. Nichols .......... 

Mr. Rosen.. 

Mr. Tracy............ 

Mr. Harfio^_. 

Mr. JUden.....^/£... 

Mr. 

Mr. Laughlm........ 

Mr. Mohr ............ 

Tele. Room. 

Mr. Ncase...., 

MIsa Gandy 

DECODE OF A DOUBLE CODE MESS£GEi5uMBER 55 DATED APRI 
1951 AT HAVANA, CUBA. ,0 REGTfVED VIA AIRGRAtT*. 

V erf 

LAFAYETTE,RONALD. HUBBARD. FOREIGN MISCELLANEOUS*. SU 
PRESENTL Y_J N’ CUBOMDJjAS^AEEEALTED TO MILI TARY_ AITAC 

o A subject claims he 

X$ I AUTHOR 0F:,B00K_QU0TE DJM4ILQ& UNQUOTE^ PLEASE ADW.SL-. &L 
%jJ|AIRGRAM:QF ANYPERT1NENT INFORMATION RE SUBJECT^ 

RECEIVED 
tr- 

•51 3:11 PM VAM 

RECORDEDMid 

u ll • 25. 
Copies DESTROYED 

,lbQ |llOV 27 1964~^ DECLASSIFY 0 

MAVCE2.W 

mletebs 

1 
^ - - r ^ ▼ [If the intelligence contained in the aboye message is to he disseminated*"?/ 

outside the Bureau., it is suggested that it he suitably paraphrased in H^C 
order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. ^ ^ 



May 10, 2951 

A - rf'tJO *-//)(/ 

Dear 
■fy- 
k*^ -S' 

/ 

&9>~ 

b6 
b7C 

Your letter dated May 3, 1951g- has b&Sfi received | 
and I appreciate the interest which prompted you to write 
as youdid* **<--- ^ " J 

I Past adQie:p, however^ in- answer £a .the questions 
you propounded concerning the individuals and organisations 
mentioned in ypuin communication, a long-standing policy 
estqbXishedrfor this Bureau holds our files confidential 
and available for official use only• Mo inference, of 
course, should be drawn that we do or do not have data 
concerning then in our files because of ny inability to be 
of aid* 

I am taking the liberty of enclosing some material 
which I thought you might like to have and your attention 
is directed particularly to the comments 1 mad§ concerning 
the test of a. front organisation in my statement before the 
Committee on Un-American Activities, Mouse of Representatives, 
on May 26, 1947• 

It is suggested that whenever you come into possession 
of information which you believe to be of value to the FBI ~ 
please feel free to contact our representatives in th& Miami 
Office at 3915 Biscayne Boulevard, Miami 32, Florida*t- -5e 

Sincerely yours, -» ~v 

r' TffiSir 11 1951 
J3ALED 18 

! Rosert I-Ttmmrniii-w-iM^ L 
L gracy ~t Enel 

' &*»<>_J. ___ .. 
feiaont 2 US i* 

EOOV 
. ftU.: B0« 1 T)irp 

1* x&x.± mr- 

cc - Miami with c W°f- incoming 

John Edgar Eoov 
Director / 

nciui 
VS Newp and World Report 
Bo over Answers 10 Questions 
Director rs Statement 2-26-51 

e + e freedom; Statement before House Un-American Activities 



-.The federal Bureau oJ^a^estigat ion 

Washington, D. C. 

m 

May 3rd, 195,1 . . u~*b 6 

b7C 

W-W\ 

,M I 
■J ~ ,5 

* —r 

‘ ixjuw 

,.[\U 

Be arj Sirj bW £3^^^ ~~ r 
Ihow can I find out if thexHubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Inc.|rt 

o'f pio. Bo? #502 Elizabeth, N.J. and perhaps having offices in Wash. D.C. ^ 

now, 1 or did have, is a (1) Communist front organization. (2) Is or 

was infiltrated by communists. (2) Has been^cleared. of supposed communist 

infiltration. (3) Has been checked by the FBI. 

^ J How can I find out if Mr. L.. Ron|^!ut>bard, founder of Dianetics did 

V(1); jask the FBI- to investigate his organization named above for the purpose 

- of eliminating communists or for other purposes. (2) Voluntarily asked 

the FBI to check his group and handed in some 40 odd, "cases” of suspected 

^comiunisbs which were in his organization. 

j Ia a»| | former member of the^HdbbSd12|roup, a , 

& 4b 

I jg a*|_^_| former memoer 01 Tine^nuiDDairui-gi-uup, » j 

known communist? What- about publisher of the book,, "Dijanetied’ 
• I ' -p- j 

| Is it possible to find out in.any way whether or not eommurilstsj- 

dAc^aliegidly try to "take ovei* "FHubbard Dianetics?? , ( 
I r--------»— -1 f 

fr ia of the Washington P. C.,, 

lard office,' a communist,- or associated with them? What abb^t_J 

ju>*~ 

J&Gxr 
/ ' * 

Yjard office,' a communist,- or associated with them? What about_ '| 
-. . . ^0ffr-y.y, U 

a former member of the L.A. branch ©pthe Hubbard group ; > 
> ■ S T  —^ «- - - - RECORDED. - , v JLy^e-sr--, 7"' « i • 

: j recently and perhaps now resides in Orlando.-Florida.i/U-i. — -—* 7 | i’j 
frwii iiMnEXED. i2fi . if !/ "b6 

|| My reason for asking this, or rathfei^rnese questions^fis: ^Mbedie^e'-' 
; . I • • . ... - WSVmtri b,c 
i Communism is a serious menance to the United States.. I am avpatiji<^tic , .] 

j • " , %^rv 
citizen and35Z23i wisl\ to he ip my country. I‘have- be,en and am interested,., j 

- Ijj^ ,_^ _"_ ^ __ _ ___ — ___ __ , ^ \ f 4 
in Dianetics, a method of psy.chp-therapy with promialng new-discpveries|;whic^ ^ 

\ may be of benefit to many. I have heard rumors which lead me* to write you v 
L X WIS# ' ' " " i- ' i 

and ask the above questions. I do not KklBh. to knowingly or .unknowingly^-^- 

i'')l>get mixed up with or'aid .communists if I can be ip it. If you can-suggest 

l- something to do I will be glad to ^o it. _J——— \ 

Y * —t Sincerely j; J __ ^ 
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MAYS 1937 
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BY:. 

Dear 

Tour letter dated October 24s 1951, has been 
received, and I appreciate very much your thoughtfulness 
in making available to vie the information enclosed with 
your letter• 

I am enclosing some material which X thought 
you might like to have* 

Sincerely yours, 

f) 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 

Enclosure: Diveotor fs Statement 7/20/5Of Presidential - 
Directive.* 

MOTE: Correspondent fgrwf^ded antes, and, other* documents 
discarded by her roomer I dealing 
with. Dianetic.s and thdJHubjbjhrd Diane tic Auditors [ 
Assoclaj&^on-Jhtgrnat^onqS^ Lafayette Ronald Hubbard, 
president of the Ruhbdr<MDidnetic Research Foundation, 
incorporated, and author^Jof "'Dianetics, The Modern! Science 
of Mental Health, n is the sub ject of Bufiles 62-94080 and 
6^-3'§§6'hf\^ newspaper flipping dated 4/24/51 from the— 
i>pVf/ngeles ‘Times Herald indicated that he is insane 
£S2*'9.4-0&dzA 1 % We have no vertinent inform 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

have no pertinent information identifiable 

a 
v 

AVfftmms:mnf 

ik & mn ft tert 



under investigation by the post effioe in 1958 for poeetble violation 
of nail fraud statutes* Hubbard ms reported to Have "delueicne of 
grandeur,n The purpose of the Hubbard Pianettes Research Foundation* 
Xno* mo allegedly to teaoh the praotioO of dianetica which Ua& anew 
approach to the treatment of physical and &ental Himeses without the 
use of drugs or aedteine, Hubbard ms also reported da the subject of 
an alleged kidnaping violation of hie wife and daughter in Hoe Angeles* 
California, during 1951 in connection with a fanily dispute* Press- 
oubten Was declined by the H, 8* Attorney and no investigation me 
conducted in connection With this t&tterp a newspaper Hen reflected 
that Mrs, Hubbard in filing suit for divorce indicated that her husband 

■mt ^hopelessly insane*n Hubbard has contacted the bureau on several 
occasions to mbs complaints concerning the staff of his organisation 
and his wife* Hone of these complaints concerned Communist allega¬ 
tions against individuals rather than the organisation. Allegations 
have boon made that his Pianettes Research Foundation ms of partic¬ 
ular interest to sexual pervert3a hypochondriacs and curiosity aethers* 
In 1951 the State of Hex jersey advised it had u case against Hubbard 
for conducting a school teaching medicine and surgery without a 
license* (7-GCQ9* 10Q-3C4im9 68-95973)* 

Si MB. ArrmtTSTHAfm E£M!Mi 

-1 The Administrative Hivieion reeezmends that Agents Hulks and 
_ be furnished this, data for their future guidance in view of their 
relationship bSiSfc £?}£' latianahtn with ~%nd ihai"Philcdelphta be advised of WiC 
thc\ \ relationship to theesAaonielor its information in Db 
connection with the pending proscovtjon against the 

l ^ 
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September 22, 1951 

Dear Member of Region #1: 

I am going to be in the New York; area during the last week of 
September and the first week of October, I hope ^n__aae_as many--of you 
personally as possible arid to facilitate this,! |has offered 
the use of the Dianetic Center, 38 -Center Park South, New York City,. 
2°P M raee^n® ^ie raembers of Region #1 on Sunday, September 30th, at 

At this time we will conduct a membership meeting for the 
Region and get your activities under way, X am sure that, you will have 
a great many questions which-1 hope to be able to answer at that time, 
especially news, about the Foundation and* recant ^Tvnon-fr.g •*•->•>« 
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-Announcement 

The Dianetic Center 

WILL OPEN 

SATURDAY. SEPT. 15. 1951 

38 CENTRAL PARK. SOUTH 

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 

TELEPHONE* ELDORADO 5-1068 



r^FTER Five Days Return To 

^UBlARO-DlAN£TlCiUniM$:JSS:N.;JNTERNATlONAl 
211 West Douglas 
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MANUEL. A. GREENBERG 
STRUCTURAL STEEL 

3636 NO. 2ND STREET PHILADELPHIA 40, PA. 

/4LT5fcAT/otJjs TO,F/Cc/ir.5 -frr 5ft0r<£ fiKOS. 
41M f 41.'2£ Q^SST^rr ~r " / 

CONTRACTOR, 

ARCHITECT — ENGINEER- /. 22j-7±££tt£L 
REVISIONS 

„ 

DRAWN BY. 

CHECKED BY. 

, DATE^Lk! 

.DATE_i_ 

DRAWING NO.. 

CONTRACT NO.. £!-3f 
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THE DIANETIC CENTER 
38 t/ENTRAli PARK, SOUTH NEW YORK CITr. N. Y. 

TELEPHONEi ELDORADO 5.1008 

Ootober 12, 1951 

Dear EDA: 

This will "be my first oommunioation to many of 
you sinoe the establishment of Region I and my ratifica¬ 
tion as Regional Direotor. 

The reason for this delay in oommunioating with 
you was so that I might he able to give you complete in¬ 
formation in this first letter. 

I have seen many of you personally and quite a 
number of you attended the meeting which we had here at 
the Center on Sunday, September 30th. Chip Leggett gave 
a report of the activities of the EDA, International and 
its relation to the foundation in Wichita. I wish all — 
you could have been here to actively participate. Eow- 
ever, I realize that for many of you that was an impossi¬ 
bility because of the distance and various, other reasons. 

Coming back to the reason for my delayed com¬ 
munication with many of you; I was fully engaged in set¬ 
ting up this Center here in New York. After its opening, 
I intended to communicate with you and tell you that I 
hope the Center may be a home for the HDA*s in this re¬ 
gion. 

It is almost four weeks sinoe the Center was 
opened and we are very happy that it is in operation. 
It is running very smoothly and we are doing all we can 
to further the ideas and ideals of Dianetics. 

I feel that from now on I will be able to oom- 
municate with you regularly and if you have anything in 
mind or want any information, please feel that I am at 
your servioe. It is my pleasure to be so. 

The meeting with 

M 

mentioned a- 
bove, was quite successful. We ironed out many points 
in relation to Wichita..General discussion took place 

XI! 

DATE3a-\^_BYj 

b6 
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Two 

in which .different points and views were expressed 
concerning the polioy "between the HD A's. and the Foun¬ 
dation in Wichita. I believe Chip leggett will send 
out mimeographed letters to all of you about this 
meeting. Several points and views expressed pointed 
the desirability of our having a meeting of the HDA's 
of Region T at regular intervals. I want those of 
you who were present at this meeting and those of you 
who were not, to express your opinion concerning the 
times- of the year most desirable for such meetings 
and how often such meetings should be held. 

Please send in your application for your 
license and the fee. I also would like to remind you 
to send in vour membership fee for the HDA, Internation¬ 
al- to | | seoretary as he has need of these 
funds to enable him to continue his work. 

Most sincerely, 

b6 
b7C 

UN:iq 



ouuu&y, oept>eiuoex' juou} au uut»,^±auei/xu vauoviy -jo- uoiiur ax raj.ti. vuuwx, r- ' - 

New York City at 2 P.M. He pan probably answer all your questions at that 
time if you are able to attend. 

If you arrive- in Wichita before| 
.be happy to meet you and discuss with you 

returns, I will 
any problems that may exist... 

It is usually very profitable to meet an HDA fresh from the field who has 
a diversified view point. 

GB/gb 

Until we hear from you again, then, I am 

Sincerely, 



hfinn occurring in thio.area. We can also utilize this time to ratify 
of your Region or elect whom ever you may choose* 

Bring your check book with you as the Association is always eager 
for new members. 

Will be looking forward to seeing you on the 30th. 

Sincerely, 

THLjr/gb 



HUBBARD D1ANETIG: AUDITORS' AS$’N . INTERNATIONAL 
~ . ... 211 West Douglas 

WICHITA 2, KANSAS 

September 2h, 1951 

Tour letter arrived just as|_|was leaving for 
the East on a combined business and pleasure trip. 'Since he doesn*t - 
expect tb be back for approximately two weeks he asked me to write 
to you.. 

You probably received a form letter from him dated Sept. 22nd, 
in which he invited all members of Region #1 to attend a meeting next 



mnpp.ns 

The Investigative Division has referred infamatton which naA 
^received .from the Philcdolchta Office on 1-19-03 that] 
f \ was arreotea on 
iz~jlv-£jx charges with assaulting two V* HI Marshals* stated that the 
has two step-sister's who are isafr^iuL ±a Hn&clql Agents \ and Fulks* 
These arrests were made when the I xalleacdlu intcrferad 
with two Marshals while they were attempting to serve a bench warrant 
an L* Hori^Hubbard while Hubbard gas lecturing in a building owned by 
tffce]_ __iGlaSaed they Were friends of Hubbard 
end Were organisers of lecture groups for the Association of 
Mcientologtots of whisk Hubbard is the foancter._frirc&u Hi as mimal 
that two slaters, I _____I 
ore marri&j to sa Vi land Fulko respectively. They arc the daugh- 
ters g/I \(marricd none).*a Bureau files Were negativeYf 
on th etfrosoctation ofScien tolog ists; however, they were replete wtthuz„ 
information concerning one Lafayette lion Hubbard* who appears to be b7c 
identical with the individual arrested by the V* 8* MavsHdXs in con¬ 
nection with'this assault case* Information in Bureau files reveals 
that Hubbard has been director of several organisations interested 
in Pianettes (mental health) and the preservation of science, culture 
and the people in the event of atonio War. He has been described as 
having *hdelusions of grandeur, n end one newspaper item of divorce * 
action quoted his wife as saying he was hopelessly "indent"* Alls- 3 
gations have been made that organisations he was affiliated With | 

were of particular interest to perverts, hypochondriacs end curiosity * 
s*ecker>n. Tn 7.05? -khn fitfite of Jf&rh i*/>noi*£oti~ •/.+. herd n r*ntm l ' seekers* In 19S1 the State of Hew Jersey reported it had a cast {* . 

u*^jpgutnst him for teaching mtdioine without a license and in loss ths^ 
Post Office Was investigating him for mail .fraud. Administrative 

IT—-Division recommends that Agents Falks end I I be furnished this 
iK^jddta for their future guidance in view of their relationship with 

r__ CC: 300 - Philadelphia Field Office file 
t 30O - Milwaukee Field Office fi'l&k«i 

rd SCO - Mew Fork Of fie* file < Njg) 
-d Per sonndrfile of I V 
■’-H tpPrtSmol file of MTOTWi 

/^TSBiwfStJar, 41953' ^ x 

IftTsO 1955 
b6 
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tffsdt Jbis ojf 
reicmanonsp so' these Agents for tta information in connection mtb 
the pending prosecution against |_ 

pfpaxih 

The tnCeotigative jDivtSio# Me referred information which 
it received from the Philadelphia Office on January 19. 1953, Sftat 

mo arreatea oh 18-16558 enargea mm aSMuJfflng two if* v* Marena-ts, 
Mo Stated that She t\ao two oiot-ctateirswko are carried to Special 

Chari on Fulha 
when 

These arrests wore made 
aZloaedlp interferred With two U* 5* Marshals 

on 28*16-58 Wen they were attempting to execute a bench warrant on 
aft*? Jl iMm EubhnziL Mho. ma. lecturing in a building owned! by the 

J claimed thou were friend# of Hubbard 
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and organizers for lecture grouse for thcAsoociation of scientologists 
were afforded a of which Hubbard i# the founder* 

hearing before the U. 5* Gommieotoner %n Philadelphia on 18-16-58 
end I I me released on $2500 bail and his wife on $2000 
bail* I I advised that they were personal friends of 
Hubbard, who is a noted writer on so tautology who Mm from England 
to the United states as a guest of their family and for the purpose 
of lecturing to cn Association of Soimtologiaia composed chiefly of 
professors and ambers of the engineering profession* 

bureau ./Sics reveal that two at store*[ »«M(r *r*vf uripf vjf | f 

are married t# AaMMl Tend FulhS 
respectively* mey arc me daughters of[ 
none)* 

married 

Hpreau files were negative On the Association of Hciento- 
legiots} hbuevGx,. they were replete with information concerning one 
Xdfapetta Mo# Hubbard, who appear# to be identical with the individual 
arrested by the Marshals in connection with this assault ease* One 
min file reflects that Hubbard directed the Allied Scientists of the 
world and was the Sponsor of the Hubbard pianettes Foundation of 
Wichita-, Kansas, which organisation had been adjudged bankrupt, The 
Allied Scientists of the World was investigated by the bureau during 
X958ao an internal security matte#and a closing report was submitted 

4»jou- April 7, 2958* Among the many purposes of this organisation ms 
j-fthe goal of furnishing maim! protection to the people and culture of 
rf^mrioua countries against the threat- of atomic war* Another goal was 
^-the establishment of a means'of collecting and safeguarding existing 
ZT'weientific technology against destruction* -fhis organization was 

, \ 
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- ^ y *** 
Larch 2, 2923 

FerscnaSkand 
CONFIDENTIAL 

Honorable [lorzcf Ferguson 
fruited States Senatet 
Hashing ton, D, C* 

Ly dear Senator: 

!-Tout letter of February 26, 1953, addressed. 
±3.1 forwarding an inquiry from 

I of traverse City? Li chi gun, concerning L, Lon 
hub bard, publisher of ^Handbook for freclears ,n has, been 
received, 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has not 
conducted any investigation of Hubbard* Information has 
been received? however, that Hubbard is the author of a 
book entitled **,Dianetics. The Lodern Science of I'ental - 
Health*1 and founder of the Hubbard Dianotic Mestedrch 
Foundation, Incorporated, with headquarters ai& Elisabeth, 
Jew. Jersey, _ c-° m < 

*V t, rr> 
r The stated purpose of the Foutidatio^isto <r 

astudy and conduct research in the field of the human 
mind and of human thought in action * through the pzedivh 
of n3ianetic3, u which nay be likened to psych&£hcrapy’£ 
with certain differences as to method and iScnqgptgi * 3 

U) *«> ^9 = 
In this connection, in Larch, 1951, the Board 
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Union County District Court, Elisabeth, new Jersey, a ec . i 
against the Foundation, The busts for the case* was tha 
the Foundation allegedly conducted a school teaching a 
branch of medicine and surgery without a license+ 

in regar$%Vi f$tiself, the Los Angeles? 
California, Tines Herald i * its issue of April 2d, 1951, 
related that Subbardf£k&S/& \?£2dst&ccused‘ bin of subjecting 
her -tcpscU'.ntiflc tortiipdS>df-crinento% This news story 
repc rtvW'thuwL %s * ifafa divorce suit, claimed 

MAR 3 JC53 x 4 o 
(Seg mtpECPmnext page) N' \ r\ l/ mf ep W^£CP2any* page) ^ \s 
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Honorable Honor Ferguson L'arch 2, 1953 

that Hubbard m3 "hopelcsbly insane," Her complaint 
stated that ",*,the Hubbard Hfanetibs Research Foundation, 
which deals with the Modern science of mental health, * 
did more than $1,000,000 business in 195Q• " 

I rogret that we do not have available any 
information concerning the book "Handbook for Freolcars," 
mentioned by Reverend. Eaten* 

regardsr 
With expressions Of my highest esteem and best 

Sincerely, 
j, Jdgaj Hoove? 

HOTEz Above data from files 62-94060-1; 62-94060-1, end. 10";*■<, 
62^94060-4; 62-94060-A. Hubbard was interviewed at the. Bureau .¥; (| 
on 3-7-51, when he came in to complain about Communists in jr - 
his organisation. (62-64060-1). In September, 1947, yje A1) i 
received a complaint concerning his interstate iransnortationj '1 
of an automobile trailer o.n which he' owed money. No * 
investigation (26-113143). On February 26, 1951, we initiated t 
an inquiry concerning Hubbard, after receiving information t^af 
he had been arrested in Chicago for kidnaping his wife in f u 
California and taking her out of the state. Since this was 
a family matter, the U. S. Attorney at Los Angeles, instruqiedl'\r'< 
no investigation should be undertaken•* (7-6000-2) ! 'd. 

Ml* 

Since information in body of letter is public ►„ ;} 1 
information, and will cover essentials Of Senator Ferguson's , 
inquiry, not believed necessary to include any data from ^ 
above paragraph in body of letter. // 

~ * If 

)'il 



* * I will appreciate your advising me if you have any informa- 
iion .in regard to the foregoing. 
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SAC, Detroit ($0*90) 

6 t* -‘7'' ' 

2*JJ? HUBDABD D1ANETIG BESSFlBCfl 
FOUNDATION, INCORPORATED . 
COOPERATION, DETROIT POLICE DEPARTMENT \* - 
RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS) *Y->' 

■tfay 39, 1953 

ReUrlet May 22, 1EN03, requesting information frazi 
Dufiles concerning captioned organisation« 

Bvfilqs reflect -that the' Hubbard Dianetic Research , 
Foundation, Inc», was incorporated in April, 19$0, in lieu- f 
Mersey io further the worls of Lafayette Bon Hubbard, author, ' ^ 
whose both "Diahqticd" hat2 been published two years previously. 
This organisation reportedlywent broke in New Merseyt An if 
article appearing in the May 4, 1951, is ope of "The Wichita jY 
BeaconWichita, Kansao, stated that this organisation had r/ 
recently established a national headquarters at 211 West fJ 
Douglas street, Wichita> Kansas. f 

The stated purpose qf the Foundation is to "study 
and conduct research in the field of the human mind and of 
human thought in aotionu through the medium of "dianetidsf' 
which nay be likened to psyohotherapyXwith certain different 
a3 to method atid concept. In this connection, in March, 19, 
the Board of Medical Examiners of the Department of Law and [f/ 
Public Safety, State of New Mersey, was taking to. trial in / 
the Union County District Court, Elisabeth, New Mersey, a bus 
against the Foundation• The basis for the case was that th&\ 
Foundation allegedly conducted a school teaching a branch eft 
medicine and surgery without a licence. | 

ir 

:»: 

In regard to Hubbard himself, an inquiry was t «.vy 
initiated on February 2C, 1951,1 after information was tfjfaeivdd•' 1 it 
that he had been arrested in Chicago for kidnaping hic-’-wifeH 
and daughter and taking them out of the State of Califprkidj t * , 
Since this wds a family matter, the If. S. Attorney, X2 
instructed that no investigation should be undertaken. Xfh&U\ 
Los Angeles, California, "Times Herald, " in its issue tf ,, /I 
April 24, 1951, related that Hubbard (S wife accused'him vf*1 f/'/£>- 
subjecting her to scientific torture experiments. tlhe?‘hdpf (?£■*&'%»fj 
story reported that Mr3. Hubbard, in a .divorce suit, eld Jf? 

■!| 

Tolson, 

Nichols 
Bel moot 
Clegs~ 

u^HHZthat"Hubbard was "hopelessly insane." flier complaint 'Stated f' 
\t'R7ZZthat "...ihe Hubbard Dianetic **osearch Foundation,!"didlhndfh if 

$1,000, QOO business i.i U50." " f/ Ui* -J ---”7" f 7, jt/f-. t 

m/vpi?? Above info rmdtion. was - contained in Bufildl62'tp40& OTS- NOTE: 
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May 29, „1953. Letter to SAC, Detroit 

Hubbard has contacted the Bureau oin several occasions 
to make complaints concerning his wife arid the staff of his 
organisation, stating that he believed then to be* Comzunistically 
inclined. Allegations have also been made that the Foundation 
was. of particular interest to sex perverts, hypochondriacs, and 
curiosity seekers, . .. _ r 

, Hubbard, by letter' of March. 3, 1951, wrote the. Bureau 
advising that arrangements were bgfhg made to fingerprint his 
employees to fils with the. FBI, Ha wad advised by letter of 
kareh 9, 1951, that the FBI had no authority to handle finger* 
prints with the exception of those received from bona fide law. 
enforcement departments and- Federal and ‘state agencies,, There• 
is no indication in Bufiles of the foundation being requested 
to discontinue, diabetic processing in the District of Columbia• 

BufileS further reflect Hubbard aide directed The 
Allied Scientists of the World* 'Among the deny purposes- of 
this organisation was the goal, of furnishing maximum protection 
to the people and culture of various countries against the 
threat of atonic par. This organisation was -investigated by1 
the Post Office Department in 1852 for possible, violation. of 
mail fraud statutes:, - t 
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STANDATto FORM NO. «4 

Office Mem^mdum • united goternment 

Director, FBI 

PROM 
A / 

SAC,. Detroit (80-90) 

May 22,., 1953 

• 

SUBJECT: 
£> • 

THE HUBBARD DIANETIC RESEARCH' 1 

COOPERATION, DETROIT POLICE DEPARTME 

-%^k* • VSc 

V V> Cv^w 

colt, Police Dep The Special Investigations Squad, ’Detroit, Police Department 
recently made several arrests involving members of the captioned organization, 
charging them with practicing medicine without a license. ,. 

People who were bothered with mental problems were being 
treated by .this organization with the use of an apparatus involving two beer 
cans which,were' attached to an electric meter somewhat resembling a lie 
det'ector maCKbie. IhCidental to the arrests;"a search was conducted of the 
Detroit Headquarters of the organization. 

It is noted in. one of the enclosures, located as a result . 
of the search, that members of the organization are going to- be fingerprinted 
and that' an affidavit was to be obtained from each member which was to be 
filed with the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 'Washington, D. C. 

In another enclosure it. is noted that the organization was 
stopping dianetic processing within the boundaries of the District of Columbia, 
evidently at the request of the United States Attorney. This would, indicate 
that perhaps the Bureau'may have had some information concerning, the Hubbard 
Foundation contained within the Bureau files in Washington, D. C. 

organization; 

Indices of the Detroit Division are negative on the 

For the benefit of the Detroit Office, and as a cooperative 
measure with the Detroit Police Department, it is requested that the-Bureau 
files be reviewed and any pertinent information relative to the Hubbard i 

■Dianetic Research Foundation be furnished to the Detroit Office. / 

^RCMibet 
05.0*3 

Ends. - 3 
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standard form no. 64 

thee Memorandum • "united states government 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

A. H. BeJ.'montflfW'} , 

^BIANETICS 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 
(INTERNAL SECURITY) 

f&>1'S, *,u T.r . 

date: March 17. 1954 

(INTERNAL SECURITY) ' 

An undated referral node 'fpoftTMr;. -George E_ 
300 West End Avenue, [New-Yojik 23, New York, directed? 
Ni.cho 1 s, inquires "What do you think of thisP S." 

o kolsky, 
-MrTLvB.; 

Tel*. ftxitB. A 

. Ni.chols, inquires "What do you think of this? S*IT \3.’jJS 

The note has attached ah anonymous letter dated March 5, 1954, 
addressed to Mr> So kolsky. which sets forth that the writer in 1947 
joined ah ahti-Commd’nisi Party organisation which has since beSh labeled 
as subversive. After a few months he left this group because as he now. 
realises he did not have the fortitude required to be a Communist. 

Subsequently he became involved, with "Bianetics" in which the' 
emotion of enthusiam is considered the cure-all of illnesses and evils 
that beset mankind. 

. He points out that the Communist is an ill person who can be 
cured and inquires whether the tactics used by Sena.tor McCarthy have not 

\^actually fostered Communism. 

. Also, he inquires what type of hospitalisation insurance can 
possibly pay for lengthy hospitalisation.. 

He concludes stating that Bianetics has been a great boost 
\ to. him. * < ^ 

Buf lies .disclose that one L. RonJkubbard in,.about ,1949 wrote. 
' a book enti tle^: "Bianetics: r The Modern-Science of Mental Health" and 

■'w established an^organisation known as the&Hubbard Bianetic Research v establi shed an^organisation known as th&Huhbard B 
V' Fouhdatipn^^Inc. . The purpose ’of this orcfUnisai?ion 

practice \gf Dianetic s which is allegedly a new approach fox the treatment 
of inany physical and mental illne sses without the use of drugs or 
medicine Si. Hub’bard has contacted the Bureau on several occgsio ns 
alleging that a-.humber of employees of the Foundation are Communists or 
Communi st sympathisers. 

,, _ ’Bufile'sj reflect that there was some■ Communist influence in 
the Washington,, *]Y9C9, branch of the Foundation which was on an individual 

l°ithV'J!ian “Program of the Foundation. Allegations have been re- 
+n off, «7Clt the °f the Foundation .are of particular interest 

hypochondriacs. An drti.cle concerning the ’ 
Foundation appeared m Look magasine for Becember 5, 1950. on mae 79 
under the title "Bianetics, Science or Hoax." (100-384196) ? 9 

RECOMMENBATION: tf l/’OP’0- 
+« -THS memoran^un be forwarded to Mr. Nichols should he desire 
to discus-s the contents of the- .anonj/mo'us letter with Mr. Sokolsky. 

co - Ur. Nichols.0 h~'i L ,/iffi-410103.■ Jr' 

MJR;rw 

50ATO1SJ4 

nchois j hr. i l issommsm 

Jv< ij.tr. h 

xMr. Sokolsky. 
1/S-_a i-rn o ^ 

4/>pRI 6 31354 





March 5> 1954 

Mr. George E. Sokol sky __ 
New York Journal-Ameriban 
220 South Street 
N. Y. C. 

Dear Mr. Sokolsky: 

Two of your recent articles have brought questions to my mind that you might 
consider worth answering in some future column. 

The first concerns your definition of a communist. 

In 1947 I joined an anti-Communist Party, communist group, it has since been 
labled subversive—and God knows, if the Communist Party is subversive, the one I 
joined was twice so; they even subverted the Communists. You surely know enough 
about communism to realize that i did not believe myself to be subversive, but 
instead believed that I was one of the enlightened young men, who, if we could just 
present our case adequately enough, would convince all the poor misguided .capitalists 
that th'eir brutal ways were futile and that by "foregoing them they could create a 
heaven on earth. I have yet to meet one of the so-called cynical communistsj I've * 
known quite a few of different leftist persuasions, but each one fervently believed 
himself to be an American patriot—and the, "All-American," to be a traitor, motivated 
by greed. 

I quit the group within a few months, giving tjlese three reasons: (l) I objected to 
the group's insistence that non-communists writers should not be read; (2) I believed 
they were was'ting time, and should start the revolution immediately; (3) I didn't 
believe that good could result from violence. * You may note a lack of consistency in 
these reasons. I've more recently realized that I simply lacked the guts required 
even to be a communist. 

From that point on, I justified my being practically a bum, by the noble ideals, 
including Marxism, that I aspired to. I wanted such good things for the world, that 
people should excuse my not holding, a job, borrowing from them, etc., etc. Besides7 
some day I was going to write a book that would achieve the bloodless revolution.’; 

i 
Then, being a crackpot of the overly intellectual Variety, when the crackpot therapy, 
"Dianetics," came along, I got involved with that. But I was unique from the ! 
crackpots I have met in that field, in that I'm a whiz at reading-comprehension; I 

"’finish those tests that aren't supposed to be finished, in three quarters of the 
alloted time, and get all the answers right. 

» * 

I'll cut this sob-story short. I understood Dianetics, followed directions, and not 
surprisingly, considering that the technique has been developed by the empirical 
"scientific method" from the ground, up—1 got and am getting results. 

1 

.Okay, what results? 

I started as less than a communist and am at this point by practical definition almost 
a fascist—this latter qualified by the realization that the goal-motivated, free 
society envisioned by our Constitution is probably the sanest concept of government 
since the technically impossible attempts at democracy by the Greeks,some three- / 
thousand years ago. . g - 

•itm* 410103—j 



Now to set the stage for my first question, first let me define communism, fascism, 
etc. as they are understood in Dianetics. To a dianeticist, the ".natural" functional 
state of any sane and healthy person is indicated by the word, "enthusiastic." 
Dianetics postulates that the Good Lord did a mighty fine job of constructing us 
—enthusiasm as the normal state, then, for emergencies; different psysiological 
adjustments, nervous, muscular, vascular, glandular take place that are emotionally 
experienced as, indicatively: strong interest, mild interest, content, indifference, 
boredom^threatening, anger, veiled-hate, fear, grief, apathy, deepest apathy, death. 
From any of these psysiological adjustments the body is supposed to readjust itself 
automatically back up to enthusiasm; from "death," this seems to involve getting 
reborn. (You may not like this mechanical description; I know X don't, but it|s j 
convenient) Unfortunately, this readjustment is accompanied by several side effects 
that man, not understanding, has decided to dispense with:- apathy comes off with ! 
deep sighs; grief with bawling; fear with perspiration, "hysterical" laughter, etc; 
anger with violent activity. .Eidetic dayrdreams on the entire depressive situation 
seem a necessary part of reattaining enthusiasm. And every single damned one of } 
these things is treated by our society as uncouth, animal, something to be ashamed 
of, or a sign of weakness. Result: people don't readjust back up to enthusiasm, but 
instead, by the time they are in their teens/they are, on the average, chronically- 
depressed to anger, and by the time they reach maturity, they've become "intellectuals 
—too beat to fight openly, they start undermining, with big words and twisted 
conceptions. _ ^..r - : 

Political states are reflections, of emotional states. Our nation was conceived 
against a background of unbelievable freedom and potential wealth by men yigorous 
and alive eno.ugh to. carve a nation from a wilderness. Further, they were coalesced 
by a goal, thus mingling and augmenting their strength. They created a nation 
reflecting their temperament. • - - . 

Time, and to a great measure, freedom passes. The sick mores of Europe and its 
culture find their way to a no longer so vigorous United States. By the time of 
Teddy Roosevelt, the temperament of the people finds Best expression in the threat, 
"Carry a big stick'.," and in the anger—fasclsm--of the Cuban war. And fascism 
breeds veiled-hate and fear—communism: hiding behind m&keup-falsies-perverted ethics- 
foreign culture-intellectualism, to strike put de’viously at anything strong: as Marx 
would destroy FREE enterprise, from behind the facade of a glorious sounding, 
mathematically brilliant, intellectual tpur de force that, seeks' to impose nothing 
other than the CONTROLS which destroy"that' greatest beauty and strength of all—life. 
Next step down: the apathy of India, and until recently of China, who I believe took 
an upward step with communism, surged up, to fascism, and may damn well, if encouraged, 
continue right on up to free enterprise. 

Here, at last, is the question: 

To me a Communist is a sick person, who, I know can be cored. His sickness is, 
however, virulently contagious—yet'., the most direct source of his sickness is the 
fascist, -the man who scares the bejesus out of him. I recognize McCarthy as a far 
healthier man than a communist, and as a guidon of a vigorous resourgence of our 
nation. Yet, I know damn well that McCarthy has created more communists in this 
country, with the exception of Hitler, than any man since John Wesley managed to 
get castrated by some Washington businessmen twenty-odd years ago. Particularly, 
among Jews, who five, years ago .would have knocked your block off if you spouted 
communism—but who now, seeing, in McCarthy the rising American Hitler, and smelling, 
the stench of the furnaces from just beyond tomorrow, are now muttering unfamiliar 
phrases about controlled-economy, or, "wasn't Jack London's writing marvelous?," or, 
"you know, so-and-so (a commie) makes some sense at that....,"- to such an extent that 

since getting my boost from Dianetics, I feel ^nauseated- trying to talk to these people 
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who used to feel nauseated trying to talk to me. j 

Healthier than a communist, yes l—but Mr. McCarthy has split this nation into a 
million suspicious segments, while coaUcsing into a firm legion the previously j, 
constantly inter-squabbling factions of leftists. 

I was raised'under a dictatorship, my grandfather’s. 

Should I now, recognising the psychotic slime I became under that dictatorship to 
be a devious poison, ally myself with the more overt blackjack of McCarthyism? I 
Would that, according to your lights, make an honest American of me, or would it p 
not be a perversion of honesty itself? Further, those persons above anger, are i *'"* 
they failing their duty as citizens, when they fail to ally themselves with the * 
anti-communist movement which relative to themselves is destruction incarnate? ■ 
—or put it this way: J 

Jefferson, were he alive, today, but retaining the sanity of yesterday, would despise 
communism. But do you believe that he would deny the communists freedom of thought 
and belief, or would he veiw them as he viewed other men: when sick, sick through’ 
controls; when revolting, serving a» valuable function as a sympton of a sickness 
in* the society, HOT to be cured with the mankind-old cyclic fascist-commie-fascist- 
commie cure cf more CONTROLS, but with the new, 1776, United States cure of great, 
inspiring, rewarding, and ever higher GOALS and ever more FREEDOM to attain them? 

I'll answer this question for myself, by myself, but I'd like to know your thoughts 
on the matter. 

scond question: How? How the blue-blazes can a hospitalization insurance policy 
be jout on the market/ that would pay for lengthy hospitalization? If you insure a I 
group, frequently a single injury will wipe out the premium that was paid for thej 
whole group. From that time on, you are covering any subsequent injuries that may 
occup in that group, with money gained from premiums paid by other; groups—or by 
other people, for entirely different lines of insurance. A kid's playground in 

Jersey was insured early last year. The first day the playground opened, a boy 
\roke his leg. The doctor's bill was more than the entire season's premium, yet the 
protection lasted -for the rest of the year and paid for several other injuries. 

Or, let's look at it this way. The only money that comes into an insurance company 
is the money that people pay as premiums, plus the relatively small amount that ca!n 
be gained by very careful investments of a certain part of those premiums. Some of 
this money is spent on administrative costs; a little goes to the stockholders; J 
some goes into a legally required reserve.' The rest goes to pay loses. 

• (a 
The common practice is that if over 50% of the premium for a lineAis spent on losses 
the rate is raised or the conditions of the policy restricted. If only 30% of the— 
premium is being spent on losses, however, the premium is lowered or the conditions 
of the line broadened. 50% over losses might seem like a hell of a large margin of 
profit, but when you consider that in some companies it costs an average $2. (some¬ 
times more) to process every slip of paper concerning policies that comes into the 
company—and many of these slips mean money going out to an assured—that grand 
profit soon starts looking very meager indeed. 

I would say that on the average, the insurance men rank among the most moral and 
civic minded men in the country, and would nbp be associated with insurance were 
they not. 



They recognise the moral crime of cancelling a policy vhen a person becomes chronically 
ill, but they further recognise the yet greater moral crime of charging a premium • 
that could cover chronic illness, and by so doing, completely removing accident anel 
health insurance from the financial reach of the many people who can now receive atv 
least some benefit from it. 

If 

Mr. Sokolsky, if you or anyone else can find a means of providing broad health 
coverage at a premium rate that people can afford—just mention it in dulcet tones ! * * 
around an insurance company. The rigorous competition that exists between, these 
companies will have them all providing it within a year. 

The insurance companies are in the same position as the Red Cross. They provide a 
tremendous and frequently inspired service for our nation, but they are big, and thus 
a target, .and a few missfits make them appear fair game for anyone wanting to take 
potshots. But what*s the matter with a few potshots—except—the unprotected liver's, 
homes, and health of those who pay attention to them. j 

I*m not going to sign this letter for the simple reason that I can‘t see how my 
signature could do anyone any good, and I can see how it might do me a lot of harm. 

My best regards, and respect to you, sir. 
soon become a vague and amusing memory. 

May the need to avoid signing letters. 

P.S. One of the greatest rewards.of my boost by Dianetics, is the pleasure I can 
now get from reading |_column. That guy used to scare hell out of mej 
I could get sick simply by reading a few paragraphs of his writing. Now, although 
I darned frequently disagree with him, i get an invariable lift and a yak from the- 
vigour with which he expresses his point of view. And also find a wealth of sense 
in his writing, that I never before suspected to exist. ’ 

You, even while I was a commy, I could read. I thought, however, that you were a: 
sadly warped and treacherous sort of soul. i 

b6 
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'ANDARD FORM NO. 64 

‘ Office M.e 

* TO 8 DIRECTOR, FBI 

Um • “UNITED Si^l4,o“GOVERNMENT 

DATE: April 19, 1954/ 

““iPSM, NEWARK (105-636) „_r.,...-TT'-''r,,T;T/S)p 

*«■ AU.Jt.FVv/ 
spbjeci^^bbABD D1AMEIIC- HEHui** U- ~ 

^RESEARCH^FOUNDATION- 

13 I'+'SnW > 
Re Newark letter to Kansas City, dated 10/18/51, 

k_|____Lucataht-identity), |_ 
* | advised SA|_| on 2/l/5>i|. that he 
nact received cnanges of address oj>‘*the following organization 
and individuals believed^^sopiltted wi0>*that organization: 

ORGAn1mT£0N 

tfet- '“^uhhapd^Association, 51 
-jjcp-Hubbard Associates, 

'—"Hubbard Association of Scientologists 

FROM 

527 and 726 Cooper St, 
Camden, N. J. 

616 North Third St, 
Phoenix, Arizona 
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INDIVIDUALS 

Chief Scientology 

L. ro: BARD,^R. 

Mrs, L. R^HUBBARD, JR, ^ 

LAFAYETTEnRON^HUBBARD, 
or L. eBSUBBARD R|Q0RDED-34 

•6b — IfO/d" Ik 
cc/ (1) Kansas City REG. MAIL SE-22 &SLZLZDL 
cc/ (1) Phoenix (Encs, 7) REG. MAIL 

INDEXED-34 a APR 20 19K 
REM:MRA I 
REGISTERED MIL, 

COPIES DESTROYED *** Z7 

169 NOV 27 1964 y7 

*' '5 8 MAY 3 1b54 • \ 
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Letter to Director 
NK 105-636 

b6 
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For the information of the Bureau and Phoenix DividL on, 
reference is made to Newark letter to Kaisas City, dated 10/18/51,, 
captioned “Alleged Jlommunist Infiltration into ‘Dyanetics* School,' 
Wichita, Kansas, IS - Cn. Keferenced letter enclosed pertinent 
information concerning captioned matter to the Kansas City Division. 

Duplicate photostat copies of pertinent information 
concerning captioned organization are being forwarded to the 
Phoenix Division for their information, as follows: 

(2) WFO letter to Newark, dated 8/36/50. 
(2) Newark letter to New York, dated 12/2/56. 
(2) WFO letter to Director, dated 3/7/51* 
(2) Newark letter to Director, dated 3/21/51* 
(2) Chicago letter to Director, dated 4/20/51* 
(2) Kansas City letter to Director, dated 5/l5/5l* 
(2) Kansas City letter to Director, dated 10/1/51* 

It is suggested that the Kansas City Division furnish 
Phoenix with any additional pertinent infoimation in their files 
concerning captioned organization in view of previous investigation 
conducted by that office. 

KUC. 



standard form no. 64 V XZ.'\ 
v\ -fQ: 

Offiti Mm^mrn 
0Wf%m , ; 

■mS:: JtS /£";*'2’Cil/i awt 

DIRECTOR,, FBI 

-•> ,UNITBDrpf^|G6VgS.lSiaENT 

DATE: May .6, 1954 

5AC,. KANSAS CITY* (100-9410) 

.SUBJECT: f Hubbard 'dianetic7 _ 
V 'WSEKRCH foundation 

i.v% 

Reference Newark letter to Bureau, cc's to Phoenix 
and Kansas City;, .dated April 19> 1954. 

.For the information of the Phoenix Office ,•■ there 
•are being forwarded one copy of .Kansas City letter to Bureau 
dated October 1, 1951 and one copy of Bureau letter to Kansas 
City dated- October l6> 1951 ♦ 

^ The*se letters^are-entitled'"AEffiGED‘COMMMIS-T 
INFILTRATION INTO- ‘DYANETICS SCHOOL, WICHITA, KAILAS' - 3S-C". 

, _• .There is no further information- in the f,ile,s of 
the Kansas 'City: .Offlee'*'6X’value to. Phoenix in this regard. 

RUC. 

REGISTERED.MAIL 

DJW:bcl 

At t jf’pyfVTiC^ C5'iiWNED 

2 cc: . Phoenix (Enel*. - 2) (REGISTERED 

RECORDED • 32 
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V STANOARfffORM HO. «4 

ce MeWmndum 

•I- ■ ? ••■ ■ r 

"UNITED STAmsigGy,ERNMENTl 

‘DIRECTOR; .FBI 

?(j!SAC/CINCINNATI (100-New) 

DATEr-a/2^/55 

v&t, } uFOT;?; *Tf C«!• CONTAINED 
}$&!<> it ilfiCLASSirlED_ 

SUBJEC Hubbard association op 
SCI ENTOKlgLSTS^INTERN^ 
INTERNAL SECURITY' 

‘d'Oiy) 

J)K ^ Attached for e.ach the Bureau and' the Phoenix Office is 
one photostatic copy, of the following iteims Concerning, the cau¬ 
tioned organization: ' b* 1 ’ 

1. A. letter-of subject- organization"dated- 1/3/55 -at Phoenix, — 
Arizona., , , -r 7* 

'$ fcjJSi*'*' '■ " ■ '<•- - y-^' 
2. A four-page letter dated 6/12/54 pf subject organization 

addressed to the Better Business Bureau, Phoenix, Arizona. 
H> ' 

3.. Signed statement of SARA Nv,HUBBARD dated 6/9/51. 
K^y^lJL_esjrJ^u.U^l 

4. Signed statement of SAM N^HlUBBARD dated 6/11/51..,- 

fu/ 
These items are self explanatdrys''The photo static e 

were minde frnm nrl g-i-nnl s received .by this office on 1/10/55 fronr — » 
_of the Cincinnati. Ohio Bftbter Business . . 

■eau. 
.1 Wd. 

Av'lt 

,_.__ xt> huted tha^^^ject organization bases -Its success 
upon the work of L. RONvHUBBARD, reported author and scientist, 
whose work has previously been referred to as Dianetics. 
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The attachments are for the, i n format! on of the Bureau andtb^e/! 
Phoenix Office. At the request of the originals furnished 
by him were returned to him on l/l9/5b« One photo static copy- of£ 
this material is being retained in. the Cincinnati Office; 

\ Enclosure* -4 
l\ RCDiMAS/ 

—ACHBn 
U^CC:4hoenix (Ends) (BM) f.\ ci 100-11667 . . 

V RECORD ED-31 
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Gentlemen, 

I «» writing you in an effort to place in 
your hands the enclosed information which, 
needless to, say, you hare no knowledge of. 

I wishalso to ash for forgiveness for not 
getting this information to you sooner. We 
understood, that the.local Better Business 
Bureau would disseminate this information. 
This was hot; done, so we, ourselves, are 
doing it. 

dur endeavors in the field of DiahetIceland - 
Scientology are simple ones. - We wish to aid 
our fellow man in his goal to survive. We 
will be happy to service you or anyone you 
designate with proper information as this 
is a. small: part of our total operation. v 

The International Headquarters of Dianetics 
and Scientology is located here in Phoenix, 
Arizona. If a question ariees concerning 
qualifications of any of our auditors, we 
would be.only too happy if you would call 
on us. 



June 11, 1951 

I, Sara Northru$ Hubbard, do hereby state 
that the things I have said about L. Ron Hubbard 
in courts and the public prints have been grossly 
exaggerated or entirely false. 

I have not at any tine believed otherwise 
than that L. Ron Hubbard was a fine and brilliant 
nan. 

I make this statement of my own free will 
for I have begun to realize that what I have done 
may have injured the science of dianetics, which 
in my studied opinion may be the only hope of 
sanity in future generations. 

I was under enormous stress and my advisers 
Insisted it was necessary for me to .parry., .through 
an action as I have done. 

There is no other reason for this statement than 
my own wish to make atonement for the damage I may have 
done. In the future I wish to lead a quiet and 
orderly existence with my little girl far away from 
the enturbulating influences which havw ruined my marriage. 
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HUBBARD ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTOLOGISTS 

INTERNATIONAL 

North Third Street 
2* 

Phoenix, Arizona 

J ‘ ,-v\ Vv-\ i* June 12, 1954 

Better Business Bureau 
834 North; Central Avenue 
Phoenix, Arizona J i (" t ' 

Gentlemen: 

t 
«:* 

-A 
* » i r * 

y*' t- Wt’S 

For your interest, the Hubbard Association of Scien¬ 
tologists,; an Arizona Corporation, has brought-about certain 
changes in. Scientology, and of which we would like to acquaint 
you. • 

Scientology is described as a science of knowingness. 
It ,is' actually a modern approach, using mathematics and physics,, 
to the philosophic subject of epistemology. The goal of Scien¬ 
tology ^is to bring, about greater capabilities Jin human .beings 
such as increases in^recognition, memory, and •reaction time. 
Such =a sclec.e would of course address various .phenomena such 
as psychosomatic illness, aberration and behavior. 

The subject of Scientology is largely the work of 
L. Ron Hubbard, author and scientist, who began his work in 1932 
while a student of nuclear physics at George Washington University 
in Washington, D.C. Hubbard was also trained’ psycho-analysic 
in .Washington, D-C. by Commander I | (M.C.) WJ.S.N. who had 
studied personally with Freud ana who instituted psycho-analysis 
in the U.3. Navy -for use in flight suraerv._Hubbard was also 
trained by| __of St. 
Elizabeth*s, the government asylum at Washington; 

Hubbard's interest in the mind was from the standpoint 
of physical energy and, later,, anthropology. fA member of the 

'Explorer's Club in good standing for eighteen‘years, Hubbard ha* 
led several expeditions and has widely studied, in Asia, Alaska' 
and Latin America barbaric cultures for what they might reveal 
concerning the motivations of humanities. In -World War II he 
served with distinction as a naval officer and was selected to 
Naval Civil Affairs by reason of his knowledge of the Oriental 
psychology. 

In 1947 Hubbard published a book for the Gerontological 
Society and the American Medical Association called "Scientology 
A New Science." Politely received, the data yet remained un¬ 
studied and so unused and Hubbard eventually followed this orig¬ 
inal publications with an article in the Explorer's Club prof¬ 
essional journal. This article attracted the attention of many 
people, amongst them members of the Russian government. Hubbard 
saw a need to release * his work in more detailed form and, receivin 
an offer from Hermitage House, Inc., one of the better publishers 
of psychiatric texts, he consented to write<ai formal book. 
__ _ .. __ \ 

Here,if anywhere, Hubbard erred. Hermitage House in- 
.sis.ted on a popularized version and a more popular name for the 
subject (Dianetics).^apd Hubbard, foseeing no more than a few 

• thousand copy sale, :agreed. Hermitage House,’altering the manu¬ 
script and writing a new introduction (a fact'wRlch^bcea-ae—the ^ 
subject of a suit) unwisely chose to publish an article' about 
"Dianetics" by Hubbard in a pulp magazine. Hubbard,* as in the 
case of almost any nuclear physicist, often wrote-, for amusement, 
science fiction. Hermitage House desired to capitalize on this 
fact to gain a sale amongst those who were familiar with Hubbard's 
name... 

•m 
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The book, (called "Dianetics: Modern1 Science of Mental ' 

Health" startled the publishing world, and Hubbard, by climbing 
high into the best-seller listing of the New York Times and stay¬ 
ing there for months. Such instant popularity found Hubbard un¬ 
prepared for the floods of mail and pleas fori; help. 

jj, 

Hubbard, interested only in research, financially in¬ 
dependent without such royalties, was glad to;, listen to a proposal 
from one C, Parker Morgan and his publisher tjo let them form a 
Foundation to service this demand. Seven“trustees, of which 
Hubbard was only one, formed on June 1, 1950 the Hubbard Dianetic 
Research Foundation of Elizabeth, New Jersey.1’* Hubbard gave them 
the book and its royalities and returned to his own pursuits. 

* »i‘j 

This organization, however, pressed,heavily upon him 
for lectures and disturbed his own routine. Yet this corporation 
insisted on growing, forming other corporations in Illinois,Calif¬ 
ornia and Hawaii, each with a- duplicate directorate. 

In November, 1950 Hubbard became convinced that the 
corporation was not ;sound and that it would not attain to its 
professed goal of helping people. He attempted to withdraw his 
name from it and was variously inveighed against. He had only 
one vote in seven. Forced to leave it in possession and cont¬ 
inued use of his name, he retiredsin Decemberijto Palm Springs, 
Californ-ia where _he^set. up„a^mo.destr;research^laborat-orv-.- — Jil«though, 
he'did not seek them, many people began* to come to him in Palm 
Springs. This seriously impaired the business of the Foundations 
such ag that in Los 'Angeles for Hubbard: charged nothing. b6 

I. .« , „ b7C 
___Jin the Los Angeles 

Foundation and others were intensely provokedj.at Hubbard's with¬ 
drawal. Hubbard's wife, from whom he had been separated, also 
became incensed at him. For public appearance she had been a 
Foundation' director.1 With the obvious comingl'failure of the 
Foundations and with' it a failure of the income she drew from it, 
she .threatened Hubbard with public scandal if.^he; did not' support 
the Foundations. ' !,'♦ 

•' i i 

Hubbard, busy writing a, new book, refused to lend any 
credence to these threats or those of the Elizabeth board and 
went to Cuba where he completed a 125,000 word book in the next 
many weeks. As their young' child had always been under his, not 
her mother's care, the child .accompanied him. > 

True to her threats and those of the Foundation trustees, 
a great deal of‘scandal was stirred up. A receivership was gained 
in Los Angeles by this woman and the trustees’ito seize control of 
the Foundations and many statements were made'.;to the press. 

Hubbard made no statements of any kind during all this 
period and when he.became aware that they he,d;!been made, ordered 
his separated wife! to him, had her sign a confession to perjury 
(copy enclosed) and applied for and received a divorce from her 
without alimony to'.her. b 

Meanwhile the" Elizabeth Foundation over which Hubbard 
had never had gower beyond his {personality, sold itself to one 

an oilman in Kansas. ii 

Hubbard 
various 

i 

__moved the Foundation to Wichita, Kansas and 
aving completed his book, went to Kansas to settle 

affairs., ' f 

b6 
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Considering that _wished~onXy_tp make money from 
Dianetics, Hubbard sought to reform the attitude o’f the Foundations*. 
To accomplish this he supported himself ,in Kansas by writing, and 
lecturing and finally, after a few months, unable 



|_|answer was to file for bankruptcy within 
one month conceiving that the Foundations could not continue 
without Hubbard's support. | |bought the Foundations 
from bankruptcy as his personal property shortly after and 
continued them in business, but, unable to use Hubbard's'name 
or additional worfc, the organization The Dianetic Foundation 
of Kansas came to exist only as a shell, quite inactive today. 

b6 
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After resigning in early 1952, Htihhard came to 
Phoenix to visit his narents. likedthe citv and 

settled here. He 
opened a quiet office which became that fall (1952) the Hubbard 
Association of Scientologists. He had reverted "Pianettes" 
back to its original name, Scientology. 

. This organization was founded by some five hundred 
people in various parts of the world who had long been inter¬ 
ested in Hubbard's work. Publishing a few books locallyand 
issuing twice a month, the Journal of Scientology, the HAS 
has continued a quiet carrer in Arizona. It has opened up 
branch offices in Camden, New Jersey and London,.England. The 

_ ~3.&soc-i-at-i-on-ex-i-sts—to-pub'lirsfr-ma treTrfairTrelcffed to behavior 
and to train qualified people in Scientology. 

The HAS is the first organization in the field ol 
"Dianetics" and Scientology to be controlled by Hubbard. It 
pays its bills promptly as any Phoenix business firm with which 
it deals can attest, although any organization dealing with 
behaviour can attract hangers-on, there has been no consequences 
of this in the HAS. Hubbard's policy of quiet, orderly busi¬ 
ness and investigation is clearly manifested in the gneral 
good repute of the HAS in Phoenix. 

In so far as possible the HAS has sought to associate 
itself with steady and reliable people. It does permit its 
name and the name Scientology to be used by autonomous organi¬ 
zations, Such, called associates or groups, exist in many cities. 
They use HAS materials and pay a membership fee but otherwise 
have no connection. Whey they err financially or seem to hurt 
HAS repute, their membership is cancelled. This has happened 
recently in Los Angeles. The HaS has no other control over 
such persons. 

The addresses of the HAS are 806 North Third Street, 
Phoenix, Arizona,507 Market Street, Camden, New Jersey, 163 
Holland Park Avenue, London, England. The Camden and London 
offices are run by committees. 

>. - 
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The HAS, under the management of Hubbard, has a two 
year record of good repute and responsibility. It is aware, 
as is Hubbard, that the 1950 blatant ;use of Hubbard's name by 
early Foundations has often reflected against HAS progress.- 
It is aware of the mountains of publicity generated by the 
sudden and strange popularity of a book. The HA3 is also aware 
that it is the first’ organization controlled by Hubbard and that 
it enjoys good public reputation as well as; good credit. It 
is content to pay its way, has no great ambition to riches and . 
builds solidly as it goes. 

The^HAS^recent-l-y—r-entecLgnarters at 401-A East ROOS- b 6 
flvftlt and 616 North Third Street. b7C 
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Awakening recently to the fact that many of its. 
terested people were ministers, the HAS has assisted’ them tp*? » 
form.churches such as the Church 
Church of Scientology. Also, 

A 
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pointed out to him that the home organization of psycho¬ 
analysis, the Freudian’ Institute of Vienna, Was how in the 
Russian zone of Austria and desired removal,, Hubbard helped 
finance the organization of the "Freudian Foundation of 
America" to be offered to those in Vienna should they desire 
to avail themselves of it. In the latter and in the churches, 
the HAS has no further control or interest. 

As Scientology is proving it can do much for dis¬ 
abled veterans and others such as they, the HA3. may soon make 
Scientology available to the disabled as a public service; 

The HAS business gross is* about $10,000 a month; It 
has no profits or dividends. It .pays Hubbard's expense's ^n 
writing and investigation. It finances the-processing, with 
Scientology,of indigent and disabled people.* 

r*' ' 
There is ?no broadly stated medical opinion of -Scien¬ 

tology, mainly because it does' not in any way intend or pretend 
to encroach upon medicine. Its, field in the] study of Knowledge 
itself* and' its bene^ls are Vrnore closely allied to philosophy 
and religion,,than to^medicine or psychology.;1 If one "gets well" 
in the process of knowing.>mo re about himself1 or Mankind the 
benefit de'r*£yed;^ frbm>'knowiedge gained,, not treatment received. 

Aside, from offering, public?, services,, the .firm .two-. 
;To ' neithe r 

defend nor':a^t^Sck oh t he, .publ^lc,t;a^e .prut •folkeejr a 7©od, orderly 
house, f inari.cially ^and»-ethically soundi J 1 1 

, Since rely,»r » 
IBoard of. Directors 
tt.. _i r_1_•jL.r_ tologists 
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3/26/55 director, rax ($*■$mo WSWKBBL 
SAC, PHOBICX (100*4813) 
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(10*00) 

Re San Diego letter to Bureau, j/t/55< 
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HUBBARD* JR»» amt of ttia Operator* of fch* 
...» _£-‘ - * ‘ --tlonal, 

Jft+lfc6hkf 
Lead SA Ithal 

ad In'low WSiOgflSaioiitelJMSBo 
Hoot* Bhoenix, on 11/15/54* 

. , ^ - «| Jl * A at 410 and 4*3 E* Kooamlt _— - 
Exoopt for an abaenee Of about throe vooka around Christ¬ 
mas 195k whoa subject returned to ML a hone In California, 
ha has boon In attendant# at the aollogo eontinuously 
slnao that tine and la About to eoatflete a beginner*a 
soars# which ordinarily extends offer a period of two 
month.. Aeeordteg to Mrs* WRBZKBD* sabJeeVs atadlea w 
’will equip bin for handling eoneultatieaa as an "auditor 
In the Asaoelatlon of Scientologists whiah hare for their 

land apparently 
plana to re aura oners uffon sop<»* hla eourae. 

of the Hubbard Association of Saien- 
tolegiate, International, did i* Third Street* on 3/la£55 

all Vthat sab .loot reel dee in|_I 
Jle attending the Hubbard fi*-1 

a reaming house ia rantad by tha 
^ “ ■ - -- to 

tj f eas t anal deUaga* —* ■» -—-— -  -ir 
^ Hnbbard A#*«eiatieo of Seiastslogiats, Iatawtlonal» to a 

aeeenmedate atudants vhe ara attending the Hnbberd fro— A/ 

*=c 
o 

fesalemal Cottage* 

With regard to the Hubbard Aaeeeia blent ef Seientolegiats, 
International* attention la dyseeted to Newark letter to 
Bur«»u ittii S/21/S1 «ntttH?^ro»*RP P**»gI0 1kffjf., 
pnnwnAT'TOff, tmct. is-R" wherein sue following i» Fwpeweot 

JSa..«, seQ 
eel Sen Diego (100-4179) 

REGISTERED 

*<* b®COPDED 
181 APR 4 1955 
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Jof tho abovo foundation, with offices 
at 27i? Hornn Avonuo, Blizaboth, ITowJorsoy, roportod 
tho foundation was act up about l-lay 1950 to furthor thp * 
work Of B. BOIf HUBBARD, auditor, whoso book ontitlod 
,(DianptloS,]r had boon publishod about two yoara previous 
ahd had boon very woll rocoivod by thp public* Accord- 
inn tol I "Diane tics” is a now approach to, tho 
treatment of many physical and.vnnntnl .llinessos without 
tho use of dr»E3 Op medicine*. | ptatod tho founda¬ 
tion is anticommunist in ltd wori* and had boon criticized 
in Communist Party publications,, 

The publication ontitlod "Sho Gold on Dawn**, issue 1-0A 
(no date), published by tho Church of Scientology, reports 
its business office in Phoenix: at 616 H. Shlpd Street and 
mooting placo in Phoenix at Jj.03 2* Roosevelt* It also . 
notbs -tho Church of Scientology operates on its. own erood^; 
It Is completely independent of tho Hubbard. Association of j 
Scientologists, International’V This issue of "Tho Goldon/ 
Hawn1* is contained in, Phoohix filo 105-117*25* 

/ 

Photostatic Copy of a 30 ttor dated 6/l2/5ij. to tho Eott/v* 
Business Buro.au> Phoenix, Arizona, on letterhead of tj 
Hubbard Association of Gciontoloitiate* Internationalj 
Phoenix, by 
tology is doccrfcoa as a ccionco 1ST 

»ovoals in pari 
"Kfipwingneo s * 17 
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actually a mddarh approach, using mathematics and pW», 
to the philosophic subject. of opi stoomology, tho goaM 
cciontolpgy is to bring about groatop^ capabilities imp7 
beings, such as increases in recognition, monory andjrd 
action time* Cuch a science would of course addresses' 
phonomona such as psyobosometic illness, aberration end 
bohayibP* / ' / , j 

tin Hovor&c»Wl950, HUBBARD bocamo convinced that the* 
corporation "“THubbara Bianotic.. Research Foundati on of 
bothi^ileH.Jersey* formed 6/i/$0) was net soundTSnd^thaV 
would, aiot attain to its professed goal of helping poopj 
Ho attempted to withdraw his name from it and was vail/ 
inveighed against* Ho had only one vote in sovon* *Y 
to loavo it in possession and corttinuod Uoo of his nay n 
ho rotirod in Bocombor to Palm Springs, California, tf '< 
ho opt up a modest rocoarch laboratory* Although hb, J>k 
hot cook thorn, many pooplo bogan to come to him in Palij] 
Bprings. SJhis cprlQU3ly impaired the business of the 
foundations such as that in Bos Angelos for HUBBARD - 
chargod nothing* 

■7 
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^Aftor rcsifnln;:* IFJPt^D cano to Phdorilx to visit his 
fthn fli±2i Star* Withl_ _ 

___ _I ila eftonod xi 
quint office Which bccar.o that fall $1952) too Hubbard 
/xs.qcihtferi of( fcientalo-iata, **« 

’’{this er£aniaaiioh whs founded by ccr?6 five hundred 
people, lii v&Hjzxp parts of too world who had lon& boon 
interested In MEE/rD»o wort:* Fubliphlns ft tm bodba 
locally and i^bMrf! twice ft r.Cnto* too tTournal of 
Goi-ontolo0y.f too Jfe hoo. continued o quiut carder in 

-Arizona*. in- hhft^5pohod up. bnftnsrh offices in Cmsden*. 
How Zor soy end London* Hnclftnd* ♦•’ha association oiSLfttft ” 
to publish fcfttciial roiatod to behavior and- to train < 
qualified pocplo in Helen tolocy* #** *• 

2ho above photostat letter of 6/12/51}. was furnishodNhy 
too Cincinnati Office having boon rcado from ort H.naln. 
yfiettvod bf that office on 1/10/55 from I_I * 

Of too* Cincinnati, Chic* Bettor Businafta 
toriau.-:- •' 

b6 - 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

I none interviewed by agones or tno vmcaco 
office as cozrflainantc Iri record to possible USa of 
too Hubbard Piano tie ft Fosearch Foundation and indi¬ 
viduals connected with It for influencing ,pationto'u 
to Join too' Ctostunist Party*' ‘fhay explained that too 
foandatibn* a function is to treat by* heftos of ^psycho- 

trained by too Hubbard ..Foundation Who have audiences with 
too patients Over a porlod of ttt&* Sho perrplainanta ex- 

Wito tho patients especially toss the tre atr.cn t is succoftc* 
ful* oral-opined that if too f,audit.ors,f arc. Cotoruntftto* tfcaj 
could 'cehcolvably inflitcr.eC the patients ftloftp Cennunici 
linoa* Ccrelcinanta noted* however* in their opinion* 
too national Office of too foundation is attempting to 
weed out •Cctsrunlsts* 
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lliforratioh ccncornins tho Hubbard A^tooiatlpn of 
'Scientologists$ International> and tlio potontial pro- 
contod for cub;! 6 at to dicponno Cc-rfciUnin.t Party propaganda 
and influence* if 06 inclined* ia cot forth for Ipf ornu- 
tion of fob PiOrjP* £1x13 o it appears .cabjfoot*o voal^oriQci 
i& Phootii^c la temporary, it is ouf^oot'Od that Con J&ogb 
continue as Offiao Of Origin. 2Iq iurthor apiicn is 
Oontorplatod byPhooniz. 

: nua • 

^ » 
* * 
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RECORDED* 72 
i Honorable. Carl Hayden 1 United States Senate 

Washington, D* C, 

2Iy .dear Senator: 

Hay 17, .1955 

PERSONAL MR QMfKMNTIAl 

5>!pa'3B£-Hp 
Il3fev- 

Tour letter dated Hay 11, 1955, has been 
received, Tour courtesy and interest in referring 
this matter to my attention are indeed appreciated,. 

While t would like to be of assistance in 
connection with the request directed to you by a 
member of the Arizona State legislature, I can only 
inform him that information contained in the files 
of this Bureau is maintained as confidential in 
accordance with a Departmental regulation, I dm sure’ 
ho id 11 understand lay position as well as the necessity 
for this regulation, and no inference will be drawn 
because of ny inability to be of assistance that we 
do or do not have in pur files, the information he-has 
requested• 

As of possible assistance to you and for 
your confidential information only, nO investigation M 
has been conducted by this Bureau concerning the£ g ^ 
Church of Scientology, - s H 

_—TT V ~ 5 <= 
/ \ COMM "* \ Sincerely yours, *• ^ 

\ tv\A?Y X ^ 1 / Z. Ed.rar Ecovor . M ST 
Bmm \* z 

I cc - Phoenvcc MAltED 23 

E&jar Ecovor 

/ (/ SAC, PHOENIX: 
Tolson if.i j f *,T' „ 
BoarJjnan —2*j& ■ i 1 t -V* o„_ 

ben 
^BelwShi. 

- --/ 

:-nl ° 
55? - 

03 ^ 

IT 

& -sc 

2 

f Mohr ^ 
1 Parsons 
I Rosea _ 

Winrcyrow4 * 
TeVefRoo^ 

*’* Senator Hayden1 s letter stat.ePfc *\*« 

IHX-have rreceived -^-request from, 
Arizona. State Legislature for^ah^or motion 'about the 
background1 of tfteyirganizati oncknomn ygi tfte Church 

\J * ‘ ' 'iw , * ^ * ' Iws 

311953 
t f £<?,<? pcpe 5j WK 

-,r V V 
r- , I • i' . it 
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of Scientology, whose local address is listed as 
East Roosevelt Street, Phoenix, Arizona', 

nT am further informed that an organisation with * 
the above name was said to be listed in the local 
Phoenix, Arizona, newspaper as Being connected with 
communism* X would be obliged to have whatever 
information your office■ may have about this organ¬ 
isation and its activities,n - : 

■Bufiles reflect that the Church of Spientologji 
Is mentioned in your letter' pated 3-28-55 entitled | | b6 

wa,, SM—C, 11 Phoenix file 100—4813, £85—31874—44) b7C 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 
j- * ^ * t 

* Afore-mentioned Phoenix letter reports that the 
Church of Scientology■ has a business office located, at 616 
North. Third Street, Phoenix,, and.' a meeting place at £03 East 
Roosevelt Roadj Phoenix, Furthermore, the Hubbard » 

Association of Scientologists, International, whose headquarters 
.are at 616 North Third Street, has a school located at 403 
East Roosevelt Road, literature of the Church of Scientology 
claims that it is completely- independent of the Hubbard 
AOMciation, of Sclientolog$stSi. An official of the latter 

« organization stated that'the "orgahization has for'its purpose 
the instilling of self-confidence and removal* of mehtal 

. problems in individuals. Another official reported that the 
.foundation is anti-Communist and has been criticized in 

’ Communist publications, , . 

* . The files, reflect that Senator Part Hayden,, Chairman 
of Senate'Appropriations Committee, regards the Bureau highly. 
In April, 1955, he asked SA Gordon Nease to remind the Director 
of the assistance: that Senator Hayden rendered in securing 
funds to start the identification Division,, Although review of “ 
Bufiles fai.led to, substantiate this information, a cordial 
letter in that connection was sent to Senator Hayden, 

(94-4-1227-24) 
Salutation per Reading Room, It is. noted that 

correspondence does not pertain to appropriations committee 
business, An„ original anfl copy of letter being sent to 
Senator Hayden in view of the note on his letter that original 
and copy be. sent, - 

)f<: 
2 - 



^ARU HAYDEN, 

RICHARD B> RUSSELL* GA. 
DENNIS CHAVEZ, N.MeX.. 
ALLEN/J* ELLENDER^LA. 
LISTER HILL, ALA. 
HARLEY M. KILGORE. W. VA. 
JOHN L. MC CLELLAN, ARK. 
A. WILLIS ROBERTSON, VA. 
WARREN O. MAGNUSON, WASH 
SRESSARD L. HOLLAND, FLA, 
JOHNSTENNIS, MISS. 
EARLE C. CLEMENTS, KY. 

ARIZ., CHAIRMAN ^ 

STYLES BRIDg2W | 
LEVERETT SALTOlV 1. MASS. 

^ MILTON R.YOUNGj%Jk. 
WILLIAM F. KNOWLANBTCALIF. 
EDWARD J. THYE, MINN. 
Joseph r. mc carthy. wis. 
KARL E. MUNDT. S. DAK. 
MARGARET CHASE SMITH, MAINE 
HENRY C. DWORSHAK, IDAHO 
EVERETT MC KINLKY DIRKSEN, ILL.. 
CHARLES E. ROTTER, MICH, 

EVERARD H. SMITH, CLERK 
THOMAS J. SCOTT, ASST. CLERK 

'Jttlnxleb ^£>{<x{e& Senate 
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 

May 11, 1955 

'^Mr.ToIsonJ 
2/TMr. Boardw? 

Mr, Mohr_ 
Mr. Parsons__ 
Mr. Posen_ 
Mr. Tamm__ 
Mr. Sizoo™_ 
Mr. Winterrowd- 
Tele. Poom__ 

I Mr. Holloman_ 
miss Gandy _ 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
^Director 

federal Bureau of Investigation 
^^pepartment of Justice 

Washington 25, D. C. 
'/ 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

y received a request from a member of 
thgffipizona.State Legislature for information 
about thg^background of the organization known 
as thefcChurch, of.. Scienfc,pJLogy. whose local addres as ^newLhurch- of_. ScienfcqiQgy, whose local address 

» is- listed, as East Roosevelt Street, Phoenix, 
Arizona. 

I am further informed that an organization 
with the above name was said to be listed in 
the local Phoenix, Arizona., newspaper as being 

i;,connected with communism. I would be obliged 
fto have whatever information your office may 
’have about this organization and Its activities. 

Yours very sincerely. 

^iisrcr _ _ u-s. s. (Y^T^rm 

record® - //* 

IrtSrn JK i!X> SO ». 

P« $. Please ziMress reply fo me» 
sepdtog me original and one copy. 

* * * 

I?/ 

t n 



.* J * 
f J^n/TA a Qarq[ v 

! . 

.^i | r’”'* '* ., „ « * U j \ l f\lUuD 
!■ j\ J- ».»*• •'» - '" : , , -j. 

hEIUrt is OwCLAsiS.rltfl 
, date^^I—BYJ^Jaei0^ 
,' £/* /v»r x>esTti«y 



1826 R St NW 
Washington, D.C. 
July 11, 1955 

TO THE PEDERAIi JBUREAU BOP INVESTIGATION 
COMMUNI ST/*CTI VI TIES <7, / 

PROM L. RpHubbard L« P V J Z. 
SUBJECT Further information on attack on Hubbard Assn 

of Scientologists of Phoenix, Arizona 1 
Ref. First report of last week. 

Information has just been received here that one 
of the major contributing factors in the attack upon 
and collapse of the Hubbard Assn, of Scientologists 
in Phoenix Arizona was an accountant. 

Named |__|this accountant first came to 
the organization | lvolunteering to assist in 
)accounting and income tax matters. A tax return was 
fijiven him for filing with the IRS. This tax return 
ijwas then reported by the IRS as never having been 
jfiled and was then filed again by registered mail. £ 

© i 
Co 5C 

Uj g I 
Co 5? 

f3 

Or • j j; 

b6 
b7C 

Co ^ 

\: 

rH His presence insisted upon by I | 
rs Ca| | this proceeded, in the absence 
’id @~|of the treasurer and without her permission,4 to delve 
':C^into the books of the Assn, on the pretext that they 

>-were in serious error. He pretended to'discover many 
> ^.omissions and cast a serious shadow on the organization 

directors except| Many rumors were started by 
"oo; this| | which had no foundation in fact. 

~ T] Finally_brought into the picture a 
reputed to be from the IRS. Before employees in several. 

*-u visits! [alleged that I, while a director, wss 
4 j£p actually engaged in some dark and underhanded activity 
-i3»,and had used the organization as a blind and that I was 

in serious trouble with the IRS which, in consulting 
the main office, is apparently not the case, there 
being no reason for it. 

/Panicked bv thisl_[the organization 
directorsj I spent little 

f) time on thair animal, duties and fl-nant snis six weeks 
\f *&( t1* involving themselves with this which 

by reason of such inattention, but th,e organization 
off;from. immediate income and stopped all outgoing. 
corre'spond'enc.e and activity, quite ^gjifficient in this 
case to destroareartfRlffiScSfil is wha.-p\ happened. ” 1 . 

/: 
^b6 
Nb7C 

n 
lb7C 
Kv I 
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and activities the organizationyiad 'for with its local n I 
credit destroyed and without) TB^klffershlp 

iQR.U 7 4/. ,• . ( l>j'- 



at Wichita .in or around April, of 1951,- possibly May. 

natn-raT:?0^5?»a*i- in j J' a writer from Canada 
naturalised in the us and living in Los Angeles 
and a heavy foe of Dianetics and Scientology for 

?^trSv.a'oi;h0U^h4.preSfn^iriffr tn h<a .involved with it 
a£d JatJ gfI I Sara Hollister 

+?+otheIs.of stated Communistic leanings, made the 
statement in writing many times that the IRS was 
atter me and the organization, a thing which a 

IPS £filed to' disclose. Thus the pattern 
intention? +S t?e+IRS or spreading rumors about the 
intention of the Internal Revenue Service has been 

?b?tJnUJd-S:n+-ConJirm®d and is at thjLs time evidently c°^tributmg factor in ending the life of the 
Hubbard Association, of Scientologists. - ■ 

an. best of my recollection the accountant 
_I appeared in the organization about three 
the first despatch*was sent to the Department 

t ^ varef concerning % solution to brain 
oay^after^bhe first despatch* was sent to the Depar 

Defense^ by wire,3 concerning > solution to brain 
w sliing, I can establish this more accurately 

aSfaccSmS?’ “ 1 Ca”’ P°SSeSsion' 

ard 

Notes To the best of my knowledge and belief and having 
^|een lately someecopies^of its' accounts and seeing^~ 

fp" audit of them at this time, there is nothin/? 
whatever in error about or suspicious about these 
accounts. They are the ordinary routine accounts 
0 a business of the type the Association is engaged in. 1RH 



oollfpS68’ alreaay involved in the Humphrey suit 

wf1‘e due t0 the government until 
^55 and as adequate time remained 

and is being used to make these reports, the introduction 
«LL? ?nee.acC0Untant aSai^st the wishes of the 
IR? and the interjection of a supposed 
PWnf? :Jh2„may very wel1 be « IRS agent iS 

^wiSKrS«"“’ 
the Wichita Foundation in 1952 £ll Sided S Ih2“ 

wtet thSlES wSflo*0 5KS a“a mU°h rUmor 0°™***inS 

^/?! itsel?' 
d?d°An+ and a,t'taoks and when contacted hy myself 
The currmt'Jt.^0’ anything about the matterf 
is +Jta?Bo°S these organizations however 

i However £ p^ca^r4 

syss =fnyM^i°fiSern 
are new and strange ti my experience with the^RS.- 

n t. however, the accountant at the Elizabeth 
fy|* Foundation in 195Q was contirm»d in eamlnmiinni 

a rev^U^ln£ bSt+er saoarity and^eSLlng-1 
the Itl Tf the as Chairman of the Board? 
the post I occupied in 1951 with the Wi#chita 
Foundation, was refused. I insisted on, then 
\lleTde^eCi;0r Clleck being mad eenr. -^-psormel of 
whom I was not sure. Sir®ie- 
the Elizebeth and the1 Wichita Foundation registSea* 
positive oh Communist leanings. The registfa* 
1__--—__l (Sp?;) refused the test and disanneared « 
ine accountant whose service had extended over both 

disappeared ^HilTnamf^ nerT0US> refused the test and disappeared. His name is not now known to me. 

a++onl Thus I? have a continued parallelism in these 
attacks on Dianetics and Scientology in accountant 
Accountancy was a target in 1950,- 1951 and 1955 7* 
suettUntanlS stranS® to the organization or of 

som|paJ^neSr^e-pumrrSftLSle^ent 

registered positive on Communism1 in the police check 
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L. Ron <IjfoBBARD, D.D., Ph.D. 

- - - • - - - Box 242 
Silver Spring, Md. 
July 29, 1955 

TO THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Communist Activities Division ^ 1 i**r',r ^'' T"'l >M * j *»J 

Ref - my earlier correspondence* ‘ - ‘ %, »' 'Act 

Gentlemen: 

Mil-'- ■ 

,, niMTf " 

, M : 4 V l * V« 

Having gotten on a somewhat more even keel after 
the collapse of the organization in Phoenix, Afizona 
(the HASI) and having begun operation in the East 
with more public success and enthusiasm than I am 
used to, I have a better perspective on what occurred 
in Phoenix. - - 

The attack on the HASI, like the attacks on the 1950 
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation found psychiatry f 
and Communist connected personnel very much in 
evidence and both active with defamation and very * f 
unreasonable - and unsuccessful - attack. 

itJ, 
But something has now occurred which seems strange/|5n|^! 

at this juncture and entirely too pat. I have recervjja IfTj 
from an unimpeachable source an invitation to go to rlajVnj«1* 
Russia. 1 have been told that this would be as easy 
as taking.- a taxi to the airports ? ' 14 1' ^ 

But~*the oddity of this invitation is that the pergqi&f i> \ 
extending.i„t,^.eyidently-on behalf„of„ the..Rus.sian^ . „ / 

" governments would* hot1 kno^‘ anything hbout' the trouble ^ 
in Phoenix. He obviously has no connection with anything^ * 
or anyone in Phoenix. Further, he knows little or nothing ) 
of Dianetics and Scientology and their organizational Vr J *■ 
history and would not know, by any usual means, what / 
occurred in Phoenix. Out of the blue, on an acquaintance / 
with me from many, many years ago he locites- me here, 1, 
is very quiet and casual and then;:gradually works into «" 
the Russian situation and finally, with a burst, of * * / 
enthusiasm confides in me that 'in'view of. the state / 

,of my organizations in the United States (about which — 
he would really know nothing in fact), and in view of ' i 
the uVs'i public attitude toward me .(which is in actuality 
rather good considering) and iii view of the fgct that I- 1 
"am a cinch to be ruined by all the people who., hate me * 
in Internal Revenue" there is "really nothing left for 
,it but to accept this Russian offer.1 

SEE REVERSE.FOR 
ADD. DISSEMINATION.^. 

\ . 

*m-.. 

AUG10 »SS^ 
\X>) 

[UtihlC 

W 



li. Ron Hubbard, D.D., Ph.D. 

In the greatest spirit of friendship and comeraderie 
it seems that I can go to Russia as an advisor or a 
consultant and have my own laboratories and receive very 
high fees. And it is all so easy because it has already 
been ascertained that I coijld get my passport extended 
for Russia and all I had to do was go to Paris and there 
a Russian plane would pick me up and that would be that. 

Indeed I suppose that that would be that. 

This is my third invitation to go to Russia. The first 
was extended to me Jay a member of Amtorg in New York in 
1938 who knew of my work in the field of the mind. The 
second occurred less directly in 1948 after, some personal 
difficulty. This third has come when the Phoenix organization 
has been coll^pged and it would not be known th&t it did 
not influence my own affairs as much as it might be thought. 

With this some of the personnel connected with the 
rBCftnt Phoonix trouble has now drifted into Washington. 

| the girl connected with |_| in Seattle 
'has arrived here. I I although an officer 
in Phoenix se'ems either the effect of that activity or pj, 
assisted it and is here, busy on the phone eight hours a ' - 
day with local calls in an area where he has never lived. 

| also an officer in Phoenix, has j , 
xxKeva.se arrived ana is likewise busy on the phone but ^‘^7/ 
neither of these last two seem prone to do any work but — 
are very busy, spreading disquiet amongst the personnel 
connected with me here. Two youhg men, also strangely 
nonnp-otp.fLarrived here and were sent home by me quickly - 

~1 both formerly of Hollywood - 
thpy 6.y-rtvftd anxious to ’discredit, the -better people in ~ ‘ 
the organization. | | has come here and*has 
many rumors with which to upbet Washington .personnel - 

Hwill be recalled as the minister recently deported.. < 
from England by the Home Secretary; I have just stopped 

from~”further defiance of English law on behalf of 
his "fiance" in London and further discrediting of 
Seidntology in the English papers. 

In short I have my hands a little full but unless 
such people actually can stir up great trouble we will 
survive easily and well. I am trying to disperse them 
from the area. 

b6 
,b7C 

I suppose when the Russian-inclined ’’friend" finds that 



L. Ron Hubbard, D.D., Pir. D. 

my desires to travel in and work in Russia do no.t 
exist, I can expect more violent measures. 

I have not given you the name of this contact because 
he is a little too highly placed on the Hill and 
because it may be that he is acting in an entirely 
friendly way and-it may be, as I sometimes learn, 
that $he fate of Scientology and its adventures 
has good word of mouth. I would not submit you 
an irresponsible report which then might ffind me 
under the TV cameras telling one of this man's 
committees why I reported Jaim as a Communist because 
I do not know that he is - I only know that he and 
his influence has been quite liberal and in all 
the smoke of the Summit he may be carried away 
with enthusiasm. But he did know, when no possible 
reasonable way existed for Kim to know too much 
about the activities of a subject about which he 
professes to know nothing and he has made several 
allusions to my possible fate in the Uni£eth States, 
rather benign threats. / yZ? 
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L. Ron Hubbard, D.D., Ph.D. 

W Box 242 
/ Silver Spring, Md. 
. Sept. 7, 1955 
J TO THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Communist Activities « 
jrt r ^ £ 

Gentlemen: A /fan Hubbf>\ 

A series of sudden insanities and disturbances 
in Dianetic and Scientology groups reached seven 
last week on the Vfest Coast. 

In Atomic Energy’s Richland, Washington a 
young boy who had never been tyea-hefl virt-fch tvs arpt-s qq 
or Scientology but whose father I is 
the local Scientology group leader in Richlanc 
suddenly and mysteriously became insane, so 
suddenly and so thoroughly that the head of the 
institution for insane in- Richland, evidently 
of good security, sus]5eats the use of LSD, the , . 
insanity producing ding so favored by theAPAv. 
Two of our ministers in that area at my request; . 
went further \ into the situation and by means^ye 
will not d&tail recovered from the boy information 

cf® of which his family had been entirely ignorant. 
On instructions to find the "other psychiatrist" 

to our ministers by this means located an unsuspected 
.fri one in Atomic Energy' s front yard, a man who had 
r i been the construction company doctor during the as building of Richland and who had then turned 

J (H | Psychiatrist and whose name strangely enough is 
-(jr). \_l(sp?). The boy had evidently hsfcd some 

association v/ith this man before this sudden 
onset. 

i With this information not yet cool long 
distance from San Francisco Bay Area notified 

" , -— us of the sudden, and inexplicable descent into 
insanity of one Wanda Collins. She is ravingly 

~■ ..u insane and yet was completely sane a day ago. 
—Her people and our people cannot account for a 

missing nine hour period just before thi^onsai, 
,Vrm ehmjtld be intefested in this because]| 

resisted from the Communist Partv some 
Ymi eheijild be intefested in this because 
_| resigned from the Communist Party some . 

time ago, foreswore it and tried tos.make~ amends' 
with Scientology and wduM be. a.logical candidate • 
for an LSD attack. 

a 

Concurrently with this in Phoem^Arizonja 

71 SEP 2 0195$ 
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L. Ron Hubbard, D.D., Ph.D. 

was suddenly arrested"for our 
practising medicine without a license'1, and this 
is very odd because he is the first Dianeticist 
or Scientologist in five years of world wide 
operation to be so accused. He could not have been 
practising medicine because Dianetics and 
Scientology seek only to assist able people to 
improve their talents- and hasee no interest in 
sickness or insanity. He was arrested and without 
any search warrant all his papers and letters were 
seized even down to blank typewriter paper and 
were carried away, a fact which places this matter 
nuite solidly in the field of the F.B.ID1.. | | 

I lis a half-blind deaf old man. He was once a 
chiropractor but has long since ceased to be one. 
He was told by the County Attorney that the 
County Attorney meant to "get to the bottom of 
this thing about Hubbard and Scientology." 

The "bottom of the thing" can be found in 
"Who Knows and What" and "Who's Who in the East" 
in the local library or from bookstores which 
carry my books. My own life is about as hard 
to investigate as a white rock on a summer'd 
day. 

It is not uncommon in the past five years to 
have judges and attorneys mad-dogged at about what 
a terrible person I am- and -how-foul is Scientology. 
Persons never named or available step in, spread 
violent tales and accusations and vanish. This 
mad-dogging has evidently been done at this 
County Attorney to prompt such a foolish action. 
This makes the third civil official in that area 
to go off half-cocked about Scientology. 7/hen 
it is all done and Scientology has been neatly 
ruined by the newspapers in the area and when 
all the charges have been quashed there is no 
one from whom any recompense can be drawn. "It 
was all a mistake" • 

In 1950 the Dianetics Foundations were 
violently attacked and discredited. The 200 
Foundation employees, when screened, yielded 
35 Communist-connected persons. That done the 
commotion stopped. After three quiet years in 
the Phoenix area we forwarded to the Defense 
Department data on brain-washing. Instantly 



. 4 » L. Ron Hubbard. D. D., Ph. D. 
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we ‘became -the subject of violence. Pour people 
were seized "by psychiatrists in that area to 
date and to this day so far as I know are 
still being held, their sanity shattered. 

After we so informed the Defense Department 
about brain-washing technologies in our hands 
and offered them, we have been in a state of 
siege. Understand that we accuse the D.D. of nothing.^ 

Psychiatrists as far north as Seattle 
have said they were "out to get every Scientologist." 
An Internal Revenue official has used those 
very words before witnesses and said he was going 
to get to the bottom of this thing in Phoenix. 
People in suspicious condition vie re sent from 
one place in Southern California to be "treated 
by Scientology" for insanity and yet we have no 
interest in treating anyone, especially the 
insane. Novi two more people go suddenly and 
inexplicably insane in widely different places 
both the dame way. All manner of defamatory 
rumors have been scattered around about me, 
questioning even my sanity which is fortunately 
a matter of good record with the Navy as by 
statement "having ho psychotic or neurotic 
symptoms whatsoever." 

I. have a wife and.,.three little kids. I have, 
a good many thousand people scattered around the 
world trying to help their fellow man and I am 
responsible for these people. I am trying to 
turn out some monographs on matters in my 
field of nuclear physics and psychology for 
submission to the government on the subject of 
alleviating some of the distress of radiation 
burns, a project I came east to complete. This 
lawless and brutal attack on Scientology now 
spreading evidently to three states will probably 
not end until a great deal of injustice and 
human suffering has occurred. 

Would you please discover for me or for 
yourselves the exact names and whereabouts of the 
persons whose statements inflamed the County 
Attorney in Phoenix in arresting a half-blind old 
man and seizing all his books and papers. If 
we have those names and if we trace them back 
vie will have someplace to start on this madness 



L. Ron Hubbard, D.D., Ph.D. 

-fe* *'' 

which now reaches into three states. Can you 
do this for us? 

I am getting additional copies of the material 
which was offered to the Defense Department since 
that agency has not acknowledged or returned 
anything shipped to it about brain-washing and 
when I have these copies I will send one to you 
for this is the only starting place I know about 
for this outbreak and the matter, while far from 
conclusive at least tells me that something went 
astray which was dangerous in the wrong hands. 

Could you please have your Phoenix office 
obtain the names of the people who defamed us to 
the County Attorney? Your Bay Area and Richland 
offices have already been apprised of the incidents 
in those areas.. N 

Hubbard 



£ Hlubbarcrlkssociation df Sximtolo^csJlntematianat" * 
(Incorporated in the State of Arizona, U.S.A. and registered in England) 

BRUNSWICK HOUSE, 83 PALACE GARDENS TERRACE, LONDON, W.8. CABLES: ‘SIENTOLOGY LONDON.’ TEL: BAY 5780 AND 4294' 

16th December, 1955* 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
Constitution Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.O., 
U.S.A. 

Gentlemen: 

£ 

We are enclosing our printing of what appears to be a 
Communist manual on Psychopolitics. ** 

This was compiled from Communist sources for use of our 
research department and people. 

It may be that we will, also use this in anti-Communist 
campaigns. 

As there is evidently a copy of Psychopolitics in full 
- view in the Library of Congress, you evidently do .not classify 
this subject. 

.We have been seriously hurt by Communists and Communism 
and we see nothing wrong in our using their tactics against 

■iif • RECORDED-gl 
/ Should you run into this manual .onJbQH. to-brainwash 

people you will now be able to recognize it as*printed arid 
distributed by an anti-C<5im^Sn|^|^roup ^r ^ejgggreseaxcbu 

INDEXED - 9 b6 
b7C 
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ton Hupbari 

■EN^clp-attaghb^ 

HUBBARD 

ResideminftKn l bccept service of processes and notices : GEO. WICHELOW, 20 CHEPSTOW VILLAS, LONDON, W.2 
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IjomirFffiees on TuHITcation 
The First Church of Christ, Scientist 
207 Falmouth Street 
Boston, 25, ^Massachusetts 

b6 
b7C 

JDear 

Tour letter dated February 3, 1956, has 
been received; and X sincerely appreciate your 
interest in writing• 

in the Very near future; a representative 
of our Boston Off ice will contact you concerning the 
,matters mentioned in your communication« 

' ’ Sincerely yours. 

2lv John Edgar Hoover 
Director* 

co - Baltimore, with ebp^yypf incoming 
2 cc*s - -Boston, with tw\(tfcfp.ies of incoming 

ATTENTION. SAcYdOSTON: You will note that the 
copies".of correspondentletter indicate that L» Ron Hubbard 

"has used the name of the FBI in letters to the correspondent• 
U711* a ^ ^ ^ jLl. a m A ^ JL lv PDT o >n O * V 

MAILED ^5 

Vcro i « *ci~c ¥his use of the^name .of the FBI is unauthorised since, 
rboiH i35o although L» Ror&Hubbard did send a copy, of the pamphlet. 

coM/A-FBf penti.oned in correspondent/$ letter to the Bureau, no 
" r iacknowledgment was made, tor Hwpfyarfi relative to the namphSe'c^ 

e stated purpose of the Foundation is$!bav"study 
research in the_ field of human mind and of, jsf&t 
t in'action" \t^r\ough the medium of "dianetics," 

olson 

Boardman , 
Nichols ^ 

Belmont ^ 
Harhft- 

Mohr ^ 
Parsons _ 

Rosen 
Tamm__ 

Slzoo - 

The stated purpose of 
and, conduct 
human thought 
which, may be likened to psycfptjierapywith certain. differences, 
as. to method and concept* 

i In regard to Hubbard himself, an inquiry was 
Ayinitiated on February 26, 1951, after information was 

"Winterrowd . 
Tele. Room 

\ffy Holloman 
Gandy 

Z/ jNrTeceived that he had’beepf arrested in Chicago for kidnaping 
<rf ft his wife and daughter end taking them out of the State of 
-V The U. S» Attorney, Los Angeles, instructed , 

should be undertaken• The Lo$rpA&9<?3&‘'- 
W^V 

f >~:^pSM:ffm:t 

igat ion 

'b6 
b7C 



Letter to Mr, Will B. Davtis February 10, 1956 

ATTENTION SAG, BOSTON: (Continued) . , 
"Times Herald," in zts issue of April 24, 

1951,~related that Hubbard1s wife accused him of 
subjecting her to scientific torture experiments, 
The jiewSj: story reported that Mrs• Hubbardj in a 
divorce suit, claijned that Hubbard was f,hopelessly 
insane• " 

Hubbard has contacted the Bureau on several /- 
occasions to iriafre complaints concerning his wife 
and the staff Of his organisation, stating that he 
believed, them to be communistically inclined, 
Allegations have also been made that the. Foundation 
was of particular interest to sex perverts, hypo- 
chOndriacs, and curiosity seekers• ““6 

You should have an Agent contact|_ 
and thank him for his communication. He should 
be advised that no information can be given to him 

j,n this regard because of the confidential nature 
of Bureau files. The, n riai.r\als or copies of letters 
written by Hubbard to should be obtained and 

.Submit reply to transmitted to the? Bureau!. , 
reach Bureau ho later than February- 24, 1956a- under 
the caption-of ”L. Ron Hubbard,. The Hubbard Bianetic 
Research Foundation, Box 242, Silver Spring, Maryland, 
Research (Crime Records),u For^umm information, 
Biifiles contain no reference to 

"NOTEr-Tffo rmation relative , to Hubbard and his organ - 
■isaiion^obtained: from Bufile 62-94090• A copy of 
the information furnished to- the SAC at Boston is 
being -furnished to the SAC at Baltimore in the event 
contact with Hubbard is deemed necessary at a later 
date• 

Tolson 
Boardman * 

Nichols 
Belmont 
Harbo^ 
Mohr. 
Parsons^ 

Rosen 
Tamm ^ 
Sizoo 
Winterrowd 
Tele. Room, 

Holloman ^ 
Gandy _ 
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V /<s 

The First Church of Christ, Scientist 
in 

Boston, Massachusetts 

manager 

COMMITTEES ON PUBLICATION 
107 FALMOUTH STREET 

BOSTON IS, MASSACHUSETTS 

CABLE ADDRESS : COMMITTEE, BOSTON February 3', 1956 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice 
Pennsylvania Avenue at 9th NW 
Washington, D. C. 

Gentlemen: 

n t \ of^ 

a 4 

Recently we received in the mail a copy of a pamphlet 
entitle&yrain-Washinq: A Synthesis of the Russian~Te?cf6ook on 
PsvchodoliTics.„ This was sent^trb^us^by an organization entitled 
i^^jtjbbafd Diane tic,.Research Foundation, Box 242, SilyerSpring, 

\ ,y< 

Accordinglto a*, letter received from the same organization, 
a copy of the pamphlet had been sent to the FBI, and this 
resulted in an urgent ugovernmental request" that all copies of 
the pamphlet be recalled, A subsequent letter stated that 
"authorization" had now been received to release the book to 
"trusted members" for "research purposes," 

4 This; Church has no connection with- the above-named foundation 
or with the subject known as "Dianetics", nor have we had any 
prior knowledge of this publication,. We note that among its 
contents are various references to Christian Science, but we have 
no means of evaluating the contents of the book beyond judging 
it as any well-informed, intelligent .citizen might do. We have 
never heard of the !• editor," , /Jt / 

* I-7—1-1 & 
_, .. . ' 
It occurs to us that, since the name of your organization 

has been invoked by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, you 
might wish to have the above information. If you can do so with 
propriety, we should be glad to receive any information from you 
that would throw light on the authenticity or lack of authenticity 
of this alleged document. This would be especially ‘helpful-, inasmuch 
as it is possible that we may have future inquiries ‘about’ in 
view of the references to Christian Science itcontains,^ X 

- . . ^OSDEDJ-m . 
l ’i ,, T4 "T» Very truly vnnrs._6?a/ 

\(k0 ^ $l) t & LEB $ 1956 

_ BSOO 

b6 
b7C 
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STANDARD FORM N». 64 

Office 
' » & -,. 
: y vl?- ". *•* 

:^‘A« 
■ *v4A. 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

UBJBCT: 

Director, FBI 
\ J* ' 

* DATB: ^ 2/20/56 

SAC, Boston (9U-U93) \/y VO 

L. wPiU BEARD 
ThpHOBBARD DIANETIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
Box 2l»2, Silver Spring, Maryland fW-L^1 "/ - 
RESEARCH (CRIME RECORDS) 

ReBulet to Boston, 2/10/56. / 

On February 13, 1956,1 
Publications, First Church ol 
Street, Boston, Mass., vias c£ 

I of Boston Division. I 

as the one who had prepared l 
captioned Subject. 

rvV‘ltv\''ot -n 

| Committee on 
rist, Scientist, 107 Falmouth 
rfced by Special Agent! I 
_“referred the Agent to 

]of the^aforementioned Committee, 
iW'correspondence concerning the 

i * 

b6 
b7C 

The Director's thanks for bringing the current matter of Subject cV\v 
HUBBARD to the attention of the Bureau, were conveyed to | | 
and later, to! I The latter provided the attached photo- \|j 
static copies of correspondence between HUBBARD and the Committee Aul 
on Publications, with the comment that it represented all the 
Committee's knowledge of HUBBARD. rUL 

|_|was advised that Bureau regulations did hot permit dis¬ 
closure of information a laring in its files, and he was requested 
to maintain as confidential, the fact that the Bureau was at all 
interested in HUBBARD. 

advised that should further correspondence be-received 
from HUBBARD, it would be brought to the attention of this office. 

For the/bureau's information, (Boston file 100-0-511487) a pamphlet 
called^”SClEiNfrOLOGY,.- Hand Book for JBreclears.11., written and copy¬ 
righted in-Decemher 1951; by L. RON HUBEARD, was turned over to 
the Boston Office on January 28, 195h, for the information of this,, 
office. / 

This pamphlet, together with photostat copies of correspondence, 
mentioned above, are being forwarded^to the Bureau for whatever 
use may appear warranted^ < ^WCLO. ATTACHED 

Birds. *6 Bureau: 3 

,b7C 
s 1. 

flLJiuiijaw mmmmm 

8 FEB %0T1956 
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Saster Sunday 195'6 

DIRECTOR J.EDGAR HOOVER 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON,D.C. 

DEAR MR.,, HOOVER: 

fTMr. 
Jh %r. 

m-t 
Mr; 

i .Mr. 
{ Mr. 
| Mr. 
i ?Mr. 
<> Mr. 

* Mr. 
^ Tele, 

\ Mr: 
Mis? 

TplsOtfL 
Npais aaaas- 

diftanJi 

s sal 
il- 

‘:: :i5 

f - -4 ^ 

— - J LU(Jv- 
—J CC 1—T 
~i i *j «=3:ty\ 

Inclosed find one (1) Brain-washing manuel of the Russian Mii^Ga 
PSYCHOPOLITICIANS. ^ V 

I understand you and your agents have access to it already^ 
hut I want to make sure. _j 

3-51-56 I phoned an agent of yours by the name of|_I I 
’and reported that I am investigating by joining "The Hubbard 
■Association of Scientologists, International". They yere 
, formally known as Dianeticists until the Psychoppliticians i 
>laughed them underground. I know very little about them so far l 
^because I havphad only tim^to attend two short meetings. There j 
(must be less than a dozen in, all Houston.So la? I think they E 
°are O.K. They are supposed to do good,thats their creed. They f 
say that if you learn Scientology, you cannot be brain-washed, I 
other than with drugs or surgery. i 

> ifi 

It seams the Psychopoliticians have been at work since the Czar.. jj 

Tpcombat them it will take plans of great bounds.A slip-up.could f 
cause an atomic war. Read page 64 where I point out any failure 
Onareason I say ANY is because some fanatic or would be hero 1 
could come here with out official orders and drop fission. 
Another reason I say Any-read that 4th to the last Para.on 
pg.- 64.. They dont expect to fail because they have such a ~ - 
powerful holding here---but whenthey find we are on to the® 
and their roots-then a 100 or so and their women will hejSd *»4; 
for ttHear under mountain castles and let the bombs fall ;hoping p: 
tc&^&vive it;, out as a last resort. * o c* 

The mix-ups in our good old U.S.A. are clearer now to me. No 
one knows the, seriousness better than you. , ’cr 

Our dope, mis sheading news,passing of H.R.6376 by -voice vote}, 
Jupreme Court clos!e decisions conflicting with Congresses^ ,- 

our hands being tied many ways. 

Mason—i- 
Mohr___ 
Parsons-r; 
Rosen-L 
Tamm_^ 
Nease—-_ 
Winterrowd- 

. Room_ 

^>6 | 
b7C 

In 

i 
f n 

.. -J; 

b6 I 
"b7C 

.vr^'t 

I am wishing for a plan where by’ you will ;ge.t some of the xurr 
5 Billion-I say you need it here now more than any body . •”** * 
else in the world,, to spot every Psychopolitician,in colleges, 
mental irist.. Nat. and Fed. gov. ,hospitals, and health clubs, 
etc. And smash them for goodi 

Of cour&e it will shake up the public a little while — But if 
the U.S.“ knows -and the world knows that very great prosperity ■-* 
will come in a smooth manner after they are smashed ,they S)i A L 
will love it and Thank God^jgre^tl^n ever. % 0 
May God grant you power to put the cards in the President's"Lap* 

rt 8 APR 11 1956 

__ _ . 



u 

I am trying to get influential people to aos.orbe the Brain¬ 
washing manuel, but it very slow. The Masons have glimpse 
of it,so do the Christian Scientists. 

My Methodist preacher |_|is planning on waheing 
up and many people as he can at- the San Jancinto.Day Speech 
at the Battle Grounds. I would -appreciate it if you would 
give me a clue as to whether it is too soon to start blasting t 
the Psychopoliticians. I dont want Allen*s future damages, 
because he is gifted. \; 

I would like to see one of your agents join the Scientologists 
here as abuffer to conclusions. It*s deep but it looks good 
so far. 
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4-22 (R*tf 6%&-56) ^ . . « * ^ 
" ''-/-S' Federal/*\reau of Inves^nation 

y ^■Vtords’SectioQ 

-^±//, , 1956 

I I Name Check Unit - Room 6523 
CD Service Unit - Room 6524 
L_J Forward to File Review » 
I .. .1 Attention . ——— ---- c 
l.irrrTRfetum to, 

- ouyyivibiA Room Ext. _' ^ 

Type of References Requested: 
I iRpmilnr Request (Analytical Search) 
I Ul) References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
I. flSubversive References-Only 
I-1 Nonsubversive References Only 
’CD Main _____ References Only 

Type of-Search Requested: 
I I Restricted to Locality of  ---—_ 
I ^lExact Name Only (On the Nose) 
I I Buildup I 1 Variations 
1 I Check for Alphabetical Loyalty Form 

Subject -Ct 
Birthdate 6 
Address__ 

Localities 
Searcher >/*,/ 

.Date i_Initials 
FILE NUMBER ' SERIAL 



4-22 (Revf-3-22-56) . , 

';0;^0 kreau of Investigation 
cords Sectio| j / 

/ / 

I I Name Check Unit - Room 6523 
L_J Service Unit - Room 6524 
L_J Forward to File Review 
I I Attention-,-~- 

IH3^eturn to .---■/£(£■ 2 
supervisor -Room 

-b6 
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Type of References Requested: 
I iRegular Request (Analytical'Search) 

I lAjj References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
[ZrEI'Subyersive References Only 
1..—I Nonsubversive References Only 

I.. I Main ._._References Only 

Type of Search Requested: ? 
L_J^fiStricted to Locality of --__ 
I ‘-d’Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
1 I Buildup I I Variations^ 

I 1 Check for Alphabetical Loyalty Form 
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^Federal Bureay,of In^J\i^Tjon 

'Records Sectiofp V/ 

---, 1955 

I— I Name"Checkr 
j-L^Kttention 
I- Service Unit -Jtoom 6! 
I—_ ^Forward tojFilp'-Rpvip 

Return to J 
^Supervisor 

1-UTAI 1 References 
I I Subversive References 
j j Main_References Only 
I I Restrict to Local ity of ____ 
! I Breakdown I I Buildup I I Variations 
pL3"Exact Name Only 
I >Exact Spel 1 ing 
1 ' I Check for Alphabetical Loyalty Form 

AHHfrpgg ^ YSx> 

Local \ 
Birthdate & Place/£_^-O— 

ILE NUMBER SERIAL 

Qa A-j—W_ 

/• /i^ty ^ _ 

S» ^ £jzl , 
i L^tv J \ ifU-x/ 

■$ii% TS3. . > 
IhJT / 6~ 
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Tolson --_— 
Board man _ 
Nichols <s= 

Belmont ^ 
Har bo -—, 
Mohr 
Parsons_ 
Rosen r r-- 
Tamm_- 

Sizoo_ 

, Winterrowd , 
Tele. Room 

I Holloman w- 

Bln 

Dear 

I have your letter of April 1$ 1956$ 
with enclosure•. I am returning herewith the 
enclosure ifi accordance with your request. v. 

J appreciate thd interest which prompted 
you to write and the goad wishes which you extended« 

Sincerely yQurs$ 

all r:r:.?rT,;v&>:rrAifiED 
Hlsli.i u^C-rVSoiridD 

cX* - ~ 

John Edgar Hoover 
3\s£tiPirectpr 

cc -rI - Houston (Info) 

NOTE FOR SAC, HOUSTON:. 
* kW 

HOUSTON:. v J, 
:- s' 
lies reflect no derogatory information re . » 
j He has corresponded in the past -offering j-, 

Jus services* Correspondent's enclosure is & pamphlet , 
entitled "Brain-Washing - 4 Simthk^Ls. d± EhelRtissian Text- ; 
book on Fhychopol itics'kshS-, New York Situ, 
1955* _ Bufiles negect P&e*xre<|_ Bufiles( contain copy 
of ph) s panpt qwhi ch was sent to Bureau by -I* RoirHubbard, 
the^Hubbard Aksociatidn^dftScientologists IriternatTonal 
(inco'rpo~rated~ifTSfat^lof''hrizona)} by letter dated 12-16-55, 

ABJ:ss) V$' X (NOTE CONT'D PAGE WO) 
w f -- —----• 

y 4 & SEE NOTE FOR. YELLOW PAGE TWO jtfjb 
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Letter to 

NOTE'FOB SAC, HOUSTON (continuation)_: 

mi 

in which he states he may use the pamphlet in anti¬ 
communist campaigns. This pamphlet was also issued 
under the Hubbard Dianetic Besearch Foundation,. Box 242-, 
Silver Spring, Maryland. The stated purpose of the ~ ' 
Foundation-is to "study and condUpt research in the field 
uof human mind: and of human thought in action" through the . 
Jrtedium of "diabetics," which may*be likened t may• be likened to psychotheraplyy 

ter tain differences as to method and conception. 

In regard to Hubbardj-an inquiry was initiated 
on February 26,- 1951, after information Was received that 
he had been arrested in Chicago for kidnapping: his wife 
and daughter. and taking theni’ out of the State of California. 
The Xf. S*' Attorney, Los Angeles, instructed"fhdt tio'investi¬ 
gation should be undertaken-., The Washington "Times-Heraid" 
newspaper, in its issue of April 24, 1951,. related ihait~ 
Hubbard's, wife accused him of .subjecting her to s'ci.enfific- 
torture experiments. The fiewp .story reported that * 
Mrs.. Hubbard? in 'a divorce suit,, claimed that Hubbard'. 
■was' "hopelessly insane." > „ „ ■ / 

Hubbard has contacted the Bureau on setpral 
opcasi,oris-to'make complaints concerning his wife and his 
staff, stating that he believed them to be communisticdlly 
inclined. Allegations-have also been-made that' the Founda.-, 
tion teas of particular interest to sex perverts^, hypochon¬ 
driacs apd curiosity seekers• 

HOTS: Information re panphiet -and Hubbard and his 
organization obtained from Biifil.e-62-94080. - 



standard form no. 64 

■) #! ce Wldum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

,OM 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, LOS ANGELES 

DATE: 4/6/56 

ATTENTIONS CENTRAL RESEARCH 

SUBJECT: 0, 
z • /ft/7 

* O__^ « . « ' . * r 1 " .i ii nwwrtw ■<wnwwiw»wi^aMwMM> 

syQtMsi^o£Jhe_Rxis.sJ.an 
-£§2i!?20k on Phychopolitics" 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C; 

Svnfch^q?<,MSC?K?2D 19— m b?°kleb entitled "BRAik 
Syntnesis of the Russian, Textboo.k on Phvchonolitics.11 

.1!QP QXflrainfl r,f .n.n.. 1 

in. wnicn, she reported that! 

wart ranalim f b6 ' 
b7C LZZZTHad-recelveCthis booklet through the mails and she. wanted 

oS?r,fnn ?i?LBureau °£ Inves*igati oh to have it-. She was of the 
G?bSp? th t h6r husband was affiliated with the Hubbard Diane.tics 

m-c-hari Jbiabo®kl®t.^a|*.b©en. photostated, <a copy of which is being fur¬ 
nished to the Central R;es’earc,n Section with-the request that it be 
??av^nd exara^ed^nd that; this office be-advised of the. authenticity 
ir knowny of the information contained therein, it is further sug 

tZe?tiJb®J?e is authenticity to the information 
in^4^u8r^^nif bbab wi^bt be used to good advantage in con- 

?!if ®n42jlbb,the^. Toplev" and Security informant Program 4 -par tic- 
^-a??:^ ^ interviews with those individuals who are idealists ahd 
^became- involved in the •-Communist. movement, primarily for thatV.parf 
ticplarReason. ^ Ij'^T 

Bureau« s„ahalysis and comments of this booklet with 
respect^Hfco its1 authenticity _.ahd possible value in interviewing 
CP,members will be appreciated. & 

3 - Bureau (ENCL-l) (REGISTERED,!... f* ' if , 
1 - Los Angeles UWcaED • 120*6 APR 1956 

, (4) . 
I: MLP: PT 
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Sfc3£*-Aj£ :r^_ 
4- ‘" 

- *■' " ‘“-- V, . 

• \t> 

r, L6s Angeles 

1 - Section tickler* ~ 
J i- Original ancTcopy u 
:., yl - Yellow file copy 

RECORDED * 12^ 
Irector,^ FBI 

,1. 

A 7 

uFRliu *'*^ 
^COMMUNIST STRATEGY hatcK-A \ .% B 

VVv' BRAIN-WASHING, A Synthesis UA1 

April 17, 1956' 

.V’A^ ' BRAUN- w Asmwti, a symnesis ^TTior? 
of the Russian Textbook on Phychopolitics’^ ( 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Reurlet dated April 6, 1956. _ 

Captioned booklet has been read and reviewed by the Central Research 
Section, Several copies of this booklet have been previously received at 
the Bureau from various individuals, including L. Ron Hubbard, author 
of "Dianetics, The Modern Science of Mental Health.M 

Hubbard has identified this booklet as being issued under the 
Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation, Box 242, Silver Spring, Maryland. 
The stated purpose of the Foundation is to "study and conduct research in (_ 
the field of human mind and of human thought in action through the medium 
of dianetics, ** which may be likened to psychotherapy with certain differences 
as to method and theory. 

The authenticity of this booklet seems to be of a doubtful nature 
since it lacks documentation of source material and communist words and 
phrases. Also, there are no quotations from well-known communist works 
as normally would be used in a synthesis of, communist writings. In addition, 
the author himself admits that he cannot vouch for the authenticity of this 
booklet. 

By definition, psychopolitics is the art and science of asserting 
and maintaining dominion over the thoughts and loyalties of individuals, 
officers, bureaus, and masses, and the effecting of the conquest of enemy 
nations through, ‘'mental healing. ” In order to achieve success, psychopolitics 
makes use of such techniques as electric shock, drugs and hypnosis. It is 
to be noted that these techniques are in general use in reliablejmental 

Tolson _instititions hr this Country. 
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Letter to SAC, Los Angeles 23177 

la tho editorial notes in this booklet, the author expresses a concern 
over the fact that there is "no law against driving anyone insane. V He also 
expresses concern oter the use of a new drag,. LSD, "one-mllllonth of an 
ounce of which can create insanity.1* la addition, the author calls for 
legislation which would take the treatment of mental patients out of the 
hands or‘’European Indoctrinated practitioner s." According to tho author, 
treatment of the insane should he placed in the hands of ministers. It appears 
from these statements that the author is expressing primarily a dissatisfaction 
with methods of treatment of mental patients in. this country. 

It is felt tifat this booklet would be. of little or no value in connection 
with the Topicv and Security Informant programs. 

The April 24, 1951, issue of the Washington Times-Herald 
reflected that the wife of L. -Bon Hubbard, "dianetics founder, ” charged 
that Hubbard was ’’hopelessly insane" in her petition for divorce filed 
April 23, 1951, in Los Angeles. 

Bureau files ,are negative regarding |_ 
name appears M auttio^ of ttfib bo*$$eiin the "Editorial Bote." 

whose b6 
b7C 

NOTE: L. Bon Hubbard has corresponded with the Bureau on.several occasions 
and his recent letters have been unanswered inasmuch as he is 
considered obviously a mental case. (62-94080) (65-32877) 
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BRAIN-WASHING 
A Synthesis of the Russian 

Textbook on Phychopolitics 
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PSYCHOPOLITICS— the art and 

science of asserting and maintain¬ 

ing dominion over the thoughts and 

loyalties of individuals, officers, 

bureaus, and masses, and the ef¬ 

fecting of the conquest of enemy 

nations through “mental healing.” 
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' EDITORIAL NOTE 
, This book is a synthesis of information gathered through observa-. 
tion, discussion, investigation and experience over the last ten years. 

f cannot entirely vouch for its authenticity. -Disclosure ;of the 
sources from which it is drawn would undoubtedly lead to great dif¬ 
ficulties for them. And in matters of this, kind the Soviet .is not ac¬ 
customed to the issuance of validations. ■ 

Having compiled this volume I did not easily discover any method 
of'distributing, it since my own facilities and finances are. as . is cus¬ 
tomary with professors, necessarily Further, the placement 
of this volume in anyone’s.hands constituted to some degree a consid¬ 
erable risk to myself until I realized that there actually were two 
American groups in the field of mental science who were, entirely abpve 
suspicion, particularly since they were often mentioned as Soviet tar¬ 
gets by my informers and were mentioned in the actual text of this 
book as being antipathetic to this Soviet program. These two groups 
were the Christian Scientists and the Dianeticists. Christian Science 
is an American religion, intensely patriotic. Dianetics is the only en-, 
tirely American development in the field of the human mind. ? 

Knowing from my information sources that Dianetics and Chris¬ 
tian Science and their people have experienced years of mauling and 
defamation at Communist hands, I am submitting to these organiza¬ 
tions this work. I wish to express here my appreciation for their 
bold resistance to Communism through the years. 

1 wish also to express my confidence in the future of the free nations 
of earth. Although the Soviet has found a chink in the armor of 
individual liberty it is certain that Democratic processes can mend it. 
That only the individual himself can protest against assault and in¬ 
jury to him before law, joined with the fact that the insane have no 
rights before law, has permitted in itself this deep.ingress into our 
country’s security. So long as this legal hole exists, there is then 
no law against driving anyone insane, even thought this action deals 
as finally with a person as does murder. The existence today of 
highly efficient drugs such as LSD,^one-millionth of an ounce of which 
can create insanity, brings this legal loophole into focus. By enacting 
legislation permitting a friend or next of kin to bring charges in case 
of assault and by quickly placing all treatment of and institutions for 
the insane in the hands of ministers, taking it entirely out of the hands 
of European Indoctrinated practitioners, the entire effort of psycho¬ 
politics can be nullified at once. 

If you care to check this subject of psychopolitics against; current 
occurrences in the American scene you, will discover the urgency of 

■ such measures. . . . o . 
Charles Stickley, 
New York City, 1955 , 
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AN ADDRESS BY BERIA 
American students at the Lenin University, I welcome your atten¬ 

dance at these classes on Psychopolitics. 

Psychopolitics is an important if less known division of Geo-politics. 
It is less known because it must necessarily deal with highly educated 
personnel, the very, top strata of “mental healing.” 

By psychopolitics our chief goals arc effectively carried forward. 
To produce a maximum of chaos in the culture of the enemy is our 
first most important step. Our fruits are grown in chaos, distrust, 
economic depression and scientific turmoil. At least a weary populace 
can seek peace only in our offered Communist State, at last only Com¬ 
munism can resolve the problems of the masses. 

A psychopolitician must work hard to produce the maximum chaos 
in the fields of “mental healing.” He must recruit and use all the 
agencies and lacilities of “mental healing.” He must labor to increase 
the personnel and facilities of “mental healing” until at last the en¬ 
tire field of mental science is entirely dominated by Communist prin¬ 
ciples and desires. 

To achieve these goals the psychopolitician must crush every 
homegrown” variety of mental healing in America. Actual teach¬ 

ings of rreud, James, Eddy and others amongst your misguided peoples 
must be swept away. They must be discredited, defamed, arrested, 
stamped upon even by their own government until there is no credit 
m them and only Communist-oriented “healing” remains. You must 
wo»k until every teacher of psychology unknowingly or knowingly 
teaches only Communist doctrine under the guise of “psychology.” 
You must labor until every doctor and psychiatrist is either a psycho- 
politician or an unwitting assistant to our aims. 

You must labor until we have dominion over the minds and bodies! 
of every important person in your nation. You must achieve such dis¬ 
repute for. the state of insanity and such authority over its pro¬ 
nouncement that not one statesman so labeled could again be given 
credence by his people. You must work until suicide arising from 
mental imbalance is common and calls forth no general investigation 
or remark. 

With the institutions for the insane you have in your country pris¬ 
ons which can hold a million persons and can hold them without civil 
rights or any hope of freedom. And upon these people can be prac- 
ticed shock and surgery so that never again will they draw a sano 
breath. You must make these treatments common and accepted. And 
you must sweep aside any treatment or any group of persons seeking 
to treat by effective means. 

You must dominate as respected men the fields of psychiatry and 
psychology. You must dominate the hospitals and universities. You 
must carry forward the myth that only a European doctor is com¬ 
petent in the field of insanity and thus excuse amongst you the high 
incidence of foreign birth and training. If and when we seize Vienna 
you shall have then a common ground of meeting and can come and 
take your instructions as worshippers of Freud along with other 
psychiatrists. 

Psychopolitics is a solemn charge. With it you can erase our enemies 
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as insects. You can cripple the efficiency of leaders by striking in¬ 
sanity into their families through the use of drugs. , You can wipe 
them away with testimony as to their insanity. By our technologies 
you can even bring about insanity itself when they seem too resistive. 

You tan change theif loyalties by psychopolitics. Given a short 
time with a psychopolitician you can alter forever the loyalty of a 
soldier in our hands or a statesman or a leader in his own country, or 
W)ti can destroy his mind. 

However you labor under certain dangers. It may happen that 
remedies for our “treatments’* may be discovered. It may occur that 
a public hue and cry may arise against “mental healing/* It may . 
thus occur that all mental healing might be placed in the hands of 
ministers and be ’taken out of tne hands of our. psychologists and 
psychiatrists. Blit the Capitalistic thirst for control, Capitalistic in¬ 
humanity and a general public terror of insanity can be brought to 
guard against these things. But should they occur, should indepen¬ 
dent researchers actually discover means to undo psychopolitical pro¬ 
cedures, you must not .rest, you must not eat or sleep, you must not 
stint one tiniest bit of available money to campaign against it, dis¬ 
credit it, strike it down and render it void. For by an effective means 
all our actions and researches could be undone. 

In a Capitalistic state you are aided on all sides by the corruption 
of the philosophy of man and the times. You will discover that every¬ 
thing will aid you in. your campaign to seize, control and use all 
“mental healing” to spread our doctrine and rid us of our enemies 
within their own borders. , 

Use the courts, use the judges, use the Constitution of the country, 
use its medical societies and its laws to further our ends. Do not 
stint in your labor in this direction. And when you have succeeded 
you will discover that you can now effect your own legislation at will 
and you can, by careful organization of healing societies, by constant 
campaign about the terrors of society, by pretense as to your effec¬ 
tiveness make your Capitalist himself, by his own appropriatibns, 
finance a large portion of the quiet Communist conquest of the nation. 

i , By psychopolitics create chaos. Leave a1 nation leaderless. Kill our 
enemies.’ And bring to Earth, through Communism, the greatest 
peace Man has ever known. * 

* Thank you. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE HISTORY AND DEFINITION OF 
PSYCHOPOLITICS 

Although punishment for its own sake may not be en¬ 

tirely without recompense, it is, nevertheless, true that the 
end and goal of all punishment is the indoctrination of the 
person being punished with an idea, whether that idea be 

one of restraint or obedience. 
In that any ruler has, from time beyond memory, needed 

the obedience of his subjects in order to accomplish his 
ends, he has thus resorted to punishment. This is true of 
every tribe anti state in the history of Man. Today, Rus¬ 
sian culture has evolved more certain and definite' methods 
of aligning and securing the loyalties of persons arid popu¬ 
laces, and of enforcing obedience upon them. This modern 

outgrowth of old practice is called Psychopolitics. 
The stupidity and narrowness of nations not blessed with 

Russian reasoning has caused thein to rely upon practices 

which are, today, too ancient and out-moded for the rapid 
and heroic pace of our time. And in view of the tremen¬ 
dous advance of Russian Culture in the field of mental tech¬ 

nologies, begun with the glorious work of Pavlov and car- 

; ried forward so ably by later Russians, it would be strange 
that an art and science would not evolve totally devoted 

to the aligning of loyalties and extracting the obedience of 

individuals and multitudes. 
, Thus we see that psychopolitical procedures are a natural 
outgrowth of practices as old as Man, practices which are 

; current in every group of men throughout the world. Thus, 
in psychopolitical procedures there is no ethical problem, 
since it is obvious and evident that Man is always coerced 

against his will to the greater good of the State,^ whether 
by economic gains or indoctrination into the wishes and 

desires of the State. • . . 
Basically, Man is an animal. He is an animal which has 

been given a civilized veneer. Man is a collective animal, 
grouped together for his own protection before the threat 

of the environment. Those who so group and control him 
must then have in their possession specialized techniques 



to direct the vagaries and energies of the animal Man to¬ 
ward greater efficiency in the accomplishment of the goals 

of the State. 
Psychopolitics, in one form or another, have long been, 

used in Russia, but the subject is all but unknown outside 
the borders of our nation, save only where we haye carefully 
transplanted our information and where it is used for the 
greater good of the nation; 

The definition _;of _PfychopplitiQS _fpllo.ws. 
Psychopolitics is ..the art and science of asserting, and 

maintaining jdomjnion over the thoughts up^lp^lties of 
individuals.- officers,...bureaus, and masses, .and the effecting 
of the conquest of enemy nations through ‘‘mental healing.” 

The subject of Psychopolitics breaks' down into several 
categories, each a natural and logical proceeding from the 
last. Its first subject is the constitution and anatomy of, 
Man, himself, as a _politjcai_ organism. The next is an 
examination of Man as an economic organism, as this might 
be controlled by his desires.' The next is classification of 
State goals for the individual and masses. The rie^ is an.v 
exainmitfion _of _loyalties. The next is the general subject of 
obedience. The next is the anatomy of the stimulus-re-; 
sponse mechanisms of Man. The next is the subjects of( 
shock and endurance. The next is categories pf P?-PPrience,> 
The. next is the catalyzing and aligning of experience. The 
next is the use of drugs. The next is the use of implanta-; 
tion. The next is the general application of Psychopolitics 
within Russia. The next is the organization and use of 
couhterTpsyclippplitibs. The rtbkt is'Jhe use of Psycho- 

"politics in thelconquest of foreign nations. . The_next..is 
psychopoliti^r orgahizations b'utside Russia, their composi- 

pkybhopdiiticar activities abroad,hnrij;^ 
tiBy ^ll^phopblitical.rtile ^ To this 
might be added many subcategories, such as the nullifica¬ 
tion of modern weapons by psychopolitical activity. 

The strength and power of Psychopolitics cannot be over¬ 
estimated, particularly when used in a nation decayed by 
pseudo-intellectualism, where exploitation of the masses 



> 

combines readily with psychopolitical actions, and particu¬ 

larly where the greed of Capitalistic or Monarchal regimes 
has already brought about an overwhelming incidence o. 

neurosis which can be employed as the groundwork 
psychopolitical action and a psychopolitical, corps. 

It is part of your mission, student, to^prevent psycho- 

political activity , to the detriment of Ithe Russian;;State 

just as it is your mission to earpcf oryprd in our natio 

arid outside it. if von uro.sn assigned. the missions and iroals 

of Psvchopoiitics. No agent of Russia could, be even re- 

motelv effective without a thorough grounding,in Psycho- 

politics; and so you carry forward with you a Russian trust 

to use well what you are learning here,. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN AS A POLITICAL 

ORGANISM ' , 

Man is already :a colonialaggregation .of...cells. and.to. 

consider him an individual would be an error*. Colonies of 

cells have gathered together as one organ or another of the 
body,, and then these organs have, themselves, gathered to¬ 

gether to form the whole. Thus we see that man, himself, 
is already a political organism, even if we do not consider 

a mass of men. 
Sickness could be considered to be a disloyalty to the re¬ 

maining organisms* on the part of one organism. This dis¬ 

loyalty, becoming apparent, brings about a revolt of some 

part of the anatomy against the remaining whole, and thus 
we have, in effect, an internal revolution. The heart, be¬ 

coming disaffected, falls away from close membership and 
service to the remainder of the organism, and we discover 
the entire body in all of its activities is disrupted .because 

of the revolutionary activity of the heart. The heart is in 
revolt because it cannot or will not co-operate with the re¬ 
mainder of the body. If we permit the heart thus to revolt; 

the kidneys, taking- the example of the heart, may in their 
turn rebel and cease to work for the good of the organism? 
This rebellion, multiplying to other organs and the glandu¬ 

lar system, brings about the death of the “individual.” We 
can see with ease that the revolt is death, that the revolt of. 
any part of the organism results in death. Thus we see 
that there can be no compromise with rebellion. 

Like the “individual” man, the State is, a collection of 
aggregations. The political entities within the. State must, 
all of them, co-operate for the greater good of the State 
lest the State itself fall asunder and die, for with the dis¬ 

affection of any single distrust we discover an example set 
for other districts, and we discover, at length, the entire 
State falling. This is the danger of revolution. 

Look at Earth. We see here one entire organism. The 
organism of Earth is an individual organism. Earth has 

as its organs the various races and nations of men. ...Where. 
one of these is permitted to remain disaffected, Earth itself 
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is threatened with death. The threatened rebellion of one 

country, no matter how small, against the total organism 

of Earth, would find Earth sick, and the cultural state of 
man to suffer in consequence.^ Thus, the putrescent illness 
of Capitalist States, spreading their pus and bacteria into 
the healthy countries of the world would not do otherwise 
than bring about the death of Earth, unless these ill organ¬ 
isms are brought into loyalty and obedience and made to 

function for the greater good of the world-wide State. 
The constitution of Man is so composed that the individual 

cannot function efficiently without the alignment of each 

and every part, and organ of his anatomy. As the average 
individual is incapable, in an unformed arid uncultured 
state, as witness the barbarians of the jungle, so must he 

be trained irito a co-ordination of his organic functions by 
exercise, education, and work toward specific goals. We 
particularly and specifically note that the individual must 

be directed from without to accomplish his exercise, edu¬ 
cation, and work. He must be made to realize this, for only 
then can he be made to function efficiently in the role as¬ 

signed to him. ' . , 
The tenets of rugged individualism, personal determin¬ 

ism, self-will, imagination, and personal creativeness are 

alike in the masses antipathetic to the good of the Greater 
State. These willful and unaligned forces are no more than 
illnesses which will bring about disaffection,, disunity, and 

at length the collapse of the group to which the individual 

is attached. ' , ■ ., 
The constitution of Man lends itself easily and thoroughly 

to certain and positive regulation from without ,pf all of its 
functions, including those of thinkingness, obedience, and 
loyalty and. these things, must be controlled if a. greater 

State is to ensue. 
While it may seem desirable to the surgeon to amputate 

one or another limb or organ in order to save the remaind¬ 
er, it must be pointed out that this expediency is not en¬ 
tirely possible of accomplishment where one considers en¬ 
tire nations. A body deprived of organs can be observed 
to be lessened in its effectiveness. The world deprived of 
the workers now enslaved by the insane and nonsensical 
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idiocies of the Capitalists and Monarchs of Earth, would, 
if removed, create a certain disability in the world-wide 
State. Just as we see the victor forced to rehabilitate the 
population of a conquered country at the end of a war, 
thus any effort to depopulate a disaffected portion of the 
world might have some consequence. However, let us con¬ 
sider the inroad of virus and bacteria hostile to the organ¬ 
ism, and we see that unless we can conquer, the germ, the 
drgan or organism which it is attacking will, itself, suffer. 
Jtt any State we have certain individuals who operate in 

the role of thfe vinm and germ, and these, attacking the 
population or any group within the popuIation"produce, fyi 
tneir sell-willed greed, a sickness in the organ, whichlhen 
j'Aim ** I rrJEv3 <7n re 

THe constitution of Man as an individual body, or the 
constitution of a State or a portion of the State as a political 
organism are analogous. It is the mission of Psychopolitica^ 
Jfirst to_align the obedience and goals of the group, andfhen^ 
maintain their alignment by the eradicatidn of the effective? 
ness of thenersons and personahtieg^^hjch might swerve 
jhe group toward disaffection. In our own nation, where 
things are better managed and where reason reigns above 
all else, it is not difficult to eradicate the self-willed bacteria 
which might attack one of our political entities. But in the 
field of conquest, in nations less enlightened, where the 
Russian State does not yet have power, it is not as feasible 
to remove the entire self-willed individual. Psychonolitics 
makes it possible to remove that, part of his nerannalitv 
whichTln itself, is. making havoc with the^person's own 
constitution as well as the group with which the person isJ 
connected^, 

If theanimal man were permitted to continue undis¬ 
turbed by counter-revolutionary propaganda, if he were 
left to work under the well-planned management of the 
State, we would discover little sickness amongst Man, and 
we Would discover no sickness, in the State. But where the 
individual is troubled by conflicting propaganda, where he 
is made the effect of revolutionary activities, where he is 
permitted to think thoughts critical of the State itself, 
where he is permitted to question of those in whose natural 
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charge he falls, we would discover his constitution to suffer. 
We would discover, from this disaffection, the additional 
disaffection of his heart and of other portions of his an¬ 
atomy. So certain is this principle that when one finds a 
sick individual, could one search deeply enough, he would 
discover a mis-aligned loyalty and an interrupted obedience 
to that person’s group unit. 

There are those who foolishly have embarked upon some 
spiritual Alice-in-Wonderland voyage into what they call 
the “subconscious” or the “unconscious” mind, and who, 
under the guise of “psychotherapy*' would seek to make 
well the disaffection of body organs, but it is to be noted 
that their results are singularly lacking in success. There 
is no strength in such an approach. When hypnotism was 
first invented in Russia it was observed that all that was 
necessary was to command the unresisting individual to be 
well in order, many times, to accomplish that fact. The 
limitation of hypnotism was that many subjects were not 
susceptible to its uses, and thus hypnotism has had to be 
improved upon in order to increase the suggestibility of 
individuals who would not otherwise be reached. Thus, any; 
nation has had the experience of growing well again, as a 
whole organism, when placing sufficient force in play 
against a disaffected group. Just as _in-hgnnotism-flji»_, 
organ can be commanded iTitojrreaterloyaltyandobedience.' 
so can anv_jnlltifiaLgroup be commanded into , greater 
joyaltv and obediejice^ghould aufficiehfTforce be employed. 
"However, force often brings about~destruction and IPs 
occasionally~noir feasiblfTto use broad mass force to ac- ~ 
complish the endsjn -viewZlThus. it is necessary toalign~ 
the individual against his de^irelnot to confonhy " 

Just’ as it is a recognized-truthThaOifan must conform 
to his environment, so it is a recognized truth, and will be¬ 
come more so as the years proceed, that even the body of 
Man can be commanded into health. 

The constitution of Man renders itself peculiarly adapted 
to re-alignment of loyalties. Where these loyalties are in¬ 
digestible to the constitution of the individual itself, such 
as loyalties to the ‘petit bourgeoisie,’ the Capitalist, to anti- 
Russian ideas, we find the individual body peculiarly sus- 
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ceptible to sickness, and thus we can clearly understand 
the epidemics, illnesses, mass-neuroses, tumults and con¬ 
fusions of the United States and other capitalist countries. 
Here we find the worker improperly and incorrectly loyal, 
and thus we find the worker ill. To save him and establish 
him correctly and properly upon his goal toward a greater 
State, it is an overpowering necessity to make it possible 
for him to grant his loyalties in a correct direction. In that 
his loyalties are swerved and his obedience cravenly de¬ 
manded by persons antipathetic to his general good, and 
in that these persons are few, even in a Capitalist nation, 
the goal and direction of Psychopolitics is clearly under¬ 
stood. To benefit the worker in such a plight, it is necessary 
to eradicate, by general propaganda, by other means, and 
by his own co-operation, and self-willedness of perverted 
leaders. It is necessary, as well, to indoctrinate the edu¬ 
cated strata into the tenets and principles of co-operation 
with the environment, and thus to insure to the worker less- 
warped leadership, less-craven doctrine, and more co-opera¬ 
tion with the ideas and ideals of the Communist State. 

The technologies of Psychopolitics are directed to this 
end. 

’—12 



CHAPTER III 

MAN AS AN ECONOMIC ORGANISM 

Man is subject to certain,desires and.needsjvhich_are_ag 
_natura^i;fe"Ms .being^esg. as jthey. are_to.thatof any other 
animal. Man, bojygyer.-hasrthe_peculiarity_of__exaggerating 
some oflhese beyond th&bounda of reason. This is obvious 
through^ the^growth of leisure classes, pseudo-intellectual 
groups, the ‘petit bourgeoisie,” Capitalism, and other ills. 

It has been said, with truth, that one tenth of a man’s 
life concerned with politics and nine-tenths with eco¬ 
nomics. Without food, the individual dies. Without cloth¬ 
ing, he freezes. Without houses and weapons, he is prey 
to the starving wolves. The acquisition of sufficient items 
to answer these necessities of food, clothing, and shelter, 
in reason, is the natural right of a member of an enlight¬ 
ened State. An excess of such items brings about unrest 
and disquiet. The presence of luxury items and materials, 
and the artificial creation and whetting of appetities, as in 
Capitalist advertising, are certain to accentuate the less- 
desirable characteristics of Man. 

,The .individual is an economic organism, in that .he re- 
quires a certain^amoj^ amountof water, 
and jnust hold within himself^a^ce^^aj^9SnOO‘pM3SD 
order to ltvg Whefi he has mdre food than he can eat, more 
clothing than he needs to protect him, he then enters upon 
a certain idleness which dulls his wits and awareness, and 
makes him prey to difficulties which, in a less toxic state, 
he would have foreseen and avoided. Thus, we have a glut 
being a menace to the individual. 

It is no less different in a group. Where the group ac¬ 
quires too much, its awareness of its own fellows and of the 
environment is accordingly reduced, and the effectiveness 
the group in general is lost. 

The maintaining of a balance between gluttony and need 
is the province of Economics proper, and is the fit subject 
and concern of the Communist State. 

Desire and want are a state of mind. Individuals can be 
educated into desiring and wanting more than they can ever 
possibly obtain, and such individuals are unhappy. Most 
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of the self-willed characteristics of the Capitalists come 
entirely from greed. He exploits tlie worker far beyond 
SWy hece&ityoh his own part, as a Capitalist, to need. 

' ^ In » where ec^rmmip. balan^a nnt controlled. 
of thf1 individ11^ hy anphimt- 

nersuasions to desire, and a tyne of insanity 
|«gn^^arHftr^'pAch individuaTls persuaded to possess more 

$.■??;^ph>ro ia, iri economic balances, the other side. Too great 
^hd too long privation can bring about unhealthy desires, 
whiich? in themselves, accumulate if left action, more than 

llhe individual can use. Poverty, itself, as carefully culti¬ 
vated id Capitalist States, can bring about an imbalance of 
acqhiiltioh. iust as a vacuum will pull into it masses, in 
a -rinifitry where enforced privation upon the masses is 
permitted, and where desire is artificially whetted, need 
turns to greed, and one easily discovers in such states ex¬ 
ploitation of the many for the benefit of the few. 

If one, by the technologies of Psychopolitics, were to dull 
this excessive greed in the few who possess it, the worker 
would be freed to seek a more natural balance. 

Here we have two extremes. Either one of them are an 
insanity. If we wish to create an insanity we need only 
glut or deprive an individual at long length beyond the 
ability to withstand and we have a mental imbalance. A 
simple example of this is the alternation of too low with too 
high pressures in a chamber, an excellent psychopolitical 
procedure. The rapidly varied pressure brings about a 
chaos wherein the individual will cannot act and where 
other wills then, perforce, assume control. 

Essentially, in an entire country, one must remove the 
greedy by whatever means and must then create and con¬ 
tinue a semi-privation in the masses in order to command 
and utterly control the nation. 

A continuous hope for prosperity must be indoctrinated 
in to the masses with many dreams and visions of glut of 
commodity and this hope must be counter-played against 
the actuality of privation and the continuous threat of loss 
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of all economic i factors in case of disloyalty to the State in 
order to suppress the individual wills of the masses. 

In a nation under conquest such as America, our slow 
and stealthy approach need take advantage only of the 
cycles of booms and depressions inherent in Capitalistic 
nations in order to assert of more and more strong control 
over individual wills. A boom is as advantageous as a de¬ 
pression for our ends for during prosperity our propaganda 
lines must only continue to point up the wealth the period 
is delivering to the selected few to divorce their control of 
the state. During a depression one must only point out 
that it ensued as a result of the avarice of a few and the. 
general political incompetence of the national leaders. 

The handling of economic propaganda is not properly 
the sphere of psyohopolitics but the psychopolitician must 
understand economic measures and Communist goals con¬ 
nected with them. 

The masses must at last come to believe that only excess 
sive taxation of the rich can relieve them of the “burden¬ 
some leisure class” and can thus be brought to accept such 
a thing as income tax, a Marxist principle smoothly slid into 
Capitalistic framework in 1909 in the United States. This 
even though the basic law of the United States forbade 
it and even though Communism at that time had been active 
only a few years in America. Such success as the Income 
Tax law, had it been followed thoroughly could have brought 
the United Staties and not Russia into the world scene as the 
first Communist nation. But the virility and good sense of 
the Russian peoples won. It may not be that the United 
States will become entirely Communist until past the middle 
of the century but when it does it will be because of our 
superior understanding of economics and of psychopolitics. 

The Communist agent skilled in economics has as his task 
the suborning^of tax agencies and~fKeir per8dnherto~cr^t8? 

iHiemifflmumd^siwnanceand abacsand".thei^«»i»»«»Af.iftwi — 
adaptea tb^uir putTOSes andi tblhim we . must, .leave ..this.--, 
task. The psyChopolitical operator plays a distinctly dif¬ 
ferent role in this drama. 

The rich, the skilled in finance, the well informed in gov¬ 
ernment are particular and individual targets for the 
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psychopolitician. His is the role of taking off the board 
those individuals who would halt or corrupt Communist 
economic programs. Thus every rich man, every states¬ 
man, every person well informed and capable .in govern¬ 
ment must have brought to his side as a trusted confidant 
a psychopolitical operator. 

The families of these persons are often deranged from 
idleness and glut and this fact must be played upon, even 
created. The normal health and wildness of a rich man’s 
son must be twisted and perverted and explained into 
neurosis and then, assisted by a timely administration of 
drugs or violence, turned into criminality or insanity. This 
brings at once some one in “mental healing” into confidential 
contact with the family and from this point on the very 
most must then be made of that contact. 

Communism1 could best succeed if at the side of every 
rich or influential man there could be placed a psycho-' 
political' operator, an undoubted authority in the field of 
“mentai healing” who could then by his advice or through 
the rnediuhi hf h wife Or daughter by his guided opinions 
direct the optimum policy to embroil or upset the economic 
policies of the'country and, when the, time comes to dp 
away forever with the rich or influential man, to administer^ 
the proper drug or treatment to bring about his complete 
demise in anlinstitutiohLas a patient-orjiand. as a suicide. 

Planted beside a country’s powerful persons the psycho¬ 
political operator can also guide other policies to the better¬ 
ment of our battle. 

The Capitalist does not know the definition of war. He 
thinks of war as attack with force performed by soldiers 
and machines. He does not know that a more effective if 
somewhat longer war can be fought with bread or, in our 
case, with drugs and the wisdom of our art. The Capitalist 
has never won a war in truth. The psychopolitician is hav¬ 
ing little trouble winning this one. 



CHAPTER IV 

STATE GOALS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL AND MASSES 

Just as we would discover an individual to be ill, whose 
organs, each one, had a different goal from the rest, so we 
discover the individuals and the State to he ill where goals 
are not rigorously codified and enforced. 

There are thngp mhopu* rnlicrhtoneH times, gave Man 
to believelfaat goals should be nersonalivamigEt andJteld, 
andtRjgrmaeed. Man’s entire impulse toward higherthUum 
stemmed from Freedom. We must rememberthat the same 
pe^lesZjTO^ennirH^a3 this philosophy also continued in 
Ttfan tf^mvth^ofJhiptuar^sieinier-=== ' 

All goals proceed Trogmuress. life is a continuous 
escape. Without force and threat there can be no striving. 
Without pain there can be no desire to escape from pain. 
Without the threat of punishment there can be no gain. 
Without duress and command there can be no alignment 
of bodily functions. Without rigorous and forthright con¬ 
trol, there can be no accomplished goals for the State. 

Goals of the State should be formulated by the State for 
the nhpdlftnce and_conftiirr«>iicft -OfLJhft—ipdiiriAiala-anthin 
that State. A State without goals so formulated is a sick 
State. A State without the power and forthright wish to 
enforce its goals is a sick State. 

When an order is issued by the Communist State, and is. 
n^oBeyed. a sickness will be~discovered to ensugA Where- 
obedience fails, the masses suffer. ~ *' 

State goals depend upon loyalty and obedience for their 
accomplishment. When one discovers a State goal to be in¬ 
terpreted, one discovers inevitably that there has been an 
interposition of self-willedness, of greed, of idleness, or of 
rugged individualism and self-centered initiative. The in¬ 
terruption of a State goal will be discovered as having been 
interrupted by a person whose disloyalty and disobedience 
is the direct result of his own mis-alignment with life. 

It is not always necessary to remove the individual. It 
is possible to remove his self-willed tendencies to the im¬ 
provement of the goals and gains of the whole. The tech¬ 
nologies of Psychopolitics are graduated upon the scale 
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which starts somewhat above the removal of the individual 
himself, upward toward the removal only of those ten¬ 
dencies which bring about his lack of co-operation. 

It is not_enough. tm^ls—These goals, 
once put forwar<L_,depend for their completion upon the 
lovaltv and obedience of the wnrVersL These, engagecffor 
the most part, in hard labors, have little time for idle specu¬ 
lation, which is good. But, above them, unfortunately, 

. there must be foremen of one or another position, any one 
of whom might have sufficient idleness and lack of physical 
occupation to cause some disaffecting independency in his 
conduct and behaviour. 

Psychopolitics remedies this tendency toward disaffec¬ 
tion wfiifL it jexceeas tne common persuasrons oi tire im- 
medlate superiors of the person in question. 



CHAPTER V 

AN EXAMINATION OF LOYALTIES 

If loyalty is so important in the economic and social struc¬ 
ture, it is necessary to examine it further as itself. 

In jhe field of Psychopolitics. lovaltyjneans gj mply ‘aHgn^. 
mliBcf^It means^ more Tully, alignment with the goals. of , 
theCommunis€~State. Disloyalty meahiTentirely mis-align- 
ment, and^nore broadly, mis-alignment with the goals of 
the Communist State. 

When we consider that the goals of the Communist State 
are to the best possible benefit of the masses, we can see 
that disloyalty, as a term, can embrace Democratic align¬ 
ment. Loyalty to persons not communistically indoctrinated 
would be quite plainly a mis-alignment. 

The cure of disloyalty is entirely contained in the prin¬ 
ciples of alignment. ^All that it is necessary to do,__where 
disloyalty is encountered,~is tb~ align the"purposes of the 

~7ndividuartoward the_g6alsIff Communism. and~it^wjll_fae 
discovered that a great many circumstances hitherto dis¬ 
tasteful in Sis existencajwill-ceasetn-eyiwt-, 

A heart, or a kidney in rebellion against the remainder 
of the organism is being disloyal to the remainder of the 
organism. To cure that heart or kidney it is actually only 
necessary to bring its activities into alignment with the re¬ 
mainder of the body. 

The ^technologies of Psychopolitics adequately demon¬ 
strate the workability ofj^ls. MllcCjhock of UhT electric 
variety can. anH-dnea.. nroduce. the re-coonerat.ibn ofTa re^ 
jiellious bodyorgan, It is the shock and punishment Pi- 
surgery which, in the main. a^complisEes the^re-alighment 
of a disaffected portion of the body, rather than the surgery 
itself,-Jt is the bombardment of X-Ravs. ratherthan the_ 
therapeutic value of X-Rays'which causes some disaffected 
or^^fb^dnce agairTturn its attention to the support of _the 
general organispi. 

While it is not borne out that electric shock has any 
therapeutic value, so far as making the individual more 
sane, it is adequately, br.ought-out,that its punishment value . 
.will create in the patientji_greateFco-operative attitude.' 
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Brain surgery has no statistical data to recommend it be¬ 
yond its removal of the individual personality from amongst 
the paths of organs which were not permitted to co-operate. 
yhese two Riiaaiow h.avo never pretended te 
alter the state of sanity. They are only effective and work¬ 
able in introducing an adequate punishment mechanism 
to the personality to make it cease and desist from its 
courses and egotistical direction of the anatomy itself. It 
is the violence of the electric shock and the surgery which 
is useful in subduing the recalcitrant personality, which is 
all that stands in the road of the masses or the State. It is 
occasionally to be discovered that the removal of the pre¬ 
venting personality by shock and surgery then permits the 
regrowth and re-establishment of organs which have been 
rebelled against by that personality. In that a well-regu¬ 
lated state is composed of organisms, not personalities, the 
use of electric shock and brain surgery in Psychopolitics 
is clearly demonstrated. 

The changing of loyalty consists, in its primary step, of 
the~eradication of existing loyalties. This can be done in 

~one of two wayg^^irst. by demonstrating that previously 
existing loyalties have brought about pegilmis_phvsical cir- 

^cums.tances^snt'h as imnruummant— 

duress.^or--xmuxai-LarL—anL<5§^ond_by_pra d i rating-the^per^ 

sonalitv itself— 
The first is accomplished by a steady and continuous in¬ 

doctrination of the individual in the belief that his.nrwious 
loyalties have been granted to an unworthy sourcejKCMie of 
the primary instances in this is creating circumstances 
which apparently derive from the target of his loyalties, 
so as to rebuff the individual. As part of this there is the 
creation of a state of mind in the individual, by actually 
placing him under duress, and then furnishing him with 
false evidence to demonstrate that the target/^bis previous 
loyalties is, itself, the course of the duressi^^aiother por¬ 
tion of this same method consists of defaming or degrad¬ 
ing the individual whose loyalties are to be changed to the 
target of his loyalties, i.e., superiors or government, to such 
a degree that this target, at length, actually does hold the 
individual in disrepute, and so does rebuff him and serve to 
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convince him that his loyalties have been misplaced. These 
are the milder methods, but have proven extremely effec¬ 
tive. The greatest drawback in their practice is that they 
require time and concentration, the manufacture of false 
evidence, and a psychopolitical operator’s time. 

In moments of expediency, of which there are many, the 
personality itself can be rearranged by shock, surgery, 
duress, privation, and in particular, that best of psycho¬ 
political techniques, implantation, with the technologies of 
neo-hypnotism. Such duress must have in its first part a 
defamation of the loyalties, and in its second, the implan¬ 
tation of new loyalties. A good and experienced-psych^ 
political operator.-ffiorking under the most^ayorabIe jnr-_ 
cum stances, can, by the use of psychopolitical technologies, 
airerTRf'Tdvaities"^dTlifi^iMividuaFsb^efqy^thafTns' own~~ 
xompaiiibns=win jio|Iguispect that they have ctTangecT This, 
However, requires considerably more finesse than is usually 
necessary to the situation. Mass neo-hypnotism can ac¬ 
complish more or less the same results when guided by an 
experienced psychopolitical operator. An end goal in such 
a nrncfidur&_would be the alteratioiLQfJffifiJfiyflBl^s of_np 
entire nation in a short period of time by mass neo-hypno- 

a tinner which has Keen effectively accomiplished~among 
tHe^lessTUsable-statesjcaLBussia. 

It is adequatly demonstrated that loyalty is entirely lack¬ 
ing in that mythical commodity known as ‘spiritual quality.’ 
Loyajtvjs entirely a thing of rienendence, economic nr 
mental, andjgan be_changed by the crudest implementations, 
Obser^Oonof workers in their factories or fields demon¬ 
strates that they easily grant loyally to a foreman or a 
woman, and then as easily abandon it and substitute another 
individual, revulsing, at the same time, toward the person 
to whom loyalty was primarily granted. The queasy inse¬ 
curity of the masses in Capitalistic nations finds this more 
common than in an enlightened State such as Russia. In 
Capitalistic states, dependencies are so craven, wants and 
privations are so exaggerated, that loyalty is entirely with¬ 
out ethical foundation and exists only in the realm of de¬ 
pendency, duress, or demand. 

It is 'fortunate that Communism so truly approaches an 
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ideal state of mind, for this brings a certain easiness into 
any changing of loyalties, since all other philosophies extant 
and practiced on Earth today are degraded and debased, 
compared to Communism. It is then with a certain security 
that, a nsvchrmoliH^l nnogator fnwrtinns for he knows that 
he can change the lnvaltv nf an individual to a more ideal, 
level by reason alona^and,onlZiiae^iencv makes'll neces¬ 
sary to employ the various shifts of psvchopolitical tech¬ 
nology Any^nan who cannot be persuaded into Commu¬ 
nist rationale is, of course, to be regarded as somewhat less 
than sane, and it is, therefore completely justified to use 
the techniques of insanity upon the non-Communist. 

in order to change lovaltv it is necessary to establish first 
the existing lovaltiesTof the individual. The task is made 
very simple in view of the fact that Capitalistic and Fas¬ 
cists nations have no great security in the loyalty of their 
subjects. And it may be found that the loyalties of the sub¬ 
jects, as we call any person against whom psychopolitical 
technology is to be exerted, are already too faint to require 
eradication. It is generally only necessary to persuade with 
the rationale and overwhelming reasonability of Commu¬ 
nism to have the person grant his loyalty to the Russian 
State. However, regulated only bv the importance nf-J-Jm. 

subject^ no great amount of time should be expended upon 
The individual, but emotional- duress, or electric shock, or 
"brain surgery should be resorted to, should- Communist . 
propaganda persuasion faiL In a case of a very important 
person- it mav be necessaryTo utilize the more delicate 
technologies of PsychopoIItjcs^sA as to place the person 
himself andZhis ^associates.7in ignorance-of The operation. 
In this case a simple implantation is used, with a maximum 
duress and command value. Only the most skilled psycho¬ 
political operator should be employed on such a project, as 
in this case of the very important person, for a bungling 
might disclose the tampering with his mental processes. It 
is much more highly recommended, if there is any doubt 
whatever about the success of an operation against an im¬ 
portant person, to select out as a psychopolitical target 
persons in his vicinity in whom he is emotionally involved. 
His wife or children normally furnish the best targets, and 
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these can be operated against without restraint. In secur¬ 
ing the loyalty of a very important person one must place 
at his side a constant pleader who enters a sexual or f amilia 
chord into the situation on the side of Communism. It may 
not be necessary to make a Communist out of the wife, or 
the children, or one of the children, but it might prove 
efficacious to do so. In most instances, however, this is not 
possible. Bv the usej^LvariQus^ruggJLigJn-this^nofl^ 
a pro and well within the realms JSyxhQPQMicaIjreaUty, 

,Kn„t a state of severe neurosis 
or children, and thus pasgjthem^gtk, 

Isn^onS^^imPflrianLpersoiL^^^JQ^emme^S, 
"wKiclTHe exists? or the bureau in whichhe isopergting,mto 
f^Rgn^of-a-navchopoliticiroperator, who then in Wown 
^b^rato^Lj^thout^restraint-^JearZof-^niVSatigatign^^ 

electric ^hock, ju^^,.sexual attac^ 

personality of a family-m£mber,.-and-^gate=inJthat-pers9P-,a 
Tisvchopoiitjcal slave~subject y^. Jhei^n^cpmmag^or 
signalTw'll perform outra^nua^gj^«j^i?aa.discrediting^ 
thelmportant person^i^wm-demand^^^mor^dicatg^ 
iever~thSfcertain measures^beJakenb^theJmportant^r^ 
son, which measures^tre, of course, dictate^by^the^psygggj 

poIitTcaToperator. .... .. . 
—Usually wheifthe party has no real interest in the activi¬ 
ties or decisions of the important person, but merely wishes 
to remove him from effective action, the attention of the 
psychopolitical operator need not be so intense, and the 
person need only be passed into the hands of some unwit¬ 
ting mental practitioner, who taught as he is by psycho¬ 
political operators, will bring about sufficient embarrass¬ 

ment. , 
When the loyalty of an individual cannot be swerved, 

TSSSl^^^tooccasion a mild neurosis-inJJie-person^by^ 
^r^n^Wft^meajis^hd^ien. HavLng^carefuljy^ygjkhlg- 
aKTstoryjrf mental _imbalance.-to-see-to-it-that_he_dLsposgg= 
^flblni^Clhv-aincid^orby^bringing^bout^hisjdemise^Jn 

rpspmble=suioide. Psychopolitical opera- 
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tors have handled such situations skillfully tens of thou¬ 
sands of times within and without Russia. 

It is a firm principle of Psychopolitics that the jerspn tP^ 

be-deifroyeTmirs^ 
stigma" of insanity and must hajj 
with piybhopoViticaroperators. orj?er|Pa^t?;an^d^y then}, 
with a maximurn_. amount of tumult and publicity. The 
stikina^of insanity is properly placed at the door of such 
persons' reputations and is held there firmly by bringing 
about irrational acts, either on his own part or in his vicin¬ 
ity. Such an activity can be classified as a partial destruc¬ 
tion of alignment, and if this destruction is carried forward 
to its furthest extent the mis-alignment on the subject ot 
all loyalties can be considered to be complete, and alignment 
on new loyalties can be embarked upon safely. By bringing 
about insanity or suicide on the part of the wife of an im¬ 
portant political personage, a sufficient mis-alignment has 
been instigated to change his attitude. And this, carried 
forward firmly, or assisted by psychopolitical implantation 
can begin the rebuilding of his loyalties, but now slanted in 
a more proper and fitting direction. 

Another reason for the alignment of psychopolitical ac¬ 
tivities with the mis-alignment of insanity is that insan¬ 
ity itself, is a despised and disgraced state, and anything 
connected with it is lightly viewed. Thus, a psychopolitical 
operator, working in the vicinity of an insane person, can 
refute and disprove any accusations made against him by 
demonstrating that the family itself is tainted with mental 
imbalance. This is surprisingly effective in Capitalistic 
countries where insanity is so thoroughly feared that no one 
would dream of investigating any circumstances in its vi¬ 

cinity. Psychopolitical = 
must work ^biiltpvtly to increase and build up this aura of 
mystery surrounding insanity, and JB«st ?mphasize the 
horribleness and hopelessness of insanity in order to excuse 
non-therapeutic actions taken against the insane. Particu^ 
larly in Capitalistip7.eount£ies, an insane person has no 
rights under lawl; No person who is insane may hold prop¬ 
erty. No person who is insane may testify. Thus, we have 
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; an excellent road along which we can travel toward our cer, 
tain goal and destiny. ■ 

1 Entirely by bringing about public conviction that the 
I sanity of a person is in question, it is possible to discount 
I and eradicate all of the goals and activities of-that person. 
I By demonstrating the insanity of a group, or even a gov- 
I ernment, it is possible, then,., to cause its people to disavow 
i it. By magnifying the general human reaction to insanity, 

through keeping the subject of insanity, itself, forever be- 
i fore the public eye, and then, by utilizing this reaction, by 

causing a revulsion on the part of a populace against its 
1 leader or leaders, it is possible to stop any government or 
; movement. 

It is important to know that the entire subject of loyalty 
! is thus as easily handled.as it is. One of the first and fore- 
, most missions of the psychopolitician is to make an attack 
; upon Communism and insanity synonymous. It should be- 
■ come the definition of insanity, of the paranoid variety, that 

“A paranoid believes he is being attacked by Communists.” 
j Thus, at once the support of the individual so attacking 

Communism will fall away and wither. 
Instead of .executing national leaders, suicide for them 

shouijd . beu arranged --under' circum^ ,questibfi~v 
I «!eir demise. In this, way we can select out all opposition ~~ 
! to the Communist extension into the social orders of the 
i world, and render populaces who would oppose us leader- 

1 less, and bring about a state of chaos or mis-alignment into 
j which we can thrust, with great simplicity, the clear and 
I forceful doctrines of Communism. 
! The cleverness of our attack in this field of Psychopolitics 

is adequate to avoid the understanding of the layman and 
a ■■ the usual stupid official^' and by operating entirely under' 
; :i! the banner of authority, with the oft-repeated statement 

i that .the ..principles of psychotherapy are too devious for 
; common understanding, an entire revolution can be effected 
| without the suspicion of a populace until it is an accom- 

:J\; pli^hed fact-T 
i As jnsanity is the maximum mis-alignment, it can be 

iff j grasped tq.be the maximum weapon .in severance ofloyalties, 
//*,(. to leaders and old social orders. Thus, it is of the utmost 
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| j' importance that psychopolitical operatives infiltrate the 
i healing arts of a nation marked for conquest, and. bring' 
j from that quarter continuous pressure against the popula- 

tion and the government-until'; at 'last,. t.h"e conquest is. af- 
j fected.j This is the subject and goal of Psychopolitics, itself. 

In rearranging loyalties we must have a command of 
their values. In the animal the first loyalty is to;himself.. 
This is destroyed by demonstrating errors W hirii, snowing 

" him that he does not remember, cannot act Or does not trust 
himself. The second loyalty is to his family unit, his par- 

{ onts and brothers and sisters. This is destroyed by making 
I j a family unit economically non-dependent, "by lessening the 
I j vaiue Of marriage, by making an easiness of divorce and by 
I | raising the children wherever possible by the State. . The 
i | next loyalty is to his friends and local environment. This, 
i 1 is destroyed bv lowering his trust and. bringing about re-. 
! | portings upon him allegedly by his fellows or the town or. 
; j village, authorities. The next is to the State and this, for. 

! the purposes of Communism, is the only ioyalty which 
should exist once the state is founded as a Communist State' 

, • To destroy loyalty to the State all manner of forbiddings 
• lor youth must be put into effect so as to disenfranchise 

them as members of the Capitalist , state and, by promises 
of a better lot under Communism, to gain their loyalty to 

i i a Communist movement. 
i I Denying a Capitalist country easy access to courts, bring-- 
j | ing about and supporting propaganda to destroy the home, 
| : creating and continuous juvenile delinquency, forcing upon 
; ! the state all manner of practices to divorce the child from 
i i ^ "’ill in the end create the chaos necessary to Communism. 

Under the saccharine guise of assistance to them, rigorous 
child labor laws are the best means to deny the child any 
right in the society. By refusing to let him earn, by forcing 
him into unwanted dependence upon a grudging parent; by 
making certain in other channels that the parent is never 
in other than economic stress, the child can be driven in his 

J teens into revolt. Delinquency will ensue. 
I By making readily available drugs of various kinds, by 
I giving the teen-ager alcohol, by praising his wildness, by 
|l stimulating him with sex literature and advertising to him 
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or her practices as taught at the SexDQl, the psychopolitical 
operator can create the necessary attitude of chaos, idleness 
and worthlessness into which can then be cast the solution 
which will give the teen-ager complete freedom everywhere 
—Communism. 

Should it be possible to continue conscription beyond 
any reasonable time by promoting unpopular wars and 
other means the draft can always stand as a further barrier 
to the progress Of youth in life, destroying any immediate 
hope to participate in his nation’s civil life. 

By these means the patriotism of youth for their Capital¬ 
istic flag can be dulled to a point where they are no longer 
dangerous as soldiers. While this might require many de¬ 
cades to effect, Capitalism’s short term view will never 
envision the lengths across which we can plan. \ 

If we could effectively kill the national pride and patrio¬ 
tism of just one generation we will have won that country. 
Therefore there must be continual propaganda abroad to 
undermine the loyalty of the citizens in general and the 
teen ager in particular. 

The role of the psychopolitical operator in this is very 
strong. He can, from his position as an authority on the 
mind, advise all manner of destructive measures. He can 
teach the lack of control of this child at home. He can in¬ 
struct, in an optimum situation, the entire nation in how to 
handle children—and instruct them so that the children, 
given no control, given no real home, can run wildly about 
with no responsibility for their nation or themselves. 

The mis-alignment of the loyalty of youth to a Capitalistic 
nation sets the proper stage for a realignment of their 
loyalties with Communism. Creating a greed for drugs, 
sexual misbehavior and uncontrolled freedom and present¬ 
ing this to them as a benefit of Communism will with ease 
bring about our alignment. 

In the case of strong leaders amongst youthful groups, 
a psychopolitical operator can work in many ways to use 
or discard that leadership. If it is to be used, the character 
of the girl or boy must be altered carefully into criminal 
channels and a control by blackmail or other means must be 
maintained. But where the leadership is not susceptible, 
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where it resists all persuasions and might become danger- 
pus to our Cause, no paips must be spared to direct the at¬ 
tention of the authorities to that person and to harrass him 
in one way or another until he can come into the hahds of 
juvenile authorities. When this has been effected it can be 
hoped that a psychopolitical operator, by reason of child 
advisor status, can, in the security of. the jail and cloaked, 
by processes of law, destroy the sanity of that person Par¬ 
ticularly brilliant scholars, athletes and youth group lead¬ 
ers must be handled in either one of these two ways. 

In the matter of guiding the activities of juvenile courts^ 
the psychopolitical operator entertains here one of his easier 
jtasks. A Capitalistic nation is so filled with injustice' in 
general that a little more passes without comment. In 
juvenile courts there are always persons with strange < 
appetites whether these be judges or police men or women. 
If such do not exist they can be created. By making avail- 
able to them young girls or boys in the “security” of the 
jail or the detention home and by appearing with flash 
Cameras or witnesses one becomes equipt with a whip ade- 

; quate to direct all the future decisions of that person when 
these are needed. 
j The handling of youth cases by courts should be led 
further and further away from law and further and further 
into “mental problems” until the entire nation thinks of 
i“mental problems” instead of criminals. This places va- 

; icancies everywhere in the courts, in the offices of district 
[attorneys, on police staffs which could then be filled with 
psychopolitical operators and these become then the judges 
of the land by their influence and into their hands comes 
the total control of the criminal, without whose help a 

; revolution cannot ever be accomplished. 
By stressing this authority over the problems of youth, 

land adults in courts one day the demand for psychopolitical 
■operators could become such that even the armed services 
Iwill use “authorities on the mind” to work their various 
[justices and when this occurs the armed forces of the.nation 
then enter into our hands as solidly as if we commanded 

; ithem ourselves. With the slight bonus of having thus a 
!skilled interrogator near every technician or handler of se-. 
Icret war apparatus, the country, in event of revolution, as 
did Germany in 1918 and 1919 will find itself immobilized 
by its own Army and Navy fully and entirely in Commu- 

1 nist hands. 
Thus the subject of loyalties and their re-alignment is 

in fact the subject of non-armed conquest of an enemy. 
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i CHAPTER VI 

! THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF OBEDIENCE 

!, Ob^encet.^e,MSulLQf hr^_. . y • digC0V'er ' 
Fvervwhere we look in the histoiy of E • - *% 

llhat obedSe to new rulers has come about entirely 

through the demonstration on the part of those ru ers . • 
til-eater force than was to be discovered in tbe old ru er. , 
^nuhtion overriden, conquered by war, is obedient to its 

conqueror. It is obedient to,its conqueror because its con- 

Concurrence with any principle or order. 
' Force is the antithesis of humanizing actions. It is so 
ivnonvrnous in the human mind With savageness, lawless- , 

ness, brutality, and barbarism, that it is onlyn®ces^t*d 
display an inhuman attitude toward people, to be gran 

courage^ to- 

displav inhumanity, savageness, brutality, an^ a" u"^f 

!.w* 

ssf "t 
"Sued pver tim heads of an enslaved 

r Russian 

f"f 
^"TudWidual refusing «o 

, As an example of this, ue nm, is now )ess 

, tifero^Tle isluok again, and his resistance is less- 
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ened once more. He is hammered and pounded again and 
again, until, at length,' his only thought is direct and im¬ 
plicit obedience to that person, from whom the fprce: has 
emanated. This is, a proven principle. It is proven because, 
it is the main principle Man, the, animal, has used since his 
earliest beginnings. It is the only principle which has been 
effective, the only principle which has brought about, a wide 
and continued belief. For, it is to our benefit that an indi¬ 
vidual who is struck again, and again, and again, from a 
certain source, will, at length, hypnotically believe any¬ 
thing he is told by the source of the blows., / ’ 

The stupidity of Western civilizations is best demon¬ 
strated by the fact that they believe hypnotism is a thing 
of the mind, of attention, and a desire for unconsciousness. 
This is not true. Only when a person has been beaten, 
punished, and mercilessly hammered, can hypnotism‘ upon 
him be guaranteed in its effectiveness. It is stated by West¬ 
ern authorities on hypnosis that only some twenty percent 
of the people are susceptible to hypnotism. This statement 
is very untrue. Given enough punishment, all of the people 
in any time and place are susceptible to hypnotism. In other 
words, by adding force, hypnotism is made uniformly effec¬ 
tive. Where unconsciousness could not be induced by simple 
concentration upon the hypnotist, unconsciousness can be 
induced by drugs, by blows, by electric shock, and by other 
means. And where unconsciousness cannot be induced so 
as to make an implantation or an hypnotic command effec¬ 
tive, it is only necessary to amputate the functioning por¬ 
tions of the animal man’s brain to render him null and void 
and no longer a menace. Thus, we find that hypnotism is 
entirely effective. 

The mechanisms of hypnotism demonstrate clearly that 
people can be made to believe in certain conditions, and 
even in their environment or in politics, by the administra¬ 
tion of force. Thus, it is necessary for a psychopolitician 
to be an expert in the administration of forces. Thus, he 
can bring about implicit obedience, not only on the part of 
individual members of the populace, but on the entire popu¬ 
lace itself and its government. He need only take unto him- 
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I self a sufficiently savage role,' a sufficiently uncompromising 
inhuman attitude, and he will be obeyed and believed. 

The.subject of hypnotism is a subject of belief. What 
| can people be made to believe? They can be made to bg- 
i l(£ve anything which is administered to them with sufficient 

brutality and force. The obedience of a populace is as good 
as they will believe. 

Despicable religions, such as Christianity, knew this, 
j They knew that if enough faith could be brought into being 
! a populace could be enslaved by the Christian mockeries of ; 
i humanity and mercy, and thus could be disarmed. But one 

need not count upon this act of faith to bring about a broad 
! belief. One must only exhibit enough force, enough inhu- 
! manity, enough brutality and savageness to create implicit 

belief and therefore and thereby implicit obedience. As. 
! Communism is a matter of belief, its study is a study of 

force. 
The earliest Russian psychiatrists, pioneering this science . 

! of psychiatry, understood thoroughly that hypnosis is in- 
f duced by acute fear. They discovered it could also be in-. 
!. duced by shock of an emotional nature, and also by. extreme 

privation, as well as by. blows and drugs. 
In order to induce a high state of hypnogogy in an im. 

1 dividual, a group, or a population, an element of .terror. 
j must always be present on the part of those who would 
- govern. The psychiatrist is aptly suited to this role, for 
i his brutalities are committed in the name of science and 

are inexplicably complex, and entirely out of view of the 
human understanding, A sufficient popular terror of the, 
psychiatrist will, in itself, bring about insanity on the part 
of many individuals. A psychopolitical operative, then, can, 
entirely cloaked with authority, commence and continue a 
campaign of propaganda, describing various “treatments” 
which are administered to the insane. A psychopoiitical 

| operative should at all times insist that these treatments are 
| therapeutic and necessary. He can, in all of his literature 
' and his books, list large numbers of pretended cures by 
I these means. But these “cures” need not actually produce 
I. any recovery from a state of disturbance. As long as the 

psychopoiitical operative or his dupes are the only authori- 
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ties as to the difference between sanity and insanity, their 
word as to the therapeutic value of such treatment will be 
the final word. No layman would dare adventure to place 
judgment upon the state of sanity of an individual whom 
the psychiatrist has already declared insane. The individ¬ 
ual, himself, is unable to complain, and his family, as will be 
covered later, is already discredited by the occurrence of in¬ 
sanity in their midst. There must be no other adjudicators 
of insanity, otherwise it could be disclosed that the brutali¬ 
ties practiced in the name of treatment are not therapeutic, 

ij A psychopolitical operative has no interest in “therapeutic 
ij Ii means” W^iifesr'^ The"greater" iiiMbeFbf irilane in°the 

:j jj country’where he’ is operating, the larger number of the 
I L populace will come under his view, and the greater will be- 

■ come his facilities. Because the problem is apparently 
mounting into uncontrollable heights, he can more and more 
operate in an atmosphere of emergency, which again ex¬ 
cuses his use of such treatments as electric shock, the pre¬ 
frontal lobotomy, trans-orbital leucotomy, and other opera¬ 
tions long-since practiced in Russia on political prisoners. 

It is to the interest of the psychopolitical operative that 
the possibility of curing the insane be outlawed and ruled 
out at all times. For the sake of obedience on the part of 
the population and their general reaction, a level or brutal¬ 
ity must, at all costs, be maintained. Only in this way can 
the absolute judgment of the psychopolitical operative as to 
the sanity or insanity of public figures be maintained in 
complete belief. Using sufficient brutality upon their pa¬ 
tients, the public at large will come to believe utterly any¬ 
thing they say about their patients. Furthermore, and 
much more important, the field of the mind must be suf¬ 
ficiently dominated by the psychopolitical operative, so that 
wherever tenets of the mind are taught they will be hyp¬ 
notically believed. The psychopolitical operative, having 
under his control all psychology classes in an area, can thus 
bring about a complete reformation of the future leaders 
of a country in their educational processes, and so prepare 
them for Communism. 

To be obeyed, one must be believed. If one is sufficient¬ 
ly believed, one will unquestioningly be obeyed. 
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When he is fortunate enough to obtain into his hands 
anyone near to a political or important figure, this factor 
of obedience becomes very important. A certain amount of 
fear or terror must be engendered in the person under treat¬ 
ment so that this person will then take immediate orders, 
completely and unquestioningly, from the psychopolitical 
operative, and so be able to influence the actions of that 
person who is to be reached. 

Bringing about this state of mind on the part of a popu¬ 
lace and its leaders—that a psychopolitical operative must, 
at all times, be believed—could eventually be attended by 
very good fortune. It is not too much to hope that psycho¬ 
political operatives would then, in a country such as the 
United States, become the most intimate advisors to politi¬ 
cal figures, even to the point of advising the entirety of a 
political party as to its actions in an election. 

Xhe_.long.view is the important_view^ Belief is engen- ^ 
dered^ by a certain^ amount of fear and terror from an 

' MthdntaftiveTiffeir and this" wTlf be fbli6^d~^o6^ietiiffiz:~. IT 
// The general propaganda which would best serve Psycho- 
/ politics would be a continual insistence that certain authori- 

j tative levels of healing, deemed this or that the correct 
/ treatment of insanity. These treatments must always in- 
/ elude a certain amount of brutality. Propaganda should 

lj continue and stress the rising incidence of insanity in a 
[I country. The entire field of human behaviour, for the bene- 
i! fit of the country, can, at length, be broadened into abnormal 
!! behaviour. Thus, anyone indulging in any eccentricity, 
\\ particularly the eccentricity of combatting psychopolitics, 
| could be silenced by the authoritative opinion on the part of 

a psychopolitical operative that he was acting in an ab- 
\\ normal fashion. This, with some good fortune, could bring 
\ the person into the hands of the psychopolitical operative so 
\ as to forever mbre disable him, or to swerve his loyalties by 
^-pain-drug hypnotism. 

-Qnu-the.-subject of obedience itself,_ the__most=rontimum 
obedience ..is .unthfiiRing obedience. o"The command given 
must be obeyed'without any rationalizing on the part of the 
subject. The command must, therefore, be implanted below 
the thinking processes of the subject to be influenced, and 
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must react upon him in such a way as to bring no mental 
alertness on his part. 

It is in the interest , of Psychopolitics that a population 
| be told that an hypnotized person will not do anything 
i against his actual will, will not commit immoral acts, and 
1 will not act so as to endanger himself. While this may be 

true of light, parlour hypnotism, it certainly is not true of 
!| commands implanted with the use of electric shock, drugs, 

:!■ or heavy punishment. It is counted upon completely that 
this will be discredited to the general public by psycho- 

j political operatives, for if it were to be generally known 
I that individuals would obey commands harmful to them- 
; selves, and would commit immoral acts while under the in- 
! fluence of deep hypnotic commands, the actions of many 

people, working unknowingly in favor of Communism, 
would be too-well understood. People acting under deep 
hypnotic commands should be acting apparently of their 

J own volition and out of their own convictions, 
i The entire subject of psychopolitical hypnosis, Psycho-.'" 
j politics! in general, depends for its defense upon continu¬ 

ous protest from authoritative sources that such things are 
not possible. And, should anyone unmask a psychopolitical 
operative, he should at once declare the whole thing a physi- 

j cal impossibility, and use his authoritative position to dis- 
|. count any accusation. Should any writings of Psychopoli- 
| tics conie to view, it is only necessary to brand theni a hoax 
' and laugh them out of countenance. Thus, psychopolitical 

activities are easy to defend. 
When psychopolitical activities have reached a certain 

peak, from there on it is almost impossible to undo them, 
j for the population is already under the duress of obedience 
! to the psychopolitical operatives and their dupes. The in-'' 
; gredient of obedience is. important, for the complete belief 

in the psychopolitical operative renders his statement can¬ 
celling any challenge about psychopolitical operations irre¬ 
futable. The optimum circumstances would be to occupy 
every position which would be consulted by oAicials on any 
question or suspicion arising on the subject of Psycho- 
politics; Thus, a psychiatric advisor should be placed near 

j, to hand in every government operation. As all suspicions 
J1 would then be referred to him, no action would ever be 
I taken, and the goal of Communism could be realized in that 
I nation. 

i Psychopolitics depends, from the viewpoint of the layman, 
upon its fantastic aspects. These are its best defense, but •. 

| above all these defenses is implicit obedience on the part of 
! oAicials and the general public, because of the character of 
; the psychopolitical operative in the field of healing. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ANATOMY OF STIMULUS-RESPONSE MECHANISMS 
OF MAN //' ■ 

Man is a stimulus-response animal. His entire reasoning 
capabilities, even his ethics and morals, depend upon stimu¬ 
lus-response machinery. This has long been demonstrated 
by such Russians as Pavlov, and the principles have long 
been used in handling the recalcitrant, in training children, 
and in bringing about a state of optimum behaviour on the 
part of a population. 

Having no independent will of his own, Man is easily 
handled by stimulus-response mechanisms. It is only neces¬ 
sary to install a stimulus into the mental anatomy of Man 
to have that stimulus reactivate and respond any time ah 
exterior command source calls it into being. 

The mechanisms of stimulus-response are easily under-,, 
stood. The body takes pictures of every action in the en¬ 
vironment around an individual. When the environment in¬ 
cludes brutality, terror, shock, and other such activities, 
the mental image picture gained contains in itself all the 
ingredients of the environment. If the individual, himself, 
was injured during that moment, the injury, itself, will re- 
manifest when called upon to respond by ah exterior com¬ 
mand source. 

As an example of this, if an individual is beaten, and is 
told during the entirety of the beating that he must obey 
certain officials, he will, in the future, feel the beginnings 
of the pain the moment he begins to disobey. The installed 
pain, itself, reacts as a policeman, for the experience of the 
individual demonstrates to him that he connot combat, and 
will receive pain from, certain officials. 

The mind can become very complex in its stimulus re¬ 
sponses. As easily demonstrated in hypnotism, an entire 
chain of commands, having to do with a great many complex 
actions, can be beaten, shocked, or terrorized into a mind, 
and will there lie dormant until called into view by some 
similarity in the circumstances of the environment to the 
incident of punishment. 

The stimulus we call the “incident of punishment” where 
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the response mechanism need only contain some small part 
of the stimulus to call into view the mental .image picture, 
and cause it to exert against the body, the pain sequence. 
So long as the individual obeys the picture, or follows the 
commands of the stimulus implantation he is free from pain. 

The behaviour of children is regulated in this fashion in 
every civilized country. The father, finding himself unable 
to bring about immediate obedience and training on the 
part of his child, resorts to physical violence, and after ad¬ 
ministering punishment ot a physical nature to the child 
on several occasions, is gratified to experience complete 
obedience on the. part of the child each time the father 
speaks. In that parents are wont to be lenient with their 
children, they seldom administer sufficient punishment to 
bring about entirely optimum obedience. The ability of 
the organism to withstand punishment is very great. Com¬ 
plete and implicit response can be gained only by stimuli 
sufficiently brutal to actually injure the organism. The 
Kossack method of breaking wild horses is a useful example. 
The horse will'not'restrain itself or take any of its rider’s 
commands. The rider, wishing to break it, mounts, and 
takes a flask of strong Vodka, and smashes it between the 
horses’s ears. The horse, struck to its knees, its eyes filled 
with alcohol, mistaking the dampness for blood, instantly 
and thereafter gives its attention to the rider and never 
needs further breaking. Difficulty in breaking horses is 
only occasioned when .light punishments are administered. 
There is some mawkish sentimentality about “breaking 
the spirit,” but what is desired here is an obedient horse, 
and sufficient brutality brings about an obedient horse. 

The stimulus-response mechanisms of the body are such 
that the pain and the command subdivide so as to counter 
each other. The mental image picture of the punishment 
will not become effective upon the individual unless the 
command content is disobeyed. It is pointed out in many 
early Russian writings that this is a survival mechanism. 
It has already been well and thoroughly used in the survival 
of Communism. 

It is only necessary to deliver into the organism a suffi¬ 
cient stimulus to gain an adequate response. 
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j So long as the organism obeys the stimulus whenever it 
is restimulated in the future, it does not suffer from the 
j*ain of the stimulus. But should it disobey the command 
content of the stimulus, the stimulus reacts to punish the 
individual., Thus, we have an optimum circumstance, and 
one of the basic principles of Psychopolitics. A sufficiently 
installed stimulus will thereafter remain as a police mechan-\ 
ism within the individual to cause him to follow the com¬ 
mands and directions given to him. Should he fail to follow 
these commands and directions, the stimulus mechanism 
will go into action.. As the commands are there with the 
moment of duress, the commands themselves need never be 
repeated, and if the individual were to depart thousands of 
miles away from the psychopolitical operative, he will still 
obey the psychopolitical operative, or, himself, become ex¬ 
tremely ill and in agony. These principles, built from the 
earliest days of Pavlov, by constant and continuous Russian 
development, have, at last, become of enormous use to us in 
our conquest. For less modern and well-informed coun¬ 
tries of Earth, lacking this mechanism, failing to under¬ 
stand it, and coaxed into somnolence by our own psycho¬ 
political operatives, who discount and disclaim it, cannot 
avoid succumbing to it. 

; The body is less able to resist a stimulus if it has insuf¬ 
ficient food and is weary. Therefore, it is necessary to ad¬ 
minister a'li such stimuli to individuals when their ability 

, to resist has been reduced by privation and exhaustion. Re¬ 
fusal to let them sleep over many days, denying them ade¬ 
quate food, then brings about an optimum state for the 
receipt of a stimulus. If the person is then given an elec¬ 
trical shock, and is told while the shock is in action that he 
must obey and do certain things, he has no choice but to do 
them, or to re-experience, because of his mental image pic¬ 
ture of it, the electric shock. This highly scientific and in¬ 
tensely workable mechanism cannot be over-estimated in the 
practice of psychopolitics. 
' Drugging the individual produces an artificial exhaustion, 
land if he is drugged, or shocked and beaten, and given a 
string of commands, his loyalties, themselves, can be defir 
hitely rearranged. This is P.D.H., or Pain-Drug Hypnosis. 
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The psychopolitical operative in training should be 
thoroughly studied in the subject of hypnotism and post- 
hypnotic suggestion. He should pay particular attention to 
the “forgetter mechanism” aspect of hypnotism, which is 
to say, implantation in the unconscious mind. He should 
note particularly that a person given a command in an 
hypnotic state, and then told when still in that condition 
to forget it, will execute it on a stimulus-response signal 
in the environment after he has “awakened” from his hyp¬ 
notic trance. 

Having mastered these details fully, he should, by prac¬ 
ticing upon criminals and prisoners, or inmates available 
to him, produce the hypnotic trance by durgs, and drive 
home post-hypnotic suggestions by pain administered to the 
drugged person. He should then study the reactions of the 
person when “awakened,” and should give him the stimulus- 
response signal which would throw into action the com¬ 
mands given while in a drugged state of duress. By much 
practice he can then learn the threshold dosages of various 
drugs, and the amount of duress in terms of electric shock 
or additional drug shock necessary to produce the optimum 
obedience to the commands. He should also satisfy himself 
that there is no possible method known to Man—there must 
be no possible method known to Man—of bringing the pa¬ 
tient into awareness of what has happened to him, keeping 
him in a state of obedience and response while ignorant of 

its C&US6. 

_ Using criminals and prisoners, the psychopolitical oper-_ 
ative in training should then experiment with duress in the 
absence of privation, administering electric shocks, beat¬ 
ings, and terror-inducing tactics, accompanied by the same 
mechanisms as those employed in hypnotism, and watch 
the conduct of the person when no longer under duress. 

The operative in training should carefully remark those 
who show a tendency to protest, so that he may recognize 
possible recovery of memory of the commands implanted. 
Purely for his own education, he should then satisfy himself 
as to the efficacy of brain surgery in disabling the non- 

responsive prisoner. ' . 
The boldness of the psychopolitical operative can be m- 
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creased; markedly by permitting persons who have been 
given pain-drug hypnosis and who have demonstrated-symp¬ 
toms of rebelling or recalling into the society to observe how 
the label of “insanity” discredits and discounts the state¬ 
ments of the person. 

i Exercises in bringing about insanity seizures at will, 
simply by demonstrating a signal to persons upon whom,. 
pain-drug hypnosis has been used, and exercises in making 
the seizures come about through talking to certain persons 
in certain places arid times should also be used. 

! Brain surgery, as developed in Russia, should also be 
practiced by the psychopolitical operative in training, to 
give him full confidence in 1) the-crudeness with which it 
can be done, 2) the certainty of erasure of the stimulus- 
response mechanism itself, 3) the-production of imbecility, 
idiocy, and dis-cordination on the part of the patient, and 
4) the small amount of comment which casualties in brain 
surgery occasion. 

: ! Exercises in sexual attack mi patients should be practiced 
by the psychopolitcal operative to demonstrate the inability 
of the patient under pain-drug hypnosis to recall the attack, 
while indoctrinating a lust1 for further sexual activity on 
the part of the patient. Sex, in all animals, is a powerful 
motivator, and is no less so in the animal Man, and the oc¬ 
casioning of sexual liaison between females of a target fam¬ 
ily and indicated males, under the control of the psycho- 
political operative, must be demonstrated to be possible 
with complete security for the psychopolitical operative, 
tnus giving into his hands an excellent weapon for the 
breaking down of familial relations and consequent public 
disgraces for the psychopolitical target. 

j Just as a dog can be trained, so can a man be trained; 
Just as a horse can be trained, so can a man be trained.. 
Sexual lust, masochism, and any other desirable perversion 
can be induced by pain-drug hypnosis and the benefit of 
PSychopolitics. 

.The changes of loyalties, allegiances, and sources of com¬ 
mand can be occasioned easily by psychopolitical technolo¬ 
gies, and these should be practiced and understood by the 
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ipsychopolitical operative before he begins to tamper with ■; 
Ipsychopolitical targets of magnitude. . • 

; i The actual simplicity of the subject of pain-drug hypno- ^ - 
; Lis. the use of electric shock, drugs, insanity-producing in¬ 

jections, and other materials, should be masked entirely by . 
i [technical ; nomenclature, the protest of benefit to the pa- ■_ 

itient, by an authoritarian pose and position, and by care- .. 
jfully cultivating governmental positions in the country to 

'be conquered. . ..' 
•j Although the psychopolitical operative working.in■umvei- 

jsities where he can direct the curricula of psychology classes , t 

. jis often tempted to teach some of the principles of Psycho- 
; [politics to the susceptible students in the psychology classes, ... 

i !he must be thoroughly enjoined to limit his information in. 

■ Ipsychology classes to the transmittal of the tenets of Com- 

jmunism under the guise of psychology, and must limit his 

' [activities in bringing about a state of mind on the part,of 

i |the students where they will accept Communist tenets as 
jthose of their own action and as modern scientific principles. 

; .The psychological operative must not, at any time, educate 

(students fully in stimulus-response mechanisms, and must 
j |not impart to them, save those who will become his fellow- 

jworkers, the exact principles of Psychopolitics. It is not 
I necessary: to do so, and it is dangerous. 

!.i ' ■ ' ■ ■ ■' l; . 
i i 

;j ! ' 
i ' . • • 

j - 
i- i, 
i; ‘ • 
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1 CHAPTER VIII 

j DEGRADATION, SHOCK AND ENDURANCE 

i Degradation and conquest are companions, 
i In order to be conquered, a nation must be degraded; 
; either by acts of war, by being overrun, by being forced 
i. into humiliating treaties of peace, or by the treatment of her 
j populace under the armies of the conqueror. However, .. 
' degradation can be accomplished much more insidiously 

and much more effectively by consistent and continual de- 

• famation. 
I Defamation is the best and foremost weapon of Psycho^ 
j politics on the broad field. Continual and constant degra- 
■ dation of national leaders, national institutions, national 
j practices, and national heroes must be systematically car- 
; ried out, but this is the chief function of Communist Party 

Members, in general, not the psychopolitician. 
The realm of defamation and degradation, of the psycho- 

! politician, is Man himself. By attacking the character and 
| morals of Man himself, and by bringing about, through con¬ 

tamination of youth, a general degraded feeling, command 
| of the populace is facilitated to a very marked degree. 

There is a curve of degradation which leads downward 
to a point where the endurance of an individual is almost 
at end. and any sudden action toward him will place him in 
a state of shock. Similarly, a soldier held prisoner can be 

! abused, denied, defamed, and degraded until the slightest 
motion on the part of his captors will cause him to flinch. -. 
Similarly, the slightest word on the part of his captors will 
cause him to obey, or vary his loyalties and beliefs. Given 

I sufficient degradation, a prisoner can be caused to murder 
; his fellow countrymen in the same stockade. Experiments 
! on German prisoners have lately demonstrated that only 
I. after seventy days of filthy food, little sleep, and nearly un- 
1 tenable quarters, that the least motion toward the prisoner 
; would bring about a state of shock beyond his endurance 

threshold, and would cause him to hypnotically receive any¬ 
thing said to him. Thus, it is possible, in an entire stockade 

i of prisoners, to the number of thousands, to being about a 
state of complete servile obedience, and without the labor of 
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personally addressing each one, to pervert their loyalties 
and implant in them adequate commands to insure their 
future conduct, even when released to their own people. 

By lowering the endurance of a person, a group, or a 
nation, and by constant degradation and defamation, it is 
possible to induce, thus, a state of shock which will receive 
adequately any command given. 

The first thing to be degraded in any nation is the state of 
Man, himself. Nations which have high ethical tone are 
difficult to conquer. Their loyalties are hard to shake, their 
allegiance to their leaders is fanatical, and what they 
usually call their spiritual integrity cannot be violated by 
duress. It is not efficient to attack a nation in such a frame 
of mind. It is the basic purpose of Psychopolitics to reduce 
that state of mind t6 a point where it can be ordered and en¬ 
slaved. Thus, the first target is Man, himself. He must 
be degraded from a spiritual being to an animalistic re¬ 
action pattern. He must think of himself as an animal, 
capable only of animalistic reactions. He must no longer 
think of himself, or of his fellows, as capable of “spiritual 
endurance,” or nobility. 

The best approach toward degradation in its first stages 
is the propaganda of “scientific approach” to Man. Man 
must be consistently demonstrated to be a mechanism with¬ 
out individuality, and it must be educated into a populace 
under attack that Man’s individualistic reactions are the 
product of mental derangement. The populace must be 
brought into the belief that every individual within it who 
rebels in any way, shape, or form against efforts and activi¬ 
ties to enslave the whole, must be considered to be a de¬ 
ranged person whose eccentricities are neurotic or insane, 
and who must have at once the treatment of a psychopoli¬ 
tician. 

An optimum condition in such a program of degradation 
would address itself to the military forces of the nation, 
and bring them rapidly away from any other belief than 
that the disobedient one must be subjected to “mental 
treatment.” An enslavement of a population can fail only 
if these rebellious individuals are left to exert their indi¬ 
vidual influences upon their fellow citizens, sparking them 
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1 into rebellion, calling into account their nobilities and free- 
j doms. Unless these restless individuals are stamped out 
; and given into the hands of psychopolitical operatives early 
i in the conquest, there will be nothing but trouble as the 
1 conquest continues. 

The officials of the government, students, readers, par¬ 
takers of entertainment, must all be indoctrinated, by what¬ 
ever means, into the complete belief that the restless, the 

! ambitions, the natural leaders, are suffering from environ- 
i mental maladjustments, which can only be healed by re- 
j course to psychopolitical operatives in the guise of mental 
; healers. 

By thus degrading the general belief in the status of Man 
it is relatively simple, with co-operation from the economic 

. salients being driven into the country, to drive citizens 
, apart, one from another, to bring about a question of the 

wisdom of their own government, and to cause them to ac- 
! tively beg for enslavement. 
; The educational programs of Psychopolitics must, at every 

hand, seek out the levels of youth who will become the lead- 
ers in the country's future, and educate them into the belief 
of the animalistic nature of Man. This must be made fash- 

. ionable. They must be taught to frown upon ideas, upon 
individual endeavor. They must be taught, above all things, 
that the salvation of Man is to be found only by his adjusting 

, thoroughly to this environment. 
This educational program in the field of Psychopolitics * 

can best be followed by bringing about a compulsory train¬ 
ing in some subject such as psychology or other mental prac¬ 
tice, and ascertaining that each broad program of psycho¬ 
political training be supervised by a psychiatrist who is a 

; trained psychopolitical operative. 
As it seems in foreign nations that the church is the most 

ennobling influence, each and every branch and activity of 
each and every church,' must, one way or another, be dis- 

. credited. Religion must become unfashionable by demon¬ 
strating broadly, through psychopolitical indoctrination, 

. that the soul is non-existent, and that Man is an animal. 
The lying mechanisms of Christianity lead men to foolishly 
brave deeds. By teaching them that there is a life here- 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE ORGANIZATION OF MENTAL HEALTH 
CAMPAIGNS 

Psychopolitical operatives should at all times be alert to 
the opportunity to organize “for the betterment of the com¬ 
munity” mental health clubs or groups. By thus inviting 
the co-operation of the population as a whole in mental 
health programs, the terrors of mental aberration can be 
disseminated throughout the populace. Furthermore, each 
one of these mental health groups, properly guided, can 
bring, at last, legislative pressure against the government 
to secure adequately the position of the psychopolitical oper¬ 
ative, and to obtain for him government grants and facili¬ 
ties, thus bringing a government to finance its own down¬ 
fall. 

Mental health organizations must carefully delete from 
their ranks anyone actually proficient in the handling or 
treatment of mental health. Thus must be excluded priests, 
ministers, actually trained psychoanalysts, good hypnotists, 
or trained Dianeticists. These, with some cognizance on the 
subject of mental aberration and its treatment, and with 
some experience in observing the mentally deranged, if 
allowed frequency within institutions, and if permitted to 
receive literature, would, sooner or later, become suspicious 
of the activities engaged upon by the psychopolitical opera¬ 
tive. These must be defamed and excluded as “untrained,” 
“unskillful,” “quacks,” or “perpetrators of hoaxes.” 

No mental health movement with actual goals of mental 
therapy should be continued in existence in any nation. 
For instance, the use of Chinese acupuncture in the treat¬ 
ment of mental and physical derangement must, in China, 
be stamped out and discredited thoroughly, as it has some 
efficacy, and, more importantly, its practitioners under¬ 
stand, through long conversation with it, many of the prin¬ 
ciples of actual mental health and aberration. 

In the field of mental health, the psychopolitician Must 
occupy, and continue to occupy, through various arguments, 
the authoritative position on the subject. There is always 
the danger that problems of mental health may be resolved 
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by some individual or group, which might then derange 
the program of the psychopolitical operative in his mental 
health clubs. 

City officials, socialites, and other unknowing individuals, 
on the subject of mental health, should be invited to full 
co-operation in the activity of mental health groups. But 
the entirety of this activity should be to finance better fa¬ 
cilities for the psychopolitical practitioner. To these groups 
it must be continually stressed that the entire subject of 
mental illness is so complex that none of them; certainly, 
could understand any part of it. Thus, the club should be 
kept on a social and financial level. 

Where groups interested in the health of the community 
have already been formed, they should be infiltrated and 
taken over, and if this is not possible, they should be dis¬ 
credited and debarred, and the officialdom of the area 
should be invited to stamp them out as dangerous. 

When an hostile group dedicated to mental health is dis- 
,covered, the psychopolitician should have recourse to the 
mechanisms of peyote, mescaline, and later drugs which 
cause temporary insanity. He should send persons, prefer¬ 
ably those well under his control, into the mental health 
group, and invite the group, whether Christian Science or 
Dianetics or other practice, to demonstrate its abilities upon 
this new person. These, in demonstrating their abilities, 
will usually act with enthusiasm. Midway in the course of 
their treatment, a quiet injection of peyote, mescaline, or 
other drug, or an electric shock, will produce the symptoms 
of insanity in the patient which has been sent to the target 
group. The patient thus demonstrating momentary insanity 
should immediately be reported to the police and taken away 
to some area of incarceration managed by psychopolitical 
operatives, and so placed out of sight. Officialdom will thus 
come into a belief that this group drives individuals insane 
by their practices, and the practices of the group will then 
be despised and prohibited by law. 

The values of a widespread mental health organization 
are manifest when one realizes that any government can be 
forced to provide facilities for psychopolitical operatives in 
the form of psychiatric wards in all hospitals, in national 
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institutions totally in the hands of psychopolitical opera¬ 
tives, and in the establishment of clinics where youth can be 
contacted and arranged more seemingly to the purposes of 
Psychopolitics. 

Such groups form a political force, which can then legal¬ 
ize |any law or authority desired for the psychopolitical 
operative. 

The securing of authority over such mental health organi¬ 
zations is done mainly by appeal to education. A psycho- 
political operative should make sure that those psychia¬ 
trists he controls, those psychologists whom he has under 
his jorders, have been trained for an excessively long period 
of time. The longer the training period which can be re¬ 
quired, the safer the psychopolitical program, since no new 
grqup of practitioners can arise to disclose and dismay 
psychopolitical programs. Furthermore, the groups them¬ 
selves cannot hope to obtaip any full knowledge of the sub¬ 
ject, not having behind them many, many years of inten¬ 
sive training. 

Vienna has been carefully maintained as the home of 
Psychopolitics, since it was the home of Psychoanalysis. 
Although our activities have long since dispersed any of 
the gains made by Freudian groups, and have taken over 
these groups, the proximity of Vienna to Russia, where 
Phychopolitics is operating abroad, and the necessity “for 
further study” by psychopolitical operatives in the birth¬ 
place of Psychoanalysis, makes periodic contacts with head¬ 
quarters possible. Thus, the word “psychoanalysis must 
be j stressed at all times, and must be pretended to be a 
thorough part of the psychiatrist’s training. 

Psychoanalysis has the very valuable possession of a 
vocabulary, and a workability which is sufficiently poor to 
avoid recovery of psychopolitical implantations. It can be 
made fashionable throughout mental health organizations, 
and by learning its patter, and by believing they see some 
of its phenomena, the members of mental health groups can 

i believe themselves conversant with mental health. Because 
its stress is sex, it is, itself, an adequate defamation of char¬ 
acter, and serves the purposes of degradation well. Thus, 
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in organizing mental health groups, the literature furnished 
such groups should be psychoanalytical in nature. 

If a group of persons interested in suppressing juvenile 
delinquency, in caring for the insane, and the promotion of 
psychopolitical operatives and their actions can be formed in 
every major city of a country under conquest, the success of 
a psychopolitical program is assured, since these groups 
seem to represent a large segment of the population. By 
releasing continued propaganda on the subject of dope ad¬ 
diction, homosexuality, and depraved conduct on the part 
of the young, even the judges of a country can become su¬ 
borned into reacting violently against the youth of the coun¬ 
try, thus mis-aligning and aligning the support of youth. 

The communication lines of psychopolitics, if such mental 
health organizations can be well established, can thus run 
from its most prominent citizens to its government. It is 
not too much to hope that the influence of such groups could 
bring about a psychiatric ward in every hospital in the land, 
and psychiatrists in every company and regiment of the 
nation's army, and whole government institutes manned en¬ 
tirely by psychopolitical operatives, into which ailing gov¬ 
ernment officials could be placed, to the advantage of the 
psychopolitician. 

if a psychiatric ward could be established in every hos¬ 
pital in every city in a nation, it is certain that, at one time 
or another, every prominent citizen of that nation could 
come under the ministrations of psychopolitical operatives 
or , their dupes: 

The validation of psychiatric position in the armed forces 
and security-minded institutions of the nation under con¬ 
quest could bring about a flow and fund of information un- 

, like any other program which could be conceived. If every 
pilot who flies a new plane could come under the question¬ 
ing of a psychopolitical operative, if the compiler of every 

’ plan of military action could thus came under the review 
ofi psychopolitical operatives, the simplicity with which in-- 

j formation can be extracted by the use of certain drugs, with- 
• out the after-knowledge of the soldier, would entirely cripple 
any overt action toward Communism. If the nation could 

i be educated into turning over to psychopolitical operatives 
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! every recalcitrant or rebellious soldier, it would lose its best 
i' fighters. Thus, the advantage of mental health orgamza- 
itions can be seen, for these, by exerting an apparent pubhc 
[pressure against the government, can achieve these ends 

[and goals. ... 
i The financing of a psychopolitical operation is diffcul 
unless it is done by the citizens and government. Although 
vast sums of money can be obtained from private patien , 
and from relatives who wish persons put away, it is, never¬ 
theless, difficult to obtain millions, unless the government 
itself is co-operating. The co-operation of the government 
to obtain these vast sums of money is best obtained by the 
organization of mental health groups composed of leading 
citizens, and who bring their lobbying abilities to bear 
against the nation’s government. Thus can be financed 
many programs, which might otherwise have to be laid 
aside by the psychopolitician. 

The psychopolitical operative should bend consistent and 
continual effort toward forming and continuing in action 
innumerable mental health groups. 

The psychopolitical operative should also spare no ex¬ 
pense in smashing out of existence, by whatever means, 
any actual healing group, such as that of acupuncture, in 
China; such as Christian Science and Dianetics, in the 
United States; such as Catholicism in Italy and Spain; 
and the practical psychology groups of England. 

I 

I 
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CHAPTER X 

CONDUCT UNDER FIRE 
i 
I The psychopolitician may well find himself under attack 
as an individual or a member of a group. He may be at¬ 
tacked as a Communist, through some leak in the organi¬ 
zation, he may be attacked for malpractice. He may be at¬ 
tacked by the families of people whom he has injured. In 
all cases his conduct of the situation should be calm and 
aloof. He should have behind him the authority of many 
years of training, and he should have participated fully in 
the building of defenses in the field of insanity which give 
him the only statement as to the conditions of the mind. 

1 If he has not done his work well, hostile feeling groups 
may expose an individual psychopolitician. These may call 
into question the efficacy of psychiatric treatment such as 
shock, drugs, and brain surgery. Therefore, the psycho¬ 
political operative must have to hand innumerable docu¬ 
ments which assert enormously encouraging figures on the 
subject of recovery by reason of shock, brain surgery, drugs, 
and general treatment. Not one of these cases cited need be 
real, but they should be documented and printed in such a 
fashion as to form excellent court evidence. 
! When his allegiance is attacked, the psychopolitical oper¬ 
ative should explain his connection with Vienna on the 
grounds that Vienna is the place of study for all important 
matters of the mind. 
! More importantly, he should rule into scorn, by reason 
!of his authority, the sanity of the person attacking him, and 
iif the psychopolitical archives of the country are adequate 
many defamatory data can be unearthed and presented as 
a rebuttal. 

, Should anyone attempt to expose psychotherapy as a 
psychopolitical activity, the best defense is calling into 

i question the sanity of the attacker. The next best defense 
is authority. The next best defense is a validation of 
psychiatric practices in terms of long and impressive fig- 

| ures. The next best defense is the actual removal of the 
attacker by giving him, or them, treatment sufficient to 
bring about a period of insanity for the duration of the 
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trial. This, more than anything else, would discredit them, 
i but it is dangerous to practice this, in the extreme. 

Psychopolitics should avoid murder and violence, unless 
lit is done in the safety of the institution, on persons who 
have been proven to be insane. Where institution deaths, 
'appear to be unnecessary, or to rise in “unreasonable num¬ 
ber,” political capital might be made of this by city officials 
or legislature. If the psychopolitical operative has, him- 
iself, or if his group has done a thorough job, defamatory 
i date concerning the person, or connections, of the would-be 
attacker should be on file, should be documented, and should 

! be used in such a way as to discourage the inquiry. 
1 After a period of indoctrination, a country will expect 
insanity to be met by psychopolitical violence. Psycho¬ 
political activities should become the only recognized treat¬ 
ment for insanity. Indeed, this can be extended to such a 
length that it could be made illegal for electric shock and 
brain surgery to be omitted in the treatment of a patient. 

In order to defend psychopolitical activities, a great com¬ 
plexity should be made of psychiatric, psychoanalytica, 
and psychological technology. Any hearing should be bur- 
idened by terminology too difficult to be transcribed easily. 
A great deal should be made out of such terms as schizo¬ 
phrenia, paranoia, and other relatively undefinable states. 

Psychopolitical tests need not necessarily be in agree- 
Iment, one to another, where they are available to thepublic. 
'Various types of insanity should be characterized by diffi¬ 
cult terms. The actual state should be made obscure, but 

iby this verbiage it can be built into the court^or investigat- 
j ing mind that a scientific approach exists and that it is to 
i complex for him to understand. It is not to be imagined 
that a judge or a committee of investigation should inquire 
too deeply into the susbject of insanity, since they, them¬ 
selves, part of the indoctrinated masses, are already lntinu- 
dated if the psychopolitical activity has caused itself to be 
well-documented in terms of horror in magazines. 

In case of a hearing or trial, the terribleness of insanity 
• itself its threat to the society, should be exaggerated until 

the court or committee believes thatthe 
operative is vitally necessary in his post and should not be 
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harrassed for the activities of persons who are irrational. 
I An immediate attack upon the sanity of the attacker be- 
fore any possible hearing can take place is the very best de¬ 
fense. It should become well-known that “only the insane 
attack psychiatrists.” The by-word should be built into the 
society that paranoia is a condition “in which the individual 
Relieves he is being attacked by Communists.” It will be' 
found that this defense is effective. 

Part of the effective defenses should include the entire 
lack in the society of any real psychotherapy. This must 
b|e systematically stamped out, since a real psychotherapy 
might possibly uncover the results of psychopolitical ac¬ 
tivities. 

I Jurisprudence, in a Capitalistic nation, is of such clumsi- 
njess that cases are invariably tried in their newspapers. 
We have handled these things much better in Russia, and 
hfve uniformly brought people to trial with full confessions 
already arrived at (beingf implanted) before the trial took 
place. 

| Should any whisper, or pamphlet, against psychopolitical 
activities be published, it should be laughed into scorn, 
branded an immediate hoax, and its perpetrator or publish¬ 
er should be, at the first opportunity, branded as insane, 
aiid by the use of drugs the insanity should be confirmed. 

I 

i 

| 

i 
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THE USE OF PSYCHOPOLITICS IN SPREADING 
COMMUNISM 

Reactionary nations are of such a composition that they 
attack a word without understanding of it. As the con¬ 
quest of a nation by Communism depends upon imbuing its 
population with communistic tenets, it is not necessary that. 
the term “Communism” be applied at first to the educative 
measures employed. 

As an example, in the United States we have been able 
to alter the works of William James, and others, into a more 
acceptable pattern, and to place the tenets of Karl Marx, 
Pavlov, Lamarck, and the data of Dialectic Materialism into 
the textbooks of psychology, to such a degree that anyone 
thoroughly studying psychology becomes at once a candidate 
to accept the reasonableness of Communism. 

As every chair of psychology in the United States is oc¬ 
cupied by. persons in our connection, or who can be in¬ 
fluenced by persons in our connection, the consistent em¬ 
ployment of such texts is guaranteed. They are given the 
authoritative ring, and they are carefully taught. 

Constant pressure in the legislatures of the United States 
can bring about legislation to the effect that every student 
attending a high school or university must have classes in 
psychology. 

Educating broadly the educated strata of the populace 
into the tenets of Communism is thus rendered relatively 
easy, and when the choice is given them whether to con¬ 
tinue in a Capitalistic or a Communistic condition, they will 
see, suddenly, in Communism, much more reasonability 
than in Capitalism, which will now be of our own definition. 
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CHAPTER XII 

VIOLENT REMEDIES 

As populaces, in general, understand that a violence is 
necessary in the handling of the insane, violent remedies 
seem to be reasonable. Starting from a relatively low level 
of violence, such as strait-jackets and other restraints, it 
Is relatively easy to encroach upon the public diffidence for 
violence by adding more and more cruelty into the treat¬ 
ment of the insane. 

By increasing the brutality of “treatment,” the public ex¬ 
pectance of sUch treatment will be assisted, and the pro¬ 
test Of the individual to whom the treatment is given is im¬ 
possible, Since immediately after the treatment he is incap¬ 
able. The family of the individual under treatment is sus¬ 
pect for having had in its midst, already, an insane person. 
The family’s protest should be discredited. 

The more violent the treatment, the more command value 
the psychopolitical operative will accumulate. Brain opera¬ 
tions should become standard and commonplace. While the 
figures of actual deaths should be repressed wherever pos¬ 
sible, nevertheless, it is of no great concern to the psycho- 
political operative that many deaths do occur. 

Gradually, the public should be educated into electric 
Shock, first by believing that it is very therapeutic, then by 
believing that it is quieting, then by being informed that 
electric shock usually injures the spine and teeth, and 
finally, that it very often kills or at least breaks the spine 
and removes, violently, the teeth of the patient. It is very 
doubtful if anyone from the lay levels of the public could 
tolerate the observation of a single electric shock treatment. 
Certainly they could not tolerate witnessing a prefrontal 
lobotomy or trans-orbital leucotomy. However, they should 
be brought up to a level where this is possible, where it is 
the expected treatment, and where the details, of the treat¬ 
ment itself can be made known, thus to the increase of 
psychopolitical prestige. 

The more violent the treatment, the more hopeless in¬ 
sanity will seem to be. 

The society should be worked up to the level where every 
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recalcitrant young man can be brought into court and as¬ 
signed to a psychopolitical operative, be given electric 
shocks, and reduced into unimaginative docility for the re¬ 
mainder of his days. 

By continuous and increasing advertising of the violence 
of treatment, the public will at last come to tolerate the 
creation of zombie conditions to such a degree that they will 
probably employ zombies, if given to them. Thus a large 
strata of the society, particularly that which was rebellious, 
can be reduced to the service of the psychopolitician. 

By various means, a public must be convinced, at least, 
that insanity can only be met by shock, torture, deprivation, 
defamation, discreditation, violence, maiming, death, pun¬ 
ishment in all its forms. The society, at the same time, 
must be educated into the belief of increasing insanity 
within its ranks. This creates an emergency, and places 
the psychopolitician in a saviour role, and places him, at 
length, in charge of the society. 



I . * 

: ' CHAPTER XIII •••■• 

THE RECRUITING. OF PSYCHOPOLITICAL DUPES 

The psychopolitical dupe is a well-trained individual who 
serves in complete obedience the psychopolitical operative. 

In that nearly all persons in training are expected to 
undergo a certain amount of treatment in any field .of the 
mind, it is not too difficult to persuade persons in the field 
of mental healing to subject themselves to mild or minor 
drugs or shock. If this can be done, a psychological dupe 
on the basis of pain-drug hypnosis can immediately result. 

Recruitment into the ranks of “mental healing” can best 
be done by carefully bringing to it only those healing stu- 
dents who are, to some slight degree, already depraved^ or 
who have been “treated’' by psychopolitical operatives. 

Recruitment is effected by making the field of mental 
healing very attractive, financially, and sexuallyv 

The amount of promiscuity which can be induced in 
mental patients can work definitely to the advantage of the 
psychopolitical recruiting agent. The dupe can thus .be in-, 
duced into many lurid sexual contacts, and these, properly 
witnessed, can thereafter be used as blackmail material to 
assist any failure of pain-drug hypnosis in causing him to 

execute orders. . ^ •' 
The promise of unlimited sexual opportunities, the pro¬ 

mise of complete dominion over the bodies and; minds of 
helpless patients, the promise of complete lawlessness with¬ 
out detection, can thus attract to “mental healing” many 
desirable recruits who will willingly fall in line with psycho¬ 

political activities. \ . 
In that the psychopolitician has under his control the m- 

sane of the nation, most of them have criminal tendencies, 
and as he can, as his movement goes forward, recruit for his 
ranks the criminals themselves, he has unlimited numbers 
of human beings to employ on whatever project he may see 
fit. In that the insane will execute destructive projects 
without question, if given the proper amount of punishment 
and implantation, the degradation of the country’s youth, 
the defamation of its leaders, the suborning of is courts be¬ 

comes childishly easy. 
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The psychopolitician has the advantage of naming as a 
; delusory symptom any attempt on the part of a patient to 
expose commands. 

| The psychopolitician should carefully adhere, to institu¬ 
tions and should eschew private practice whenever possible, 
since this gives him the greatest number of human beings to 
control to the use of Communism. When he does act in 
private practice, it should be only in contact with the fami¬ 
lies of the wealthy and the officials of the country. 



, CHAPTER XIV 

THE SMASHING OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS 

You must know that until recent times the complete sub¬ 
ject of mental derangement, whether so light as simple 
worry or so heavy as insanity, was the sphere of activity 
of the church and only the church.. 

Traditionally in civilized nations and barbaric ones the 
priesthood alone had in complete charge the mental condi¬ 
tion of the citizen. As a matter of great concern to the 
psychopolitician this tendency still exists in every public 
in the Western World and scientific inroads into this sphere 
has occurred only in official and never in public quarters. . 

The magnificent tool welded for us by Wundt would be 
as nothing if it were not for official insistence in civilized 
countries that "scientific practices” be applied to the prob¬ 
lem of the mind. Without this official insistence or even if 
it relapsed for a moment, the masses would grasp stupidity 
for the priest, the minister, the clergy when mental condi¬ 
tion came in question. Today in Europe and America 
“scientifiic practices” in the field of the mind would not last 
moments if not enforced entirely by officialdom. 

It must be carefully hidden that the incidence of insanity 
has increased only since these “scientific practices” were 
applied. Great remarks must be made of “the pace of mod¬ 
ern living” and other myths as the cause of the increased 
neurosis in the world. It is nothing to us what causes it if 
anything does. It'is everything to us that no evidence of 
any kind shall be tolerated afoot to permit the public ten¬ 
dency toward the church its way. If given their heads, if 
left to themselves to decide, independent of officialdom, 
where they would place their deranged loved ones the public 
would choose religious sanitariums and would avoid as if 
plagued places where “scientific practices” prevail. 

Given any slightest encouragement, public support would 
swing on an instant all mental healing into the hands of the 
churches. And there are Churches waiting to receive it, 
clever churches. That terrible monster the Roman Catholic 
Church still dominates mental healing heavily throughout 
the Christian world and their well schooled priests are al- 
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ways at work to turn the public their way. In the field of 
pure healing the Church of Christ Science of Boston, Massa¬ 
chusetts excells in commanding the public favor and oper¬ 
ates many sanitariums. All these must be swept aside. 
They must be ridiculed and defamed and every cure they 
advertise must be asserted as a hoax. A full fifth of* a 
psychopolitician’s time should be devoted to smashing these 
threats. Just as in Russia we had to destroy, after many 
many years of the most arduous work, the. Church, so we 
must destroy all faiths in nations marked for conquest/ - 

Insanity must be made to hound the footsteps of every 
priest and practitioner. His best results must be turned to 
jibbering insanities no matter what means we have to use. 

You need not care what effect you have upon the public. 
The effect you care about is the one upon officials. You 
must recruit every agency of the nation marked for slaugh¬ 
ter into a foaming hatred of religious healing. You must 
suborne district attorneys and judges into an intense be¬ 
lief as fervent as an ancient faith in God that Christian 
Science or any other religious practice which might devote 
itself to mental healing is vicious, bad, insanity-causing, 
publicly hated and intolerable. 

You must suborne and recruit any medical healing or¬ 
ganization into collusion in this campaign. You must ap¬ 
peal to their avarice and even their humanity to invite their 
cooperation in smashing, all religious healing and thus, to 
our end, care of the insane. You must see that such societies 
have only qualified Communist-indoctrinees as their ad¬ 
visors in this matter. For you can use such societies. They 
are stupid and stampede easily. Their cloak and degrees 
can be used quite well to mask any operation we care to 
have masked. We must make them partners in our en¬ 
deavor so that they will never be able to crawl from beneath 
our thumb and discredit us. 

We have battled in America since the century’s turn to 
bring to nothing any and all Christian influences and we are 
succeeding. While we today seem to be kind to the Christian 
remember we have yet to influence the “Christian world” to 
our ends. When that is done we shall have an end of them 
everywhere. You may see them here in Russia as trained 
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apes. They do not know their tether is long only until the 
apes in other lands have become unwary. 

You must work until “religion” is synonymous with “in- 
sanity.” You must work until the officials of city, county, . 
and state governments will not think twice before they 
[pounce upon religious groups as public enemies; 
;j Remember, all lands are governed by the few-and only... 
I pretend to consult with'the many. It is no different in . 
iiAmerica. The petty official, the maker of laws alike can be 
Imade to believe the worst. It is not necessary to convince ; 
the masses. It is only necessary to work incessantly upon 
the official, using personal defamations, wild lies, false evk 
dences and constant propaganda to make him fight for you . 
against the church or against any practitioner. \ ' 

Like the official the bona-fide medical healer also believes 
the worst if it can be shown to him as dangerous competi¬ 
tion. And like the Christian, should he seek to take from 
us any right we have gained, we shall finish him as well. 

1 We must be like the vine upon the tree. We use the tree 
to climb< and then, strangling it, grow into power on the 

'I nourishment of its flesh. • 
|l We must strike from our path any opposition. We 
l must use for our tools and authority that comes to hand, 
ii And then at last, the decades sped, we can dispense with all 
! authority save our own and triumph in the greater glory of 

i the Party. 
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CHAPTER XV 

| PROPOSALS WHICH MUST BE AVOIDED 

j There are certain damaging movements which could inter- 
i ruPt a psychopolitical conquest. These, coming from some 
! quarters of the country, might gain headway and should be 
j spotted before they do, and stamped out. 

j; Proposals may be made by large and powerful groups in 

■| ^he country to return the insane to, the care of those who 
i have handled mental healing for tribes and populaces for 

centuries—the priest. Any movement to place clergymen 

in charge of institutions should be fought on-the grounds of 
incompetence and the insanity brought about by religion. 
The most destructive thing which could happen to a psycho- 
political program would be the investment of the ministry 
with the care of the nation’s insane. 

If mental hospitals operated by religious groups are ini 
existence, they must be discredited and closed, no matter 
what the cost, for it might occur that the actual figures of 
recovery in such institutions would become known, and that 

the lack of recovery in general institutions might be com- 
I pared to them, and this might lead to a movement to place 

[the clergy in charge of the insane. Every argument must 

be advanced early, to overcome any possibility of this ever 
occurring. 

A country’s law must carefully be made to avoid any 

rights of person to the insane. Any suggested laws or Con¬ 
stitutional Amendments which make the harming of the 
insane unlawful, should be fought to the extreme, on the 

grounds that only violent measures can succeed. If the 
law were to protect the insane, as it normally does not, the 
entire psychopolitical program would very possibly collapse. 

Any movement to increase or place under surveillance 

the orders required to hospitalize the mentally ill should be 
discouraged. This should be left entirely in the hands of 
persons well under the control of psychopolitical operatives. . 
It should be done with minimum formality, and no recovery 
of the insane from an institution should be possible by any 
process of law. Thus, any movement to add to the legal 

steps of the processes of commitment and release should be 
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discouraged on the grounds of emergency. To obviate this, 
thej best action is to place a psychiatric and detention w fil'd' 

for] the mentally ill in every hospital in a land. 
Any writings of a psychopolitical nature, accidentally, 

disclosing themselves, should, be prevented. All actual 

literature on the subject of insanity and is treatment should 
be suppressed, first by actual security, and second by. com¬ 
plete verbiage which renders it incomprehensible. The 

actual figures of recovery or death should never be an¬ 
nounced in any papers. Any investigation attempting to 

discover whether or not psychiatry or psychology has ever 

curjed anyone should immediately be discouraged and 
laughed to scorn, and should mobilize at that point all 
psyjchopolitical operatives. At first, it should be ignored, 
butj if this is not possible, the entire weight of all psycho- • 
politicians in the nation should be pressed into service. Any 

tactic possible should be employed to prevent this from oc¬ 
curring. To rebut it, technical appearing papers should 
exijst as to the tremendous number of cures effected by 
psychiatry and psychology, and whenever possible, per-' 

ceritages of cures, no matter how fictitious, should be worked 
into legislative papers, thus forming a background of “evi¬ 

dence” which would immediately rebut any effort to actual¬ 

ly discover anyone who had ever been helped by psychiatry 

or psychology. 
If the Communistic connections' of an psychopoliticiah 

shojuld become disclosed, it should be attributed to his own 

carelessness, and he should, himself, be immediately branded 
as eccentric within his own profession. 

Authors of literature which seek to demonstrate the pic¬ 

ture of a society under complete mental control and duress 
should be helped toward infamy or suicide to discredit their 

works. 
, Any legislation liberalizing any healing practice should 
be immediately fought and defeated. All healing practices 
shduld gravitate entirely to authoritative levels, and no 

■other opinions should be admitted, as these might lead to 

exposure. 
, ’’ Movements to improve youth should be invaded and cor¬ 

rupted, as this might interrupt campaigns to produce in 
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youth delinquency, addiction, drunkenness, and sexual 

prom'iscuity. 
Communist workers in the field of newspapers and radio 

should be protected wherever possible by striking out of 
actioh, through Psychopolitics, any persons consistently at¬ 
tacking them. These, in their turn, should be persuaded, to 
give 'every possible publicity to the benefits of psychopoliti- 
cal activities under the heading of “science. , 

No healing group devoted to the mind must be allowed to 
exist1 within the borders of Russia or its satellites. Only 
well-vouched-for psychopolitical operatives can be con- 
tinued in their practice, and this only for the benefit of the 
government or against enemy prisoners. 

Any effort to exclude psychiatrists or psychologists from 

the armed services must be fought. ' 
Ahy inquest into the “suicide” or sudden mental de¬ 

rangement of any political leader in a nation must be con¬ 
ducted only by psychopolitical operatives or their dupes, 
whether Psychopolitics is responsible or not. 

I^eath and violence against persons attacking Commu¬ 
nism in a nation should be eschewed as forbidden. Violent 
activity against such persons might bring about their 
martyrdom. Defamation, and the accusation of insanity, 
alone should be employed, and they should be brought at last 
under the ministrations of psychopolitical operatives, such 
as psychiatrists and controlled psychologists. 



CHAPTER XVI ; V,; 

IN SUMMARY ' 

In this time of unlimited weapons, and in national antag¬ 
onisms where atomic war with Capitalistic powers is pos¬ 
sible, Psychopolitics must act efficiently as never before. ; 

Any and all programs of Psychopolitics must be increased 
to aid and abet the activities of other Communist agents 
throughout the nation in question. , 

The failure of Psychopolitics might well bring about the 
atomic bombing of the Motherland. ! •' V 

If Psychopolitics succeeds in its mission throughout the 
Capitalistic nations of the world, there will never be, an 
atomic war, for Russia will have subjugated all of her 
enemies. - . 

Communism has already spread across one-sixth of the 
inhabited world. Marxist Doctrines have already pene¬ 
trated the remainder. An extension of the Communist so¬ 
cial order is everywhere victorious. The spread of Com¬ 
munism has never been by force of battle, but by conquest of 
the mind. In Psychopolitics we have refined this conquest 
to its last degree. 

The psychopolitical operative must succeed, for his suc¬ 
cess means a world of Peace. His failure might well mean 
the destruction of the civilized portions of Earth by atomic 
power in the hands of Capitalistic madmen. 

The end thoroughly justifies the means. The degradation 
of populaces is less inhuman than their destruction by 
atomic fission, for to an animal who lives only once, any life 
is sweeter than death. 

The end of war is the control of a conquered people. If a 
people can be conquered in the absence of war, the end of 
war will have been achieved without the destruction of war, 
A worthy goal. 

The psychopolitician has his reward in the nearly un¬ 
limited control of populaces, in the uninhibited exercise of 
passion, and the glory of Communist conquest over the stu¬ 
pidity of the enemies of the People. 

The End 
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I | employed with the. .kaiser .Corp*, 1801 Franklin 
Street, Oakland, California, advised SA IERRY W. MOOTHABT b6 
on 8/8/56 that he was a member of the House of Representative}., 7 q 
Territory of Alaska, and presently in Oakland, California 

. working for the Kaiser Corp. and; attending law school* 

I I exhibited to. Agent a pamphlet entitled, ’’Brain- 
Washing ””A Synthesis, of tile Russian Textbook bn Riychopolitics 
a letter appearing in the'front of the pamphlet reads ai*„- 

v follows: ' 
1. ■■ _ ' - - * ' . * 
a * !’Ihe Hubbard Dianetic Research .Poundatioh: . - - . - - 
C^h Box 242, Silver Spring; Md., V*S.AC ' 

. *• - . * ■*■ . -. ~ ■’*", - - ’ 
(}:’’Dear Memberf «-•*.. . - ’■ * 

‘ - '•*?* ...<*- - * 

> ^’’Thank, you for helping us. to cooperate with the governmental - 
I request that the, text on Russian Brainwashing not be released. - 

g publicly.t Almost all of the previously released copies have 
|!;.beeh recovered*. ' * . 1' 

•’Our most trusted members may retain copies for ..research work 
* to cure effects of brainwashing.* For this* purpose we are 

issuing this volume to* you* ' , 

’’Note that SLP .Issue Eight provides the fastest, cure Of 
brainwashing •• Anyone who has been fully and correctly 
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audited on SX.P Issue Eight can hot he brainwashed. 

"Very best regards, 

"HiD.R.F. 

"No. 49-0' 

stated h© never heard 
name. He mentioned that 

during the election campaign, the newspapers carried his 
name as | and that probably this organization 
obtained nxs name our ox the newspapers. 

belated that he had never subscribed to the 
pamphlet, "Brain-Washing", but that it appeared as though 
a record was being kept of the individuals to whom the 
pamphlet was directed, inafiimi^h as Nio. 49**0 appeared with 
the name,1 lat the bottom of the letter 
in, front of the pamphlet. 

_stated he wanted to go on record with the FBI 
to the effect that he did not subscribe to this pamphlet 
and that he had ho conncciinns wljft .The_Hubbari,,Dianeiic, _ 
Re sear ch „Foundat ion .. |_| mentioned that in the 
past, he had been cleared for Top-Secret information. 

if\'j j - - 

advised/^A JERRY W. MOOTHART otC^/f/% that 
one LAFAYETTE ROJ^JbUEBARD was president of the HDRF and 
the Allied Scientist of the V/ofIdi“in_~1951, that these 
organizations in 1951 had headquarters at 211 W. Douglas 
Street, Wichita, Kansas and a communication office at 
94l t? 17th Avenue, Denver, Colorado. Informant further 
advised that the HDRF was evidently a “cradk pot" organizati 
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The Bureau, Baltimore-, Kansas City, and Denver Offices are 
requested to check their* indices and adyise this office of 
any subversive information regarding "The Hubbard, Dianetic 
Re search. Foundation11, Box 24'2i Silver Springs,- Mdi or 
LAFAYETTE' RON HUBBARD *. " ' 



DIRECTOR* FBI 

SAC, CHICAGO (k7-52?$) 

mil HUBBARD 
IMPmSORATIOH 

l* 

llarch 8* 19£6 
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i 
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__ Ion February 29. 
1956, stated that she is presently employed in,the 
office of the Chicago Carpenters Districts Council* 12 
Bast Mq Strobt, and hue boon employed there since* 

in connection with, tho letter sho directed 
to this Bureau at Washington. D.C. under dato of January 
9. 19% she stated thatl _ 
visited her in Chicago 
Chicago only th< 
had seen hit; i 

__, HO va3 in 
day, and it was the first title sho 

■L • v ♦ ,4 % •* '-v «• 

and then only postal cards# 
earns that they correspond rarely,; 

During her visit with him* she’noticed his 
consuming interest in, DianotiC3. “ lie spoke of a Jfr* 
HUBBARD and said that ho, her brother, had gone to 
Washington, D.C, in July! 19% because Hr. HUBBARD 
had gone to Washington, D. C. to bo “at tho foot of tha 
FBI.” Bho asked bin if tho FBI actually consulted with 
HUBBARD and he replied “yes*” She said ho also told 
her- that ho had ^ust loft Washington* D.C* and whs on 
his Way “west.” Ho also mentioned having* worked for an 
egress company and for the United States Post pfficn_ 
in Washington* D.C. during the Christmas rush* | 
stated that her brother also said that HUBBARD was 
considering organising as a church, but not In tho sense 

b6 
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X 
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of a religious groUp.; HO also mentioned a term similar 
to psycho-politics and said tho purpdso of “HUBBARD’S 
movement was to keep the Communists* from driving popple 
insane.” She said HUBBARD, mentioned that a unit, wad 
located in Elgin, Illinois, but gavo ho specific address* if 

stated; that since writing to thi3 Bureau” 
she had visited some bookstores and had 
HOlfetolARD entitled “Science for , 

* * i 
b6 
b7C 

. "i 
i 

at. Washington,, d.c 1 
locatod a book by I.c _...w_ _ _ 
survival,” which she^said dealt with Dianotics. 
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In addition. stated that a into 
clio h&d novel* bear'd of X* K.QII IIUliBAlTD or DionotiCO 
'until this recent visit with, hoi* brother she had 
thought it ”crachpntn and so told him end ho became 
very much upset* She now bolioves that ho night 
hptVO brought in the FBI to impress her* Sho hastened 
to day, however* that aho did not ^uoatipn tho honoSty 
Oi? patriotism of her brother* Bho added that at tho 
tino of their visit she wondered if he night bo 
nontally unbalanced in view of hid statement* but 
now thinks it was only his groat interest in tho 
subject of Diabetics* 

"b6 

b7C 

tof 
_ land aho understands thoy mero recently 

divorced in ho a Angeles, California». She stated her 
brother had nover hdd a ►regular occupation#. Sho 
furnished the following physical description and 
background information? 
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Kdfficsion* mx mi %W ETJ3BAHD 
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rotated that the bt?o people Aho 
referred -to in her lot-tar aa ndvorpcly affoctqd wore 
_f Bha algo Abated 
ono now ro.3r0.ts having Witten tho letter aa aho 
would Hoi/ want to cauao her brother any diffictfLtyj 

On. Kerch I ~1 tolophonically , 
eentacted tho Chicago- Office and a&yiacd ad follows* 
Oiaco she war contaotod by a raprooehtativo of thid 
Bureau eoncominc; her Xottor of dcnUnry % 1956* alio, 
had learned that her ranenta had received a •oossAuAlbatioa 
frjQr.ll_1-ftTul 1 r^nrmnrl *hl±t rmnnnYifo 

She directed a lettor to hisi tolling him of her 
letter to the FBI* hor purchase of a hoolr by B* KO!I 
IJOESARD* and being eentacted by a reproaoatativa 
of this Bureau. Bbo bald that on Itorbh 5# 1956* she 
resolved a reply ff du Mn lh which ho abated that 
wtho Bubbard Association has her corme.eticn with tho 
BBt And does not clain nnyn, Also that ho had ttUdo 
the rceiarh concerning tho' FBI rcoroly to inproaa hor 
in view of her laclr qt interest in tho Subject ho 
wag discussing. and ho had no idea it would so beyond 
her. 

I lot at cd oho had hot at may tine? 
etUcpticrod the integrity of her brother and that in 
his latter hor brother heel a aid he would wolccno 
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Director, EDI (62-94060)^ 

September 4, 1Q56 

' '~h 

THE HUBBARD BIANETIC RESEARCH FOUHDATIOH 
INTERNAL SECURITY - X 

Reurlet August EX, 1956. 
Dufiles contain ho infQrnatiqn of a subversive 

nature regarding captioned, organisation or its president, 
Lafayette Ron Hubbard. 

* 1 
.V 

V 

For your information, the April 24, 1951, edition 
of "The Tines Herald,'1 a Washington, D* Cm, daily news¬ 
paper, contained an article which reflected that Bubbard*s 
wife was suing him for divorce* According to the article, 
she charged that Hubbard was hopelessly insane, " and that 
"competent medical advisors recommended that Hubbard be 
committed to. a private sanitarium for psychiatric . 
observation arid treatment of a mental ailment known as 
paranoid schizophrenia*" 
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from ivtfskc, miiadeSt :j> 

mm UNITED STmJS GOVERNMENT 
•j. 

DATE: %28r56 

f 
(62-0) 

subj: ECl^^ HUBBARD DIANETIC RESEARCH FOUNDATION 

(Text on Russian' Brainwashing). 
MISCELLANEOUS - Security Matter 

sr 

ATTENTION' RESEARCH, SECTION 

on 
8=-21-56 conta-crcea^SirffllLIP M. CULLEN and. advised that a female client, who 
prpfers to remain anonymous> had received the original of the enclosed 
letter accidentally’ and believed ■hhatvft iTvHr»a+.ftd nnooSV»lA P.P- iwfaroot._r 

on the part of the addressee* 
_advised that .his client had come to him for advice on-the 
matter* 

b7C 
« 

Hade available a photorecord copy of the original 
letter which is furnished to the Bureau for information* 

* M * “ 

It is the recollection of SA CULLEN, that, a science fiction f 
1>rxriter by the name of HUBBARD, several years! ago received wide publicity 

(fj) over his discovery of a new “science” of the mind which he termed1 1 | i 
^ Edianatics"* It is alsp. the recollection of SA C'ULLEN that the medical ^ 

profession at the time, scoffed; at “dianetics*? as a, .form-.of quackery*., -- 

V- The 1955 Polk City TVi ty> rd.nrv wflc^.a t.ha+f 

,4 

-at 

*1 
»*b6 

f®b7C 

No further action is contemplated in this matter* 
2 - Bu (RM) - 
1 — EH (62—P) 
EMCjemc 
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THE HUBBARD 
DIANETIG RESEARCH FOUNDATION 

BOX 242, SILVER SPRING, MD*, U, S. A, 
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Dear Member, 
t * » 

Thank you for helping us to cooperate with 
the governmental request, that the text on Russian 
Brainwashing not be released publicly. Almost all 
oi the previously r eleasjed^cdpies have been 
recovered. 

A £ 
Our. most trusted members may retain, * 

copies for research work to cure effects of brain¬ 
washing.’"For this purpose we are issuing this 
volume to you. . 

Note that SLP Issue Eight provides the 
fastest cure of brainwashing. Anyone who has been 
fully and correctly audited on SLP Issue Eight can 
not be brainwashed.„ 

* Very best regards, 

- ' H.D.R.F. 
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■2902 
The Los; Ahgeles±Jlalifprni& f'fimes Herald* in 

tie issue of April S4r l95fr reXated that Hbbbdrd?8< wife 
accused him of subjecting her to 'scientific torture 
experimentsf The news story reported that Urs* Hubbard, 
in a divorce suit> claimed'that he was 'hopelessly1* inSarie* 
Her complaint stated in part that the Hubbard Hidnetics 

] He search foundation did store than, a million dollars worth 
j of business in 1950*{jj^ 

Ho information is available in the records of 
this Bureau to indicate that the booklet entitled nBrainwashing" 
has at any time been■ banned or restricted in the united states• 

f Actudlly the authenticity of the booklet appears to be of a 
doubtful nature since it lacks documentation of source material 
and contains no quotations from well-known communist works; 
which would normally be used in a synthesis of communist, 

jwritings. in addition the alleged author of tftepubliddtioi 
~admits he cannot< vouch for the authenticity of the booklet/ 

.By* data tdentULLahle joiiB I 

was located in. the files 
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< Sincerely ypurs,(iX! 

John Edgar Ho over\ 
Director ty 
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THE HUBBARD DIANETICT RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC, 

STATE OF 

COUNTY OF 
’jss 

I hereby solemnly swear and affirm that I am not hbw, nor have 
. ' ’ '■* 

I ever been, a member of, or connected withj> the Communist Party 

or any other anti-American organization, in’ the United States 
i 

of America or in any other country. I do not now^i nor have I 
< $ 

ever, supported, aided, or abetted the Communist Party or any 

of its numerous front organizations and subdivisions, or any 
*1 

other organization intending to overthrow the government, in any 

of its activities. I will support the government}'of these 

* | 
United States and protect it from subversion and overthrow. I 

hold the Communist Party in this country to be part of an inter- 
* 

national conspiracy to overthrow by force and treachery the 
V f \, 

government of the United States and of every other free or . 

independent nation, and! I will do everything in my power to prevent 
if!, 

the use of-Dianetics toward that end by the Communist Party or 
1 

by any other organization or person. 

Signature ,1 

Date if ' ' 
* 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ^ day of 
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* , THE HUBBARD 
f>IANETIG RESEARCH FOUNDATION « 

f A 

BOX 242, SILVER SPRING, MD„ U.S,A% 

' ft*> . M 
’*v ■-' 

Dear Member, 

Thank you for- helping us to cooperate with' 
the governmental request that, the text .onRusBian 
Brainwashing not be released publicly, Almost aU * 
of the previously released copies have been 
recovered, 

Our most trusted?members may, retain, 
copies for research work to cure effects of .brainy 
Washing. For this purpose we are issuing this > 
volume to you. 

Note that SLP Issue Eight provides the . 
fastest cure of brainwashing. Anyone who has been 
fully and correctly audited on SLP Issue Eight can 
not be brainwashed. 

Very best regards, 

h.d.r.f. 
t 
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